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ABSTRACT
This dissertation considers music's role in constructing collective identity and
generating social meaning, with the aim of yielding new insights into the workings of
indigenous agency in cross-cultural encounters. In the Pacific nation of Tonga a unique
set of socio-cultural forces has shaped a distinctive contemporary identity. Tonga's
government comprises the only monarchy in the contemporary Pacific and represents the
only Polynesian group that was not colonized in the political sense. Although Western
ideas permeated Tongan culture over the past two centuries, these transformations
occurred largely as a result of Tongan choices. The introduction of Christianity in the
nineteenth century provided the pathway by which most Western ideologies and practices
made their way into Tongan society. Christianity's sacred music tradition in particular
greatly influenced Tongan musical performance and served as vehicle for a process of
musical indigenization that continues to the present day.
My central hypothesis posits that the Tongan people adopted the European brass
band into Tongan lifeways largely on their own terms and for culturally specific
purposes. I argue that the processes of adoption and adaptation illustrate highly complex
negotiations through which Tongans greatly counteracted the tendency toward
asymmetrical power balances between internal and external forces as experienced
elsewhere during the colonial era.
I use the theoretical construct of indigenization to describe the process(es)
whereby foreign elements are incorporated into the host culture's sound systems. In
doing so I favor a multidisciplinary approach combing theoretical frameworks and
methodologies of ethnomusicology, cultural anthropology, and cultural studies. My
iii

study includes an exploration of how and why Tongans have adapted the form and
function of bands to fulfill their strategies of reinforcing core social values and an
investigation of why the employment of these bands is more pervasive in Tonga than
elsewhere in Oceania.
Among my conclusions I assert that, beneath any superficial unities within
acculturated music genres, there is interpretative space for each interacting culture to
decode the nuanced sub-levels of any indigenized cultural expression. In Tonga, the
brass band transmitted messages of affinity to would-be European colonizers while it
communicated the appealing possibilities of modernity to islanders.
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KANO'ITOHI [TONGAN ABSTRACT]
(Tongan translation by 'Alama 'Ulu'ave)
Ko e tohi ni 'oku ne vakai'i 'ae fatongia ko ia 'o e musika 'i hono fatu 'o e
'ulungaanga fakafonua (collective identity), pea mo hono ngaahi 'uhinga. Ko e taumua
ke fakatupu ha ngaahi 'ilo fo'ou 'o fekau'aki mo e tau'ataina 'a e tangata'ifonua, 'i
ha'ane fehangahangai mo ha ngaahi 'ulungaanga fo'ou. 'I he pule'anga ko ia mei he
Pasifiki ko Tonga, na'e 'i ai honau ngaahi malohinga faka-e-fonua, pea taha 'ona, na'a ne
fo'u honau 'ulungaanga tu'u makehe ko ia he 'aho ni. Ko e Pule'anga Tonga ko e
pule'anga fakatu'i pe ia 'e taha mei he Pasifiki, 'oku kei tu'u 'i he lolotonga ni, mo e
fonua Polinisia na'e te'eki ai ke pule'i fakakolonia. Neongo hono fakahu mai 'o e ngaahi
fakakaukau mei muli ki he founga mo'ui 'a e Tonga ('i ha senituli 'e ua), ko e konga lahi
'o e ngaahi liliu ia na'e tupu pe ia mei fill lotolelei ki ai 'a e Tonga. Na'e kau 'a hono
fakatu'uta mai 'o e lotu fakakalisitiane ('i he senituli tahahiva) ki hono faka'ata 'o e hala
ke hu mai ai 'a e lahi taha 'o e ngaahi fakakaukau mei he Uesite mo 'enau ngaahi
to'ongafai ki he sosaieti Tonga. Na'e tokoni lahi 'aupito 'a e ngaahi musika lotu mo
tukufakaholo fakakalisitiane ki hono fakafaiva'i 'o e musika 'a e Tonga, pea heka mai ai
mo e ngaahi founga 'o hono faka-Tonga'i 'o e musika, 'a ia 'oku kei fai pe 'o a'u mai ki
he 'aho ni.
Oku pehe leva 'e he 'eku tefito'i fokotu'u, ko e kakai Tonga pe ia na'a nau
fakaafe'i mai 'a e ifi palasa ('a e kau 'Iulope) ke hoko ko ha konga 'o 'enau mo'ui
faka'aho; pea lahilahi pe ki hono fakaauna 'o 'enau ngaahi fiema'u, pea mo hono fua 'aki
'o ha fa'ahinga fatongia fakafonua. 'Oku ou fakakaukau leva ko e ngaahi felafoaki ko ia
('o hono fakaafe'i mai pea mo hono to e fakakau mai), 'oku nau fakaha mai ha fealea'aki
v

lahi, 'a ia ne fakafepaki'i ai 'e he Tonga 'a e to'onga fiepule fakafaha'i taha ko ia 'i he va
'o e ni'ihi mei lotofonua moe kautu'umalohi mei tu'apule'anga, 'a ia ne hoko 'i ha ngaahi
feitu'u mama'o atu lolotonga e taimi 'o e pule fakakolonia.
Te u ngaue'aki leva 'ae founga fakakaukau fatu ko ia 'o e faka-Tonga'i
(indigenization), ke fakamatala'i 'aki ha ngaahi founga, 'a ia ne hu mai ai e ngaahi me'a
muli ki he 'etau ngaahi fa'unga hiva (sound systems) fakafonua. Pea 'i he 'ene pehe,
'oku ou sai'ia 'i he founga ko ia ke siofi fakalukufua, mo fakataha'i 'a e ngaahi
fakakaukau fakapoto, founga fakafanongo, 'ilo tukufakaholo, mo e ako ki he 'ulungaanga
fakafonua. Ko 'eku fekumi ne kau ai hono vakili pe na'e fefe, pe ko e ha hono 'uhinga
ne hanga ai 'ehe Tonga 'o fulihi e tu'unga (form) pea mo hono ngaue'aki 'o e ifi palasa
ke fakalato'aki 'enau ngaahi fiema'u, ki hono fakamalohia e ngaahi tefito'i tui fakafonua;
pea mo hono to e vakai'i 'a hono 'uhinga ne ngaue'aki lahi ai 'a e ifi palasa 'i Tonga ni 'i
ha to e fonua kehe ange 'i 'Oseni.
Na'e kau 'eni 'i he 'eku ngaahi 'ilo faka'osi pea 'oku ou pehe pe, lolotohifo 'i he
ngaahi femahino'aki 'i he ha'ofanga ko ia 'o e felilingiaki faka-e-musika, 'oku 'iai pe ha
ki'i loki faka'uhinga'i 'oku kei 'ata ma'ae ngaahi tafa'aki kotoa, ke nau fefulihi holo ai
ha nanunga'i me'a pe 'oku faka-Tonga. T Tonga, ne fakaongona 'e he ifi palasa ha
popoaki 'o e fa'utaha ki he kau fie fokotu'u kolonia mei Tulope, pea 'i he taimi tatau pe
ne fakamafola atu mo hono manakoa ko ia 'o e fakalakalaka ki he kakai 'o e 'otu motu.

Gollosary:
Identity: 'ulungaanga, tupu'anga, 'ilo'i'anga, mata, fakafotunga
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PREFACE
This study was inspired in part by my association with a number of brass players
from Tonga and Samoa who were members of the Polynesian Cultural Center (PCC)
Brass Band (La'ie, Hawai'i) during the period from July 1993 through April 1995.
During this time, while serving as director of the PCC band, I received a personal
introduction to the colonial-era tradition of brass banding in many Pacific cultures. As I
made further inquiries into the specifics of each nation's band practices, I discovered that
Tonga's band community was larger and more active than were its Pacific counterparts
elsewhere. I also found that the extant academic literature on Tongan music and dance
made almost no mention of this tradition. Accordingly, when I enrolled in the
Ethnomusicology program at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Dr. Jane Freeman
Moulin encouraged me to consider the practices and meanings surrounding Tongan bands
as a dissertation project. In the course of conducting my literature review I found only
one work with Tongan brass bands as its primary focus, a masters thesis entitled Ifi
palasa: Brass bands in Tonga (1997). Written by Helen Mary Aldred, a British teacherpractitioner who completed a masters program in Ethnomusicology at Victoria University
in Wellington, New Zealand, it is a significant work in terms of its scope as a dedicated
survey of the Tongan band tradition and was both an aid in my work and a stimulus to
explore areas yet uncovered.
During the period cited above my closest Tongan brass colleague was Tevita
Toafa, at that time Associate Director of the PCC Brass Band. He had served as
xvi

bandmaster for Tonga's Liahona High School, operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (LDS), prior to enrolling in the undergraduate program at Brigham
Young University (BYU)-Hawai'i in 1987. Tevita helped me gain a sense of possible
parameters for the study and helped me to understand that there are two peak periods of
activity annually for Tongan brass bands. One occurs during June and July of each year
and has centered upon the birthday commemoration of recently deceased King
Taufa'ahau Tupou IV (d. 2006). The other peak period occurs during December and
early January, associated with Christmas and New Year's celebrations. During other
periods of the year band activity is sporadic, except for the few bands that provide
accompaniment for choirs at Sunday morning worship service in Tonga's largest
churches. Because of this seasonalized activity, I found it most fruitful to conduct field
research over several years, strategically taking up residence in-country during the peak
times of brass band activity mentioned above. My initial fieldwork was conducted during
the period from 12 December 2003 to 6 January 2004; the second period from 11 June to
20 July 2004; the third from 15 December 2004 to 13 January 2005, which included two
weeks in Samoa;1 and the final period from 24 June to 5 September 2005. My aggregate
six months' time in the field was vitally important to understanding the cyclical nature of
brass band activity in Tonga.
Only a few Tongan bands regularly rehearse and perform throughout the entire
year. The two professional bands associated with the Tongatapu police force and the
national Royal Defense Forces maintain year-round performance readiness, but even
'I visited Samoa in December 2004, at the suggestion of my advisor, Dr. Jane Freeman Moulin, in
order to broaden my background investigation concerning manifestations of the brass band
tradition in the South Pacific.
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those bands perform much more sporadically from February through May and August
through November (A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 2 September 2005). The bands that
accompany the choirs of the larger churches on Tongatapu also perform year-round, but
there are only six such bands on Tongatapu and one on Vava'u (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3
August 2005). School bands and most village bands rehearse only as occasional
performance needs arise, such as marriages, playoff rugby matches, or fundraising
activities. The lone exception to this practice with regard to school bands is Liahona
High School, the secondary school sponsored by the LDS Church, with its Americanstyle curriculum including a daily band rehearsal period (Kupu, pers. comm., 17
December 2003). During my fieldwork periods I was able to observe Tongan bands in all
their typical performance contexts except for funeral participation. My ongoing
residence in Hawai'i also allows me access to a number of knowledgeable and
experienced band musicians within Hawai'i's Tongan community; this network has
supplied additional information and assistance in my research.

Methodology
This study employs ethnographic fieldwork methods, incorporating extensive
interviews with a broad cross-section of band directors and band musicians, Tongan
scholars, government officials, professional educators, and non-band musicians; analysis
and interpretation based on audio and video recordings of public performances and
rehearsals; transcription and analysis of performances recorded during fieldwork and
those archived in the Tongan government's A3Z (also known as the Tongan Broadcasting
Corporation or TBC) collection; and participant-observation with representative bands,
xviii

primarily as a cornet player in performances and clinician in rehearsal contexts. I have
also consulted primary sources from government and church archives to further ground
my analysis and interpretation of fieldwork data.
As discussed earlier, only Aldred has delved significantly into the brass band
community and its history. She includes excerpts of thirteen interviews in her project,
incorporating the perspectives of many of the "senior statesmen" of the brass tradition,
while other informal personal communications inform various dimensions of her work.
During my field research in Tonga and Samoa I was able to expand this data to
encompass in-depth interviews with over thirty collaborators, including four of Aldred's
interviewees. These interviews yielded a wealth of insights concerning the evolution of
brass banding in Tonga that revealed, among other things: processes of changing
aesthetic values; evolving transmission patterns, including both pedagogical training and
repertory transmission; expanding repertories of indigenous Tongan band music and
sacred music incorporating bands; and insider views on the contributions of brass bands
to the formation of Tongan cultural identity.
Analysis of audio and video recordings is integral to this study. I accumulated
more than seventy hours of audio and video recordings in the field, documenting
rehearsals and performances of such representative bands as the Royal Maopa Band from
Saione (Centenary) Free Wesleyan Church (hereafter FWC), the Royal Tongan Police
Band, the Samoan Police Band, and the Royal Tongan Defense Forces Band. These
recordings constitute important ethnographic data that contextualize the diverse uses of
brass band in Tongan society and also provide music for analysis, interpretation and
description. During my fieldwork period I received permission from the managing
xix

director of the Tongan Broadcasting Corporation, hereafter referred to as TBC, to obtain
study copies of rare reel-to-reel brass band recordings from its archive. Representative
recordings include performances from the 1960s through the late 1990s, after which
period the TBC began to record band performances on videotape only (Petelo, interview,
29 December 2003). The Honorable Ve'ehala, a hereditary noble and director of the
Royal Defense Forces Band, was extremely generous in providing copies of all four
audio CDs the band has produced to date, as well as a DVD of Tonga's 2005 military
tattoo, an event that included visiting military bands from Fiji and Australia. ' Atunaisa
Taumoepeau, director of the Royal Tongan Police Band, provided me with personal
copies of rare vinyl disk recordings from overseas tours of the 1980s, and the Faka'osi
family, descendants of former police band director Siosiua Mafi Faka'osi, allowed me to
make digital copies of family archival recordings featuring the police band in overseas
festival performances.
One of the great joys of my project was an ongoing collaboration with the Royal
Maopa Band and Choir. Although the public generally recognizes the professional army
and police bands as the most musically proficient in Tonga, the Maopa Band is the most
highly respected amateur band in the kingdom, and in fact is the "training" band for many
of the army and police band personnel (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). Because of
the band's amateur status, it was relatively easy to invite me, as a visitingpdlangi
(Caucasian) professor-cornetist, to perform with the band. This participant-observer
status gave me credibility within Tonga's community of musical practitioners, since it is
important in Polynesia to demonstrate musical/artistic competency to gain the respect and
confidence of prospective collaborators. My approach also allowed easy access to a
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number of cultural insiders who contributed their perspectives on central features of
Tongan aesthetics, performance practices, and other facets of indigenization in brass band
performance. I found through my experiences with Maopa personnel that informal
dialogues proved to be as valuable as scheduled formal interviews in understanding the
insider view. Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu, longtime director of both the Maopa choir and
band, is a gifted musician with a great love for his God and a desire to use his creative
gifts in God's service. Because the brass band community is tightly knit in this relatively
small country, Viliami is well known and widely respected as a master arranger for both
choir and band, as well as a skillful conductor and rehearsal technician. During the
course of my study it became clear that he has been a significant individual force for
aesthetic change in the last quarter century, as will be discussed later in this dissertation.
As a professional conductor of instrumental ensembles for many years, I have an
intense interest in examining musical products as the fruit of ongoing negotiation and
articulation, as well as illustrations of specific processes of music making. To this end I
explored changing practices in Tongan brass band performance, analyzing, transcribing
and describing representative recorded performances, including my own field recordings,
those available through the A3Z/TBC archive, and the other recordings made available to
me through the generosity of Tongan colleagues. Through my fieldwork I was also able
to identify Tongan-created compositions incorporating brass band, including a number of
worship music collaborations with choir. Transcription and analysis of these
compositions sheds light on specific manifestations of indigenized practices in Tongan
band performance. Pursuit of this particular data unearthed at least as many questions as
answers. Western concepts of intellectual property and "ownership" of artistic creations
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do not lend themselves to universal application; in Tonga I had many lively dialogues
with musicians concerning what constituted an original music composition. During my
research period I came into contact with rich indigenous hymnodies of both the Tongan
Catholic and Wesleyan churches, but found relatively few compositions that could be
deemed original as we tend to use the term in the Euro-American orbit, leading me to
explore Tongan views of creativity and originality more fully in a subsequent chapter.
In addition to the perspectives I bring to this study by virtue of my professional
involvement as a practicing brass player and as a career music educator/band director,
there is one other aspect of my own positionality that comes to bear here. As a member
of the LDS Church and an employee of one of the church's tertiary institutions, BYUHawai'i, I was able to access data, both through print documentation by LDS
missionaries and ethnographic fieldwork with Tongan LDS individuals, that researchers
of Tongan musical traditions have not discussed previously. This supplemental vantage
point led to an expanded view of missionary work and brass bands in Tonga and further
nuanced my understanding of bands as markers of Christian identity.

Tongan orthography
Most scholars consider Churchward's Tongan Grammar (1953) and Tongan Dictionary
(1959) to be the ultimate sources for Tongan orthography, but many variations exist in
current written usage (Ka'ili, pers. comm., 26 July 2008). For example, official programs
issued by the Government Printing Office for government-sponsored events no longer
use the toloi (macron) for the Tupou dynasty names Taufa'ahau or Salote as before.
Despite these contemporary variations, however, I employ the toloi, as well as the
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fakau 'a (glottal stop), as Churchward indicates. One widespread modern revision of
Churchward that I adopt here is the omission of the fakamamafa (accent), since even
indigenous scholars rarely include them today (ibid.).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Make a joyful noise unto the Lord, all the earth: make a loud noise, and rejoice,
and sing praise . . . with trumpets and sound of cornet make a joyful noise before
the Lord. (Psalms 98:4, 6 [King James Version])
In the South Pacific nation of Tonga a unique set of social and cultural forces has
shaped a distinctive contemporary identity. Tonga's government is the only
constitutional monarchy in the contemporary Pacific and represents the only Polynesian
island group that was not colonized in the strict political sense. Consequently, even
though Western ideas thoroughly permeated Tongan culture over the past two centuries,
these transformations occurred largely as a result of Tongan choices. The introduction of
Christianity in the early nineteenth century provided the pathway by which most Western
ideologies and practices made their way into Tongan society. Among these practices,
Christianity's vibrant sacred music tradition in particular greatly influenced Tongan
musical performance and served as vehicle for a process of musical indigenization that
continues to the present day.
Christian missionaries also inaugurated Tonga's brass band tradition,
consequently establishing a pervasive cultural phenomenon; by the end of the twentieth
century, Tonga could claim the existence of more brass bands than any other nation on
earth, relative to its population base of just under 100,000 inhabitants (see Aldred 1997).
While many other colonial locales in Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean saw the
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incorporation of European-derived instruments into hybrid ensembles alongside
indigenous instruments (see Collins 1989; Booth 1990,1996 and 2005; Waterman 1990;
Boonzajer Flaes 1992 and 2000, Boonzajer Flaes, Gales, and Heins 1993), Tonga has
maintained a tradition of wind-and-percussion ensembles with exclusively European
instrumentation. Many colonized nations have institutionalized such bands primarily in
military and police organizations, but Tonga's institutionalization process has been
significantly more thorough, encompassing many churches and schools as well
(Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005). Although contemporary wind bands elsewhere
impact populations in relatively limited ways within specific cultural practices, the
multipurpose deployment of bands is much more prevalent throughout Tongan society
and therefore constitutes a powerful marker of national identity.
Despite the adoption of European instruments and ensemble types, Tongan brass
bands have gone through processes of indigenization in areas such as repertory, aesthetic
values, performance practices, and the function of bands as an expression of Tonganness. Concerning this palpable yet hard-to-define cultural ethos, preeminent Tongan
historian Sione Latukefu, in striving to communicate the essence of Tongan-ness to
outsiders, elaborates upon three core Tongan values that remain central in contemporary
culture: faka 'apa 'apa (respect), fatongia (obligation), and mateaki (loyalty) (1981:65).
As influential individuals in Tongan society instituted a proliferation of roles and
functions for brass bands over time, their strategies invariably reflected a desire to
reinforce these core values in one way or another. Concrete examples of efforts to
employ bands toward these ends will be discussed continuously throughout this
dissertation, but for the purposes of this introduction, I underscore that symbolism and
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metaphor resonate deeply within the Tongan soul. In the affective domain of musical
performance, bands often serve as both aural and visual metaphors for power, prestige
and profundity (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008). I argue that this process of
adoption and adaptation has created new multivalent meanings for band performance in
Tonga, simultaneously serving the ideological purposes of the culture's most powerful
political agents while providing social and spiritual enrichment for the general citizenry.
This gradual transformation of both process and musical product has given band
performance a sociopolitical status and emotional power commensurate with genres such
as lakalaka and hiva kakala.1 In some ways bands and their diverse repertories wield a
greater influence upon contemporary Tongan society, across all generations, than many
so-called "traditional" genres. This is due, in large measure, to considerable flexibility in
contemporary band performance contexts. While Tongans have relegated lakalaka and
many other traditional texted genres primarily to kdtoanga special performance occasions
and other "special event" cultural presentations, band performances continue to occur
across a broad continuum of Tongan social events and functions—worship services,
weddings, funerals, anniversaries, national commemorations, family celebrations,
organization parties, festivals, and fundraisers, among others. In frequency of inclusion
in smaller scale celebrations, brass band performances rival the presentation of hiva

1

Lakalaka, literally "to step briskly," is a performing arts genre incorporating allusive poetry,
ensemble singing, and coordinated dance movement (Moyle 1987:111). Richard Moyle defines
hiva kakala (literally "sweet-smelling" song) as "topical song[s]" (ibid.:33). My Tongan
colleagues characterize them as sentimental songs; the genre is highly acculturated, employing
Western harmonies and usually accompanied by string bands. Tongans also refer to them as hiva
faikava when men's social club groups perform them (Mafi, pers. comm., 24 December 2003).
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kakala or hivafaikava as central entertainment features (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 7
January 2005).
In this dissertation I consider music's role in constructing collective identity and
generating social meaning, with the aim of yielding new insights into the workings of
indigenous agency in cross-cultural encounters. Within the last two decades a number of
scholars have employed the theoretical construct of indigenization to describe the
process(es) whereby foreign—typically Western—elements are incorporated into the host
culture's sound systems (C. Waterman 1990, Gilroy 1993, Lipsitz 1994, Austerlitz 1997,
Averill 1997, Bilby 1999, Manuel 2000a, Booth 2005). The resulting musical synthesis
generates artistic products and practices that both express and create cultural identity.
Since these recent studies have contributed to increased understanding of identity
construction in the postcolonial world, I seek to expand that base of knowledge by
examining specific processes of musical adaptation in Tonga. I examine musical
indigenization through a number of overlapping theoretical frameworks, favoring a
multidisciplinary inquiry. In addition to investigating theories from the authors listed
above, my study considers cultural identity theories from social sciences literature,
including Berger and Del Negro's notion of identity construction in "everyday life"
(2004) and Clifford's multidisciplinary writings combining anthropological and cultural
studies frameworks (1988,2001), among others. As I examine the role of individual
agency in negotiating dynamic cultural identities, I interrogate notions of subaltern
agency (Bhabha 1990,1994) while contributing analyses of additional ethnographic data
to enrich these discussions.
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This dissertation seeks to answer fundamental questions concerning how brass
band performances help to construct social meaning in contemporary Tongan society.
My central hypothesis posits that the Tongan people adopted the European brass band
into Tongan lifeways largely on their own terms and for culturally specific purposes. I
intend to demonstrate that the processes of adoption and adaptation illustrate highly
complex negotiations, in and through which Tongans greatly counteracted the tendency
toward asymmetrical power balances between internal and external forces, as
experienced elsewhere during the colonial era. An examination of these negotiations
helps to further nuance recent discussions of subaltern agency. Bhabha and others
(Gilroy 1993, Lipsitz 1994, Austerlitz 1997, Alam 2002, Booth 2005) often couch issues
of subalternity in confrontational terms such as "rebel agency" and "political
antagonism" (Bhabha 1994:206). Yet in Tonga, there emerges a model of subaltern
diplomacy that circumvents outright rebellion.2 Given the inherent complexity of the
process, I seek to examine how Tongans brought about these changes over time, creating
a South Pacific manifestation of what Gregory Booth observed among South Asians as an
ability to "refashion external cultural influences in ways that fit their own patterns of
social organization and suit regional cultural needs" (1996:61). Secondary foci of the
study include an exploration of how and why Tongans have adapted the form and
function of bands to fulfill their strategies of reinforcing core social values, and an
investigation of why the employment of these bands is more pervasive in Tonga than
elsewhere in the Pacific.

The month-long government workers strike of July 2005 and the short-lived November 2006
pro-democracy riot in the Tongan capital of Nuku'alofa constitute the only notable exceptions in
recent memory (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 9 February 2008).
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Since the time of early Christianization in Tonga, a highly diverse assortment of
Tongan "cultural brokers" (Boonzajer Flaes 2000:15) have participated in these power
negotiations through brass band performance, including members of the royal family,
revered clergy and church music directors, police and army band musicians, and
influential school bandmasters. Such indigenous agents represent "the people [that] are
now the very principle of 'dialectical reorganization' . . . constructing] their culture from
the national text translated into modern Western forms" (Bhabha 1994:38; italics added).
Over time in post-contact Tonga, these individuals have employed—but have ultimately
transcended—the normal colonial-era strategies of co-opting the foreign and the new as a
means of accruing prestige or wielding influence. This dissertation explores how Tongan
bands operate within multi-layered power relationships, creating a "public arena for the
negotiation of continuity and change" (C. Waterman 1990:16). This notion of
negotiation within a given cultural tradition, whether that tradition is indigenously
conceived or imported from a foreign culture, is critical to an understanding of Tonga's
brass bands and the multiple functions they have served since the establishment of the
modern-era constitutional monarchy. In serving as a site for bi-cultural reconciliation,
the Western band "convey[s] a temporality that makes it possible to conceive of the
articulation of antagonistic or contradictory elements" (Bhabha 1994:25). Tongan brass
bands and their transformations over time vividly illustrate James Clifford's assertion that
"cultural forms will always be made, unmade, and remade" (2001:479). In Tonga, this
process has propagated a widespread contemporary view that brass band performance is
an integral component of both sacred and secular community life, representing and
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reinforcing Tongan values as effectively as lakalaka vocal-dance performance does
(Tu'ipulotu, pers. comm., 22 December 2003).
The biblical reference incorporated in the dissertation's title strategically
underscores how thoroughly Christianity has permeated the entire fabric of postcolonial
Tongan life. Every formally organized public gathering incorporates prayer, every
broadcast day of the Tongan Broadcasting Corporation includes sacred music, and the
annual police academy graduation greatly resembles a Wesleyan church service (D.
Faka'osi, pers. comm., 2 January 2004). Government authorities strictly enforce Sunday
"blue laws" proscribing all but the most essential public services, and even the
contestants vying for the annual Miss Heilala beauty pageant title perform the tau 'olunga
dance and then later model their modest beachwear beneath a large red cross adorning the
stage in Nukualofa's Queen Salote Hall. To write about a Tongan cultural identity is
inevitably to write about a comprehensively Christian identity—one does not successfully
disentangle from the other. Consequently, the effort here to present Tongan culture, and
specifically its band tradition, through this filter should not be construed as an attempt to
privilege the ideology of Christianity, but rather to make an absolutely essential
acknowledgement: Tongan cultural identity and Christianity are inextricably intertwined.
When Booth writes about Indian brass bands in Brass baja: Stories from the world of
Indian wedding bands (2005), he finds it crucial to contextualize that tradition within the
cultural spheres of both Hinduism and Islam. Similarly, it is necessary to trace the
trajectory of Tonga's band practices as demonstrably distinct from those of India and
elsewhere, in part by recognizing the implications of its Christian heritage.
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This specific indoctrination process in Tonga may seem no different than the
thorough Christianization of dozens of other Pacific cultures, but I argue that Tonga's
Christian worship environment fostered a more comprehensive aggregate role for the
European brass band in Tonga than elsewhere in the Pacific, and that a more fully
symbiotic relationship developed between church, school and community bands as a
result. It is also helpful to point out here that the historical performance practices of
several representative bands discussed in this dissertation illustrate the fluid boundaries
between sacred and secular in Tongan society. The Maopa FWC choir and band perform
at secular community variety shows and military tattoos.3 A number of church-affiliated
bands perform secular music in annual band competitions, and the Royal Tongan Police
Band provides worship music annually for the New Year's Eve service at the royal
family's Wesleyan church (A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 9 July 2004).

Given these

realities, I assert in this dissertation that the intensive examination of bands within the
worship context yields critical insights toward understanding how these ensembles help
reinforce social meaning and cultural identity in Tonga. As I gaze through this lens I
strategically sacrifice some degree of discursive breadth for greater depth in considering
what Tongans themselves feel is particularly noteworthy, while making an effort to
situate the band tradition within the broader context of everyday Tongan life. In a
corollary vein, efforts here to examine representative sacred musical works, both
3

Specifically, Maopa performed in a military tattoo hosted by The Royal Tongan Defense Forces,

an event featuring band performances and mock combat military demonstrations, in July 2005. In
addition to the Tongan army and polices bands, the event included the Central Australian Air
Force Band and the Fijian Army Band, as well as combat unitsfromthose nations.
4
Multiple affiliations in band membership further obscure arbitrary borders between sacred and
secular realms; for example, most army and police band personnel have concurrent associations
with church bands in their places of residence.
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indigenously composed and adapted from foreign repertory, help to illuminate signposts
of the bi-directional interactions and composite cultural symbolism that ultimately shape
cultural identity in the postcolonial era (Booth 2005:16).
The Western brass band began to serve as this type of composite cultural symbol
immediately after its first appearance in Tonga, making a powerful impression on its
people. First introduced into the kingdom by Marist Catholic missionaries in 1881
(Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005), the brass band appealed to the Tongan ethos
because of its sonic power, visual impressiveness, and early association with the new
belief system embodied by Christianity. Soon thereafter, Tonga's Wesleyan clergy
incorporated band instruction and performance, based on the British brass band model,
into the curriculum of Tupou College (Aldred 1997:60). In discussing that late
nineteenth century era, Wood-Ellem and others (Aldred 1997, Tuku'aho 2004) document
that Prince Uelingatoni Ngu (1854-1885), grandson of the first Tupou dynasty monarch
of post-contact Tonga, became an exemplary band musician, learning to play all brass
instruments—notably through the tutelage of Catholic missionary Armand Olier—and
subsequently encouraging the establishment of a government band (Wood-Ellem
2004:73). Despite these early inroads into Tongan society, the band's usage remained
relatively narrowly delineated until King Taufa'ahau Tupou IV (1918-2006) strategically
expanded the ensemble's role in Tongan society from the mid-twentieth century onward.
During the early 1950s, Taufa'ahau, while still crown prince, strengthened the band's
association with Christian worship by inaugurating a tradition of utilizing brass groups to
accompany church choirs, a practice he had witnessed during his university training in
Australia (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). Through this innovation the crown
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prince effectively initiated a process whereby congregational and choir singing,
traditionally unaccompanied, was augmented by the powerful sound of brass, suggesting
to the Tongan mind a more profound sense of solemnity and worshipfulness (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 3 January 2004).
As brass bands proliferated in Tonga, ensemble directors adapted repertory from
local traditional vocal genres and revised a complex set of European performance
practices to reflect distinctly Tongan sensibilities. Although this process of
indigenization is typical of colonial-era cultural negotiations, the degree to which
Tongans participated in and locally steered the process warrants closer scrutiny. In the
case of the Tongan brass band, the foreign-introduced but progressively indigenized
ensemble gained prestige among the Tongan people as the royal family increasingly
turned to the band to highlight ceremonial and festive observances (Ve'ehala, interview,
6 January 2005). Eventually bands came to provide much of the feeling of heightened
significance in Tongan special events, whether community celebrations, national and
local ceremonial occasions, or important events on the liturgical calendar. This
privileged status for bands, though not for most individual band performers, pervades
contemporary Tongan society and contributes to the collective contemporary sense of
Tongan-ness.
One example of this phenomenon is the annual Education Day Parade, scheduled
yearly in early July. School administrators on the main island of Tongatapu encourage as
many of their students as possible to march in this parade from the national stadium to the
king's palace two kilometers away in the capital town of Nuku'alofa. In doing so, the
students, and by extension their families and the general citizenry of Tonga, pay respect
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(faka 'apa 'apa) as they fulfill their obligation (fatongia) to forego the normal school day
and march several kilometers to show obeisance to the king and appreciation for the
formal education provided them. Their sacrifice of time and energy also demonstrates
their loyalty (mateaki) to king and country. To Tongan minds and hearts, one of the most
meaningful features of that parade of thousands of students marching in their distinctive
school uniforms is the effect of a dozen or more secondary school bands inculcating
feelings of respect and loyalty as they energize both student participants and parade
onlookers (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). Underscoring the prevailing sentiment that
bands enhance the emotional internalization of cultural values during this annual event,
many Tongans lament the decline in participation by school bands over the past decade.
To them, the early 1990s zenith of band participation marks a high point in the emotional
impact of the parade, which now seems somewhat lackluster by comparison (Sika, pers.
comm., 8 July2005). 5
Another example of the soul-stirring effect of Tongan band performance is the
annual practice of holiday season "serenading" by a number of bands throughout the
kingdom. These all-night musical journeys are seen as a means of imparting the holiday
spirit to dozens of families throughout the night, from important government officials to
salt-of-the-earth pillars of local churches and villages (Tokotaha, interview, 4 January
2004). From observation and dialogue it is obvious that the musicians who sacrifice their
discretionary leisure time see this service as an obligation to God and their fellowmen, a

I discuss the reasons for this decline, centering largely on increasing budget constraints and
burgeoning media culture distractions, in chapter 5.
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musical token of respect to influential people, and reciprocal loyalty to those who prove
their devotion throughout the year to the church and choir (ibid.).
Of particular relevance to this study is the Tongan band's occupation of a cultural
space that represents a nexus of twentieth century popular culture and perceived Tongan
tradition. Upon initial consideration, this might seem to constitute an incongruous and
tenuous discursive connection, given this study's foregrounding of sacred music. Under
closer scrutiny, however, a broader pattern emerges that demonstrates how church/
mission bands often develop fluid repertories of sacred and popular secular music. One
recent study in particular bears out this impression. As perhaps the broadest examination
of colonial and postcolonial band traditions currently in print, Robert Boonzajer Flaes'
Brass unbound: Secret children of the colonial brass band (2000) discusses band
practices in over thirty modern nations. This study reveals that, in many locales, Western
wind bands proved highly adaptable to local cultural needs:
The instruments of the brass band turned out to be capable of playing more than
just the marches, psalms and hymns of the new overlords. Sooner or later the
inevitable came to pass: suddenly simple little bands sprung up like mushrooms
at street parties, weddings, services and gatherings of all kinds beyond the
confines of Western society... local experiments like these succeeded over the
years in developing into genuine traditions—into forms of transcultural music, a
musical' creole.' (Ibid.: 10-11)
When indigenous peoples expanded these ensembles' uses from their original military or
religious contexts, their efforts usually did not result in a wholesale abandonment of
Westerners' original purposes. Instead, non-Westerners transported these foreign
instruments into other social environments, as noted above.
Specific localized examples are abundant in Brass Unbound. Boonzajer Flaes and
his colleague Fred Gales document that in a number of West African nations, brass bands
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affiliated with churches and missions perform both religious music and popular music
genres such as highlife (ibid.: 137). In South Africa, bands affiliated with Moravians and
Salvationists maintain a composite repertory of instrumental hymn arrangements and
dance music (ibid.:139). My Tongan study reveals broad parallels between the eclectic
repertories of these African bands and their counterparts in Tonga. Elsewhere in the
colonial world, Sumatran bands have developed a repertory of local Christian hymns,
Western popular music and local dance and entertainment music (ibid.: 143), while in
Suriname bands inaugurated under the auspices of the Moravian Brotherhood utilize a
core repertory of Moravian hymns augmented by local traditional and popular
entertainment genres (ibid. :110). In light of this evidence it seems appropriate to explore,
at least tentatively in the present study, relationships between sacred and popular music in
Tongan brass repertory and to consider how bands in general historically have straddled
the spaces between the arbitrary constructs of sacred and secular, art and entertainment,
and "high-low" culture, revealing the "multilayered character" of Western bands in nonWestern societies (ibid.: 110).
This eclecticism on the part of wind bands is part of a larger historical trend.
From the early 1800s onward, bands continually defied categorization within the
oppositional paradigms discussed above. The British brass band tradition, one of the
colonial-era musical practices adopted in Tonga, originated in England as a popular
music movement during the nineteenth century industrial era (Herbert 2000:11). In that
cultural environment, bands succeeded in gradually obscuring the boundaries established
within the tripartite classical-folk-popular paradigm of Western music. Programs for
such bands included transcriptions of orchestral works, military marches, quasi-classical
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"contest pieces" commissioned specifically for the burgeoning band competition circuit,
and arrangements of both folk songs and the popular music of the day (ibid.:58).
These Anglo-European practices also found expression in North America. Across
the Atlantic near the end of the nineteenth century, John Philip Sousa and his American
peers effectively introduced the military band into the popular culture sphere. Like their
British counterparts, American bands helped create fluid boundaries between music
genres and styles. Bandstands became prominent features of town parks, and the Sunday
afternoon band concert entered the lore of Americana (Bierley 1973:24).
In a similar trajectory, brass bands in Tonga operate within the framework of
Tongan popular culture, creating meaning in that realm just as they do in worship and
ceremonial contexts. This phenomenon illustrates the overlapping of sacred, ceremonial,
and popular music realms, and is in fact one of the primary ways in which the influence
of brass bands in Tonga embraces multiple audiences, multiple functions, and multiple
meanings in Tongan society. Brass bands compete in annual Heilala festival
performance contests and entertain sports fans during rugby matches. Band recordings
are prominent in the programming of the national radio station, and both the police and
army bands perform Tongan hiva kakala to help establish a distinctive cultural identity
when they tour internationally. By considering bands' participation in popular music
performance, albeit briefly and within the larger context of brass bands and predominant
Christian social systems, I expand on established academic paradigms of popular culture
as it impacts national/regional identities in the postcolonial world. Much recent
analytical and interpretive work has looked to the African diaspora and popular culture
expression in colonial/postcolonial spaces in order to unravel the processes of cultural
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negotiation. This study of the Tongan brass band tradition, describing an iconic practice
of a culture that successfully tempered the effects of both political and ideological
imperialism, endeavors to provide new insights into internal power relationships and the
cultural impact of music and musicians in today's world.

Indigenization and cultural identity - a Pacific model
The theoretical underpinnings of this project derive from a number of sources in
the social sciences literature, encompassing the disciplines of anthropology, cultural
studies and ethnomusicology. Many scholars have developed models for analyzing
musical change resulting from cross-cultural encounters. Early notions of acculturation
(R. Waterman 1952, Herskovits 1958, Merriam 1964) paved the way for more focused
studies of music culture contact (Kartomi 1981) and specific models of musical change
(Nettl 1978, 1985, 1996; Herndon and McLeod 1982; McLean 1986; Blacking 1986).
More recently, some music scholars have undertaken the project of cultivating discursive
terrain at the nexus of anthropology and cultural studies. Within the past two decades
these authors have dealt with musical indigenization as they focused on interrelated
issues of identity, tradition, nationalism, globalization, postmodernism, colonialism and
postcolonialism. Many of these scholars draw upon the works of seminal authors in the
social sciences: Geertz (1973) as he advocates the interpretive strategies of thick
description of cultural texts; Hobsbawm and Ranger's compilation exploring the rubric of
invented traditions (1983); and Hall's major theoretical contributions in the area of
cultural studies (1986,1994, 1996). The theoretical dialogues engendered by these
authors' oft-cited works have led to a number of publications examining music's role in
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the postcolonial sphere, including Keil and Feld 1994, Stokes 1994, Taylor 1997 and
2007, Bohlman and Radano 2000, Romero 2002, and Djedje 2008, among others.
Many recent studies have sought to analyze how cultures define their notions of
traditional practices. Paul Austerlitz's discussion of Dominican merengue theorizes that
"traditions are constantly reinvented by definition; the ways that traditions are created are
as meaningful as is the notion that they are invented" (1997:xiv). I examine this idea as I
investigate the blossoming of the band tradition during the most recent half-century in
Tonga. Austerlitz incorporates many illustrations of musical changes wrought by
individuals and promoted as traditional or neo-traditional. One example is the melding of
characteristic Puerto Rican and Dominican dance rhythms in the late 1800s, which
Dominican musicians subsumed into the merengue genre (ibid.: 17). In Tonga, brass
bands served to introduce or reinforce the adoption of a number of foreign musical
elements, including rhythmic ostinatos, melodic counterpoint, and harmonic formulae,
into Tongan compositions to continually deepen layers of musical fusion. These then
became "traditional" practices in the minds of Tongans (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 7 May
2008).
Moving beyond musical stylistic elements to consider the efforts of influential
political leaders to reinvent musical traditions and imbue them with new meanings,
Austerlitz's study includes a detailed analysis of the dictator Trujillo's powerful agency
through three decades of the mid-twentieth century. During the 1930s and 40s, for
example, Trujillo help transform merengue cibaeno, a regional music, into a "state
symbol" of Dominican nationalism (ibid.:55). My research suggests a number of
parallels between Trujillo's influence in the Dominican Republic and Taufa'ahau Tupou
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IV's impact upon the band movement in Tonga since 1950, although the latter ruler's
motivations and his approach to establishing new traditions were considerably more
benevolent. In observing the effect of the politically powerful on music as a multilayered
cultural symbol, I do not mean to imply that only such individuals can affect significant
change; both Austerlitz's work and my study provide many examples of grassroots
musical and aesthetic change enacted by a diverse assortment of cultural agents.
The analysis of power relationships has proven vitally important in postcolonial
studies. George Lipsitz (1994) examines cultural flows through a postmodernist lens,
making initial reference to Haitian musical-political activism and then expanding his
scope to consider processes of indigenization in popular culture generally. In doing so he
underscores a number of points concerning music's power to influence societal attitudes.
Although Lipsitz confines his study of musical "products" primarily to Haitian
indigenized popular genres, several dimensions of his theoretical exploration are relevant
to my study as he interrogates unequal power relationships in various popular music
milieux in the African Atlantic. Lipsitz asserts that reciprocity and mutuality are
undermined by asymmetrical power relations (1994:4). My field research suggests that
this undermining process also plays out in Tonga, privileging certain bands in a number
of contexts throughout the late twentieth century, in both sacred and secular spheres.
Lipsitz also points out the portability and adaptability of specific musical traditions,
citing as one example the "importation" of pedal steel guitar from North American
country & western music into Nigeriany'w/w. He reports that some cultural groups
employ a "strategic anti-essentialism" whereby they adopt foreign elements into their
indigenous expressive forms. In this way these collectives paradoxically can become
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"more themselves" by appearing to be something "other than themselves" (ibid.:63). The
co-opting that results from such a strategy figured prominently in Taufa'ahau Tupou IV's
mid-century Westernizing "enlightenment project" that helped spawn a proliferation of
brass bands.
Gage Averill, in confining himself more narrowly to his Haitian case study than
did Lipsitz, investigates why music is so often used to negotiate power relationships. He
theorizes popular music as a discursive terrain, a "site at which power is enacted,
acknowledged, accommodated, signified, contested, and resisted" (1997:xi). I believe
that my study illustrates those interrelated processes at work within the brass band
performance sphere in Tonga. Averill's observations of music as a "medium of the
negotiation and communication of power" (ibid.:210) are particularly relevant to any
discussion of bands in Tonga, since these bands serve as conspicuous symbols of power
and pageantry in both worship and non-worship contexts. Along similar lines,
Christopher Waterman (1990), looking at postcolonial cultural flows from the continental
African perspective, contributes an ethnographic study of West African juju and
discusses the indigenization of West Indian and African-American musical styles in
Nigeria and elsewhere. Portions of this work have special relevance to my study as
Waterman examines brass band elements in West African popular music. However, his
case study ultimately serves as a defining contrast to illustrate how Tonga's adaptation of
the European band followed a substantially different trajectory than that of Nigeria.
Multi-disciplinary approaches have proven helpful in illuminating postcolonial
processes. The recent compendium The cultural study of music: A critical introduction
(ed. Clayton, Herbert and Middleton 2003) provides a concentrated cross-disciplinary
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theoretical dialogue from historical musicologists, ethnomusicologists, sociologists,
cultural theorists, and social anthropologists. Several articles in this compilation
problematize specific widely applied rubrics of "music as text" and "world music" as
cultural commodity. Nicholas Cook conceptualizes music primarily as performance—
and subsequently, performance as event—while calling for a paradigm shift in order to
see a cultural performance as "script" rather than "text," thereby acknowledging its
performative essence (2003:206). My interviews and observations convince me that this
performative dimension is supremely important to insiders' appreciation of the band
event in Tonga, both inside and outside the church, because they view these events as
"irreducibly social phenomen[a]" (ibid.). In a different vein, Martin Stokes considers the
ramifications of commodifying non-Western "ethnic" music, a process Tongan musicians
are experiencing today. He cites a case study involving a German-Turkish rap group to
problematize the politics of so-called world music; in doing so he emphasizes a cultural
theory notion that "what sometimes appears to be 'mere' mimicry at a casual glance . . .
often turns out to be a more complex, dynamic, and creative process" (2003:298). My
fieldwork suggests that there are parallel manifestations of such complex processes in
Tongan brass band performance, especially with regard to the Tongan government's
production of CDs and DVDs showcasing the police and army bands, wherein the
objective is to present Tongan-ness in a medium that outsiders can readily comprehend
and appreciate.
Elsewhere in the 2003 volume, Philip Bohlman discusses the power of music and
Christianization in the colonial encounter, a phenomenon central to the brass band's
introduction and eventual proliferation in Tonga. Bohlman points out that in both
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colonial and neocolonial endeavors, music's "potential to articulate colonial power...
was not lost on those most eager to colonize and missionize the worlds of the others they
encountered" (2003:47). Subsequently citing the work of a specific Catholic order,
Bohlman states, "Jesuit missionaries, charged with the obligation to convert, frequently
found music to be their most effective weapon, transcribing and recomposing music from
the cultures they encountered into a new global language" (ibid.). During the first
century of Christianity in Tonga (1826-1926), Wesleyan, Catholic, and Mormon
missionaries all participated in such processes of cultural blending by recognizing the
"cultural work that music accomplishes" (ibid.:46), and I argue that this effort was
deliberate and strategic on the part of Western Christian agents .
In his chapter on music and social categories, John Shepherd articulates the notion
that certain musical structures and practices have the potential to resonate within
individuals according to their frames of reference (2003:76); this paradigm is particularly
apt in defining the feelings many interviewees expressed during my fieldwork as well as
in illuminating the motivations of Tupou IV and others. Trevor Herbert advocates for the
careful examination of individual agency within specific sociohistorical "moments,"
which he presents as "microhistories," defined in opposition to larger "grand narratives"
(2003:152). Examples of such microhistories abound in Tongan brass band history, and
in fact have inspired in large measure the organization of my study. Complementing
both Shepherd's and Herbert's discussions of music as social phenomenon, Simon Frith
focuses on the sociality of both music making and music consumption, stating, "music
remains equally important as a means of communication and as a form of sociability"
(2003:100). The sociality of music making in live performance matters intensely to the
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Tongan people. As just one illustration of this cultural preference, although many
contemporary Christian churches throughout the South Pacific region use electronic
keyboards in their worship services, most Tongans still prefer band accompaniment. One
of my Tongan colleagues told me that the main reason church choirs in twenty-first
century Tonga are accompanied by bands rather than keyboards is that the performance
becomes more enjoyable and more emotionally moving when larger numbers of
performers are involved (Tokotaha, interview, 4 January 2004).
In choosing the brass band as the musical-sociological focus of my study, I found
that until relatively recently there had been little academic inquiry into the phenomenon
of brass bands in western Polynesia in general and those of Tonga in particular.
Anthropologist Adrienne Kaeppler has written extensively on traditional Tongan music
and dance (see, for example, 1967a, 1967b, 1970, 1972a, 1972b, 1972c, 1974, 1978,
1987, 1990,1992, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2004) but has largely ignored introduced Western
instrumental genres. Several of her writings focus on the processes of music-dance
change (1967b, 1970,1972b, 1992), with many others considering change at least
peripherally, but in none of these publications does she directly interrogate notions of
postcolonial identity construction. Ethnomusicologist Richard Moyle has contributed
much to Tongan music scholarship over the past thirty years (e.g., 1975,1976,1977,
1981,1984,1988,1990) and greatly augmented the written corpus by authoring the only
published monograph dedicated to Tongan music (1987). Like Kaeppler, Moyle focuses
on putatively traditional genres of dance and song; consequently, his 256-page book
makes only passing mention of the brass band phenomenon. Larry Shumway (1981) is
another ethnomusicologist who has added to the body of academic writing on Tongan
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music, but he has never undertaken studies of bands in that culture.6 Most researchers of
the region's musical traditions have not scrutinized these Western-derived musical
ensembles or the processes of indigenization that their adoption illustrates.
Several others have included relatively brief treatments of Tongan brass bands in
non-academic discourse. Dutch author Ad Linkels wrote a short book, Sounds of change
in Tonga: Dance music and cultural dynamics in a Polynesian kingdom (1998 [1992])
that surveys Tongan musical genres and includes several pages on brass bands. As this
work's title indicates, Linkels focuses on aspects of musical change in Tonga, albeit in a
descriptive rather than theoretical way. In collaboration with his wife Lucia, he also
contributed to the audio CD series by Pan Records [Netherlands] entitled Frozen Brass.
The notes accompanying this recording, Ifipalasa: Tongan brass (1994), include more
information about Tongan bands than all other published materials combined up to that
time. Richard Ballou, while serving as band director at Brigham Young UniversityHawai'i, authored a short book intended as an educational-pedagogical guide for band
directors in the Pacific (1982), with no particular mention of the Tongan brass tradition.
Helen Aldred's masters thesis (1997), with 200-plus pages of text, accompanying
photographs, and archival audio recordings, is substantially more detailed than any other
treatment of Tongan bands mentioned earlier. Aldred provides an ethnographic study

6

Both Larry Shumway and his brother Eric Shumway have contributed to the corpus of Tongan
performing arts research. In addition to a number of publications about the Tongan language,
Eric has produced four videorecordings on such subjects as Tongan compositional practices,
music in kava ceremonies, and dance presentations.
7
Kaeppler, Moyle and Shumway have all pursued other research topics, and certainly their work
has been critical to an understanding of the cultural practices of this relatively under-studied
geocultural area. My comments here should not be construed as criticism, since their research
has had different aims.
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based on interviews with veteran brass band participants and others with cultural
knowledge pertaining to the band tradition. Her primary task appears to be that of
providing detailed print documentation of this tradition; in her opening abstract she lays
out the dimensions she intends to cover: "music [repertory], organization, leadership
roles, history, rehearsals, teaching methods, performance practice and public events"
(1997:ii). Aldred states her central argument in chapter 1: "The thesis investigates what
effects and influences are brought about through cross-culturalism and traditionalism, and
by such, aims to reveal the contribution and position of the ifipalasa (brass band)in the
ever-changing society" (ibid.:4). The scope of Aldred's study is quite broad and,
although she only rudimentarily addresses the central issue, she lays the foundation for
future in-depth examination. Her detailed but largely descriptive work leaves much room
for concentrated study of brass banding in Tonga, especially considering the specific
dimensions of musical change, indigenization and postcolonial identity.
More recently, David Hebert has published a study about a Tongan youth brass
band in Auckland, New Zealand (2008). Although his conceptual framework is based on
a fledgling academic field of enquiry described as "community music studies" (Hebert
2008:172) he nevertheless touches on important issues of identity in transnational spaces,
changing performance practices, and the generation of social meaning, as well as the
band's "role in the transmission of cultural heritage" (ibid.:170). His findings mirror
mine in those dimensions and reinforce the idea that musical borrowings do not
necessarily lead to dilution—or pollution—of a culture's aggregate performing arts
tradition (ibid.: 185).
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In preparation for my study of Tongan bands, I consulted a number of works
concerned with the development of European band ensembles and their introduction into
diverse colonial contexts. The most relevant of these include both a masters thesis and
PhD dissertation chronicling the Royal Hawaiian Band (Bandy 1979, Hennessy 2007);
descriptions of band traditions in Nepal, India and Indonesia, including articles (Booth
1990, 1996) and CD notes (Boonzajer Flaes, Gales, and Heins 1993); brief treatments of
Africa and African-influenced Latin America band histories, including an article by
Collins (1989) and additional CD notes by Boonzajer Flaes, Gales and van der Spek
(1993); and a more general discussion of colonial band dissemination by Herbert and
Sarkissian (1997). Both Bandy's and Hennessy's studies provide valuable perspectives
concerning the evolution of an institutionalized, government-sponsored European wind
band in Hawaii's settler culture, while Booth, Boonzajer Flaes, Gales, van der Spek,
Collins, Herbert and Sarkissian illuminate processes of wind instrument assimilation and
ensemble adaptation in multiple colonial contexts spanning three continents. Booth in
particular expanded upon his corpus of journal articles by authoring the 334-page
monograph Brass baja: stories from the world of Indian wedding bands (2005). Boon
(1966), Bainbridge (1980), and Herbert (2000) all detail antecedent brass traditions in
England, providing an important baseline to chart the indigenization of Tongan bands.
Since my study underscores the Christian dimension of Tonga's cultural identity,
I have undertaken a review of representative literature that discusses Pacific Island
Christianization. The Association for Social Anthropology in Oceania (ASAO) has
produced two relevant volumes in its monograph series that help guide those researching
evangelism in the Pacific. ASAO Monograph no. 6, Mission, church and sect in Oceania
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(1978), discusses "the pace, direction and substance of sociocultural change" in
Christianized island cultures from a social anthropology perspective (Burridge 1978:7).
The volume contributes to an understanding of the transformations occurring over the
past two centuries that led to almost exclusive indigenous pastoral and administrative
leadership in contemporary Pacific churches. Its cumulative discussion convinces me
that the employment of strategic anti-essentialism by early post-contact Tongan political
leaders accelerated its transition to self-determination in the ecclesiastical sphere. ASAO
Monograph no. 12, Christianity in Oceania: Ethnographic perspectives (1990),
counterbalances historical and social science discussions of Christianization across the
Pacific. The articles included in this volume strive to address the unfortunate tendency for
prior writing to "collectively reinforce a misleading image: the European as the active
agent of history and the Native as history's passive or reactive recipient" (Barker 1990:2).
These views align with my observations of Tongans actively embracing Christianity and
the attendant trappings of Western civilization. Beyond these two monographs, other
helpful perspectives come from Latukefu (1974,1981), Crocombe et al. (1982), Forman
et al. (1992), and Kamu (1996).
Alfred H. Wood's book on the history of Pacific Wesleyan missions (1976) is
especially useful in contextualizing my study. Dr. Wood served as headmaster of Tupou
College, the Wesleyan mission secondary school in Tonga, from 1924-37; his reflections,
based "mainly on missionaries' journals and correspondence" (1976:iii), facilitate a
deeper understanding of that denomination's part in Tonga's neocolonial encounter.
Wood discusses, among other things, Taufa'ahau Tupou I's frequent acknowledgement
of "his country's indebtedness to the Wesleyan mission, for religious, educational, and
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social benefits" (ibid.: 126). Wood's discussion of music in Tupou College's curriculum
underscores my assertions that European and Antipodean missionaries often served as
agents for the introduction of Western musical practices, ultimately providing source
material for non-Westerners to craft new and distinct composite identities that they
subsequently employed in the overlapping cultural spaces of their colonial-era domain.

Chapter synopsis
My study employs both diachronic and synchronic perspectives to consider the
brass band tradition in Tonga. Chapters 2 through 5 utilize Herbert's notion of cultural
"microhistories" (2003:152) to discuss the contributions of specific individuals and the
processes of adoption, adaptation, and recontextualization in which they participated.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of Tonga's documented musical practices at the time of
Western contact as a foundation for understanding the processes of musical change taking
place during the nineteenth century. I discuss the powerful agency of Taufa'ahau Tupou
I, Tonga's first modern-era king, in establishing Wesleyanism as an effectual state
religion that in turn empowered early Wesleyan missionaries to prescribe and proscribe
specific music and dance practices. In particular, missionary introduction of Christian
hymnody initiated a process of indigenization that forever altered the Tongan
"soundscape" (Schafer 1980). During the course of this discussion, I present initial
inquiries concerning the nature of power relationships between missionaries and
indigenous leaders during the global colonial era.
Chapter 3 makes broad comparisons between band introductions in a number of
colonial contexts as a way of situating my study of the Tongan band tradition. I discuss
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how the initial introduction of the brass band into Tonga, many years after the
establishment of a permanent Christian presence, illustrates the power of individual
agency in transforming cultural practices. This chapter also details the powerful
influence of the Tongan royal family through each of its generations. Chapter 4
examines the cumulative effect of individual agency working independently within the
larger cultural framework of early Christian mission schools in Tonga. I then further
scrutinize the specific role of King Taufa'ahau Tupou IV as he broadened the
multidimensional functions of brass bands in Tongan life. The chapter incorporates short
biographies of two representative church band musicians who serve as case studies for
subaltern agency in Tonga's stratified social system.
Chapter 5 discusses the most noteworthy period of the Tongan band tradition, the
second half of the twentieth century. This was a time wherein overlapping agency led to
the creation of a cultural traditions committee, two permanent professional brass bands, a
national broadcasting company, and a civic association for the promulgation of the band
tradition. Guided by Tupou IV, but dependent upon the collaboration of many other
individuals, this transformation firmly established band performance as a prominent
marker of Tongan cultural identity, in the process blurring the arbitrary boundaries of
oppositionals such as sacred-secular and traditional-modern. Within this chapter, I
provide biographies of three professional bandmasters from the late twentieth century era
to represent two generations of grassroots efforts to expand the role of Tongan brass
bands in the postcolonial era.
Chapter 6 presents musical transcriptions and analysis within a detailed discussion
of musical indigenization. Included in this analysis are Tongan adaptations of Euro27

American hymns and other sacred music works, indigenously composed Tongan hymn
settings, and representative secular band works. Discussion of the last-named category
places particular emphasis on the Tongan band practice of mixed vocal-instrumental
performances of hiva kakala. The transcriptions and analyses of selected musical works
illuminate the processes of indigenization and how these impact broader identity
construction. Chapter 7 utilizes the data presented in Chapter 6 to articulate specific
contemporary band practices, illustrating how bands contribute to social meaning in
multiple spheres and simultaneously reflect and help formulate cultural identity. The
chapter also recapitulates the ways in which Tongans employ brass bands for culturally
specific purposes.
Chapter 8 presents my conclusions and makes recommendations for further study.
These conclusions show how Tongans successfully counteract asymmetrical power
balances between internal and external forces and ameliorate asymmetries within their
own highly stratified society. I show that brass bands proved useful in both dimensions
of negotiation. To outsiders, Tongan bands provided substantial evidence that the
islanders readily embraced Western values; such surface mimicry ultimately allowed
Tongans to be largely self-determining, validating Douglas Oliver's observation,
"Tongans learned long ago that the easiest way to remain Tongan is to appear Western"
(1961:179). Moreover, in contexts of intra-societal negotiation, Tongan bands adeptly
transport listeners along the entire continuum between the poles of elitist and populist
music. Island bands also embody a simultaneous representation of timeless tradition and
modernity. In both of these key facets of representation, bands continually reinforce core
social values of respect, loyalty, and social obligation. Bands display respect for God,
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king, and country when they perform the Tongan National Anthem. They demonstrate
loyalty in performing for influential people and commoners alike in holiday serenading,
sacrificing personal comfort and expending tremendous energy in these all-night
traveling performances. They inculcate a sense of social obligation as they themselves
fulfill the roles expected of them in national and community celebrations. In these ways
and others, bands provide music of accommodation, affiliation, and reconciliation in
contemporary Tongan society.

Significance of study
Many extant theories address issues of power negotiations in politically colonized
environments; my study, situated within Tonga's relatively unique circumstances in the
modern and postmodern eras, adds nuance and breadth to the growing body of
postcolonial music studies. The project also seeks to broaden theoretical understandings
concerning the fluid boundaries of popular culture in postcolonial milieux by
problematizing oppositional binaries of sacred versus secular, traditional versus popular,
and, especially, indigenous versus foreign.
As an initial illustration of transcending oppositional arguments, my research
strongly suggests that, when considering the processes of indigenous musical writing for
the brass band, it is necessary to challenge conventional Western views of musical
arrangement and transcription. Typically, Western elitists see these types of works as
somewhat less creatively admirable—and less artistic—than compositions of original
music (cf. Thomas 1981). To Tongans, however, the skillful creation of a musical
arrangement, recasting the initial work in a new performance context, is just as laudable a
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creative endeavor as the original work itself ('Aleamotu'a, pers. comm., 19 December
2003). Kaeppler cites the practice of arranging hiva kakala songs for band performance:
Some of Queen Salote's hiva kakala have been orchestrated for brassband [sic]
performance. Especially noteworthy are performances by the Tonga Defense
Forces Band and the Tonga Police Band, who sing as well as play the songs.
(2004:33)
In reality, many hiva kakala compositions by various composers have been scored
for wind band by arrangers for the professional brass ensembles and by a few select
church and school band directors. Over the years these have been notated in both
Tongan cipher notation (discussed further in chapter 2) and, more recently, in staff
notation (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005). I will discuss this argument for new and
better paradigms for musical creativity more fully in chapter 6.
My transcriptions and analyses of musical scores for brass represent the first
thorough discussion of indigenous Tongan compositions outside the repertories of
lakalaka, hiva kakala, or contemporary island popular music. Through consideration of
these specific musical works for band I highlight the cultural process of strategic
indigenization discussed throughout the dissertation and provide examples of how
Tongans construct social meaning and cultural identity through specific musical
practices.
In summary, my ethnographic project explores the indigenization of brass band
repertory, aesthetic systems, and performance practices, based on open-ended
negotiations between Tongan sensibilities and outside influences. The study tracks these
One notable school bandmaster-arranger is Tekilati Palavi, former director of the Mailefihi
(Wesleyan) College band in Neiafu, Vava'u, who has created well over one hundred hiva kakala
arrangements in Western notation. Many bands throughout the kingdom currently perform his
works (Lea, interview, 21 June 2004).
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changes over time as wrought through individual efforts within Tongan society during the
colonial and postcolonial eras. Such transformations in Tonga are not mere reflections of
larger sociopolitical forces. Rather, ongoing alterations in musical practice, actively
redefined by indigenous musicians in each generation, help formulate new conceptions of
Tongan identity and uniqueness in the postcolonial world. The introduction of Christian
worship music by foreign missionaries, followed later by their initiation of mission
school brass bands, ultimately created an exceptional vehicle for the progressive
reshaping of Tongan culture, commencing almost immediately from the time of sustained
Western contact.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TONGAN MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
Most historical and ethnographic sources cite the central importance of music and
dance in Tonga prior to Western contact. The initial sections of this chapter give an
overview of pre-contact Tongan inclinations concerning musical expressions. This brief
treatment will contextualize later discussions charting a trajectory of insider-outsider
negotiations to define/redefine cultural identity. Working toward meaningful definitions
of insider and outsider in the environment of culture contact, Martin Stokes observes,
"[g]roups are self-defining in terms of their ability to articulate differences between self
and other, but issues of colonialism, domination and violence have to be taken into
account" (1994:7-8). Stated another way, in colonial and neocolonial encounters the
outsider—he who strives to impose his agenda on an Other—often forces that Other to
define himself dialectically.
Specifically concerned with musical expressions in intercultural exchange and
framing his discussion of Otherness in terms of ethnicity, Stokes finds this admittedly
tenuous construct to be helpful to the extent that
[i]t allows us to turn from questions directed towards defining the essential and
'authentic' traces of identity 'in' music . . . to the questions of how music is used
by social actors in specific local situations to erect boundaries, to maintain
distinctions between us and them, and how terms such as 'authenticity' are used
to justify these boundaries. (Ibid. :6)
In this chapter I argue that collective Tongan experience in establishing effective cultural
boundaries during centuries of regional interisland trafficking allowed Tongans to
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negotiate with Western outsiders from a position of strength, as evidenced by their
political self-determination throughout the colonial era. In Tonga as elsewhere, such
ongoing negotiations led to, among other things, strategically indigenized musical
practices that forever altered Tongan soundscapes, illustrating what Christopher
Waterman characterizes as "attempts to make sense of a changing world in terms of past
experience" (1990:9). During the course of this historical introduction I demonstrate how
Tongans began to construct a revised identity during the early contact era by blending
Western and Tongan musical elements, creating new stylistic formulae in such
dimensions as melodic configuration, harmonic structure, and formal organization. I
argue that in these artistic dimensions, among others, Tongans acted as co-participants in
the processes of musical adaptation, negotiating changes rather than having outsiders
dictate those changes to them.
Almost immediately after the establishment of a permanent Wesleyan mission in
Tonga (1826), islanders both formally and informally negotiated power relationships with
Christian missionaries to determine the status of Tongan cultural expressions, many of
which were looked upon by the Westerners with scorn or skepticism. These efforts by
outsiders to enact a hegemonic psychological coercion necessitated a Tongan
counterstrategy to mold what Bhabha calls a "culture of survival" (1994:172):
The transmission of cultures of survival does not occur in the ordered musee
imaginaire of national cultures with their claims to the continuity of an authentic
'past' and a living 'present' . . . [cjulture as a strategy of survival is both
transnational and translational. It is transnational because contemporary
postcolonial discourses are rooted in specific histories of cultural displacement,
whether they are the 'middle passage' of slavery, the 'voyage out' of the
civilizing mission . . . or the traffic of economical and political refugees within
and outside the Third World. Culture is translational because such spatial
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histories of displacement... make the question of how culture signifies, or what
is signified by culture, a rather complex issue. (Ibid.)
It is possible that Christian missionaries and their cultural expressions undermined—and
eventually overpowered—Tongan perceptions of an unbroken continuity of an authentic
past. It is equally possible, however, that the Tongan people's sense of continuity was
both flexible and fluid at the time of Western contact and that they were focused on their
"living present" more than their "authentic past," due to their long history of social and
political engagement with other South Pacific cultures (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005;
Ka'ili, pers. comm., 30 March 2008). Regardless of their initial motivations, it is evident
that islanders began to engage Westerners in a protracted "voyage out of the civilizing
mission" (Bhabha 1994:172). This chapter examines some of the early manifestations of
these negotiations, undertaken by Tongans to redefine, translate, or "relocate" (Stokes
1994:3) their identity in a new world of interaction with neocolonial and evangelical
ideologies.
In Tonga, early efforts to negotiate acceptability for cherished music-dance
expressions represent a type of "reembedding" as suggested by Giddens (1990:79),
whereby indigenous peoples integrate core aesthetic and cultural values into a bi-cultural
performative mode to maintain a distinct identity while ameliorating outsider concerns.1
Further, whether adapting pre-existing local genres in this fashion to mitigate intolerance
by new authority figures or, conversely, enthusiastically adopting such foreign cultural
expressions as Protestant hymns, Tongans and their choices illustrate some of the ways in
1

Giddens employs this construct as a complement to his notion of "disembedding," the '"lifting
out' of social relations from [original] local contexts of interaction and their restructuring across
indefinite spans of time-space" (1990:21). To Giddens, "reembedding" indicates "the
appropriation or recasting of disembedded social relations . .. [into new] local conditions of time
and place" (ibid.:79-80).
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which non-Westerners achieved the kind of self-definition alluded to by Stokes. This
process revealed itself in Tonga from the earliest days of the permanent presence
established by Australian Wesleyan missionaries in 1826. As noted elsewhere in the
colonial world, musical negotiations between missionaries and islanders both mirrored
and shaped larger processes of identity construction.
Among a number of excellent historical studies for the reader who desires to
understand Tongan society at the time of first contact with European culture, three in
particular are notable. Two are by pdlangi (Caucasian) writers, Noel Rutherford and Ian
Campbell, and one is by Tongan scholar Sione Latukefu. Rutherford edited a concise
social history entitled Friendly islands: A history of Tonga (1977); two chapters, "Oral
tradition and prehistory" (chapter 3) and "Tongan society at the time of European
contact" (chapter 5), are especially helpful in understanding pre-Christian and protoChristian Tongan culture. Campbell also provides a broad historical overview in Island
kingdom: Tonga ancient and modern, first published in 1992 with a second edition
released in 2001. The first five chapters of this volume both corroborate and expand
upon the historical perspectives found in Rutherford.
Latukefu, Tonga's most widely published academic historian, authored Church
and state in Tonga (1974), a seminal work by an indigenous Tongan scholar.
Subsequently writing in Pacific Studies, the journal of the Institute for Polynesian Studies
(now the Pacific Institute), Latukefu crystallized his earlier historical treatise in a highly
abridged and accessible article. I will draw broadly from this discussion, "The definition
of authentic Oceanic cultures with particular reference to Tongan culture" (1981:60-81),
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to provide much of the historio-cultural context relevant to the first section of this
chapter.2
Latukefu seeks to clarify a widely held notion that "Tonga is the most traditional
of all the societies in Oceania," stating:
If [that notion] implies that little or no change has occurred in the society and
its culture, then these observers are definitely mistaken. But if, on the other
hand, it means that the Tongan culture has developed in its own distinctive way,
then the observation seems correct. (Ibid.:63)
Subsequently Latukefu characterizes Tonga's highly stratified society as the "most
complex and elaborate" in Polynesia. He discusses the interrelationships among three
paramount chiefly lines that existed prior to Western contact, namely the Tu'i Tonga,
Tu'i Kanokupolu, and Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, which Latukefu describes as "royal dynasties"
(ibid.:65). The last-named line ceased to exist by the early nineteenth century; in the era
of the modern Tupou dynasty, King Taufa'ahau Tupou IV's (1918-2006) ancestry
represents the complete merging of the Kanokupolu, Ha'atakalaua, and Tonga lines.
The hou 'eiki or chiefly class functioned just below the level of the traditional paramount
chiefs; the thirty-three hereditary noble titles in contemporary Tonga are vestiges of this
social class (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005).4 At least four other classes completed the

2

My decision to foreground Latukefu's views was not made due to any paucity of corroborating
perspectives, but rather constitutes a conscious effort on my part to privilege indigenous voices as
fully as possible in this study.
3
Tupou IV's maternal grandmother was Lavinia Veiongo, who was in turn great-granddaughter
of Laufilitonga, the last invested Tu'i Tonga. Tupou IV's father, Tung! Mailefihi, was a direct

descendant of the Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, and Queen Salote, Tupou IV's mother, was the twenty-first
Tu'i Kanokupolu. The earliest origins of the Tupou name are unclear, but after Taufa'ahau I
adopted the quasi-European name of Siaosi (George) Tupou, he and his heirs have used Tupou as
a surname from that time forward.
4
The entitlements of these nobles, particularly in terms of land ownership and disproportionate
representation in Tongan parliament, fueled both the literal and emotional fires of the November
2006 pro-democracy riots in Nuku'alofa.
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lower end of the social hierarchy: mu'a (gentry), matdpule (chiefs' attendants), tu'a
(commoner), and popula or slave class (Latukefu 1981:65). A central tenet of indigenous
cosmology promulgated the belief that those from the commoner and slave classes had no
souls, which had significant implications for their treatment in life, as well as robbing
them of hope for a post-mortal existence. In contrast, chiefly classes enjoyed undisputed
privilege in this life and assurance of an idyllic afterlife. These notions, at both extremes
of the social caste continuum, would prove to be vitally important catalysts during the
early stages of Christianization.
Latukefu elaborates upon three long-established Tongan values that remain
central in contemporary culture: faka 'apa 'apa (respect), fatongia (obligation), and
mateaki (loyalty). These core values often constitute central themes of Tongan poetic
expressions, whether orated or rendered in a musical setting, and Tongans see them as
integral to both secular and religious cultural meaning (ibid.:65, 68). Latukefu asserts, as
do many other writers—for example, Kaeppler (2004), Tuku'aho (2004), Wood-Ellem
(2004)—that one of the primary functions of Tongan poetry is to reinforce the social
stratification system and encourage the requisite deference of the lower classes to those
whom Tongan society considers to be inherently superior (Latukefu 1981:68). Given the
sociopolitical function of song poetry, the comments of missionary William Ellis seem
harshly critical and ethnocentric:
As a people, the South Sea islanders were peculiarly addicted to pleasure, and
to their music, dances, and other amusements, nearly as much of their time was
devoted as to all other avocations. (Ellis 1969 [1831]: 193)
Latukefu makes it clear that pre-contact performative traditions incorporating music and
dance were indispensable to the sociopolitical aims of the ruling classes, and not mere
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"amusements" as characterized by Ellis. Indeed, rather than merely advancing the
objectives of Tonga's elite, performing arts fundamentally shaped islanders' perceptions
of aesthetic beauty and cultural significance.
In the Tongan ethos, all desirable musical characteristics demonstrate faiva (skill)
and foster a deeply internal sense of mafana (inner warmth/exhilaration). This feeling
leads to an acknowledgement of performance affect, often verbalized as mdlie, a term
that generally means "well done" or "beautifully performed." Kaeppler describes mdlie
as a "semantic key" for the admiration or discernment of beauty in Tongan music and
dance (1971:177); in my experience it can also apply to oratory, but consistently denotes
a powerfully communicative encounter that produces mafana. My Tongan colleagues
tend to describe mafana itself as a kind of inner warmth (Makasini, interview, 4 January
2004; Ka'ili, pers. comm., 30 March 2008). Larry Shumway, in his detailed study of
lakalaka composition and performance, elaborates on this experiential phenomenon:
The general state of ecstasy referred to by the word mafana may be termed
mental, spiritual, or psychic, or perhaps described as a heightened sense of
consciousness or exhilaration brought on by an intense involvement in music (or
worship). It is the aesthetic experience. If it were possible to make the distinction
one might point out differences or similarities between aesthetic and spiritual
mafana. For some Tongans they are indistinguishable; for others, one may lead to
the other. (1981:478)
Moyle refers to a "process of mutual encouragement" between performers and audiences
"which results in audience empathy" with performers and "transforms the dance [or other
expressive performance] from an artistic to a psychic or spiritual phenomenon" of the
type Shumway describes (Moyle 1987:46). Later Moyle expands upon this Tongan
tendency: "Responding to the multi-faceted nature of performance, audience reaction
might reach a state of empathy found rarely elsewhere" (ibid.: 111).
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Kaeppler discusses mafana extensively in her body of writing about Tongan
music and dance, citing its transformational effect. In one publication, for example, she
speaks specifically of mafana in Tongan dance performance:
Dance [in Tonga] is a physical, mental, and aesthetic activity to be enjoyed at one
or more levels simultaneously. Some dance genres aim primarily at one or
another of these possible levels. But even those that begin as an intellectual
activity often create an intense emotional atmosphere and can become an aesthetic
experience for both dancer and spectator. When verbalizing this emotional aspect
of dance, the Tongans say that they feel mafana —that is, "inwardly warm or
exhilarated." Spectators also feel mafana, especially during the performance of
their favorite dance motifs, which they say they can feel kinesthetically . . . they
[sometimes] get up and join the performers . . . inspired by their feeling of
mafana. (Kaeppler 1972a:214)
Through explanations such as these it becomes clear that the desired psycho-emotional
effect of Tongan performing arts evokes far more than a passive appreciation from
audiences and is also dependent on intense communicative effort from performers.
Tongan musicians seek this effect in all genres, irrespective of their origins and intended
cultural usages (Ka'ili, pers. comm., 30 March 2008).
There is ample evidence that Tongans were receptive to the music and dance
traditions of other cultures during the pre-contact period and proved adept at weaving
foreign traditions into their own cultural narrative (Moyle 1987:22ff). Latukefu writes of
a Tongan "empire" in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that included
Samoa, Tokelau, Tuvalu, 'Uvea, Futuna, Rotuma, and the Lau group east of Fiji; most, if
not all, of these alliances predate Western contact (Latukefu 1981:68, Cummins
1977:80). Alternatively, when writers characterize the relationship of Tonga to these
other island cultures as more of a loose confederation, they invariably cite Fiji as an
additional strong political ally, with evidence of a Tongan "colony" in Fiji by the mid-
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second millennium C.E. (e.g., Ferdon 1987:281, Eustis 1997:16ff). Performance genres
with origins in Samoa, Fiji and 'Uvea became part of Tongan culture over time, and
Tongans embraced musical instruments from other Oceanic cultures as a natural
outgrowth of interisland cultural exchange. It is nearly impossible to determine with
certainty whether Tongans adopted other island cultures' genres and instruments before
or after European contact, but for the purposes of this study it is sufficient to point out
demonstrable Tongan affinities for the musical expressions of others. In fact, this core
Tongan inclination, whereby islanders freely adapted genres and instruments from other
cultures into an evolving Tongan repertory, may account for the relative ease with which
Tongans accepted Christian music.
In the words of Latukefu, pre-contact Tongan society displayed "a well integrated
culture, dynamic and full of potential for change [that] was never static in spite of the
expressed desire of the majority of community leaders to preserve its purity and their
reluctance to depart from traditional precedents" (1981:69). This indigenous view lends
credence to Bhabha's claim that cultures "are never unitary in themselves, nor simply
dualistic in the relation of Self to Other" (1994:35-36). The psycho-emotional space
provided by long-standing Tongan cultural attitudes thus allows for diversity in
performative expressions and for adaptation of other genres and styles.
From a contemporary perspective, 'Alipati (Albert) Vaea, current Secretary of the
Tongan Traditions Committee and official palace historian for the royal family, asserts
that Tonga has a greater variety of performing arts genres than other neighboring Oceanic
cultures. He attributes this to "adventurousness and open-mindedness" and describes an
ongoing process whereby Tongans maintained old traditions that proved unobjectionable
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to Christian missionaries, while adapting those traditions that caused missionary concern.
Vaea also cites the adoption of performing genres from outside cultures as proof of the
Tongan proclivity for continually expanding their performing arts "palette" (Vaea,
interview, 31 August 2005). The dynamic nature of Tongan expressive performance
manifested itself strongly when cultural exchange with the West began in earnest in the
late eighteenth century.

Early contact with Western explorers
Intermittent contact with early Pacific explorers became part of the Tongan
experience during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The Dutch ship Eendracht
visited the northern islands of Nuiatoputapu and Tafahi in May 1616; although the visits
were brief, Dutch sailors began the process of cultural exchange by trading fabric and
iron tools for food (Rutherford 1977:42). At least one source reports performances of
"trumpets and drums" for the islanders' entertainment during the first visit (Barclay
1978:54). After a twenty-seven year lapse in European contact another Dutch ship
captained by Abel Tasman visited a number of the southern islands, including Tongatapu.
Tasman's crew interacted more extensively with Tongan natives, leaving behind a variety
of material goods including canvas, linen, satin, metal tools, and a few items of tailored
clothing (ibid:281). Like the earlier Dutch vessel, Tasman's ship carried on board a
resident musical ensemble, this one composed of violins, flutes and trumpets; Eustis
recorded that these musicians performed for the residents of Tongatapu and that the
islanders reacted favorably (1997:19). After Tasman's visit, more than a century passed
before the British explorer Samuel Wallis made a brief one-day visit to Niuatoputapu in
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1767, exchanging only a few nails. From this time forward visits by Europeans became
more regular, with less than a decade between successive contacts until the time Christian
missionaries and beachcombers ultimately established a permanent Western presence in
Tonga in the 1790s (ibid:282).5
As in many Pacific cultures, Tonga's lifeways were forever altered by the visits of
Captain James Cook and his entourage. Cook made two visits to Tonga, the first in 177374 and the second in 1777. The latter interaction included over two months of residency
marked by extravagant Tongan hospitality incorporating feasting, singing and dancing.
In Moyle's words, this cross-cultural encounter serves as "a base marker for most
subsequent anthropological and historical studies [in Tonga]" (1987:17-18). Moyle,
Kaeppler and others (Campbell 2001, Eustis 1997, Ferdon 1987, Laracy 1977, Latukefu
1977) point out that Cook and his associates, as well as those who followed after,
extensively documented Tongan performances of the period, but it is instructive here to
note a brief account concerning Tongan reactions to Western music, especially as they
pertain to brass instruments. Beaglehole's compilation of journal writings by Cook's
entourage (1999 [1967]) includes Cook's own journal entry from 20th May 1777 in which
he describes a less-than-enthusiastic reception for his ship's musicians:
Not one of our musical instruments, except the drum, did they hold in the least
esteem, and even the drum they did not think superior to their own; as to the
French horns they very seldom would attend to them at all, either here or at any of
the other islands. (Beaglehole 1999 [1967]: 109)

5

Although I have cited 1826 as the date for a permanent proselytizing presence by Christian
missionaries, London Missionary Society (LMS) missionaries initiated an earlier unsuccessful
effort in 1797, with George Vason's defection from missionary ranks constituting one of the bestknown early expatriate residencies in Tonga (Vason 1840).
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Several authors have commented on this report. Edwin Ferdon includes a
discussion of Tongan musical instruments in his 1987 book. As he develops his theory
about possible post-contact diffusion—as opposed to pre-contact polygenesis—of the
conch shell "trumpet" used as a signaling device, he conjectures from Cook's report that
perhaps the Tongan people had no instruments similar in sound to the French horn at that
time and "thus found its sound displeasing to their ears" (1987:196).6 Alternatively,
Helen Aldred suggests that the Tongans may indeed have already established the practice
of conch shell signaling in pre-contact times, and consequently "the French horn sound
merely resembled their own conch sufficiently enough not to warrant any surprise
reaction" (1997:52). Another possible explanation, based on the assumption that conch
shell signaling in Tonga existed at the time, is that Tongan listeners did not react
favorably to this particular aerophone timbre in a melodic, rather than non-musical
signaling, context. Tongan music at the time was primarily vocal; poetry, dance and vocal
music nearly always intertwined, and the people employed idiophones almost exclusively
to provide the timekeeping function for such performances (Kaeppler 1978:264). While
Tongans utilized other types of instruments prior to 1800 (see Moyle 1987:50ff), they
limited the use of these instruments to narrowly defined social contexts.7
It does not appear that Tongans used aerophones in ensembles prior to Western
contact. Only three indigenous Tongan aerophones documented in print—kele 'a (conch
Ferdon does not ultimately assert his theory unequivocally, but offers it as a "what might have

been the case" scenario.
7
Richard Moyle has written extensively on indigenous instruments in this region. Section
(chapter) 2 of his Tongan Music (1987) devotes nearly sixty pages to pre-contact Tongan
instruments, while Polynesian sound-producing instruments (1990) discusses a broader crosssection of instruments in both East and West Polynesia. I have chosen here not to discuss
nominal aerophones with non-musical functions, such as those used exclusively for signaling or
children's recreation.
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shell, mimiha (panpipes), and fangufangu (nose flute)—functioned in musical contexts,
and Tongans did not use kele 'a in a truly musical mode until the late nineteenth century.
Islanders used the kele 'a in a signaling context exclusively until they established a
practice whereby multiple shells were played rhythmically in an ensemble in the latter
half of the nineteenth century (fig. 2.1). The locals seemingly confined the use of these
ensembles to cricket matches; an 1880 public notice prohibited the use of other
instruments for these occasions, permitting only these conch ensembles to perform
(Moyle 1987:95).
Mimiha panpipes (fig. 2.2) are among a small collection of Tongan instruments
whose uses have been discontinued for more than a century. Eighteen specimens of
documented Tongan origin currently reside in museums, but with no living practitioners

Figure 2.1. Tonga Defense Forces musician playing kele 'a conch shell to open
ROCOM's 2004 touring show. From Tonga Defense Forces Archive.
Used by permission.
Kaeppler states, "the only melodic instruments in Tonga [at the time of Western contact] were
the noseflute [fangufangu] and panpipe [mimiha]" (1978:263).
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and with conflicting descriptions given by the Westerners who collected them, their
specific musical usages remain in question. Scholarly conjecture ranges from Kaeppler's
belief the pipes may have been constructed and used by the commoner classes as
permissible substitutes for the aristocratic fangufangu nose flute (1974:113), to Sir Peter
Buck's speculations that they were replicas of Fijian instruments meant to emulate
specimens observed during interisland trafficking (1941:184). Moyle frankly admits that
no satisfactory primary source material exists to shed light on their usage (1987:101), but
it is possible that Tongans limited the panpipes' use to non-public occasions, since no
Westerner accounts indicate direct observation of mimiha performances.
Of the Tongan aerophones with clear musical function, the fangufangu nose flute (fig.
2.3) is the only one that outsiders documented clearly during the early contact period.
Moyle provides a detailed description of extant instruments, along with a discussion of
their documentation in the literature, evolving social functions, construction
and tuning, transcriptions of recorded performances, and line drawings/photographs of
instruments and performers (ibid:83ff). The fangufangu is said to be a "serenading"
instrument, with Moyle's historical and ethnographic research suggesting that Tongans

Figure 2.2. Mimiha panpipes. Illustration by Katherine Kammerer.
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used it most typically to gently awaken nobility. Some sources also point to its
supplemental use as either an instrumental lullaby or as accompaniment for a vocal
lullaby (ibid:86). It is reasonable to assume that an instrument with such a
mellow timbre could fulfill a courting serenade function and that this more discreet utility
would not necessarily come to the attention of foreign visitors. Ultimately, a detailed
discussion offangufangu is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is notable that its
construction and probable use are mirrored in other Polynesian cultures, and it shares
many commonalities with the Samoan fagufagu, Tahitian vivo, and Hawaiian 'ohe hano
ihu, among others. It is also notable that in Tonga, unlike other colonial-era cultural
environments such as that of India, no pre-contact experience with aerophone ensembles
prepared the people to adopt Western wind bands when outsiders introduced them in the
1880s. In the next section we consider how Christian missionaries began to lay the
groundwork for this introduction more than fifty years earlier.

Figure 2.3. Fangufangu nose flute. Illustration by Katherine Kammerer.
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Christianity and Tongan society in the early nineteenth century
The first arrival of London Missionary Society (hereafter LMS) missionaries in
1797 signals the start of the missionary era in Tonga. Initial efforts to proselytize were
largely unsuccessful, however, and marked by the comings and goings of several
missionary companionships as well as notable murders of early missionaries.
Evangelization began in earnest only in 1826, with the Wesleyans as the first to gain a
major foothold in the Tongan islands.9 This penetration came at a time when several
hereditary chiefly lines were vying for political supremacy over the three Tongan island
groups as a whole. A strong leader emerged from the Tu'i Kanokupolu line, whose
constituency at that time was questioning much of the "old order" under the rule of the
Tu'i Tonga (Latukefu 1974:16). The rising political leader, Taufa'ahau (17977-1893),
became ruler over the Ha'apai island group, personally embracing Christianity in 1831
and eventually adopting for himself the name King Siaosi (George) Tupou I (see fig. 2.4).
This first decade of missionary effort profoundly affected Tonga's performing arts
culture by bringing both intense exposure to Western harmonies and vocal textures in
hymn singing and simultaneous attempts to suppress elements missionaries judged to be
lascivious or "heathen" in nature (Ferdon 1987:203). Later, as a conspicuous example of
islander efforts to negotiate the acceptability of indigenous expressions, transformation of
the me 'elaufola genre into the modern lakalaka apparently began during the mid-1800s,

9

Tongans identify their nation's predominant Christian church by a number of terms in both
English and Tongan. Islanders seem to prefer the English term "Wesleyan" to "Methodist," but
they generally recognize and acknowledge both references. Several Wesleyan-based
denominations exist in contemporary Tonga; that with the largest number of adherents—and the
one affiliated with the royal family—is known as Siasi Uesiliana Tau'ataina 'o Tonga (SUTT), or
the Free Wesleyan Church of Tonga (FWC).
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although the process would not be complete until the end of the century (Kaeppler
1998:789).
Sustained interaction with the missionaries during the 1820s and 30s also
represented an expansion for Tongans from regional to extra-regional cultural exchange
and sociopolitical power negotiations Taufa'ahau's prowess at delimiting missionary
influence set an early precedent for tempering power asymmetries in Tonga's postcontact society, illustrating an example of what New Caledonian activist Jean-Marie
Tjibaou characterizes as "the sovereignty that gives us the right and the power to
negotiate interdependencies" (1996:179). During the period of protracted civil war
during the middle third of the nineteenth century, Taufa'ahau excelled at formulating
strategic political alliances, progressively consolidating his power until he succeeded in
uniting the Tongan islands under his rule as paramount chief, effectively inaugurating

Figure 2.4. Taufa'ahau Tupou I (or Siaosi Tupou I), first king of modern Tonga.
Engraving in public domain.
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what would eventually become the Tupou monarchy.

His association with the

Wesleyan missionaries during the 1830s helped him to affect an ideological bond with
many Tongan converts, who became political allies as well (Latukefu 1974:20). His first
attempt at creating a civil code based on European models became known as the 1839
Code (or Code of Vava'u). Its significance in the context of this discussion lies in a
telltale sign of missionary influence: certain types of dancing were banned, especially p5
me 'e (night dancing) in which putatively immoral sexual activities figured prominently
(ibid.:22). The missionaries especially associated the me 'elaufola dance genre with these
nighttime activities, and this negative association constituted the primary motivation for
Christianized Tongans to transform the genre and create less objectionable performance
contexts.11 In some ways, it is ironic that the Wesleyan church became the state religion
of Tonga, given its clergy's tendency to condemn cultural expressions seen as frivolous
or unproductive. One writer noted, "Methodists defined rigidly the things that belonged
to the world and the things that belonged to God . . . [and] looked with suspicion on all
amusements and recreations" (Edwards 1948:127). This stance would put them at odds
with traditional Tongan culture, given islanders' ideological balancing of the pragmatic
and the recreational, but Methodist sacred music may well have mitigated these diametric
views, serving as an expressive element that resonated within Tongan hearts (A.
Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).

Throughout this period Taufa'ahau met with intermittent but intense resistance to his nationbuilding efforts. Most historians refer to these struggles as Tonga's "civil war" (Farmer 1976
[1855]:293-328, Laracy 1977:139-47, Latukefu 1974:100-17).
11
By the time of the first Tongan Constitution in 1875, all such prohibitions on dance had been
eased, at least in terms of official sanction (Latukefu 1975:45).
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In fact, during the early nineteenth century it seems that the Wesleyan emphasis
on hymn singing was one of the noteworthy features of the faith. One writer observed,
"Some of our brethren of other [sects] have said that one of the chief features of
Methodist Christianity is its psalm-singing joyousness" (Farmer 1976 [1855]: 152).
Mirroring some core traits of the indigenous Tongan religion, the Methodist emphasis on
scripture-based oratory and sacred music appealed to prospective converts:
With their love of public speaking all laymen valued their eligibility to become
local preachers. So also did the place of singing in Wesleyan worship give a
whole congregation a joyful means of expressing their faith and feeling; and
hymns became second only to the scriptures in developing the people's Christian
life. (Wood 1976:xii)
It is probable that the poetic expressions of Protestant hymnody created a natural
connection within the islander psyche to pre-contact performative modes of chanted
poetry. In this way the embracing of four-part hymn singing indicates more than mere
musical compatibility (Moyle 1987:237); it also signals a fundamental Tongan
willingness to subsume this repertory into its composite set of musical expressions,
eventually resulting in new Tongan-language hymn texts and emulative but discernibly
Tongan musical settings for worship music. I discuss these indigenous expressions in a
number of contexts throughout my study as they illustrate the ways in which musical
syncretism not only reflects but also precipitates broader sociocultural transformations
(Manuel 2000b:333). Taufa'ahau undoubtedly felt the affective power of Christian
worship music, but he was also quick to perceive the supplemental advantages of
Western-style education offered by the missionaries, seeing immense potential benefits
for himself and his people (Young 1854:443). Throughout the early Christian era and
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beyond, Western music played an important role in the schoolhouse as well as the church
sanctuary, greatly aiding the missionaries' efforts.
The advantages of formal schooling soon became apparent to the islanders, and
the establishment of Methodist mission schools provided a bicultural environment in
which Tongan musical practices changed profoundly over time. Missionaries established
the first school during March 1828 in Nuku'alofa; by September, enrollment had
increased to 150 students (Latukefu 1977:123). When Taufa'ahau, residing in Ha'apai,
also wanted to take advantage of these educational opportunities, the British missionaries
sent Pita (Peter) Vi, one of the earliest Tongan converts, to teach the future Tongan
king.12 Taufa'ahau set the standard for his people by learning to read and write in the
palangi system (ibid.: 126). He became convinced early in his association with
Europeans that "the only thing that differentiated the white man from the others in ability
and wisdom was their possession of superior knowledge" (ibid.: 130). Taufa'ahau
himself famously declared:
See what knowledge has done for the white man! See what ignorance has done
for the men of this land! Is it that white men are born more wise? Is it that they
are naturally more capable than others? No: but they have obtained knowledge
. . . this is the principal cause of the difference. (Young 1854:443)
It is evident that other Tongans shared this sense of intellectual equality as they interacted
with foreigners. Accordingly, when missionaries introduced Western music in their
schools and churches, islanders confidently embraced—and then adapted—this music for
their own edification.

Pita's line of descendants became associated with the Ve'ehala hereditary aristocratic title.
Over generations many gained national respect as composers and oral historians (Vaea, interview,
31 August 2005). The current Ve'ehala serves as bandmaster of the Royal Corps of Musicians,
Tonga Defense Forces.
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From 1828-1866, Wesleyan missionaries established several more schools in each
of the island groups as human and financial resources permitted. As growing enrollments
necessitated the creation of a teacher training institution, a facility was opened on Vava'u
in 1841; this school relocated to Nukualofa in 1847 (Latukefu 1977:130). Missionary
pragmatism in this regard opened the way for early indigenous partnering in the Western
education enterprise. Although researchers have found no written records to substantiate
the claim, modern cultural historians believe that hymn singing was part of every
Wesleyan school's curriculum in those early years; such educational training would have
intensified islanders' exposure to Western musical practices (Vaea, interview, 31 August
2005). Written documentation does verify that the missionaries began almost
immediately to include hymn singing in Tupou College's curriculum after its
establishment in 1866 (Wood 1976:127). All the evidence presented here coalesces to
create a portrait of self-assured islander interaction with foreign missionaries during the
first four decades of Tongan Wesleyanism, despite the Protestants' demonstrable
neocolonial attitudes. It is clear that the two factions established strong linkages, both
spiritually and intellectually, through their common love of music and their convictions
concerning music's communicative power.

Catholicism and resistance in the Mu'a district
As the political aims of Taufa'ahau I and the proselytizing aims of the Wesleyan
missionaries became inseparably intertwined during the 1830s, constituents of the Tu'i
Tonga chiefly line and the Ha'a Havea aristocratic line transformed the Mu'a district of
Tongatapu into a major site of resistance. Consequently, those factions who rejected
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political subjugation Taufa'ahau also resisted conversion to the newly established
Wesleyan religion (Laracy 1977:136). The timing of this conflict coincided with early
French Catholic incursions into the South Pacific region, with the apostolic vicariate (a
term describing a Catholic administrative region) of Western Oceania established by the
church in 1835. The Vatican assigned administration of this vast tract of the Pacific to
the newly formed missionary order known as the Society of Mary (or Marist Fathers).
Their initial forays into Tonga in 1837 met begrudging civility on the part of
Taufa'ahau and Wesleyan missionary John Thomas, who was firmly ensconced by that
time as the future king's primary foreign advisor (Farmer 1976 [1855]:362). Receiving
the Marists at their first Tongan landfall on Vava'u, Thomas went so far as to suggest that
the Catholics should seek out converts among island populations that had not yet been
"claimed" by other Christian denominations (Tremblay 1954:64). Bishop Pompallier,
leader of the initial Marist contingent, acquiesced by traveling to 'Uvea (also known as
Wallis Island).14 The fortuitous conversion of several Tongan expatriates residing on
'Uvea (West 1865:225-7) emboldened the Marists to attempt a repatriation strategy, with
the goal of establishing a beachhead for the Catholic mission on Tongatapu, since that
island was not yet entirely subjected to the rule of the Kanakupolu/Taufa'ahau faction.

Confusion sometimes arises over the names of Roman Catholic monastic orders. The Marist
order (Society of Mary), founded by Jean-Claude Colin in 1816, is distinct from both the
Marianists (also the Society of Mary), founded by William Chaminade in 1817, and Eudists
(Society of Jesus and Mary), founded by Jean Eudes in 1643 (http://home.newadvent.org/cathen).
14

Hugh Laracy, author of the chapter on Tongan Catholicism in Rutherford's Friendly Islands
(1977), refers to Pompallier as Bishop (1977:137). A biography found on the website for the
Catholic Church in New Zealand states that Vatican administrators named Pompallier titular
Bishop of Maronea, although his official assignment was as Vicar Apostolic of Western Oceania.
New Zealand Catholics so deeply revered him that they arranged for his remains to be exhumed
from their French burial site and re-interred at Motuti in 2002 (http://www.catholic.org.nz/
pompallier).
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Accordingly, in 1842 Pompallier, accompanied by two Catholic missionaries and a small
contingent of Tongan converts from 'Uvea, found refuge in the Tongatapu village of Pea
under the protection of Moeaki, a chief of the Ha'a Havea line.
Eventually large constituencies of both the Ha'a Havea and Tu'i Tonga lineages
embraced the Catholic faith. The Tongatapu villages affiliated with Catholicism included
Pea, Holonga, Kolonga, Houma, Ma'ofanga, and Mu'a (also known as Lapaha). In the
early 1850s, as Taufa'ahau neared complete consolidation of his political power, the Ha'a
Havea/Tu'i Tonga alliance mounted a last-gasp resistance. One of the visible ways that
important chiefs demonstrated their disaffection with the emerging Wesleyan/Tu'i
Kanokupolu status quo was through baptism into the Catholic faith. Lavaka, successor to
Moeaki as chief of Pea, was baptized in 1850 and Laufilitonga, the last functioning Tu'i
Tonga, was baptized in 1851. Chiefs of other Ha' a Havea villages followed, vividly
drawing the lines of political resistance. As characterized by Laracy, "[t]he war of 1852,
then, was essentially a matter of indigenous politics, although with strong religious
overtones" (1977:144). Over the course of the next three years, Taufa'ahau and his
followers effectively dissipated the final resistance to his unification efforts, and the war
ended with the "French Treaty" of 1855. This treaty constituted the first official
recognition by a European power of King Taufa'ahau Tupou I's sovereignty (Wood
1975:109).
One of the treaty's primary outcomes for the Catholic mission was the
opportunity to expand its proselytizing efforts to other Tongan islands. Missionaries
were assigned to Ha'apai in 1858 and Vava'u in 1859, with a further outreach to the
northernmost islands of Niuafo'ou and Niuatoputapu in 1886. Growth of the church in
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Tonga was slow but steady; in 1892, after fifty years of continual Catholic presence, the
total Catholic population throughout the kingdom was just over 2,300, or one-eighth of
the total Tongan population, which by that time was almost entirely converted to
Christianity (ibid.: 148). Although extant records provide no appreciable information
concerning Tongans' encounters with Catholic liturgical music in those early years,
contemporary Catholic musicians are convinced that such music served an important
function in the indoctrination experience. These contemporary musicians point out,
however, that due to the constraints of Latin language usage in the Catholic liturgy, early
Tongan Catholic converts did not have much opportunity to affect musical syncretism in
that church's worship practices compared to their Wesleyan counterparts (Falekaono,
interview, 2 September 2005). It is likely that residents of the Mu'a district, ambivalent
to the embryonic constitutional monarchy of Tupou I and his allegiance to the Wesleyan
Church, embraced the institutionalized Latin worship format of Catholicism as an
additional marker of difference and resistance. Certainly the well-documented
broadmindedness of nineteenth-century Catholic missionaries allowed their converts to
retain cultural expressions that most Wesleyans had abandoned in favor of new syncretic
forms.
In Tonga, as elsewhere in the Pacific, Catholic clergy were liberal in their
tolerance of pre-Christian music and dance performance traditions. In contrast, Wesleyan
missionaries, in their ancillary roles as civic advisors, made concerted efforts to banish
"licentious" dancing in civil codes of 1839 and 1850 (Latukefu 1974:225, 231). There is
much contestation about whether or not Tongan officials enforced these restrictions
(Wood-Ellem 2004:71), but both Kaeppler and Moyle credit the Catholic mission at
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Mu'a for the preservation and perpetuation of older Tongan dance traditions (Kaeppler
1993:92-3, Moyle 1987:22). The me 'etu 'upaki (men's paddle dance), historically linked
with the Tu'i Tonga lineage, eventually became associated with the Catholic church of
the Mu'a district after the death of Laufilitonga, the last Tu'i Tonga, in 1865. Mu'a
residents thereafter relegated its performance to special church occasions, until
Taufa'ahau Tupou IV ascended to the throne in 1965, when he also incorporated it into
the annual celebration of his birthday. Even in this context it is traditionally performed
by the people of Mu'a, presented in obeisance to the monarch who represents the
unification of all traditional chiefly bloodlines (Moyle 1987:117). Similarly, Tongans
historically associated the 'otuhaka (female seated dance) with the Tu'i Tonga and the
Mu'a district, with its primary connections gradually migrating to the Catholic Church
after 1865. Tonga's Catholics also adapted the ula (female standing dance), originally
created to extol female beauty, into church celebratory contexts, and today dancers still
perform ula more often in religious festivities than in secular events (ibid.: 131).
Like their Wesleyan counterparts, Catholic missionaries recognized great value in
providing formal education for their adherents. The Marist fathers established the first
Catholic primary school in 1855 at Ma'ofanga, just east of Nuku'alofa, and other schools
soon followed. Father Armand Olier officially inaugurated a secondary school for boys
at Ma'ofanga in 1886, although Father Jean Armand Lamaze had previously organized a
college for approximately thirty young men in 1865.15 The sisters of the order known as

Missionaries widely applied the term "college" to the secondary schools they created in
Oceania.
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Notre Dame des Missions set up a secondary school for young women shortly after their
arrival in 1871 (Laracy 1977:148-9).16
There is substantial anecdotal evidence suggesting that Marist Father Armand
Olier was primarily responsible for introducing the brass band into Tonga. When Father
Olier arrived in 1881 he undertook the enterprise of creating a band at the secondary
school established by Father Lamaze in Ma'ofanga. Several contemporary sources,
including the late King Taufa'ahau Tupou IV and the noble Ve'ehala, who currently
directs Tonga's military band, credit Olier with procuring the first brass instruments in
Tonga (Aldred 1997:213; Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). Because of his
instrumental music training, Father Olier possessed a decided advantage in his efforts to
promote esprit de corps through band music in the Tongan Catholic mission (Aldred
1997:213).17 I discuss Father Olier's influence in greater detail in chapter 3, but in
summarizing this section I emphasize that due to their marginalized status, the Marists
16

School names have changed over the years. The school for males (1886) was originally known
as St. Stanislaus, then later as Chanel College, and subsequently by its current name of St.
John's. All Tongans that I have interviewed refer to the school as 'Apifo'ou, literally "new
property," describing the area of Ma'ofanga village donated for the school in the 1880s. The
Tongan Diocese established a secondary school, also called Chanel College, on Vava'u in 1961.
The diocese did not build a secondary school in Mu'a district until 1983; this school is known as
Takuilau College.
17
According to Tupou IV, the French government required Catholic priests to complete
mandatory military training during the late 1800s; however, in consideration of their status as
clerics forbidden to shed blood, administrators designated them to serve in non-combat units,
including assignments to the musicians' corps (Aldred 1997:213). The 1913 Catholic
Encyclopedia, (www.newadvent.org/cathen/06166a.htm) corroborates Tupou IV's understanding
of French mandatory military conscription throughout most of the nineteenth century. French
lawmakers exempted clergy from 1872-85, after which they required one year of service for
ecclesiastics instead of the more general two-year conscription. Olier was born in 1851 and was
not ordained until 1880, so he would have served his mandatory two-year enlistment in any case
(www.catholic-hierarchy.org). No written documentation exists to verify Tupou IV's assertion
concerning Olier's specific military training, but many contemporary historians and band experts
I interviewed agree that Olier was a proficient bandsman and inaugurated a band in the early
1880s, associated either with the mission school or the Ma'ofanga parish (Vaea, interview, 31
August 2005; Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 18 July 2004).
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may well have been searching for ways to elevate their profile in the kingdom. It is
highly unlikely, however, that Olier could have foreseen the tremendous cultural impact
his introduction of brass instruments would eventually have in Tonga, an effect that was
probably intensified because of a major schism that developed in the Wesleyan Church
during the same period.

Wesleyanism redefined in The Free Church of Tonga (1885)
For the purposes of contextualizing later discussions concerning musical and
cultural issues in Tonga, it is helpful to briefly chronicle the creation of the Free Church
of Tonga. When Dr. James Egan Moulton (1841-1909) established Tupou College as a
Wesleyan-sponsored secondary school in 1866, it was supervised by the church's
Australian Mission and enthusiastically supported by Taufa'ahau Tupou I (hereafter
Tupou I). Prior to his arrival in Tonga, Moulton made a name for himself as an able
educator by serving as headmaster of Newington College, a fledgling Wesleyan
secondary school in Sydney. During the 1860s Tupou I sought to raise the kingdom's
standard of education and, having heard of Moulton's capabilities, made a specific
request to church authorities in Australia to send Moulton to Tonga instead of
implementing his original assignment to Fiji (Wood 1975:126).
Before long an intense rivalry developed between Moulton and Shirley Baker,
another Wesleyan missionary assigned to Tonga by the Australian Mission (see fig. 2.5
and 2.6). Baker had arrived in Tonga nearly five years before Moulton and had
succeeded in gaining the confidence of the king to an unprecedented degree. Rutherford
and others (Thomson 1894, Latukefu 1975, Wood 1976, Herda 1990, Campbell 2001)
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have discussed Baker's abilities to blur the line between ecclesiastical and political
matters. Campbell especially saw this effort on Baker's part as self-serving and
opportunistic and felt that Baker's overarching political ambitions contributed
significantly to the evolving animosities between him and Moulton (2001:96).
Eventually Baker convinced Tupou I that the Australian Mission's donation
policy, whereby its administrators required the remittance of a significant portion of
member contributions to the central mission coffers in Sydney, was unfair to Tongan
Wesleyans. The king felt that the financial resources donated to the church by Tongans
should remain in Tonga for their direct benefit; Baker supported his position and

Figure 2.5. Dr. J. E. Moulton, first headmaster of Tupou College. Engraving in
public domain.
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encouraged him to stand up to the church's Australian administrators. Over the course of
almost two decades the rift gradually widened until Tupou I and Baker together
established the Free Church of Tonga in 1885, officially severing ties with the Australian
Mission (Rutherford 1996:167). Three years previously, partly as a response to
Moulton's opposition to his ongoing efforts, Baker had encouraged the king in his desire
to establish a government secondary school as an educational alternative to Tupou
College, despite the obvious irony of competing with the Wesleyan school named for the

Figure 2.6. Shirley Waldemar Baker, Wesleyan missionary and advisor to Tupou I.
Engraving of unknown origin, Pictures Collection, State Library of Victoria,
Australia. Used by permission.
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monarch himself. Consequently, Government College (later renamed Tonga College)
was established in 1882, with Baker handpicking his favored associate John Hartley
Roberts as the inaugural headmaster. Campbell notes:
There may have been some desire behind this nationalization of education to
improve efficiency, but the major reason was probably to reduce the direct
influence which the [Wesleyan] mission exercised over the people, and in
particular to undermine Moulton. This certainly was the case with the new
college. (2001:102)
Although Tupou I established this school as a non-denominational government
college, it maintained a strong, albeit indirect, association with the newly independent
Free Church of Tonga. From 1885 until 1924, the royal family's loyalties remained with
the Free Church and Tonga College, until Queen Salote Tupou, Tonga's third monarch,
succeeded in reuniting most of the two churches' aggregate membership in a symbiotic
new sect known as Siasi Uesiliana Tau'ataina 'o Tonga, or Free Wesleyan Church of
Tonga (hereafter FWC). This newly minted church assumed control of Tupou College,
and afterward that school again became the preferred institution for the education of
Tonga's elite from the royal family and titled nobility.18 Between 1882 and 1924,

In an interview, Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu of the Royal Maopa Choir explained how two
factions of the Free Church refused to affiliate with the Queen's newly reunified church in 1924.
While a relatively small cluster of Wesleyan adherents maintained the Free Church of Tonga
denomination at that time, another faction formed a splinter group known simply as Siasi 'o
Tonga (Church of Tonga). Tonga College continued to be the preferred secondary school for the
adherents of both sects. In addition, most Tongans from the traditional chiefly lines—at least

those who had not previously demonstrated their resistance to the Tupou/Tu'i Kanokupolu
dynasty by joining the Catholic faith—chose to educate their youth at the government school
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005). I make a distinction here, as many Tongans do,
between the modern-era system of titled nobility, established by Tupou I in 1852, and the older
system of village and district chiefs that predated Tupou's political structure. It is this latter
group that continued to favor the government school (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
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however, the government school received disproportionate support and attention from
both the royal family and influential members of the Free Church.
A number of contemporary bandmasters cite the diverging Baker and Moulton
constituencies as important factors in tracking the evolution of brass banding in Tonga,
especially within the first two decades of band activity (1882-1902). All three sponsors
of Tonga's secondary schools—the Australia-based Wesleyan Church (Tupou College),
the Catholic Church ('Apifo'ou College), and the Tongan government (Government
College, later Tonga College)—developed an intense interest in establishing successful
band programs during this period, perhaps sensing the band's affective powers and
perceiving its signifying potential. Since the congregants of the Free Church of Tonga
aligned themselves with the Government College, by the end of 1885 the three distinct
Christian factions in Tonga had formulated corresponding allegiances with Tongatapu's
three secondary schools. These schools would prove to be important sites of cultivation
for Tonga's brass band tradition as missionaries continued to employ Western music to
fullest advantage in their neocolonial civilizing project. The discussion below highlights
the ways in which missionaries gained Tongan trust and converted nearly the entire
population to Christianity, in no small measure due to the profound effect of Western
music.

Ideological change and musical change in nineteenth-century Tonga
Understanding the Tongan people's receptivity to missionary influence, in both
spiritual and secular contexts, requires an assessment of their fundamental motivations
during the period of great political transformation. At the upper end of the sociopolitical
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continuum, the chiefs of the Tu'i Kanokupolu line embraced Christianity because "they
began to question the validity and effectiveness of the traditional religion. To them the
old cosmology was no longer adequate to explain the new technological age ushered in
by European contact" (Latukefu 1977:125). This embracing of a new religion was also
politically expedient, since the Kanokupolu line had been subservient to the Tu'i Tonga
line from the time of its inception around 1600. The ripple effect created by the
conversion of key chiefs solidified a native Christian constituency in Tonga. Although
the conversion of commoners largely reflected their allegiances to respective chiefs in
their residency districts, there was a powerful corollary motivation for those at the lower
end of the social spectrum to accept the pdlangi religion. In contrast to the indigenous
belief system that taught commoners they had no souls, the Christian lotu (religion)
asserted that all human beings had souls and the possibility of a joyous post-mortal
existence. Consequently, many early commoner converts exhibited a commendable spirit
of sacrifice and a profound depth of faith in the tenets of Christianity (ibid.: 129).
Access through missionaries to the benefits of Western medicine, material culture
and formalized education held an undeniable appeal for Pacific Islanders. Most
nineteenth-century missionaries in the Pacific possessed, or quickly acquired, a
rudimentary knowledge of basic medical treatment. Latukefu states, "while it was more
difficult for the Tongans to comprehend many of the abstract principles of Christianity,
they could easily see the beneficial effects of [Western] medicine" (ibid.). Islanders
could also perceive parallel advantages concerning education, as attested by the king's
remarks cited earlier; likewise, the coveting of Western material culture was nearly
universal among Oceanic cultures. In the eyes of many who have analyzed the
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conversion phenomenon in Tonga compared with similar processes elsewhere in the
Pacific, the integration of Christianity into the core of Tongan society proved especially
pervasive and influential. Latukefu, speaking specifically of Wesleyan efforts during the
nineteenth century, claims that
the Wesleyan mission to Tonga enjoyed a success seldom paralleled elsewhere in
the history of Christian missions, with regard both to the short time in which
initial conversion was achieved and to its extensive influence upon Tongan
culture. (1977:114)
Campbell offers an assessment that is applicable to both Tonga's Protestant and Catholic
converts:
In the long term, most Tongans converted to Christianity because the persistence
of the missionaries in visiting, arguing and showing concern for them
eventually convinced them that Christianity had a quality that the traditional
religion lacked. The emphasis in Christian doctrine on peace, forgiveness,
relief from hardship and oppression for those who suffer, and its insistence that
all humans, male and female, chief and commoner, were equal in the sight of
God, and all equally eligible for his favor, was inseparable from its appeal.
(2001:120)
I stress here that even though missionaries assigned to Tonga pursued their objectives by
enacting hegemonic strategies, at least in the ideological sense, in the final analysis
islanders did not succumb to hegemony, but rather embraced Christianity for their own
fulfillment, in the process fostering a reciprocal trust within the pdlangi community. This
kind of cultural accommodation may well have played a part in Tonga's ability to
circumvent political colonization.
Music played a pivotal role in conveying the metaphysical power of the new
religion to the hearts and minds of the people. The transformative effects of Christian
worship music, and the adaptive potential of Western music generally, interweave the
colonial narrative worldwide. Concerning Pacific Christianization, Barker asserts that,
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although islanders originally conflated Christianity with the broader perceived benefits of
Western culture, the expressive modes of the newly introduced religion "befcame] an
integral part of the people's sense of their cultural and historical selves, as a part of who
they authentically are" (1990:259). In Tonga, the church house and the schoolhouse
served jointly as sites for the inculcation of Western values, and contemporary Tongan
society reflects an acculturation so utterly complete that is difficult to discern precisely
where religious expressions end and secular expressions begin. The next section of my
study chronicles a reembedding of European musical practices in Tonga, facilitated in
large measure by missionaries and their institutions.

New music and new transmission systems
According to Richard Moyle, Wesleyan and Catholic missionaries "were the first
group of [resident] foreigners who set o u t . . . to change Tongan musical life" (1987:22).
Wesleyan missionaries enacted a strategy of both proscription and prescription in which
certain performance genres were discouraged and the learning of British hymns
encouraged as an alternative. Tongans quickly assimilated the homophonic part-singing
of Christian hymns into their musical practices. It is likely that the existence of partsinging in pre-contact Tongan repertory facilitated islander adoption of Western vocal
harmony. Historical accounts allude to an unmistakable and early onset of musical
indigenization, whereby Tongans adapted hymn tunes to more familiar melodic intervals
(ibid.:23). Early Wesleyan mission personnel largely denigrated this practice; to their
ears, the islanders "spoiled" the tunes by changing major key melodic intervals into
minor-sounding ones. Still, the early missionaries enthusiastically promoted the learning
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of hymns for a variety of strategic purposes, and their first Tongan language publication
(1830) included twelve text translations from English Methodist hymns (ibid.). Several
sources mention William Woon as a dedicated printer for the mission (Farmer 1976
[1855]:216; Moyle 1987:23); Farmer details Woon's output during a twelve-month
period in 1831-32, which included "1500 hymnbooks, sixty-four pages each, for public
and private worship" (1976[1855]:216).
Although many early Wesleyan missionaries possessed some degree of musical
training, James Egan Moulton, first headmaster of Tupou College, ushered in a new era
of musical acculturation in Tonga. Dr. Moulton was particularly well suited to the task of
establishing a strong element of musical training in his school's curriculum. His
contemporaries praised him as "an accomplished musician" and a writer of "inspiring
hymns," admired for their "literary beauty, their deeply spiritual content, and their
faithfulness to Tongan thought and imagery" (Wood 1975:127). He also inaugurated the
practice of performing choir anthems from the sacred choral masterworks of Handel and
other European masters. This tradition, begun at Tupou College early in Moulton's
tenure, continues today in worship services and other community celebrations.
Moulton was familiar with the nascent solfeggio systems being introduced and refined in
England during the early 1800s, when British musicians John Hullah and John Curwen
created and disseminated their own versions of the original French system. Moulton was

As an example, in 2005 I attended the thirtieth anniversary celebration of the establishment of
the Bank of Tonga. This commemoration included a choir comprised of bank employees and
family members singing Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus," accompanied by a brass ensemble from
the Maopa Band. Maopa's associate conductor Maka Tokotaha, one of the bank's junior
executives, conducted the performance.
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knowledgeable in these and employed his own adapted version at Tupou College (Aldred
1997:59).
Finding the traditional Tongan method of rote transmission unduly cumbersome
in teaching the hymnody of the Wesleyan church, Moulton sought to teach these hymns
to Tongan youth in a more efficient manner. Accordingly he began to incorporate the
principles of the European solfeggio system into Tongan musical language by using
numerical equivalents of the seven scale degrees. He was greatly chagrined to discover
that the initial sounds of the Tongan words for "one" and "two" when combined, as when
ascending the major scale, produced the Tongan word for "vagina" (Moyle 1987:26).
After some reflection, Moulton realized that if he utilized the Tongan equivalents of
numerals 3 through 9 instead, he would eliminate any inadvertently humorous or
offensive combinations of lexical syllables (see fig. 2.7). Moulton initiated his adapted
system, known as tu 'ungafasi, early on in the curriculum of Tupou College and it has
proven highly useful in a number of Tongan musical contexts. Hymn no. 33 from the
1967 FWC hymn compilation, notated both in Tongan numerical notation (fig. 28) and
Western staff notation (fig. 29), demonstrates how this notation works.
In its current evolved form as utilized today, the tu 'ungafasi system uses common
typewriter keyboard symbols to denote most elements of rhythmic organization. Moulton
notated typical SATB choral texture by four horizontal lines of cipher notation, as seen in
fig. 2.8, with soprano on top (beginning with '7'), alto immediately below (beginning
20

1 have chosen this particular example because of its familiarity. Many Protestant hymnbooks
use this tune, known as "St. Anne," as the musical setting for "Oh God Our Help in Ages Past."
J. S. Bach also used this melody for his organ masterwork Prelude and Fugue in E-flat major
(BWV 552), composed in 1739. Musicians commonly refer to this work as "St. Anne Fugue."
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with '5'), tenor under the alto (beginning with '7'), and bass on the bottom (beginning
with '3'). Transcribers normally place the text under the four vocal parts when the hymn
employs block harmony. In 4/4 or common time, a colon separates the first and second
beats of the measure, a vertical line (or back slash on word processors) appears between
the second and third beats, and a colon is employed again to separate beats three and four.
In hymn no. 33 a double vertical line replaces the colon after beat 3 at text phrase endings
(see, for example, the second full measure after "Sisu").
A single numeral in the space between each colon or vertical line in the notation system
designates a quarter note, as in the first full measure in all parts. A numeral in one space,
followed by a dash in the succeeding space, indicates a half note; a numeral followed by
two dashes connotes a dotted half, as in the fourth full measure. Pairs of eighth notes are
notated by placing two numerals within a space (e.g., third measure of tenor line); dotted
quarter-eighth combinations utilize a numeral to begin the dotted quarter, with a dash
occupying half the next space followed by a numeral representing the eighth note

Arabic no.
employed
3

Tongan
numeral
tolu

Adapted
"syllable"
to

European
solfa equiv.
do
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5
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7
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tu
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9

hiva

hi

ti

Figure 2.7. J. E. Moulton's tu 'ungafasi cipher system for Tongan music.
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(as in the alto line for the word "mamani"). Moulton employed similar logic for other
rhythmic combinations.
Other aspects of music notation also lend themselves to representation by means
of a keyboard symbol or handwritten insertion. Transcribers indicate chromatics by
drawing a diagonal or horizontal line through the appropriate numeral, employing
enharmonic equivalents when necessary so that the diagonal/horizontal line always
communicates the need to raise the pitch by one-half step (e.g., the raised ' 6 ' in both
soprano and tenor parts). Wherever confusion might exist concerning numeric intervals
moving up or down, subscript/superscript dots (or dashes) are used above or below the
numeral as needed (e.g., dots above several '3's in soprano line to indicate the upper
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Figure 2.8. FWC hymn no. 33 in Tongan tu 'ungafasi notation. From 1967 FWC hymn
compilation. Used by permission.
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octave and dashes under all '9's in bass line to indicate the lower octave). One of the
undeniable advantages of the system is its correlation to the Curwen "moveable do"
version of the solfeggio system. This feature allows a bandmaster or choirmaster to
change keys as necessary to accommodate vocal ranges or other performance needs. It
also allows brass players to perform any assigned part without the typical need to
transpose specific written instrument parts.
Most contemporary Tongans now simply call this cipher system "Tongan
notation," and, when employing that term, it is understood they are referring to Moulton's
system. Latukefu writes:

FWC Hymn no. 33 - "Na'e totongi 'e Sisu"
Tune associated with Hymn no. 36 in 1877 Methodist Hymnbook
Tune: St. Anne (William Croft [1678-17271)
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 2.9. FWC hymn no. 33 in staff notation.
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The Tongans are very proud of this notation and it has really enhanced
their interest in and enthusiasm for music. Hymns and classical masterpieces were transcribed into the new notation and sung by several hundred
voices in each choir. The [Tupou] College itself, naturally, took the lead and its
students spread its use to the villages throughout the country. (1974:79)
Having a similar impact to the written version of Tongan language devised by foreign
missionaries, the use of Moulton's system opened a new world of possibilities for
islanders in assimilating Western music and transmitting their own indigenous creations
throughout their own society and across generations. Moreover, its widespread adoption
in the kingdom's churches and schools provides a vivid example of how a written symbol
system, once introduced into a preliterate society, empowers its people to absorb
outsiders' "stocks of cultural knowledge" (Berger and Del Negro 2004:142) and engage
the Other through mutually understood modes of communication. Such empowerment
allowed Tongans to mitigate, and eventually overcome, the hegemonic strategies of
neocolonial missionization.

Hegemony versus indigenous agency in early post-contact Tongan musical change
The initial hegemony of Christian missionaries figured prominently in musical
change in Tonga as elsewhere. Nineteenth-century Protestant missionaries believed that
there was a need for a "complete and immediate break with the people's old customs, not
only in their belief in spirits and worship of idols but all practices associated with a nonChristian past" (Wood 1976:ix). As mentioned earlier in this chapter, one of the greatest
missionary concerns centered on the practice known aspo me 'e (night dancing).
Kaeppler has written extensively on the effects of missionaries' concerted efforts over
time to discourage me 'elaufola (a pre-contact dance genre) performances and, in fact, has
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theorized that the lakalaka genre represents "an evolved form of the me 'elaufola,"
sanitized of its objectionable elements (1993:74ff). One of the adaptations that serves to
illustrate this process of hegemonic coercion was the suppression of idiophone
accompaniment. Due to this discontinuation the lakalaka, as successor to me 'elaufola,
employed a capella singing as the musical mode for its poetic expressions (ibid.:89).
Other performing traditions, particularly those dances deemed excessively sensual or
warlike, were similarly discouraged by Wesleyan missionaries. Rather than creating a
void in Tonga's collection of cultural expressions, these proscriptions generated an
impetus to fashion new composite expressive forms.
It is evident that the musical style and emotional impact of Western hymn singing
appealed to Tongan sensibilities almost from the outset of sustained Western contact.
Long before Tongans collectively embraced the core ideologies of Christianity, at least
one early missionary documented a request by the Tu'i Tonga to sing musical psalm
settings for his edification (Wilson 1799:234).21 Moreover, the repertory of indigenous
hymnody is particularly significant to custodians of Tongan tradition, as well as scholars,
because it represents a genre in which the first specimens can be identified and
discussed—unlike the music-dance genres of the pre-contact mei ono 'aho (Moyle
1987:29).22

A number of my interviewees have verified the indigenous population's affinity for hymn
singing and testified to the immediate adoption of a number of British hymns as introduced by the
Wesleyan missionaries. During the course of myfieldwork,this phenomenon was cited by such
knowledgeable cultural experts as the nobles Fielakepa and Ve'ehala; palace historian Albert
Vaea; and church musicians Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu, Maka Tokotaha and Filipo Mail.
22
Moyle reports that the indigenous classification system designates pre-contact genres to be mei
ono 'aho, glossed as "from the former times" (1987:111).
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Nineteenth-century writers document the Tongan practice of composing
indigenous harmonized hymn tunes with original Tongan texts from 1850 onward
(Young 1854, Farmer 1855, West 1865). These indigenous Christian hymns are known
collectively as hiva usu. While the meaning of the latter word is contested by
contemporary Tongan scholars, the term today refers to a subset of hymn repertory
utilized in the worship services of two breakaway Wesleyan-based indigenous
denominations, Siasi 'o Tonga Hou 'eiki (Church of the Tongan Chiefs) and Siasi 'o
Tonga (Church of Tonga). It is likely that Tongan church musicians originally
transmitted the musical settings of these hymns orally before Moulton's system became
widely known (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005). Even after dissemination of
that system, there was no written record of published hymn collections with any form of
musical notation until a church music committee employed J. E. Moulton's numerical
notation in an FWC publication dated 1967 (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu, longtime choirmaster at Saione Free Wesleyan Church, the
flagship FWC church in Nuku'alofa, notes a practice of the past half-century wherein
most Tongan Christians appropriated hymn tunes and texts from denominations other
than their own and freely incorporated them into their modern hymn repertories (ibid.).23
Regardless of the specific mode(s) of transmission or the diverse origins of source
materials, it is clear that the forms and functions of Western hymnody appealed to the
Tongan people and provided additional avenues of creativity in both poetic and musical
expression.
23

Tu'ipulotu has recently retired from his career with the Tongan Communications Corporation
and has expressed a desire to travel to remote villages around the kingdom for the purpose of
recording and notating indigenous hymns that have not been published elsewhere (Tu'ipulotu,
pers. comm., 8 October 2007).
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Acknowledging this process broadly here is a way to begin examining "a radical
revision of the social temporality in which emergent histories may be written, [and a]
rearticulation of the 'sign' in which cultural identities may be inscribed" (Bhabha
1994:171). Regarding Christian worship music, it is clear that this type of radical
revision was well underway by the mid-nineteenth century. Moving beyond the realm of
sacred music in the second half of the century, we can observe that sustained missionary
influence brought about adaptations in post-contact texted music-dance genres as well.
In the indigenous classification category known as fakaonopooni (new tradition), such
genres exhibit indisputable musical characteristics of Western hymnody, albeit with
rhythmic patterns, harmonic formulae, and melodic intervallic preferences that transmit
an essential Tongan-ness. The writings of Kaeppler, Moyle and Larry Shumway provide
detailed descriptions of the specific musical influences of Western hymnody as
manifested in genres such as lakalaka, ma'ulu'ulu, and hiva kakala.24 In these
representative synthesized musical expressions, among others, Tongans countered
hegemonic tendencies through exercise of their own agency, determining specific mixes
of Western and traditional Tongan musical elements, and thus rearticulating the signifiers
of outside culture to express a new post-contact identity.

Conclusion
Although intermittent early contacts with European explorers exposed the Tongan
people to instruments and musical styles of the West, it was the early Christian
24

Kaeppler describes ma'ulu 'ulu as "a group speech with choreographed movements, performed
sitting" (1998:789). Moyle states: "Tongans generally accept that the dance was brought from
Samoa towards the end of the nineteenth century" (1987:149). Those interested in a more
detailed description should consult Moyle 1987:149-152.
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missionaries who had the greatest initial influence upon post-contact musical change. In
their churches and schools these missionaries influenced generations of Tongans through
dual processes of proscription and prescription. During the early Christian era Tonga's
Catholic missionaries proved to be much more open-minded about, and tolerant of, precontact performative traditions. Conversely, Wesleyan missionaries made concerted
efforts to eradicate what they considered lascivious heathen traditions, especially in dance
performance. Ultimately the Protestants came to understand that their hegemonic efforts
had been misguided:
Gradually the missionaries realized that their interference with native customs
and recreations had been over-stern and had reduced the natural joy of living
that music and dancing had [traditionally] fostered. (Wood 1976:x)
Wood does not specify when missionaries' efforts at suppression began to dissipate. His
daughter, historian Elizabeth Wood-Ellem, writes that civil codes written after the 1875
constitution did not mention dancing, except for an 1885 code that Tongan officials
apparently did not enforce (2004:71).25 This evidence suggests that foreign-born
Wesleyan administrators had abandoned their hard-line stance by the end of the
nineteenth century. It also demonstrates that Tongans had largely succeeded in defining
for themselves which elements of their expressive culture they would adapt and what the
parameters of adaptation would be—as illustrated by the me 'elaufola-lakalaka
transformation. They also chose which elements they would foreground and which they
25

Wood-Ellem conjectures that the 1885 restriction became a "dead letter," meaning that officials
never enforced it (ibid.). She cites as proof an 1885 national celebration known as Katoanga Kula
(Red Celebration, named for the official school color of Tonga College), occurring sometime
after the government passed the civil code. Wood-Ellem argues, "The mere fact of this
celebration (which lasted for two weeks) suggests that the law of 1885 did not prohibit all
dancing" (ibid.:69). She also cites specific codes from 1893 and 1903 that did not place
restrictions on dancing (ibid.:71).
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would subordinate, made decisions concerning retention or abandonment of indigenous
instruments, and determined which elements of Western expressive culture they would
freely embrace, such as hymns and other sacred music.
Long before the realization alluded to by the elder Wood dawned upon the most
conservative missionaries, Tongans exercised both individual and collective indigenous
agency in assimilating Western musical traits into new indigenized genres. With the help
of musically inclined missionaries such as J. E. Moulton and Armand Olier, and through
the auspices of mission schools, many Tongans received valuable exposure to both
Wesleyan and Catholic sacred music. In particular, the cipher notation system devised by
Moulton paved the way for Tongans to more fully embrace Western music, thereby
speeding up and expanding the processes of musical indigenization. These initial efforts,
during Christianity's first century in the Pacific Islands, would prove to be invaluable in
inaugurating the brass band era in Tonga, ushering in a period when islanders accelerated
their '"voyage out' of the civilizing mission" (Bhabha 1994:172), subversively using a
conspicuous colonial symbol to help construct their modern identity.
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CHAPTER 3
ESTABLISHING FOUNDATIONS FOR THE BAND TRADITION IN TONGA
Historically, European wind bands have entered Pacific Island cultures in two
primary ways, through the efforts of either military or missionary agents. Tonga's
introduction came exclusively through the latter avenue, although European warships
sporadically exposed islanders to military bands throughout the nineteenth century (Vaea,
interview, 31 August 2005).' This chapter seeks to address a specific manifestation of
indigenization by exploring in depth the Tongan affinity for brass bands, an affinity that
seems especially strong in comparison with other South Pacific cultures. In particular, I
am concerned with indigenous views of the band's evolving role in Tongan society rather
than a "history" of brass bands in Tonga, even though some of this exploration proceeds
diachronically. For readers interested in a historical perspective, Aldred's third and
fourth chapters serve as a historical orientation to the establishment of the band tradition
in Tonga (Aldred 1997:47-82).
In an effort to promote a deeper understanding of specific roles of the band in
Tonga, I first examine the dissemination of European band traditions in a larger colonial
context, drawing upon the relatively small numbers of available sources that detail this
dimension of the colonization process. This documentation, although limited, illustrates

Some Tongans may have been exposed to military band music through interisland travel,
especially to Fiji during the 1860s and 70s, and anecdotal records support such claims (Aldred
1997:54). The only documented contact with military bands in Tonga prior to Father Olier's
arrival came in 1880, when the German warship Nautilus returned the body of Prince Tevita
Unga to Tonga after his untimely death in New Zealand, accompanied by a German military band
(Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005).
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broad parallels with respect to bands and identity negotiations over a fairly wide crosssection of cultures. Homi Bhabha has written extensively on the effects of subaltern
agency in colonial and postcolonial environments, placing a particular emphasis on the
"in-between spaces" of cultural negotiation between indigenous populations and those
who seek to subordinate them in some measure.2 From the outset of The location of
culture (1994) Bhabha orients us to this notion, encouraging us to "think beyond
narratives of originary and initial subjectivities and to focus on those moments or
processes that are produced in the articulation of cultural differences" (ibid.rl). Further
elaborating upon this non-binary and non-totalizing approach to cultural analysis, Bhabha
states that
[fjhese 'in-between' spaces provide the terrain for elaborating strategies of
selfhood— singular or communal—that initiate new signs of identity, and
innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation, in the act of defining the idea
of society itself... [t]erms of cultural engagement, whether antagonistic or
affiliative, are produced performatively. (Ibid.: 1 -2)
Western wind bands have consistently provided opportunities to create new signs of
identity in post-contact cultures, as well as new sites of collaboration, almost always
involving an affiliative, rather than antagonistic, mode of engagement.
In documented colonial encounters involving bands, indigenous peoples have
generally succeeded in subverting the original aims of the foreigners who introduced the
ensemble (see Boonzajer Flaes, Gales, and Heins 1993; Boonzajer Flaes, Gales and van
der Spek 1993; Booth 1990,1996, 2005; Collins 1989; Herbert and Sarkissian 1997).
Particularly apt here is the definition of subalternity found in Reading Subaltern Studies:
Critical history, contested meaning, and the globalization of South Asia (2001). Javeed Alam
writes of "a kind of mental space within which the social forms of existence and consciousness of
the people are all their own—strong and enduring in their own right and therefore free of
manipulations by the dominant groups . . . the subalterns . . . will always manage to make
themselves heard" (2001:43).
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Interactions between colonial musical mentors and local band enrollees bear out
Bhabha's observation that "the author of social action may be the initiator of its unique
meaning but as agent he cannot control its outcome" (ibid.: 12-13). Throughout the
colonial era, military and missionary bandsmen alike participated in negotiations with
local populations at multiple sites; these dealings invariably led to indigenized
instrumentation, performance contexts, and/or repertory quite different from what the
outsiders originally envisioned, and illustrate key elements of the indigenizing strategy.
Particularly when Christian bandsmen injected hymnody into band performance, thereby
adding a literary dimension, these ensembles demonstrated how "social power, musical
sound, poetic rhetoric, and sentiment [were] woven via performance into whole
experiential cloth" (C. Waterman 1990:187). That these interactions were largely cordial
and collaborative further supports Bhabha's claim:
The borderline engagements of cultural difference may as often be consensual
as conflictual; they may confound our definitions of tradition and modernity,
realign the customary boundaries between the private and public, high and low;
and challenge normative expectations of development and progress. (1994:2)
Wind bands, as multilevel signifiers, proved especially effective during the colonial era in
tying together conceptual strands of tradition and modernity, and often eradicated
boundaries between high and low culture, in Tonga and elsewhere.
Tonga's royal family played a central role in championing the use of brass bands
in Tongan life. This chapter considers the strategies that the Tupou dynasty employed
over six generations to link band performance to ceremony and celebration. Aided by his
grandson Uelingatoni Ngu's newfound passion for brass instruments, Taufa'ahau Tupou I
established the original precedent for band performance at important government
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functions, soon after Father Armand Olier introduced the foreign ensemble into Tonga.
Siaosi Tupou II (1874-1918), Tupou Fs great-grandson, continued the strategic use of the
Tonga College Band as a signifier of celebration and auspiciousness. Queen Salote
Tupou III (1900-1965) further heightened the visibility of bands by expanding the
national commemoration calendar during her reign, as well as approving the formation of
the Royal Tongan Police Band, the kingdom's first professional brass band. King
Taufa'ahau Tupou IV (1918-2006) in particular played a key role in encouraging the
wide proliferation of bands in churches, communities and schools during the latter half of
the twentieth century, commencing these efforts while still crown prince. By the time he
ascended to the throne in 1965, the citizenry of Tonga considered the brass band to be a
long-established part of Tongan performing arts tradition (Makasini, interview, 4 January
2004).
Multigenerational efforts by the royal family ultimately succeeded in cultivating
an aura of tradition around this foreign-introduced ensemble, providing an illustration of
the processes observed elsewhere by James Clifford:
Traditions articulate, selectively remember and connect pasts and presents . . .
the traditions that do persist need to be seen as particular combinations of
heterogeneous elements, old and new, indigenous and foreign. (2001:475,479)
I argue here that Tonga's indigenous population proved to be enthusiastic about
embracing band performance as a vibrant post-contact tradition in Tonga, participating
eagerly within this "innovative site of collaboration" as performers and listeners (Bhabha
1994:2). By doing so, Tongans helped conceive a new performative terrain for the
creating and sharing of mafana, that special feeling of exhilaration and gratification that
Christopher Waterman characterizes in another cultural context as "the creation of
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positive affect" (1990:187). I also argue that bands and their music serve especially well
in projecting a "coherent multisensory image of a communal society" (ibid. :213). A
closer look at banding in other regions can help in understanding the processes involved
in Tonga's domestication of the Western brass band.

An overview of bands in colonial contexts 1700-1900
An exhaustive study of European-style bands during the eighteenth-nineteenth
century colonial era is beyond the scope of the present project, but a brief consideration
of the worldwide diffusion process can help contextualize the brass band's incorporation
into Tongan society. Associates of the University of Amsterdam's Center for Visual
Anthropology have conducted extensive research into representative colonial band
traditions across three continents and parts of Oceania. Rob Boonzajer Flaes, director of
the Center from 1987-present, spearheaded this project and has overseen a number of
publications in print, audio and video formats. Trevor Herbert and Margaret Sarkissian,
building upon Boonzajer Flaes' groundbreaking work, authored an article in the journal
Popular Music, entitled "Victorian bands and their dissemination in the colonies"
(1997:16[2], 165-79). Gregory Booth from the University of Auckland has also
conducted research dedicated to colonial and postcolonial band traditions in South and
Southeast Asia. Most of the material presented in this overview derives from these
sources.3
From the beginning of the colonial enterprise, bands have evoked both a visual
and aural power that consistently made a deep impression upon non-Western indigenous
3

Those interested in learning more about antecedent band traditions in Europe should consult
Trevor Herbert's incisive writings on the subject (2000, 2003).
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peoples in first encounters. Colonizers employed several different types of wind
instrument ensembles, including fife and drum corps, military bands (comprised of
woodwinds, brass and percussion), and brass bands based on the nineteenth century
British ensemble that excluded woodwinds (Aldred 1997:30ff). There seems to be little
consistency in the labeling of brass bands by those who have researched indigenized
ensembles in the postcolonial world. Boonzajer Flaes, in providing liner notes for several
audio CD projects in a series titled Frozen Brass (Pan Records), is quite liberal in his
application of the term brass band, employing it in discussions of bands which include
saxophones, clarinets, and flutes, and also in referring to ensembles that mix Western
aerophones with indigenous instruments (1993b:2). These superficial inconsistencies do
not detract from the power of assertions concerning the great psychological impact of
European bands upon native populations. Moreover, this seminal research into colonial
band traditions suggests that the more European brass instruments present in any given
ensemble, the more profound the impression made upon those exposed to the instruments'
composite aural power. Boonzajer Flaes describes a typical brass band encounter when he
writes:
A brass band stood for more than just instruments, uniforms, and songs. The
martial appearance, the loudness of the instruments, the discipline of the
musicians, and its mobility made it a proper symbol of the culture of the
conquerors. (Ibid.)
From an indigenous perspective, the signifiers of power cited above imbued
Western bands with great co-opting potential to further the ambitions of local political
leaders. Many innately perceived this latent value and strategically sought to highlight
bands in their displays of power and authority; this was especially true if the individuals
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chose to initiate a modernizing/Westernizing project. In their quest for highly potent
Western metonyms, perceptive indigenous leaders understood that "culture and identity
are inventive and mobile" and that post-contact identity constructions "need not take root
in ancestral plots; they live by pollination, by (historical) transplanting" (Clifford
1988:15). A representative sampling of local adaptations illustrates this process. Ranjit
Singh, a Sikh ruler in early nineteenth-century India, formulated a brass band in the
1830s to perform at important court functions and to provide entertainment (Pemble
1985:187). The mid-nineteenth century Nepalese ruler Jang Bahadur created a
ceremonial court band after visiting London in 1850, while later in the same century
Siamese king Mongkut oversaw the creation of a youth band associated with Anna
Leonowens' Western-style school. Historical accounts suggest that the king routinely
employed this "royal court brass band" in his court's most ostentatious displays (Herbert
and Sarkissian 1997:171). These three examples represent a wider colonial-era trend
with broad parallels in Tonga. The new and intrusive Western presence often prompted
local leaders to seize strategically the introduced symbols and metaphorical cultural
expressions of the West; wind bands served these leaders well because they consistently
communicated in multiple dimensions—hence Boonzajer Flaes' allusions to aural power,
visual order and portability. If Martin Stokes is correct in stating that "[m]usical styles
can be made emblematic of national identities in complex and often contradictory ways"
(1994:13), then nineteenth-century leaders astutely gauged the value of unveiling and
promoting a newly Westernized composite identity through the use of European wind
bands.
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Detailed descriptions of indigenized band traditions in such widely diverse
countries as Nepal, India, Indonesia, Philippines, Ghana, Suriname, and Bolivia reveal
some common characteristics of the adoption/adaptation process. In many cases,
particularly in conjunction with Protestant strategies of "civilizing the heathens"
(Dhruvarajan 2005:139), colonizing agents suppressed the use of indigenous instruments
and instead offered training on European instruments as a more acceptable means of
musical expression. Often the traditional uses of Westernized ensembles served to
reinforce their appropriateness for significant occasions in new non-Western cultural
settings, and many local populations were quick to employ bands in holiday celebrations,
ceremonies, commemorations, royal birthdays, and the honoring of visiting dignitaries
(Herbert and Sarkissian 1997:171). In some locales, native musicians perpetuated a
"pure" ensemble of European-derived instrumentation, while in other areas hybridized
ensembles resulted from the free mixing of instruments, often incorporating indigenous
percussion and sometimes aerophones as well (Booth 1990:246).4
One feature of the wind band indigenization process seems to be ubiquitous: the
incorporation of locally created musical genres to supplement the European-derived
repertory performed by Western wind instrument ensembles. This may constitute one
manifestation of the strategy of indigenization-as-domestication, a way of making the
unfamiliar accessible—and eventually, familiar—to indigenous populations. One writer
characterizes this as a process of being "made over, refunctioned [sic] to bear the imprint
of a different—and, indeed, opposing—cultural logic" (Lazarus 2001:234). Another
As an example, some colonized areas saw the introduction of bagpipes in regions where Scottish
regiments were part of the occupying military force. Such areas included Nepal and northern
India (Booth 1990, 2005; Boonzajer Flaes 1993, 2000).
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speaks of the "incorporation and 'domestication' of musical difference [as] an essential
process of musical ethnicity" (Stokes 1994:17). To that end, contemporary Nepalese
bands include local folk and popular songs in their performances, as do Westernized
bands in Sumatra, the Philippines, Ghana and Bolivia (Boonzajer Flaes 1993a:9-12).
Northern Indian wedding bands incorporate "Bollywood" film music and Punjabi dance
music in their highly utilitarian performances (Booth 1990:247), while syncretic Javanese
ensembles incorporating Western brass are known for adapting gamelan melodies for
dancing (Boonzajer Flaes 1993b:5-9). This eclectic mixing of the secular repertory is
mirrored in Tongan band practices, especially in the frequent inclusion of hiva kakala
songs, which bandsmen both sing and play during the course of the performance.
Beyond this type of transplantation of previously established local genres,
indigenous musicians sometimes create new performance genres incorporating Western
brass instruments. For example, in association with cultural dance groups in colonial-era
East Africa, a new musical genre, beni ngoma, emerged during the early twentieth
century. Beni is a transliteration of the word 'band' and ngoma literally means 'drum,'
and "by extension, any kind of dance music in general." In performance these
practitioners would put together a indigenized routine of "military drill-like dance steps .
. . accompanied by brass bands" (Herbert and Sarkissian 1997:177). In these ways and
others, indigenous musicians domesticated foreign instruments and musical genres,
making them a fully integrated part of local cultural expressions.
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Christian missions and the proliferation of bands in the colonial era
Across the world during the colonial era, Christian missionaries and their converts
utilized the appeal of music to further their civilizing projects in conjunction with
Christian indoctrination. If colonial administrators and indigenous leaders tended to use
the signifying power of wind bands to assert authority and/or accrue prestige,
missionaries may have also sought these same advantages through the same medium. It
appears that missionaries also used instrumental ensembles to reinforce cultural values
such as order, discipline, and cohesive organizational effort. Ironically, in places such as
Africa the egregiously ethnocentric views of the missionaries caused them to deem the
richly complex rhythms of indigenous drum ensembles "inexplicable monotonies and
sudden passions" (Ranger 1975:13). As an antidote to this (mis)perceived cacophony—
and to the associated kinetic responses deemed counterproductive to Christian piety—the
missionaries advocated ongoing exposure to the simple and straightforward hymns of
their particular denominations. These homophonic compositions, predominantly written
in simple duple or triple meters, evoked in the missionaries' minds a profound sense of
harmony, musical logic and clarity, worshipfulness and reverence toward deity. These
perceptions, conditioned by the missionaries' own cultural indoctrination, created a rigid
set of normative expectations (Bhabha 1994:2) with which indigenous peoples often had
to contend.
As moderators/modifiers of human behavior, the missionaries aimed for more
circumspect displays of jubilation than they discerned in indigenous performance genres;
Herbert and Sarkissian make the observation that many evangelical Christians of the
Victorian era, when working as missionaries in non-Western societies, hoped for the
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same palliative effect in the mission field that hymnody often had in reclaiming the
"backsliders" in their home countries (1997:175). The missionaries' efforts in the areas
of artistic prohibition and substitution extended well beyond the regulation of musical
practices in the worship context. In accordance with their broader objectives they also
sought to influence their adherents' choices in music for entertainment and recreation
(Boonzajer Flaes 1993a:4). Protestant missionaries were especially methodical in
employing this two-pronged effort to indoctrinate their converts. In Tonga, as elsewhere,
this necessitated ongoing negotiation in processes Bhabha characterizes as "borderline
engagements of cultural difference" (1994:2).
Sometimes such negotiations took on highly pragmatic overtones as well,
especially concerning the use of brass instruments in worship or evangelizing contexts.
Moving beyond the mere psycho-acoustic impact inherent in brass band presentations,
the use of instruments in the context of hymn performance helped guide choirs and
congregations in settings where keyboards—or keyboardists—were unavailable or
impractical. Although liturgical musicians in Europe employed organ as the nearuniversal choice for choir and congregational accompaniment since the late sixteenth
century, persistent exceptions can be noted in colonial areas, particularly as individual
agents made strategic choices while disseminating Christian sacred music during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In Sumatra, the German and Dutch missionaries
who began arriving in 1861 favored brass bands over organs in accompanying hymn and
anthem singing (Boonzajer Flaes 1993b:7). Conversely, Presbyterian missionaries in
rural Ghana only occasionally used brasses in worship after founding the first churchsponsored band in 1895, but continued strategically to create mission school bands to
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reinforce educational objectives and to provide "suitable entertainment for festive
occasions" (Boonzajer Flaes 1993a:4).5 Considerably later, during the post-World War II
era, the Roman Catholics embraced the dualistic approach of cultivating bands for both
sacred and secular purposes in Ghanaian parishes (ibid.:6).
Across the Atlantic in the colony then known as Dutch Guiana, a syncretic
Protestant sect established the Hernhutter Church Suriname.6 Having previously
incorporated a trombone quartet as an integral part of their liturgical music practices in
Germany, the Hernhutters determined to perpetuate the tradition in Suriname from the
mid-eighteenth century. Faced with a dearth of well-trained (or easily trainable)
candidates, the New World adherents looked to the ranks of military musicians to provide
the desired brass dimension in their hymn performances (ibid.:9).
Although numerous evangelical sects employed bands in their conversion/
civilization efforts, the legacy of the Salvation Army movement that originated in
nineteenth-century England warrants special consideration here, particularly because of
the deep impression that Australian Salvationist bands made on young Taufa'ahau Tupou
IV during his university years in the early 1940s. The Salvationists enjoy a well-earned
5

Boonzajer Flaes describes another serendipitous benefit derived from band performance in the
work of the mission: "Apartfromconverting the heathen and providing Christian entertainment,
the mission brass bands were useful in another capacity. Their pictures were widely publicized
[in] reporting progress to the homefront,and thus they kept the donations flowing" (1993a:4-5).
Some Moravian Brethren, from a Protestant denomination that blossomed in old Moravia (a
region of the current Czech Republic) fled persecution in that region and established a
community of believers on Count Nicholaus von Zinzendorf s estate in Germany in 1722. They
named the settlement Herrnhut and later founded several additional settlements in the Dutch
province of Utrecht (in 1736 and 1746). From their bases in the Netherlands the Brethren opened
missions in Dutch Guiana in the early 1740s (van der Zijpp 1957:n.p.).
7
Moravians also founded settlements in eastern Pennsylvania (1741) and North Carolina (1753).
During my seven-year residency in the Bethlehem (Pa.) area, I witnessed firsthand the
denomination's incorporation of brass into its worship services, especially during the Christmas
and Easter seasons.
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distinction due to their widely employed and well-known strategy of foregrounding brass
instruments. The movement itself began in earnest in 1878, when founder William Booth
seized on the long-standing martial metaphors associated with Christian evangelization to
create his pseudo-military Protestant organization. Bands were not part of Booth's
original vision; rather, this particular musical association, now one of the more
recognizable traits of the sect, developed serendipitously with the help of a Methodist
church musician.
Charles William Fry (1837-1882), a cornetist and lay preacher who learned his
musical craft mainly through his experiences with the local Methodist "chapel orchestra,"
taught his three sons to play brass instruments at an early age. As the sons matured, they
performed together in sacred music concerts organized by the elder Fry (Boon 1966:2).
Fry inadvertently pioneered the use of bands in Salvation Army open-air meetings when
he and his sons responded to a request to bring their instruments to the local marketplace
with the goal of mollifying the unruly elements of the crowd attending a March 1878
revival meeting. Since rural Englanders widely castigated the Salvationists in those days,
the local adherents likely turned to instrumental music as a strategy of musical
pacification. After a short period serving in this unofficial capacity, the Fry family
decided to become Salvationists and were sworn in as soldiers of the Salisbury Corps
(ibid:3).8

The Army decided years later to document its history, and its researchers ascribed the honor of
"first bandmaster" to Charles Fry, even though it is questionable whether his family quartet could
be properly labeled a band.
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It seems likely that William Booth took note of various fledgling corps that used
brass-playing converts in their marching processions and meetings, realizing the
attention-getting value provided by energetic brass performance. Booth recorded several
personal observations of brass performance throughout 1877 and 1878 in his memoirs;
during those years the movement was still known by its original name, the East London
Christian Mission. After closely supervising a trial period of band inclusion during late
1878 and early 1879, Booth decided to advocate for the strategic deployment of bands
within each local corps, as far as training and resources would allow (ibid.:5-7). This
may have constituted an astute response by Booth in exploiting the populist appeal of
wind bands, since his movement toward incorporation of brass performance in
Salvationist evangelism occurred nearly concurrently with initial introductions of brass in
Tonga by other Christian agents seeking a similar effect.
Despite Booth's measured approach in reaching this conclusion concerning bands,
it seems in hindsight that such a decision was truly inevitable. European cultures had
long associated brass instruments with the call to arms, and when Booth decided upon the
adoption of his overarching military metaphor to create a distinctive identity—and mode
of organization—for his evangelical effort, he subsequently set in motion the process of
incorporating bands as a means of underscoring the martial allegory. As Trevor Herbert,
a noted British brass band historian, characterizes it: "Brass bands complemented Booth's
particular brand of charismatic evangelicalism [sic] and the metaphor that permeated
every aspect of it." Herbert also postulates that Booth "favored the brass band because of
its potency as a current popular music form" (2000:192-3). He was quick to
acknowledge and employ elements of England's emerging popular mass culture in order
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to reach a segment of the population increasingly disenfranchised by traditional churches,
which tended to transmit largely subliminal but nonetheless unmistakable messages of
class distinction and elitism (ibid.: 193). The brass band movement was one of the most
visible and appealing aspects of popular culture in Great Britain prior to the advent of
broadcast and recorded media and represented a substantial dimension of Victorian nonelitist entertainment. Brindley Boon offers this analysis in his history of Salvation Army
bands:
Little wonder that the idea [of brass bands] caught on among Salvationists!
Brass banding was a medium they understood. How natural that it should
become the basic unit of the musical forces of an organization which exists to
meet the needs of the "man in the street!" (1966:4)
It is possible that the same psycho-acoustic elements that appealed to Victorian
Englishmen also intrigued islander populations during that era. Thus, encouraged by
initial success in the British isles, Salvationists soon joined other denominations in
linking band performance and evangelizing throughout the world.
Although the original aim of the Army was to proselytize among backsliding
nominal Christians in industrial-era Great Britain, its collective zeal inevitably led to a
global effort. The successful incorporation of bands in Great Britain, and soon thereafter
in the United States, Canada and Australia, established a pattern that the Salvationists
attempted to duplicate worldwide. The degree of success in this endeavor varied widely
and was equally dependent upon the pedagogical talents of the transplanted bandleaders,
the administrative skills of each foreign corps' presiding officers, and the cultural
preferences of resident populations. Paralleling Tongan experiences, the inauguration of
local Salvation Army bands elsewhere did not always follow closely on the heels of
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founding new missions in the colonies. Major Frederick Tucker established a
Salvationist proselytizing presence in India in late 1882, but no officially sanctioned
bands are documented until 1907 (ibid.: 117). Although evangelizing work in South
Africa began in 1883, leaders did not inaugurate the Johannesburg section band until the
1890s (ibid.: 105). Boon documents similar multiyear lapses elsewhere in Africa, as well
as South America and east Asia (ibid.:106ff). This pattern suggests that talented and
resourceful bandmasters were a critical part of the equation in establishing viable bands
during the Salvationists' worldwide thrust. Moreover, an examination of the
organization's neocolonial experiences illuminates broad parallels vis-a-vis other
Christian efforts to inaugurate wind bands. When considering bands in Tonga, these
lapses elsewhere in the colonial world help us understand why it took over a half-century
after the establishment of Christianity to create and sustain Tonga's first brass bands,
since early mission leaders there apparently lacked the competency and/or vision to
employ bands to further their purposes.
Throughout the twentieth century Salvationist bands alternately flourished or
languished depending upon a variety of local conditions and circumstances. In
Argentina, where the Army had made early inroads, section (corps) bands existed in
many population centers during the first half of the century, but their numbers had
dwindled to a half-dozen urban areas by the mid-1900s (ibid.:63). Similarly,
administrators in Rio de Janeiro decided in the late 1960s to discontinue a staff band
originally created in the 1930s, while section leaders elsewhere found it necessary to
scuttle bands in Kenya and Tanzania a few decades after their inception, also in the 1930s
(ibid.: 114). The bands at territorial headquarters in both Sri Lanka and Burma went
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through a series of declines and revivals, while in Korea only one band, based at the
Seoul Boy's Home, a Salvationist orphanage, blossomed during the period of Japanese
occupation (1910-1945).9 Based on the evidence, it would seem that this impermanency
and limited diffusion resulted from the combined effect of the assigned leaders'
resourcefulness (or lack thereof), the availability of resources, and the proclivities of
indigenous populations. The Salvationists' cumulative experiences also underscore, by
way of contrast, the profound success of Tongan change agents in establishing and
maintaining a widespread band tradition after World War II.
In his historical treatise published in 1966, Boon intermittently offers his personal
perspectives concerning the rise and fall of Salvationist bands throughout the first twothirds of the twentieth century. For example, he surely oversimplifies—and
essentializes—when he offers his analysis of the challenges of maintaining vibrant bands
in East Africa: "[T]he African has his own inherent means of making music on a variety
of instruments centered around the fascinating rhythmic consistency of the percussion"
(ibid.: 114-6). Nevertheless, Boon points out, perhaps inadvertently, an important aspect
of the colonial encounter: power relationships between "colonizer" and "colonized,"
although undeniably asymmetrical, are not nearly as unbalanced as Western academics
once believed. The historical records of band activity in India, South Africa, Argentina,
Brazil, Kenya, Tanzania, Sri Lanka, Burma, and Korea provide compelling evidence that
the factors mitigating for or against the sustained operation of bands extend far beyond
the energies and skills of Salvationist corps administrators and the bandsmen that
9

Boon reports that after the communist invasion of Seoul in 1950, "the invaders ordered the boys
to parade with their instruments, and then marched them northward. They have not been heard of
since" (1966:127).
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associated with them. Thus, the influence of hegemonizing agents was limited in
affecting enduring participation by subjugated peoples, particularly in the musical
dimension of their enterprise. Waterman's observation that "adaptive strategies are
always played out within the limitations of world view and material circumstance"
(1990:7) may at least partially explain the wide range of reactions that led in some cases
to accommodation and in others to disavowal. It is also possible that in some locales the
cultural signifier—in this case, a wind band—that suited the outsiders' purposes simply
did not serve a reciprocal purpose for the local society.
Considering the colonial band movement as a whole, the evidence suggests that
bands flourished in two types of locales. The first such settings include regions where
Anglo-European culture proved most pervasive, including North America, Australia, and
New Zealand. A second category of receptive populations encompasses groups in which
the fundamental cultural ethos provided basic affinities for the psychological phenomena
communicated through band performance. In the latter type of environment, it is
apparent that the collective skill of indigenous peoples, in their (initial) subaltern roles,
allows them ultimately to determine the longevity and vibrancy of band traditions within
their respective cultures. Conversely, it is obvious that Euro-American administrators
and musicians cannot maintain such traditions without an abiding commitment from
indigenous communities. Such demonstrable limitations of colonial/neocolonial agency
serve to underscore the considerable power of subaltern societies.
Bhabha's notion of subaltern agency plays out powerfully on the stage of colonial
band introductions. Like Bhabha's "gentleman and slave, with different cultural means
and to very different historical ends," colonial bandmasters and local musicians
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"demonstrate[d] that forces of social authority and subversion or subalternity may emerge
in displaced, even decentered strategies of signification" (1994:145). In the context of
Salvation Army band encounters I have described thus far, certainly the disparate
circumstances of local populations, as they engaged Salvationist bandsmen, spawned
equally disparate and non-coordinated responses in a necessarily decentered way.
Bhabha further describes the potential of the subaltern agent's "exercise of power [that]
may be both politically effective and psychically affective because the discursive
liminality through which [that power] is signified may provide greater scope for strategic
maneuver and negotiation" (ibid.). I argue here that where bands were concerned,
indigenous peoples traversed both a discursive and performative liminality to make
collective decisions about participating— or not participating—in music making with
band instruments.
Perhaps the band's unique brand of performative "utterance" (Bhabha 1994:36)
forms a parallel to the kind of linguistic utterance that Bhabha characterizes as being
imbued with a "difference in the process of language that is crucial to the production of
meaning . . . [a] meaning that is never simply mimetic and transparent" (ibid.). With
regard to European wind bands, this lack of transparency might have led some local
populations to conclude over time that the ensemble, although novel, was superfluous to
their cultural needs. These distinctions concerning the wind band's potential benefit—
and potential limitations—in communicating social meaning will be especially important
in examining the Tongan brass band phenomenon in more depth.
Despite the demonstrable range of reactions to bands during the colonial era,
many cultures embraced the ensemble and incorporated it into their composite
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constructions of identity. In every documented case, insiders and outsiders collaborated
to create a fusion of cultural expressions, illustrating Waterman's assertion that such
fusions are "fundamentally grounded in human actors' interpretations of similarity and
difference, and in their attempts to make sense of a changing world in terms of past
experience" (1990:9). In many non-Western cultures, bands helped articulate Bhabha's
in-between spaces and connected seemingly incongruous performative traditions. Trevor
Herbert alludes to this phenomenon as he discusses the impact of Salvation Army bands
across the world over the past century:
As [the Salvationist band movement] went it acquiesced to the tones and textures
of local cultures—the popular cultures—in order to reach the masses and to be
comprehended by them. With its message it took its repertoire, and for the same
practical and utilitarian reasons that brass instruments proved so successful in a
field [i.e., an outdoor meeting] in Salisbury in 1878, they were used in the streets
of Bombay [Mumbai], Tokyo, Auckland, and Johannesburg, on the American
prairies, and anywhere else where Booth's message was being articulated. It is
the nature of Salvation Army campaigns that converts become soldiers. Thus,
brass instruments fell into the hands of indigenous populations. (Herbert
2000:215)
Subsequently, even as he extols the virtues of Salvationist banding as disseminated by
means of hegemonic strategies, Herbert acknowledges the inexorable power of the
indigenization process:
Throughout the world, Western brass instruments have become a part of
popular music culture... The music they play and the techniques they use owe
little to Western influences, because the process of cultural assimilation has been
so thorough, but irrespective of how such assimilations have been manifested,
one need look no further than colonizing and missionary influences to see how
they originated . . . Indeed, it is hard to see any single religious denomination—
excepting perhaps the Roman Catholic Church—as a more powerful agency in
terms of spreading a particular music culture worldwide than the Salvation Army.
(ibid.:215-6)10
It is unclear why Herbert privileges the Catholic Church here over the many Protestant
denominations that have profoundly influenced non-Western cultures through their hymnody. I
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The wide dissemination of Salvationist bands and their practices had a strong,
albeit tangential, influence upon Tonga's brass band tradition. Although the Salvation
Army experienced only sporadic success in Tonga, garnering roughly 150 adherents since
1986, the Salvationist band movement has nonetheless impacted Tonga's brass
community in two crucial ways. The first derives from the introduction of Salvation
Army band publications into Tonga by Englishmen, Australians, and New Zealanders
fulfilling diplomatic, missionary, or educational assignments in the islands. These
individuals imported instrumental hymn arrangement collections, Christmas songbooks,
and other Salvationist band literature throughout much of the twentieth century
(Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 26 February 2008). Many of Tonga's bands have performed
these arrangements over the years, including the police and army bands, as well as school
and church bands; the government broadcast archive also features many such band works
among its recordings.
The second indirect influence is perhaps even more far-reaching, for it was the
specific practices of the Salvationists in Australia that inspired King Taufa'ahau Tupou IV
to inaugurate the use of brass instruments to accompany Wesleyan worship music in
Tonga. Given the royal family's longstanding appreciation for brass bands, and Tupou
I V s intensive exposure to the band's ceremonial use in the kingdom, perhaps he
naturally gravitated toward Salvation Army worship services during his undergraduate
years in Sydney (1933-38). He was impressed by the emotional power of voices
accompanied by brass and began to germinate an idea to implement this mode of musical
include this citation both to reinforce the notion of indigenization (Herbert's "cultural
assimilation") and to make later connections to the specific Salvationist practice of brass
accompaniment during worship services.
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worship in the FWC Church (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). Tupou IV's decision to
do so eventually led to a symbiotic burgeoning of school and church bands throughout
Tonga, radically transforming the composite role of brass bands in post-World War II
Tongan society.

Band performance and the Christian presence in Tonga
As acknowledged briefly in chapter 2, Tonga's mission schools provided the
conduit for band introduction into the kingdom. A chronological account of the
establishment of these bands is challenging due to the tendency of Tongan historians,
when discussing band origins, to make tenuous distinctions between "school" bands,
"village" bands, and "church" bands. Employing this inevitably fluid categorization,
Aldred points to the year 1883 as the first documented "native" band and identifies this as
a village brass ensemble associated with the Catholic Church in Ma'ofanga (1997:55).
As noted in the previous chapter, Father Armand Olier, an experienced French bandsman,
established this group, although available documentation does not make it clear whether
he did so through the auspices of the parish or the mission school. Since Tonga's
Catholic schools went through several transformations between 1865 and 1886, several
historians point to 1881 as the inaugural date of the permanent secondary school and
identify this as the year school administrators transferred educational operations to a new
building on the current site, known as Apifo'ou (Laracy 1977:149).n Alternatively, other
researchers pinpoint the establishment of the Apifo'ou secondary school as occurring in
1886 (Muffins 1994:143) or 1888 (Paongo 1990:138). Given this ambiguity, it is unclear
In addition to Laracy, the Hon. Ve'ehala and his father, as well as current palace historian
'Alipati Vaea, corroborate the 1881 date.
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whether Aldred herself ascribed the designation of village band to the ensemble that
performed in 1883, or whether one of her interviewees provided that label. She does
document Father Olier, headmaster of the mission school, as the "village" bandmaster
(Aldred 1997:55). In listing Tongan bands within the tripartite village/school/church
categories (ibid: 115-16), Aldred designates the band Olier founded in 1883 as a village
band in Ma'ofanga, with an ostensibly separate band established at Apifo'ou College in
1886. It is highly unlikely that the modest financial resources of the Catholic mission
would have allowed the purchase of two sets of instruments at that time, leading Ve'ehala
to conclude that some local historians ascribe parish origins to Father Olier's band, with
its locus of operation later migrating to the school, while others pinpoint the band's
earliest origins to the Apifo'ou school curriculum (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 10 January
2008).
Historical accuracy in these matters is further obscured by the understandable
collective Tongan tendency to amplify the accomplishments of the royal family
throughout the modern era. In the context of brass band development, this cultural
propensity has created a mystique surrounding the contributions of Prince Uelingatoni
(Wellington) Ngu, grandson of Tupou I.12 Soon after Olier procured brass instruments to

Exact relationships within the early Tupou dynasty are sometimes disputed, perhaps due to
Tupou Fs relative longevity. A. H. Wood, in his history of the Wesleyan Church in Tonga,
identifies Ngu as Tupou Fs grandson (1976:127). In the recent publication Songs and poems of
Queen Sdlote [2004], Princess Nanasipau'u Tuku'aho, cousin of the current king, member of the
Tongan Traditions Committee, and a person with unlimited access to palace archives, also refers
to Ngu as the grandson of the first king. This contradicts her uncle, HRH Taufa'ahau Tupou IV
(in Aldred 1997), and early twentieth-century American Catholic missionary Edward Tremblay
(from a publication first published in 1929), who both refer to Ngu as thefirstking's son. The
lack of birth records from that era probably explains the current divergence among oral accounts,
but since Tupou I would have been almost sixty years old when Ngu was born, it is more
plausible that the prince was indeed Tupou's grandson (Vaea, pers. comm., 27 April 2008).
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inaugurate the Ma'ofanga/Apifo'ou College band, Ngu approached Olier with a request
to learn the art of brass playing (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). The Catholic priest
obliged him, and it is reported that Ngu learned to play all brass instruments (Aldred
1997:61; Wood-Ellem 2004:73; Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). After Tupou I
established Tonga College in 1882 as the first government-sponsored secondary school,
the prince established a band there after being taught by Olier, although the inaugural
year is unknown (Wood-Ellem 2004:73). In a 1996 interview with Aldred, however,
King Taufa'ahau Tupou IV credited the Tonga College Band—under the direction of the
prince—as "the first brass band on Tongatapu territory":
The very first set of instruments were [sic] ordered by a Roman Catholic priest
from France, Father Olier, but he was a friend of Prince Ngu so he [the prince]
asked him not to use the instruments, but to teach him how to play all of them.
(Aldred 1997:293)
The king gives no specific date to establish the existence of a government school
band, but nonetheless prior to Aldred's interview Taufa'ahau related the same account in
a 1994 speech at Queen Salote College, the FWC girl's secondary school (Wood-Ellem
2004:73). Once again he gave no inaugural date, and Wood-Ellem further calls into
question the veracity of such accounts by citing a publication (Moala 1994) stating that
Prince Ngu brought the Tupou College Band to a well-documented national festival in
July 1885. The accuracy of this assertion in turn is highly suspect on two counts; first,
Ngu was by that time indisputably associated with Tonga College rather than the
Methodist mission school Tupou College, and second, Ngu died in March 1885, some
four months before the festival (Wood-Ellem 2004:75). Aldred hypothesizes that
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inaccurate archival photograph labeling may well have contributed to the ongoing
confusion, as well as a lack of understanding of the shifting affiliations resulting from the
formation of the Free Church of Tonga as it split with the original Methodist Church
(1997:61). In those days, school alumni freely mixed with enrolled students in activities
such as musical performance and athletic competition (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January
2004). Prince Ngu would have been in his late twenties when Father Olier's instruments
arrived in Tonga, and was already an "old boy" (alumnus) of Tupou College by the time
his grandfather inaugurated the government secondary school in 1882. There is
contemporary anecdotal evidence that the second set of brass instruments procured in
Tonga belonged to Tonga College (ibid.); it is also clear from the journals and reports of
that period that a number of Ngu's palace associates and friends were involved with the
government band's activities. Many of these participants would have been Tupou
College alumni from the 1870s and early 1880s, supporting the new government school
as a matter of obeisance to the king (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
Putting aside the thorny issues of historical sequence, it is evident, from both
primary source print documentation and ethnographically compiled oral histories, that
there were at least two bands functioning in separate but intersecting spheres during the
late 1880s.

Noteworthy performances of the Ma'ofanga/Apifo'ou band during that

decade are documented in palace archives and cited by ' Alipati Vaea, as well as by the

13

Photographic and anecdotal oral history suggests that Tupou College also maintained a band of winds
and percussion from about 1895. One palace archive photo is labeled with the date 1896 and another with
the date 1937. Oral history consensus identifies the Tupou ensemble as a "bugle band" (Ve'ehala,
interview, 6 January 2005; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005; Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005) but
it remains unclear whether the Wesleyan and Catholic secondary schools offered band participation in their
curriculum continually from their respective bands' inceptions; there is in fact anecdotal evidence to the
contrary (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).
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late Honorable Ve'ehala, former secretary of the Tongan Traditions Committee and a
noted cultural historian (Aldred 1997:56), among others. In my own interviews I found
my Tongan collaborators would ascribe greater or lesser weight of historical significance
based upon their church and school affiliations, some foregrounding the accomplishments
of Father Olier and the Catholics, others emphasizing the trajectory of the government
school under Prince Ngu's patronage.
Written documentation helps paint a composite picture of bands-as-attentiongetters in late nineteenth century Tonga, a phenomenon also occurring in other parts of
the world at that time. I emphasize here that Tonga's Christian community did not use
bands in sacred worship contexts during this early period, but rather as an aural/visual
attraction for subsequent proselytizing purposes. In this context they may have served
similar purposes to Salvationists' use of bands during open-air meetings. Aldred
documents several items of correspondence, as well as personal journal entries,
suggesting that Wesleyan and Free Church ministers may have encouraged the
development of their respective school bands as a way of counterbalancing the initial
impact of Olier's Catholic band (ibid.:59-61). Paralleling the aims of ecclesiastical
leaders of that era, political and cultural leaders also tended to have strong affiliations
with one of these three denominations, and some of them observed first-hand the early
bands' affective powers. This observation cultivated in them a desire to co-opt those
same powers for their own purposes (ibid.:57-58). In the process of doing so, these
leaders established specific Tongan band practices according to prevailing cultural
paradigms. One of the resulting practices, that of prohibiting female participation,
warrants closer scrutiny here.
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Tongans historically viewed the brass band as an all-male ensemble.
Contemporary bandsmen and cultural historians cite several possible reasons for the strict
gendering of this musical activity. One factor has to do with long-standing views
concerning Tongan femininity. In performative expressions such as dance, islanders
created parameters defining certain characteristic female movements as evocative of
grace, elegance, dignity, and circumspection; even in contemporary times Tongan
audiences criticize an overly flamboyant movement by females as culturally
inappropriate and lacking infaiva (skill) and faka 'apa 'apa (respect). In a parallel vein,
the evidence suggests that Tongans considered the act of blowing an aerophone to be
unfeminine—women did not historically play the fangufangu nose flute, nor did they
participate in kele 'a conch shell blowing (Ve'ehala, interview, 30 August 2005). Another
possibility relates to the antecedent French and British tradition of all-male brass bands
during the nineteenth century. Tonga's first foreign bandmasters certainly would have
subscribed to the notion that brass and percussion playing were inappropriate for women
and would have recruited male players to fulfill what they held to be distinctly masculine
roles. It is likely that both of these attitudes, indigenous and foreign, worked in tandem
to establish and uphold all-male brass bands in Tonga for the better part of a century
(ibid.).

The Tongan royal family as champions of the brass band
Since the time that Ha'apai-born chief Taufa'ahau proclaimed himself the first
absolute monarch of all Tonga and formally adopted for himself the name Siaosi Tupou
in 1852, the royal family has actively shaped the ongoing transformation of Tongan
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culture and custom. James Clifford describes a post-contact strategy of assimilation
whereby "organic culture [is] reconceived as inventive process or creolized
'interculture,'" further elaborating that "[t]he roots of tradition are cut and retied, [and]
collective symbols appropriated from external influences" (1988:15). Tonga's modern
monarchy proved particularly adept at engaging Westerners from a position of strength,
often turning the tables on the outsiders through "preemptive" mimicry, or what Bhabha
might call "re-presentation" (1994:47). Tupou I's adoption of a Western-style
constitution is one example of such strategic mimicry; the embracing and indigenizing of
the brass band represents yet another manifestation in the performative aspect. In one
sense the band became an artifact "collected" from the West during Tupou I's reign, but
not an inert artifact to be mounted on a museum wall; rather, it was a Western mask to be
utilized in a newly indigenized and performative "drama" of expressive culture. In this
way Baudrillard's notion of a "system of objects" (1968) can be expanded to encompass
a parallel system of cultural expressions, in which discrete performative genres, or
particular performance media, become objects of collective identity.
In the case of the European brass band, it is not necessary for the identifying or
signifying object to be unique to a specific culture, as Tongan lakalaka is, because "even
the same signs can be appropriated, translated, rehistoricized and read anew" (Bhabha
1994:37). In Tonga, both the reimagined Samoan ma 'ulu 'ulu and the reimagined brass
band serve as signifiers of connections to a larger world. The band also becomes an allpurpose metonym, signifying to both insiders and outsiders a collaboration with the
Western world; from the outsider perspective it brings reassurance that their civilizing
project is succeeding, while from the insider perspective it represents one more
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microcosmic success in subverting—or circumventing—the intended purposes of foreign
agents. Tupou I, his collaborators, and his successors "cut and retied" the roots of
traditional ceremony/celebration in Tongan culture, deftly appropriating the brass band to
complement new observances such as the opening and closing of Parliament—itself a representation of Western governance—as well as using the foreign ensemble to
supplement longer-established performing arts genres featured on less overtly
Westernized occasions.
The propensities and strategic aims of the Tupou dynasty's first four monarchs
and their extended families contributed greatly to the current wide dissemination of the
brass band tradition. By the time Tupou I effectively ended Tonga's period of civil war
in 1852, islanders had experienced intermittent exposure to Western instruments, but
available documentation suggests that they encountered no ensemble wind
instrumentation beyond a half-dozen players, even on British and French warships plying
Tonga's waters during the nineteenth century (Aldred 1997:51-52). It is probable, then,
that the first true encounter with a relatively complete wind band took place in May 1880
when the first monarch's son, Tevita 'Unga, died in New Zealand and was transported
back to Tonga on the warship Nautilus with a German band on board (ibid.:52). In
describing that event, Rutherford notes that the band made an emotional impact upon the
Tongan people who heard its performances (1977:126). Less than a year later Father
Olier arrived to assume headmaster duties at Apifo'ou College, setting in motion a
strategy to introduce a Catholic-sponsored brass band.
Soon after Olier tutored Uelingatoni Ngu, the prince spearheaded the
establishment of the government school band, and Tupou I quickly designated it as the
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official ceremonial band of the Tongan government. The Tonga College Band fulfilled
this role for the better part of seven decades prior to the inauguration of the Royal Tongan
Police Band in 1951 (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005). As noted previously,
John Hartley Roberts served as the first headmaster of Tonga College; given the
difficulties in sorting out dates and sequences of events in nineteenth-century Tongan
history, it is perhaps not surprising that Roberts' biographer credits a foreign bandmaster,
identified only as Mr. Wilson, with cultivating the band program at Tonga College, rather
than Prince Ngu (Roberts 1924:113).14
Early photos of the Tonga College Band show the adoption of military-style
uniforms; Aldred notes that the hats in particular suggest a French influence traceable to
Father Olier's conscripted military service in his home country (1997:56).

This is

noteworthy because no foreign power had established an ongoing military presence in
Tonga during the nineteenth century, although the government maintained an indirect
allegiance to Great Britain due to the Tupou Dynasty-Wesleyan Church alliance. There
were no garrisons of foreign soldiers in Tonga—British, French, or others—until World
War I was well underway. Because of this fact, the adoption of military-style uniforms
constitutes further evidence of indigenous agency at work. Whether the desire for such
military trappings developed because of intermittent encounters with British and French
military personnel throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century, or whether the
14

Most contemporary oral histories credit Lulu Faupula as the Tonga College bandmaster
succeeding the dilettante prince (Aldred 1997:66; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005).
15
This interpretation also lends credence to Taufa'ahau Tupou IV's assertion that Olier received
his musical training through his French military experience (Aldred 1997:293), although, in a
general sense, the practice of imitating military dress was fairly common throughout Oceania
during this period. In some cases, mere passing exposure to European warships and their crews
may have inspired the adoption of quasi-military costuming (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 26 March
2008).
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government band was merely emulating a style established by Olier at the Catholic
school, it is apparent that the royal family encouraged this cultivation of pseudo-military
associations (ibid.). In Tonga, as elsewhere in the colonial world, it clearly suited the
purposes of indigenous political leaders to surround themselves with signifiers of
perceived Western superiority (Boonzajer Flaes 1993b:2).
In many colonial contexts during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, choices
for costuming and visual presentation were at least as important as the sonic impact of the
band. Farmer describes the near-universal phenomenon this way: "Every nation takes
pride in its military music because, even apart from the appeal of music and spectacle,
there is the call of patriotism" (1950:52). In island cultures that functioned in pre-contact
times less as cohesive nations and more as fluid confederations of chiefs, warrior-kings
like Hawai'i's Kamehameha I, Fiji's Cakobau, and Tonga's Taufa'ahau Tupou I greatly
enhanced their nation-building efforts during the post-contact era by co-opting
conspicuous symbols of modernization and Westernization.16
During the span from the early 1880s through the 1930s, performances of the
Tonga College Band at government support functions were frequent and diverse,
illustrating a primary strategy of royal patrons in transmitting power and prestige.
Brigham Smoot, one of the first LDS17 missionaries to proselytize in Tonga, kept a

16

Prince Ngu made an important contribution to his grandfather's nation-building project by

collaborating with a German expatriate to create Tonga's national anthem. Ngu composed the

text for the anthem and Karl Gustavus Schmitt provided the musical setting, with the first known
performance documented in 1874 (Vaea, pers. comm., 26 March 2008). In chapter 6,1 examine
its text, an earnest plea to God to protect the monarchy, and also provide a transcription of its
musical setting.
17
The full name of this Christian denomination is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
From its early days it acquired the nickname "Mormon Church" due to its introduction of a
supplemental volume of scripture known as The Book of Mormon. For purposes of both brevity
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meticulously detailed personal journal. Smoot wrote in his journal entry dated 24 July
1891, after observing an activity at the palace grounds: "The band played a number of
pieces, which they handle very well, and see [P]rince Taufa'ahau [later Siaosi Tupou II]
take his men [guards] through a long drill." The location and nature of this event makes
it highly likely that he had observed the Tonga College Band; indeed, his journal citations
almost always refer to "the band" as if no further identification is necessary. This
suggests that both the Tupou College and Apifo'ou bands were only nominally active or
severely marginalized in the eyes of outsiders witnessing and documenting Tongan
cultural expressions.
Smoot's journal entry of 21 August 1891 described the ceremonial closing of
Tongan Parliament:
We returned [home] and had supper nearly ready when, about 6 p.m., a
chief came rushing in and asked if we did not want to go to the farewell
gathering of the chiefs [sic] members of Parliament to be held in the king's
chapel. We dropped everything, I closed up the house and followed our man
Friday. We were joined out in the street by the Minister of Police, who we
afterwards learned had sent in for us. He past [sic] us in the chapel all night
and we were given front seats. The house [sanctuary] was crowded with all the
high people of the kingdom from the king down. About 6:45 p.m. the [meeting]
commenced, Rev. [ Jabez] Watkin in charge. After opening prayer, extemporary
addresses of thanksgiving were made by the chiefs from all the islands of the
group, interspersed with songs and music from the band which was really fine. I
had no idea there was such talent in Tonga.18
Smoot also recorded journal entries documenting band performances for chiefly funerals
(10-11 August 1891). In an entry dated 3 January 1892 he specifically cites a visit from
the "government band master," who he describes as a "native." Smoot alluded to the
and clarity this denomination will be referred to as the LDS [Latter-day Saints] Church
throughout this dissertation.
18
Smoot apparently was himself a competent musician, brining a small xylophone with him from
Salt Lake City (journal entry, 1 August 1891).
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band's daily afternoon performances during the period of the year when Parliament was
in session, writing on 22 August 1891, "I quite miss the band since the adjournment of
Parliament, before which it used to play every afternoon." It is evident from these
journal entries that the Tonga College Band, under the direction of Lulu Faupula,
performed regularly for ceremonial functions by the early 1890s. In this role the band
performed the new national anthem, "Ko e fasi "o e tu'i 'o e 'Otu Tonga" (Melody [song]
of the king of the Tonga Islands), at the beginning and end of each official government
ceremony, along with other selections deemed appropriate for the occasion (Ve'ehala,
interview, 30 August 2005). This anthem represents another introduced tradition through
which Tongan political leaders appropriated a Western nation-defining practice and
applied it to their specific enterprise.
When Tupou I died in 1893, his great-grandson (b. 1874) became Siaosi Tupou II
(hereafter Tupou II). At some point the royal family became enamored of the piano, and
Tupou II received instruction on that instrument (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). He
continued the practice of utilizing the Tonga College Band as the official ceremonial
band for government functions. Tupou IV has stated that his grandfather participated in
the Tonga College Band, playing E-flat tuba, but there is no record of any brass
instruction or band participation on his part from any other source (Aldred 1997:300).
The second monarch undeniably made an indirect contribution to the nascent band
community through his influential role in creating the hiva kakala genre (Kaeppler
2004:33). In this historical context—as in others during the Tupou era—it is possible
that other poet-musicians provided the greatest artistic impetus for this new genre, while
Tonga's absolute ruler received archetypical deference in being accorded primary credit
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for its creation (Velt 2000:8). From the early part of the twentieth century onward,
Tongan bands incorporated arrangements of this popular vocal music as staples in the
ever-expanding brass band repertory, and over the years Tonga's most noteworthy
bandmasters invariably also functioned as arrangers of these songs (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 2 September 2005).19 Palace historian Alipati Vaea asserts that the Tonga
College Band began almost immediately to incorporate Tupou IPs hiva kakala
compositions into its repertory (interview, 31 August 2005). Kik Velt included two of
Tupou IFs hiva kakala songs in his collection published in 2000: "Punalau"
(Unconsummated love) [1898] and '"Ise'isa [Lou 'enisolo]" (Alas, alas [angel flower])
[-1903] (Velt 2000:48-52). "Ise"isa" remains a brass band favorite in the contemporary
era (see fig. 3.1).
Throughout my fieldwork period, a number of interviewees cited Tupou IPs
lasting contribution in his composition of hymns and anthems for the Free Church of
Tonga (H. Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004; P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January
2004; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 August 2005; Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). As with
many other musical repertories in the colonial world, these sacred music compositions
migrated over time from the originating sectarian community to be adopted and
employed by other communities. Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu told me of his updated
musical settings of several of Tupou IPs sacred works, reorchestrated to be used in the
Free Wesleyan Church attended by the current monarch (interview, 3 August 2005). This
constitutes another indirect contribution by Tupou II to Tonga's brass band legacy, and
19

Beyond functioning as wind "orchestrators" of these songs, several of Tonga's most revered
bandmasters served as Queen Salote's collaborators in creating musical settings for her prolific
hiva kakala output. I discuss these collaborations more fully in chapter 4.
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one reinforced after his grandson, Taufa'ahau Tupou IV, initiated the practice of
employing bands for choir accompaniment.
By the end of Tupou II's reign, the Tonga College Band had been featured in
government ceremonial functions for over three decades, as brass performances sonically
reinforced the monarchy's prestige and the legitimacy of the new post-1875 system of
governance. During the same period, this privileging of the government school band
effectively marginalized the bands of the Wesleyan and Catholic mission schools;
consequently, the accumulated oral record provides few details concerning the activities
of these bands between 1890 and 1930. Meanwhile, using the Tonga College Band in

'Ise'isa (Lou 'enisolo)
Verse 1
Composed by King Siaosi Tupou II (1903)
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 3.1. "Ise'isa", an early hiva kakala melody by Siaosi Tupou II.
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part to signify modernity and progress, the Tongan rulers' historical transplanting
(Clifford 188:15) of a Western musical tradition contributed immeasurably to the Tupou
dynasty's "strategies of selfhood" (Bhabha 1994:1) and perhaps aided in the eventual
acquiescence of the first generation of Tongans to live under a constitutional government.
Even as it fulfilled this metonymic function, however, the brass band's signifying
potential began to increase as the Tonga College Band expanded its repertory to
incorporate the recently popularized hiva kakala genre.
After Tupou IPs death in 1918, his daughter (b. 1900) ascended to the throne as
Salote (Charlotte) Tupou III (hereafter Salote). Her enduring legacy as Tonga's greatest
composer of hiva kakala rivals Queen Lili'uokalani's parallel reputation in Hawai'i as a
skilled composer of nd mele o Hawai 'i (Hawaiian songs). Like her father before her,
Salote received piano instruction and could read Western notation (Wood-Ellem
2004:79). Many cite her compositions to represent the zenith of poetic expression within
this popular song genre, and most of her contemporaries sought to emulate her
consummate craft. This being the case, it was highly appropriate that brass bands, as
powerful multisensual metaphors of Western culture, would augment traditional vocaland-string-band performances with their own hiva kakala renditions. Tonga College
alumni Holaki Makasini, Pelikani Taumoepeau, Viliami Tu'ipulotu and Sione Manu all
remember performing band versions of Salote's hiva kakala from their earliest days,
complete with vocal verses sung enthusiastically by the band boys; in addition, Tonga's
citizens are well acquainted with broadcast recordings by the police and army bands
(Tuku'aho 2004:21; Kaeppler 2004:33; Petelo, interview, 29 December 2003). Thus,
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brass band performances stood alongside string band performances in endearing Salote's
songs to the Tongan public, strengthening her position as cultural guardian.
Salote continued her father's practice of employing the government school band
for official functions. LDS missionary journals from that era confirm the band's
participation at such events as the opening of legislative sessions (Wiberg, journal entry,
17 June 1924).20 In addition to oft-cited performances during the opening and closing of
Parliament,' Alipati Vaea mentions other official band functions such as welcoming
visiting dignitaries, celebrating royal family birthdays and weddings, observing
coronation anniversaries, and even greeting cruise ships, a function deemed important by
Salote during the pre-airline years of the nation's tourism industry (Vaea, interview, 31
August 2005). Ve'ehala cites the strategic use of Tonga College Band during World War
II in marching through Nuku'alofa to recruit young Tongans for the nascent Tonga
Defense Forces (interview, 6 January 2005). These observations are consistent with
personal remembrances of some of Tonga's oldest contemporary bandmasters, including
several who are government school alumni (Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004; P.
Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January 2004).
During Salote's reign several unnamed government officials executed a plan to
establish a permanent professional government-sponsored band. Liner notes from a 1983
Royal Tongan Police Band LP recording describe the creation of a "voluntary band,
comprising a cross section of the community," in the late 1930s. Originally known as the
Government Band, its "main activities were regular rehearsals and a public performance
20

Many LDS missionary journals over the years also include entries that mention the traditional
holiday serenading by choirs and bands on 24-25 December and 31 December-1 January. One
entry in particular made a distinction between hearing "bands" and "string bands" (Wiberg,
journal entry, 31 December 1923).
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every Friday evening."

It is not clear if Salote herself provided the impetus or whether

other cultural forces were at work, but in either case it is plausible that several
generations of Tonga College Band alumni formed the core of this band, possibly
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augmented by players affiliated with the Catholic, Wesleyan and LDS school bands.
By 1951, perhaps following the example of neighboring Fiji, government ministers
advocated the formation of a police band in Tonga. Personnel from the Government
Band formed the nucleus of this new band "with bandsmen becoming regular policemen"
(ibid.). From that time until the formation of the Tonga Defense Forces band in the early
1990s, the police band served as the government's sole ceremonial band, replacing the
Tonga College Band in that capacity. Through nearly two decades of the band's
existence the Ministry of Police employed members pragmatically as regular duty
policemen who also played band instruments, but an institutional reorganization in 1968
resulted in the ministry inverting its paradigm, recognizing the band members primarily
as musicians who also performed supplemental police duties (A. Taumoepeau, pers.
comm., 4 September 2005). Ongoing royal and governmental support for this
professional band led to increased prestige accruing to the royal family, both in the eyes
of Tongan citizens and outsiders (P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January 2004). This band
also sought to further reinforce a specific Tongan identity by including up-to-date
arrangements of Salote's hiva kakala in its repertory.

Album jacket notes from The Royal Tongan Police Band: Festival '82, Tonga Ministry of
Police, 1983.
22
The LDS mission inaugurated a band in its Vava'u school some thirty years after the
establishment of the Catholic and Wesleyan bands. Mission officials later transferred the band
instruments to the church's secondary school on Tongatapu around 1937 (Britsch 1986:454).
Chapter 4 discusses this era in more depth.
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Increasingly, Salote sought to sharply define and inculcate a sense of twentiethcentury Tongan-ness through her poetry and music for hiva kakala, lakalaka and
ma 'ulu 'ulu. She strategically supplemented those artistic efforts by expanding the
national celebration calendar, marking anniversaries of events such as the permanent
residency of Wesleyan missionaries (1926 centennial), her twentieth anniversary as
monarch (1938), the installation of her great-great grandfather Taufa'ahau Tupou I as
Tu'i Kanokupolu in 1845 (1945 centennial), her own fiftieth and sixtieth birthdays (1950,
1960) and the centennial of the 1862 Emancipation (Wood-Ellem 2004:85). According
to her biographer, Elizabeth Wood-Ellem, "Queen Salote understood very well the value
of public display in securing the attention and loyalty of chiefs and people" (ibid.:93).
Although one or more of the three vocal genres named above usually constituted the
central performance components of these commemorations, the government brass band
always participated, thereby providing a clear link to modernity (Ve'ehala, interview, 7
January 2005). This effort to balance coexisting paradigms of indigenous tradition and
post-contact modernity became a central purpose for Salote during the last two decades
of her reign from 1945-65.
Salote's ongoing efforts to cultivate a national sense of Tongan cultural tradition
led her to formulate a Tongan Traditions Committee (hereafter TTC) in the early 1950s.
The committee's mandate was "to conduct research into and maintain Tongan culture"
(Campbell 2001:188), as well as "to preserve stories and genealogies, and to make them
23

Ian Campbell's Island Kingdom (2001), endorsed by Futa Helu, president of the Tongan
History Association, as "the only fully updated general history of Tonga" and "the ideal history
for the general reader as well as any student of Tongan society" (ibid.: 7), records 1950 as the
founding date for the committee (ibid.: 188). Elizabeth Wood-Ellem, Salote's official biographer,
states that Salote inaugurated the committee in 1954 (2004:101). 'Alipate Vaea, current palace
historian, favors the earlier date (interview, 31 August 2005).
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available to the people at large" (Wood-Ellem 2004:103). Salote herself stated, in an
address to Parliament in 1959, "I wish that all Tongans should realize the importance of
full knowledge of our customs and traditions. Research into the social past of a people is
not a Tongan characteristic only, but rather the characteristic of an enlightened
community" (recorded in the Tonga Government Gazette). Ve'ehala's father
subsequently served on the TTC and related to his son some of the stories relating to
nascent band activity, noting some of the chronological difficulties alluded to earlier.
One of the stated outcomes of this committee's work was the recognition of brass band
performance as a bona fide Tongan tradition (Ve'ehala, 7 January 2005). By that time
islanders considered Tonga's bandmasters, past and present, to be among the most
accomplished musicians in the kingdom. This widely shared assessment facilitated the
active bandsmen of that time—and later, their proteges—in exercising individual
subaltern agency to continually transform the band tradition throughout the second half of
the twentieth century. In this effort they benefited from the fortuitous support and
encouragement of Salote's son Tupouto'a, who ascended to the throne after his mother's
death in 1965, assuming the name Taufa'ahau Tupou IV (hereafter Tupou IV).
Building upon his mother's legacy of brass band support, Tupou IV (1918-2006)
radically expanded the band's role in Tongan society. As Salote's oldest son and Crown
Prince of Tonga, Tupou IV, alternately known as Tupouto'a or as Tung! before his
ascension to the throne, received his early secondary education at Tupou College and in
fact toured Australia with a select choir in 1928. Salote later enrolled him in Newington
College, an elite Methodist secondary school in Australia, in 1933 (Wood-Ellem
2004:89). After graduation from that school, Tupou IV matriculated at the University of
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Sydney, becoming the first Tongan to receive a tertiary education (Campbell 2001:181).
During his undergraduate years Tupou IV witnessed the Australian Salvation Army
practice of using brass to accompany choirs during Sunday worship services. When he
returned to Tonga he endeavored to duplicate the practice at Saione FWC church for its
worship services (Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004; Vaea, interview, 31 August
2005). This effort represented a significant departure from practices established by his
grandfather in the early twentieth century, when Tupou II encouraged a capella singing
in the Free Church of Tonga (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005).
During Tupou IPs reign, before the 1924 Wesleyan reconciliation and subsequent
establishment of the contemporary Free Wesleyan Church, the second monarch recruited
a large choir for the royal chapel. He named the choir Hifofua; Salote later renamed this
group Maopa during the 1930s (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004).24 After the
creation of the reunified FWC organization, this choir represented the Kolofo'ou (new
town) section of Nuku'alofa; a second choir, also affiliated with the kingdom's flagship
FWC church, was known to the public simply as Kolomotu'a (old town) Choir.
Traditionally both choirs adhered to the Tongan practice of unaccompanied
worship music sung by both choir and congregation. Holaki Makasini, a former Maopa
choirmaster, remembers being a teenager aspiring to join the Tonga College Band at the
time Tupou IV first advocated brass accompaniment for the Maopa choir:
At that time there were only a few brass bands . . . there were very very few in
the fifties and sixties . . . So the Maopa was the very first one, I think, to use the
During my fieldwork I interviewed five choirmasters either currently or formerly associated
with Maopa. None of them could recall the significance of either Hifofua or Maopa, although
Viliami Tu'ipulotu conveyed his understanding that the respective father and daughter monarchs
were employing Biblical allusions (ibid.).
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brass band for the singing, for the choir... the king now [in 2004], when he was
prince, he's the one who introduced the brass band to the choir... and that's the
very first one ever for our church to have brass band. (Makasini, interview, 4
January 2004)
Leadership of the worldwide Methodist church historically promulgated conservative
views concerning the use of instruments in worship services, so Tupou I V s experiment
constituted a breach of established protocol. Makasini recalls:
[P] laying instruments at the church was restricted, was not allowed . . . but
because this new thing, it was introduced by a higher person [i.e., Tongan
royalty], they just sit and wait, even though they don't agree with [it]. (Ibid.)
Makasini's comments suggest that most Tongan Wesleyans were content to defer to
prevailing denominational attitudes, but Tupou IV, in pushing his agenda for brass
accompaniment, exercised his subaltern agency to break with tradition. In an earlier day,
foreign faifekau (ministers) would have probably strongly urged political leaders to
refrain from imposing their will within the church environment, but by Tupou I V s time,
when native faifekau led islander congregations, the crown prince of Tonga could pursue
such ecclesiastical reform without fear of public censure or opposition.
Some sources cite 1952 as the year in which Tupou IV introduced brass
accompaniment for the Maopa Choir, coinciding with the opening of the new modern
edifice known as Centenary FWC Church,25 but Makasini recalls that the inaugural
performance occurred during Queen Elizabeth IPs visit to the kingdom in 1953 (ibid.).

The new church, intended to serve as the modern Saione (Zion) FWC church, received the
name Centenary because the royal family originally conceived it to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the Wesleyans' permanent presence in the kingdom. Since Tonga's citizens were
not able to raise sufficient funds for the building's construction by the time of the 1927
celebration, the project was delayed an additional quarter-century, with the dedication coming in
1952 (Wood-Ellem 2004:301). The building, with a seating capacity of 2000, still serves as the
monarch's royal chapel, and both Maopa and Kolomotu'a Choirs perform there along with their
accompanying bands.
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After gaining some brass experience with the Tonga College Band beginning in 1954,
Makasini joined the Maopa Band in 1955 during the Christmas season. He recalls that
the initial instrumentation for the group consisted of eight instruments: two cornets
reinforcing the soprano vocal part, two E-flat horns playing alto, a baritone horn and
valve trombone playing tenor, and one euphonium and E-flat tuba playing the bass part.
Around 1957, the congregation purchased additional instruments to raise the total to
sixteen—slightly over half of the traditional British brass band instrumentation (ibid.).
Despite Tupou I V s innovation, the evidence suggests that most Tongan
Wesleyans did indeed adopt a wait-and-see attitude, because over a decade transpired
before a second FWC choir incorporated brass accompaniment. Pelikani Taumoepeau,
currently one of the Tongan brass band community's senior statesmen, was one of the
early cornetists in Maopa's fledgling band. In 1966, as a police band member, he
acquiesced to a request by the Honorable Fielakepa, a hereditary noble and Pelikani's
primary benefactor, to begin a brass ensemble to accompany the Haveluloto FWC choir
in the noble's home district south of Nuku'alofa (P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January
2004). Other FWC congregations followed in adding brass accompaniment throughout
the late 1960s and early 1970s, and after Vatican II and the subsequent translation of the
Catholic mass into vernacular languages, some Tongan Catholic congregations gradually
incorporated brass accompaniment into their worship services. Nearly every
British brass instrument nomenclature differs from American terminology. B-flat baritone
horns and euphoniums are common to both British brass bands and American wind bands, as are
tenor and bass trombones. The E-flat horn, a smaller version of the baritone horn and pitched a
perfect fourth above it, is known as 'tenor horn' in the British system—contemporary American
bands do not employ this instrument, favoring instead the orchestral French horn. British band
performers refer to the largest brass instruments as basses (in E-flat and B-flat), while the nearuniversal term for these instruments elsewhere is 'tuba.' In this study, to avoid potential
confusion with vocal parts, I employ the term 'tuba' in discussing these bass-register instruments.
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congregation experienced challenges in maintaining both a viable instrument inventory
and a dependable pool of musicians, but nonetheless a widespread desire developed for
Tonga's Christians to fulfill Tupou IV's vision of brass involvement in formal worship.
Despite the erratic nature of this proliferation, Tupou IV's championing efforts went a
long way toward creating a cultural environment in which bands created highly visible
traditions that islanders interwove into the fabric of Tongan life, extending far beyond the
special occasion performances of earlier eras. Eventually these church bands reinforced a
sense of identity on multiple levels, representing first their respective congregation or
parish, then their villages, their islands, and finally, considered collectively, the modern
kingdom of Tonga.
In addition to wielding considerable influence as crown prince, Tupou IV made a
major impact on Tonga's modernization efforts in his role as Minister of Education
throughout the 1940s (Campbell 2001:181). As noted previously, only Tonga College
and three church-sponsored schools (Wesleyan, Catholic and LDS) existed as secondary
institutions prior to 1940. Through Tupou IV's endeavors to emphasize the value of
formal education, which gained impetus with Tonga's post-war baby boom, a new era of
school building commenced in the kingdom during his tenure as education minister. By
1946, eight secondary schools educated select students throughout Tonga, with the total
ballooning to twenty-four by the end of the 1950s (Campbell 2001:189).27 School
administrators and their denominational sponsors perceived great value in emulating the
27

School building continued through the late 1980s, with a number of church denominations
coming to Tonga and inaugurating their education programs. To underscore this phenomenal
growth in secondary education, Campbell cites statistical reports during a forty-year span (194686) that show an enrollment increase from 1,521 to 14,312, representing nearly 1000% growth
during the latter part of the twentieth century (2001:224).
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band curricula of Tonga's four pioneering schools, and Tupou IV seized upon every
opportunity to encourage bands in all of Tonga's secondary institutions (Ve'ehala,
interview, 6 January 2005).28 Far from taking a parochial stance favoring Wesleyan
institutions, Tupou IV encouraged aspirations of excellence at each of these new post-war
schools. Most of them integrated band programs on either a co-curricular or
extracurricular basis, with frequent assistance from Tupou IV (crowned king in 1965)
through financial sponsorship for instrument purchases. The king's desires for a
nationwide elevation of musical competency led to his 1954 publication intended for use
by school music teachers and bandmasters. He was assisted in this effort by the Rev. A.
H. Wood, former headmaster of Tupou College (Aldred 1997: 299).29
Throughout the 1950s, Tupou IV was the central force in a vigorous, if
incremental, modernization project, with several key developments impacting on the
band community. One of these was the creation of a government-sponsored radio station,
known alternately as ZCO or A3Z (hereafter referred to as A3Z), which began
broadcasting in 1961. In addition to recording and broadcasting performances by the
police band, the Maopa choir and band, and the Tupou and Tonga College bands, the
radio station began in its first decade the practice of sponsoring an annual brass band
competition with the aim of increasing its library of Tongan music (Petelo, interview, 29
December 2003). It is difficult to overstate the passion that competition engenders
among Tongans, and this annual contest caused a dramatic increase in enthusiasm for
bands among schools and villages throughout the kingdom (Ve'ehala, interview, 7
28

The king's stated motivation for doing so was to "train future composers, bandmasters and
choirmasters" (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).
29
Tupou IV also translated the Lord's Prayer into Tongan and fit it to a foreign musical setting he
obtained from an English organist (Aldred 1997:300).
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January 2005). About a decade later Tupou IV organized an oversight committee called
the Tongan Brass Band Association (hereafter TBBA), with membership comprised of
selected members of the Tongan Traditions Committee, several influential nobles, and a
small group of active bandmasters (ibid.). The TBBA worked in cooperation with A3Z
to cultivate and enhance the annual competition, eventually expanding its mission to
include other aspects of Tongan performing arts and recreating itself as the Tongan
National Music Association in 1992 (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005).
The visibility of bands also increased as Tupou IV further expanded his mother's
practice of encouraging national kdtoanga (festivals), seeking to commemorate
significant historical events or practices as a means of engendering nationalistic pride
among his subjects. As his unflagging enthusiasm for bands created a burgeoning of
school, church and village bands in the kingdom, these ensembles progressively infused
their emotional power into the annual cycle of celebrations and special observations. The
opening and closing of Parliament, for years the exclusive province of the official
government band, came to include a number of school bands, thereby greatly augmenting
the spectacle and pomp of those occasions. Education Day, with its traditional march of
Tonga's school children down the main thoroughfare of Nuku'alofa to the palace
grounds, also increased its emotional impact by eventually incorporating a dozen school
bands during the 1990s apex period (Ve'ehala, interview, 30 August 2005). The
sustained attention that the king focused on the band community certainly helped him to
amass cultural capital as a strong advocate for vibrant cultural expressions, but in the
process he also accomplished, to a remarkable degree, an elevation of Tonga's bands to
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prominence within the kingdom's "collective symbols appropriated from external
influences" (Clifford 1988:15).
Perhaps the most significant contribution the king made in expanding Tonga's
annual commemoration calendar grew out of the cultural practice of celebrating the
reigning monarch's birthday. Tupou IV was born on 4 July 1918 and, over the course of
his reign, this particular celebration evolved from a weeklong slate of events in early July
to a greatly extended festival of nearly three weeks duration by the early twenty-first
century. Originally known as Heilala Festival, named for a beautiful and fragrant Tongan
flower, the most recent incarnation of this celebration merges with a multi-night televised
evening performance series known as the National Music Festival (Ve'ehala, interview, 6
January 2005). Organizers featured the brass bands that participate in the annual
nationwide competition for school, church and village bands, and added an adjudicated
marching display in the early 1990s. A military parade review occurs on the king's
birthday that prominently features the police and army bands (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3
August 2005). Largely as a result of the king's strategic expansion of performance
opportunities, the band tradition reached its zenith in the 1990s, with some twenty school
bands and a like number of church/community bands operating regularly, with perhaps a
dozen others performing more sporadically (Aldred 1997:115-6).
Contemporary islanders view two of Tupou I V s innovations as landmark
contributions to Tonga's brass band legacy, with both occurring in the latter part of his
reign. The first was the inauguration of the Tonga Defense Forces Royal Corps of
Musicians (hereafter ROCOM). Before the creation of this military-sponsored band, the
Royal Tongan Police Band, in its capacity as the official government ceremonial band
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and the first truly professional band in the kingdom, enjoyed a highly privileged status
throughout much of the late twentieth century. By the late 1980s this band was a fixture
in Tongan life and had garnered respect throughout the South Pacific region as it
represented the nation in overseas goodwill functions and regional festivals (A. Faka'osi,
pers. comm., 1 January 2008). Meanwhile, the Tonga Defense Forces, comprised of
streamlined army, navy and marine units, functioned without a musical support
organization, unlike many of their South Pacific neighbors. One of the most highly
respected hereditary nobles of the late twentieth century, the Hon. Ve'ehala (born Leilua
Vi), had a son who demonstrated a special love and aptitude for brass band music. This
young man, Toluhama Vi, joined the Tongan army as a junior officer in the 1980s and
received the opportunity to study music in Australia through a regional defense alliance
agreement. The pact allowed Toluhama to receive training at the Australian national
military music school in Melbourne in the early 1980s; when he returned to Tonga he
found that Crown Prince Tupouto'a (the current King Siaosi Tupou V), in his role as
deputy commander-in-chief, preferred to advocate for a string orchestra within the
military organization. Toluhama, who inherited the Ve'ehala title after his father's death
in November 1986, cautiously argued against the proposition, pointing out that Tonga's
schools had prepared potential recruits to participate in a military brass band, but not in
an orchestra. After a protracted period of false starts, Toluhama (hereafter Ve'ehala)
received support from the upper chain of command to commence with brass band
recruitment. In less than two decades the band has cultivated a solid reputation in the
region's military community and continues to expand its performance services within
Tonga and overseas (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). During this period, the effect
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of a second professional band, transmitting musical expressions of Tongan-ness both
within and outside the kingdom through a diverse repertory of Western and indigenous
music, greatly multiplied official government presentations of "signs [that] can be
appropriated, translated, rehistoricized and read anew" (Bhabha 1994:37).
Tupou I V s second unique accomplishment, initiating a brass band at the
all-female Queen Salote College (hereafter QSC), broke down a century-old gender
barrier in Tongan brass band activity. QSC has been in existence since the early
twentieth century, serving as a girls' school counterpart to the all-male Tupou College,
but its administrators had never considered brass band for inclusion in its curriculum.
When Liahona College opened in mid-century, its American associations led to adoption
of a three-family instrumentation that included woodwinds (Lavaki, pers. comm., 20 July
2005). Accordingly, Liahona allowed woodwind participation by females, but none
performed on brasses until more recently (Toafa, pers. comm., 20 February 2008).
Tupou IV, feeling that the time was right to end a long-standing cultural prohibition,
spearheaded an effort in the early 1990s to incorporate band training as part of QSC's
educational program and soon persuaded some German friends to donate instruments to
the school. QSC inaugurated its band in 1994; Tupou IV derived great satisfaction from
this success and took obvious pride in the band's accomplishments (Aldred 1997:294).
As these young women went on to participate in church and community bands, including
such prestigious ensembles as the Maopa and Kolomotu'a bands, they signaled the onset
of a new era to the Tongan public. At the time of this writing, all of Tonga's
coeducational schools have incorporated female personnel into their bands, again proving
the considerable power of royal influence in Tongan culture.
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Siaosi Tupou V's brief reign since October 2006 offers scant clues concerning the
future of royal patronage for brass bands, but he nonetheless deserves credit as coarchitect of ROCOM in his former role as deputy commander-in-chief. One shred of
anecdotal evidence suggests that Tupou V will continue to employ bands as signifiers of
Tongan-ness to outsiders. In September 2006, while journalist Matthew Teague waited
to interview Tupou V for a National Geographic feature on the kingdom's prodemocracy struggles, he noted the ROCOM band's presence at the then-acting monarch's
royal villa. The official occasion was the visit of the Dutch ambassador; when she
emerged at the conclusion of her interview, ROCOM played a march until she drove out
of sight (Teague 2007:74).

Conclusion
At first glance, Tonga's initial exposure to Western instruments and ensembles
may seem to follow a broad pattern observed elsewhere during the colonial period.
Missionaries worldwide found that bands correlated well with the martial metaphors
employed by much of Christianity during the Victorian era. As was the case with many
other non-Western cultures, Christian missionaries introduced bands into Tongan society
as components of their mission school curricula and in conjunction with their civilizing
agendas. In Tonga, as elsewhere, missionaries discovered that bands served as both sonic
novelty and multidimensional signifiers of prestige. To indigenous eyes they presented
shiny metal instruments, military-style uniforms, and Western modes of spatial
organization in performance, while to indigenous ears these instruments reverberated
with a power unmatched by any of their own aerophones. As the missionaries pursued a
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number of ambitious goals, they had cohesive—some might say conflated—aims in
disseminating Western values such as order, discipline, and organizational teamwork
through instrumental ensembles.
I have argued here that over time Tongans developed a special affinity for brass
bands. This was primarily due to the interlacing agency of powerful political leaders,
energetic Christian educators, and gifted indigenous musicians. After Father Olier
procured brass instruments for the Catholic mission school, administrators of the
government secondary school desired to adopt the newly introduced ensemble as well.
Almost immediately the Tonga College Band provided the Tupou dynasty with a
Westernized "court ensemble" to heighten the sense of celebration for important
government functions. Since that time Tonga's royal family has played a central role in
expanding the use of brass bands in Tongan culture. As a result of this patronage,
Tongans have come to associate band performance with ceremony and celebration,
achievement and honor, respect and reverence.
Through Tupou I V s sustained advocacy of brass bands, Tonga experienced a
notable proliferation of bands during the latter half of the twentieth century. His
emulation in Tonga of Salvationist practices created a truly symbiotic relationship
between community, church, and school bands from the mid-twentieth century onward, a
cultural phenomenon I explore in more depth in the following chapter of this study. In
concluding the present chapter, I amplify the words of indigenous historian Sione
Latukefu, who validates the affirmations of many non-native scholars concerning Pacific
Islanders in general, and Tongans in particular. Islanders were—and are—not "passive
spectators in the process of acculturation in Oceania" (1978:462). To the contrary, the
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indigenous peoples of Tonga negotiated skillfully with missionaries, foreign advisors,
schoolmasters, and others to adopt the brass band and imbue it with local musical
characteristics and social meaning. Such negotiations illustrate the "processes that are
produced in the articulation of cultural differences" through affiliative cultural
engagement (Bhabha 1994:1-2). These processes also resulted in indigenized
performance styles and modes, an eclectic composite band repertory, and new metaphors
of modern Tongan society, constituting a distinctly Tongan "combination of
heterogeneous elements, old and new, indigenous and foreign" (Clifford 2001:479).
Islanders proved ingenious in staking out claims within Bhabha's "in-between spaces" to
elaborate new symbols of identity for their communal selfhood (1994:1).
Throughout the post-contact era Tongan brass bands performed important
signifying functions alongside more putatively traditional vocal-dance genres to create a
"coherent multisensory image of a communal society" (C. Waterman 1990:213). The use
of this Western ensemble to create an idigenized pan-cultural identity, one that
communicates Tonga's confident engagement with the West while celebrating its own
distinctness, serves as a performative metaphor for the often-underestimated power of
subaltern agency during the colonial period of Euro-American history. While it is true
that members of the Tupou royal dynasty have wielded disproportionate influence in
subaltern decision-making in Tonga, ultimately their success as "author[s] of social
action" (Bhabha 1994:12) depended upon the competencies and collective vision of a
number of dedicated grassroots musicians. Chapter 4 highlights the ways in which such
musicians collaborated with Tongan political leaders in a sustained affiliative cultural
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engagement to articulate the island kingdom's unique identity both intra- and
internationally.

CHAPTER 4
TWENTIETH-CENTURY TONGAN MISSION SCHOOL BANDS AND THE
INAUGURATION OF CHURCH CHOIR BRASS ACCOMPANIMENT
The first three chapters of this study have established that missionaries introduced
and employed the European brass band in their proselytizing and Westernizing efforts in
Tonga. On initial consideration, one might wonder why these agents of change did not
initiate these strategies for more than a half-century after creating a permanent Christian
presence in the kingdom. There are several possible reasons for the interim period
between the establishment of the Wesleyan mission in 1826 and the first band introduction
in 1882. First, the modern brass band resulted from a nexus of innovation in both
instrument technology and mass manufacturing techniques spanning the first half of the
nineteenth century, so affordable instruments would not have been readily available at the
time of the early Wesleyan missionaries' proselytizing in the 1820s. Second, it was
necessary for this modernized wind ensemble to progressively gain popularity following
these innovations to become firmly established and widely accepted in Europe between
1850 and 1875. Third, none of the missionaries assigned to Tonga by either the Wesleyan
or Catholic churches possessed both the training and vision to inaugurate a school band
until Marist Father Armand Olier arrived in 1881 (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).
After seeing the initial enthusiasm of the Tongan population for the Catholic band
and its sonic mana, translated in this context as "the thunder" (Makasini, interview, 4
January 2004), agents of the Wesleyan Church and the newly founded Free Church
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sought to replicate the early successes of Father Olier's band. Both Tonga College—
officially a government school but also informally affiliated with the Free Church—and
the Wesleyan Tupou College established bands during the 1880s. Because Tonga
College enjoyed the full patronage of the royal family from its inception, the school was
able to maintain a consistent band program continually from the mid-1880s until the
present, while the Wesleyan and Catholic school band programs experienced cycles of
ascendancy and decline until the mid-twentieth century (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January
2005). The LDS Church succeeded in creating a permanent Tongan presence in 1907,
soon becoming the third Christian denomination to establish a secondary school in the
islands. Having experienced previous success instituting bands in Hawai'i and Samoa,
LDS leaders sought to create a mission school band on Vava'u after the arrival of a
Canadian missionary with sufficient musical experience to accomplish the task (Britsch
1986:382).
The ongoing efforts of Catholic, Wesleyan, and LDS clergy in Tonga illustrate the
power of music in Christianization, particularly concerning the use of bands as cultivators
of specific perceived virtues in the church/mission school context. These three
denominations provided a pattern in Tonga for bands to be employed as tools of both
Christian education and public relations, a technique emulated later on by other
denominations. An examination of ongoing interactions between foreign mission
personnel and islanders illuminates some specific ways in which Tongans succeeded in
adapting band usage to suit their own cultural needs, even when outsiders sought to
impose hegemonic control in prescribing such elements as repertory development and
parameters of performance for these bands. Although some struggles for control
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amounted to simple battles of will, I argue that many of these ideological clashes
represent complex and highly nuanced power negotiations between neocolonial
authorities and the subjects they wished to indoctrinate. In this chapter I interrogate
notions of indigenous agency in a cultural environment where hegemonic coercion was
ideologically rather than politically or economically motivated.
In many ways, the experiences of both foreign and local church-affiliated band
musicians over time, first in Tonga's mission schools and later in specific church
congregations, shed light on the multivalent nature of postcolonial identity construction.
My research suggests that negotiations concerning the boundaries of band activity,
conducted over the past 125 years in Tonga, comprise a series of individual episodes,
each of which occur in a moment of time that Bhabha characterizes as the "disjunctive
present":
[An] emphasis on the disjunctive present of utterance enables the historian to get
away from defining subaltern consciousness as binary, as having positive or
negative dimensions. It allows the articulation of subaltern agency to emerge as
relocation and reinscription. In the seizure of the sign . . . there is a contestation
of the given symbols of authority that shift the terrain of antagonism . . . [t]his is
the historical movement of hybridity as camouflage, as a contesting, antagonistic
agency functioning in the time lag of sign/symbol, which is a space in-between
the rules of engagement. (Bhabha 1994:193; italics added)
When Bhabha addresses subaltern agency, he often presents the constructs of 'discourse,'
'enunciation,' and 'utterance' in a literary context, as befits his particular scholarly
orientation. Those terms necessarily impose limitations in their application to nondiscursive practices such as performing arts; Waterman has astutely pointed out that
music, considered broadly, communicates metaphorically rather than discursively
(1990:218). Bhabha's notions of'relocation' and 'reinscription,' however, provide
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useful lenses through which to examine and interpret performative practices in crosscultural encounters. In Tonga, Christian evangelists employed the brass band as a sign of
Western musical expression, one that they felt would inculcate a number of perceived
virtues in the minds of their converts. Over time, however, islanders seized the
introduced Western sign, relocated it into their larger set of cultural expressions, and
reinscribed it in such a way that it looked and sounded distinctly Tongan. They did so by
exercising their subaltern agency in the disjunctive present of many interactive episodes,
thereby effectively countermanding the original intended purposes of foreign
missionaries. The discussion that follows acknowledges the existence of at least three
levels of subaltern agency in Tonga, one of which is by now largely historical, while the
other two continue to impact present-day islanders.
Initially in post-contact Tonga, even the highest-ranking chiefs needed to
negotiate, as subaltern agents, with Christian missionaries in order to gain access on
behalf of their people to the perceived benefits of Western education, medicine, and
material goods. This layer of subalternity gradually disappeared after the establishment
of the Tupou dynasty in 1852, and subsequent widespread local ecclesiastical control by
the time of the 1924 Wesleyan reunification. Since the founding of the modern
monarchy, those invested with titles within the hereditary noble system create a layer of
subalternity immediately below the royal family, while commoners operate at the lowest
level of subalternity. These latter two levels continue to affect social relations in the
kingdom. As I examine these Tongan realities through the lens of Javeed Alam's
observations cited in chapter 3,1 argue that music and related performing arts proved
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vital to the ability of various subaltern agents to "make themselves heard" (Alam
2001:43).
Musical instruments, genres, and modes of performance, among other things, can
be both relocated and reinscribed as they migrate into a new culture.1 For example, these
terms aptly describe the process by which Tongans developed their own distinct versions
of Samoan taualuga and ma 'ulu 'ulu vocal-dance genres after their introduction into
Tonga around 1900. While the incorporation of these Samoan genres is based on a
fundamental intraregional affinity, use of the Western band as a seized sign happened
incrementally during the late 1800s and early 1900s and represents the profound
reinscription of an archetypical symbol of Euro-American authority. In Tonga, however,
local bandsman camouflaged the ensemble's hybridity by enacting a collective strategy to
avoid incorporating indigenous instruments into the band. This allowed outsiders,
especially missionaries, to take comfort that their converts fully embraced this cultural
expression, perhaps unaware that the local population was subverting the missionaries'
intended purposes by using what Bhabha characterized as "in-between spaces" to create
new meanings for band performance in Tongan society.
This chapter examines how mission schools helped augment the efforts of
governmental education administrators to establish the brass band tradition in Tonga,
thereby creating a fertile environment for Tupou IV to inaugurate the use of bands to
accompany church choirs beginning in the 1950s. Although the previous chapter
discussed this historical process in broad strokes, this chapter explores individual
accomplishments and contributions in more depth in order to demonstrate how the
1

Bhabha cautions us not to confuse reinscription with "reJescription" (1994:192; italics added).
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agency exerted by Tongan musicians contributed to the seizure and reinscription/
indigenization of the Western wind band. This discussion also contextualizes the social
phenomenon of bands in a more specifically ethnographic way, featuring multiple
perspectives from those who participated in the process throughout the latter half of the
twentieth century.
The contributions of two church bandsmen in particular, Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu
of Saione/Centenary Free Wesleyan Church and Sofele Kakala of St. Michael's Catholic
Church, are presented here as especially noteworthy within their respective broad spheres
of influence, since contemporary islanders hold both men in high esteem. The lives of
these contemporary musicians provide a microcosmic view of Tongan brass players'
composite accomplishments over more than a century in the islands, especially in
achieving a "transvaluation of the symbolic structure" of the band as cultural sign
(Bhabha 1994:242). Even though the official government band has historically enjoyed
the highest visibility in the kingdom as a specifically government-sanctioned seized
musical sign, many other bands—and bandmasters—have contributed to the process of
reinscription, transforming the European brass band to project a decidedly Tongan image.

Three mission school trajectories in creating an indigenized brass band
Tonga's mission schools initially flourished with the enthusiastic support of
Taufa'ahau Tupou I, whose deep convictions about the necessity of Western-style
education I have noted in chapter 2. After Tupou I's disaffection with the Australian
Conference of the Wesleyan Church that led to the creation of the Free Church of Tonga,
and the subsequent establishment of Tonga College in 1882, administrators of Tupou
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Wesleyan College found their institution pushed toward the margins of Tongan society—
where the Catholic mission schools had been for nearly four decades. When the LDS
Church inaugurated its earliest mission schools in the first decade of the twentieth
century, it was the most peripheral of the four established Tongan denominations
(Toluta'u, pers. comm., 24 August 2007). Despite the marginalized status of their
respective schools, each of these three churches energetically continued its efforts to win
the hearts and minds of individual islanders.
In these endeavors Christian educators sought to capitalize on the affective power
of music as fully as possible, not only through the easily accessible vocal performance
mode, but also through instrumental music instruction. The persistence of key
individuals in these schools eventually led to a broader proliferation of the band tradition
than would have been likely had they abandoned their objectives in the face of Tonga
College Band's privileged status. Moreover, these early travails laid the foundation for
each denomination's secondary school bands to achieve and maintain a consistent
presence in the kingdom's major cultural events during the most recent half-century. An
examination of these efforts illustrates the ways in which subaltern agency functions on
multiple levels in the process of cultural reinscription.

Secondary schools of the Catholic mission
The Honorable Ve'ehala, in his unique position as a hereditary noble with strong
ties to both the Catholic Church and the banding community, makes a convincing case
for the highly influential agency of Father Armand Olier in planting the seeds of Tonga's
pervasive band tradition. Although Ve'ehala himself has no particular stewardship as a
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cultural expert in Tongan traditions, his father Leilua Vi served as palace historian for
many years before his death in 1986. The younger noble attests to his father's consistent
assertions that Olier arranged for the importation of the first set of instruments, that he
taught Prince Ngu to play all the brass instruments, and that Olier became a favorite
conversationalist for Tupou I when the Catholic father visited the palace at regular
intervals (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). Aldred writes about the impact of
Olier's early band performances as attention-getting activities in the 1880s, implying that
the resulting "Pied Piper" effect constituted the primary motivation behind procuring the
instruments for the Catholic mission (1997:57). It is equally possible that the band
piqued Tongan curiosity only as a serendipitous byproduct of its performances around
Tongatapu and during occasional trips to other islands. Anecdotal evidence strongly
suggests that Olier had deep convictions concerning the place of instrumental music
instruction in a well-rounded school curriculum and created the band as part of his
educational vision (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).
No one has been able to ascertain with any real certainty whether the Apifo'ou
Band has been in continuous operation since the days of Father Olier, but contemporary
historians believe that the band's level of activity through the first half of the twentieth
century may have ebbed and flowed according to the priorities of its headmasters and the
availability of competent bandmasters (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005; Ve'ehala,
interview, 6 January 2005). Certainly throughout that period Tonga's power brokers
would have relegated the Catholic school band to a peripheral role in the affairs of the
kingdom, for several reasons. First, the kingdom's leaders seemed to be content to let the
Tonga College Band provide the pomp for all important occasions. Second, the royal
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family, having its predominant association with the Tu'i Kanokupolu line of chiefs, had a
vested interest in marginalizing the Catholic mission throughout the first century of the
Christian era, due to the Catholic links with the Tu'i Tonga chiefly line and those loyal to
it. Third, as the initial novelty of brass band performance subsided in the early twentieth
century in the kingdom's population centers, Tonga's few extant school bands -with the
obvious exception of Tonga College—began to fulfill a more focused role in catering to
the needs of their missions' respective congregants. Since the Catholic Church's base
membership at that time represented a relatively small segment of Tonga's population, its
mission band's performances would have had limited exposure and a relatively narrow
cultural impact.
Despite these impediments to the Apifo'ou Band's progress during the early
twentieth century, the ensemble indisputably benefited from the confluence of several
streams of cultural change in post World War II Tongan society. The worldwide midcentury baby boom manifested itself in Tonga, resulting in a doubling of its population
between 1950 and 1970, with a resultant increase in Catholic Church membership and
parochial school enrollment (Campbell 2001:208). Queen Salote influenced the
expansion of the national celebration calendar, leading to increased public exposure for
school bands. Some suggest that the increase in bands during this era eventually
invalidated Tonga College Band's longstanding claim to superiority among school bands,
especially after the police band replaced it as the official government ceremonial
ensemble, thereby narrowing the psychological gap concerning perceived disparities in
performance proficiency among school-based bands (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm.,
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1 January 2008). Apifo'ou continued to increase its visibility throughout the last quarter
of the twentieth century through participation in Tonga's annual band competitions
(Falekaono, interview, 2 September 2005).
Although my field interviews substantiate a slight erosion of enthusiasm for band
activity during the most recent two decades, Apifo'ou maintained one of the most visible
and active bands in the kingdom during that time. During my attendance at Heilala
Festival events in 2004 and 2005, Apifo'ou was the only school band to participate both
years in all three invitational band events: the evening concert performance competition,
the Education Day Parade, and the marching band field exhibition. Although
adjudicators judged other school band performances to be superior to Apifo'ou's in each
competition during that span, their full participation speaks highly of the school's
commitment to its band curriculum in an era when many other school band programs are
struggling. During a school break in December 2007-January 2008, the Apifo'ou Band
embarked upon an extended fundraising tour to Tongan communities in the western U.S.,
accompanied by distinguished alumnus Ve'ehala (pers. comm., 10 January 2008).
Catholic schools on other islands also implemented bands early in the twentieth
century. As discussed in chapter 3, it is not always possible to distinguish each band's
primary affiliation with either a particular school or a parish in a school's vicinity.
Written documentation confirms that a priest assigned to St. Michael's parish, in the Tu'i
Tonga stronghold of Mu'a district on Tongatapu, ordered a second set of brass
instruments some twenty years after Father Olier's original procurement for Ma'ofanga,
possibly intending these instruments to promote "refinement" or esprit de corps among
parish members (Aldred 1997:70). There is strong evidence that some of these
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instruments made their way to the Catholic parish in Neiafu on Vava'u. Written records
and contemporary remembrances also indicate the early twentieth-century presence of a
Catholic band, only nominally active today, in 'Uiha from the Ha'apai island group
(ibid.:71). The Tongan Diocese created Vava'u's Chanel College in 1961; following a
pattern repeated in many Tongan schools, officials there soon instituted brass band, then
abandoned and revived it at intervals thereafter. After nearly 150 years of Catholic
presence in the Mu'a district of Tongatapu, the diocese finally built a secondary school
there in 1983, naming it Takuilau College. Liturgical musicians from St. Michael's
parish subsequently established a band at the school, but the ensemble is currently
inactive ('Akau'ola, interview, 11 July 2004).
As of early 2008 the Apifo'ou Band is the only Catholic school band performing
regularly. The evidence suggests that, although band activity has proven difficult for
many Catholic schools to sustain over time, the idea of having a band to represent each
school has appealed deeply to school administrators. Stated another way, a number of
church and school leaders have seen great value in the signifying power of bands and
have invested time, energy, and money to establish instrumental programs, only to see
those programs sputter due to insufficient resources, either human or financial. This
indicates that subaltern agency is sometimes limited by circumstances beyond the agent's
direct control, even in the absence of active hegemonic efforts. Conversely, the ongoing
activity of the 'Apifo'ou Band illustrates how a desire to maintain such an ensemble, in
combination with sufficient resources, allows Tongan schools—and their sponsoring
churches—to participate in the reinscription of the Western band in order to demarcate
their own distinctive identities. In a very real sense, given the wider challenges described
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above, the 'Apifo'ou Band represents not just its own school and the surrounding
Ma'ofanga parish, but all Catholic schools and parishes throughout Tonga, and many
Tongan Catholics derive satisfaction from its accomplishments (Ve'ehala, interview, 30
July 2005).

Secondary schools of the Wesleyan mission
Tupou College served as the flagship secondary school of the Wesleyan mission
from 1866 onward. Although the band began in the 1880s as a British-style brass band,
accumulated data from print sources and field interviews suggest that the Tupou College
Band instrumentation during the early twentieth century more closely resembled a drum
and bugle corps (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). The royal family strategically
marginalized Tupou College from the time of Tonga College's founding until the 1924
Wesleyan reunification; for roughly two decades after that date it appears that none of the
school's headmasters made any vigorous efforts to increase the Tupou Band's public
profile. As with Apifo'ou, it would appear that Tonga College's preferential status
dissuaded such efforts until the Nuku'alofa Government Band assumed ceremonial duties
in the late 1930s. In the 1940s, Tupou IV, as the Wesleyan college's most illustrious
alumnus, succeeded in making a positive impact as he and his brother made arrangements
to procure new instruments to reconfigure the Tupou ensemble as a full brass band.
The early post-war years proved to be a time of development and growth for the
Tupou College Band. Several sources cite Sosaia 'Aleamotu'a, the Hon. Fielakepa's
grandfather, as the Tupou bandmaster during the 1940s and 50s who served at the crown
prince's request. His star student was Tevita Kamitoni, who purportedly became the first
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Tongan to pursue band instruction overseas during the late 1960s (ibid.). Except for that
brief leave of absence, Kamitoni served as Tupou College bandmaster from 1959 until
1994, when his son Feke assumed responsibility for the band (Aldred 1997:134). During
that period the Tupou Band eventually eclipsed Tonga College's band as the premier
school band in the kingdom (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005), and Tevita Kamitoni
gained respect as the most accomplished school bandmaster of the late twentieth century.
Under his guidance, Tupou has won the school division of the annual band competition
more often than any other school (P. Jackson, interview, 2 July 2004), and its alumni
have comprised a significant percentage of police and army band members during the last
quarter century (Ve'ehala, interview, 30 July 2005). Currently the three most active
Wesleyan church bands—Maopa, Kolomotu'a, and Haveluloto—derive a majority of
their players from Tupou College, with composite membership comprised of both current
students and alumni (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004). The success of Tupou
College's band in the second half of the twentieth century demonstrates how Tupou IV
benefited from the contributions of three talented and energetic musicians in his effort to
reinscribe that ensemble as a strong marker of identity for the Wesleyan school from
which he graduated.
Wesleyan schools on other islands earned their own reputations for performance
proficiency within their respective spheres of operation. Mailefihi College established its
band in 1975, providing the primary training ground for band musicians serving Vava'u's
largest FWC congregations in Neiafu and Makave. Its original bandmaster, Tekilati
Palavi, contributed a large number of hiva kakala arrangements to the national band
repertory; these arrangements can be found in the libraries of many bands throughout the
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kingdom.2 Tekilati's son Kitione is the current Mailefihi bandmaster, succeeding his
father in 1995 (Vaha'i, pers. comm., 2 January 2005).
In Ha'apai, the Wesleyan Conference established the Taufa'ahau -Pilolevu
College in 1971. Its band has labored in relative obscurity except for a short period when
Leo Florendo, a Filipino-American Peace Corps volunteer, assumed directorship from
1989-1992. This "backwater" group took the kingdom by storm during the 1990-1992
Heilala Festival competitions, winning top school band honors and earning the right to
tour overseas (Aldred 1997:123).3
The success of these Wesleyan school bands may be due in part to the support
they receive from the large plurality of Tongan population affiliated with the church in
the three major island groups, but they have also benefited greatly from the competencies
of their bandmasters in the modern era. Even with the Tupou family shift of alliance
from the government school to Tupou College in the late 1920s, ending that school's
period of marginalization, its band did not succeed in substantially raising its public
profile until the 1960s, when Tevita Kamitoni emerged as a major force in the school
band community. Mirroring Kamitoni's success on a smaller scale, Tekilati and Kitione
Palavi, as graduates of the Tupou band program, created a solid ensemble at Mailefihi
College due to their combined competencies. After these schools and their directors
2

These indigenous arrangements get disseminated in a number of ways. In this case Palavi's
arrangements initially migrated into other Wesleyan school band libraries andfromthere into the
repertories of community bands with strong Wesleyan affiliations. Mailefihi alumni also brought
these arrangements to the police and army bands. The current Liahona High School bandmaster
is a Mailefihi alumnus; it was not surprising, therefore, to observe a significant number of Palavi
arrangements in Liahona's band folios.
3
As is almost always the case with Tongan bands on tour, fundraising was a central purpose of
this tour. Florendo's band was so successful in this endeavor that they raised most of the funds
needed to construct a new school social hall, which was dedicated in 1996, the school's silver
anniversary (Aldred 1997:108).
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established admirable reputations for their bands, Leo Florendo helped the Taufa'ahauPilolevu College Band to reach the pinnacle of Tongan band performance during his
short time of service. The accomplishments of these bandmasters provide strong
evidence of the power of individuals to enhance the reputation of a band program and to
accrue prestige for its sponsoring school and community.

Secondary schools of the LDS mission
The LDS Church lagged far behind the Wesleyans and Catholics in establishing a
permanent presence in the Tongan islands. After an initial abortive attempt in 1891, the
church was able in 1907 to create an outpost of its Samoan mission on the island of
Vava'u (Britsch 1986:435). Other authors (notably Aldred) have researched and written
in some depth concerning early band developments in both the Wesleyan and Catholic
missions, but have not delved into similar developments during the early years of the
LDS mission. Since American and Canadian LDS missionary journals were not available
for study in Tongan archives, prior researchers may not have been aware of this early
activity.4 Additionally, many LDS missionary journals from that early era have just
recently been added to academic library holdings, largely as a result of preparatory

4

The lack of LDS-related documentation in such places as the Tongan palace archive seems to
have created an "information gap," to the extent that neither 'Alipati Vaea, current palace
historian, nor the late Hon. Ve'ehala, his predecessor, have cited early (pre-Liahona School) LDS
band activity during interviews with non-native scholars researching the band tradition. It is also
possible that before the conspicuous presence of the Liahona campus (opened 1952) most
Tongans considered the LDS Church to be on the extreme periphery of island society and
therefore paid little attention to it.
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research for the June 2007 academic conference held in conjunction with the LDS
Church's one-hundredth anniversary of its permanent presence in the Tongan isles.5
It is apparent from these accumulated journal entries that central church
leadership in Utah (USA) gave LDS missionaries less latitude in decision-making than
their foreign-born Christian counterparts in Tonga. The church sharply defined the chain
of command from Salt Lake City outward into its missions, and a strong sense of
authoritarianism pervaded the church's missions in the Pacific (Toluta'u, pers. comm., 24
August 2007). In addition, LDS mission personnel was considerably more transient than
that of other denominations laboring in the region, with individuals serving for two to
five years as assigned by Salt Lake leadership.
In a sense, early LDS efforts in establishing bands as part of their school
curriculum serve to illustrate the processes of negotiation in a decidedly less affiliative
environment than those presented elsewhere in this study, especially when compared to
the development of the Tonga College Band and its indigenous leadership. The data
culled from extant LDS journals suggest, by way of contrast, that the success of the
government band might well have been due as much to its early direction by Tongan
bandmasters as by its privileged status as the official state ceremonial band. The LDS
documentation might also indirectly shed light on the early marginalization of the
Wesleyan and Catholic school bands. If, like the LDS Church, these denominations
assigned a succession of non-Tongan avocational musicians to direct their bands, that
5

As mentioned in the Acknowledgements section of this dissertation's preface, Viliami Toluta'u,
Associate Professor of Art at Brigham Young University-Hawai'i, was instrumental in contacting
missionary descendants and procuring copies of personal journals for the BYU-Hawai'i Pacific
Archive.
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strategy might account for cycles of success and failure similar to those experienced by
the LDS missionaries, as the documentation shows. An examination of representative
episodes from missionary journals provides insight into early LDS experiences with brass
band implementation.
LDS church leaders initially assigned missionaries to Tonga through the church's
Samoan mission. By the early twentieth century church administrators and educators in
Samoa had already inaugurated bands there and were eager to replicate the practice in
Tonga. Just as Tongan government officials called upon Tonga College's band to
perform for important official occasions, authorities in American Samoa turned to the
Mapusaga LDS school band to enhance that nation's governmental ceremonial functions.
The church also employed school bands to great advantage in strengthening ties among
Samoan communities through malaga intervillage visiting (Britsch 1986:382).
Subsequently the mission president in Samoa assigned Canadian M. Vernon Coombs to
accompany the Mapusaga Band to Tonga in late 1913, ostensibly for similar goodwill
purposes. Disembarking initially on Vava'u, the band played a number of concerts for
both LDS audiences and the general island population. Newel J. Cutler of Snowville,
Utah, one of the young LDS missionaries traveling along with the band to Vava'u where
he had been assigned to commence his mission work, recorded a number of performance
occasions in his personal journal. The Mapusaga Band's first documented performance
in Tonga was on 24 November 1913:
The Band and some of the Elders came out to Ha'alaufuli [Vava'u]. We all went
over and had a look at the new [F]ree [C]hurch the natives were building. At 2
P.M. eat dinner with the Band and Ha'alaufuli Saints under a big tree. After
dinner had a band concert. In the evening held a meeting, after meeting had
a band concert. (Cutler, journal entry, 24 November 1913)
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Cutler recorded three other entries citing evening band concerts on Vava'u, and it is
likely that there were additional undocumented performances during the band's stay on
that island. Elder Coombs6 then accompanied the band to Tongatapu on December 27th,
where it performed a number of concerts, including a command performance for thenPrincess Salote (Toluta'u, pers. comm., 24 August 2007). The band remained on
Tongatapu until 15 January 1914, when its members boarded a New Zealand steamer to
return to Samoa. Mission officials were hopeful that a future Tongan LDS band would
generate similar goodwill and facilitate their proselytizing efforts (ibid.).
The Mapusaga Band visit provided the impetus that would eventually spur the
Vava'u Saints to a sustained fundraising effort in 1917 and 1918, with the aim of
procuring band instruments for the mission's secondary school in Ha'alaufuli. Stirling I.
May, assigned to the newly independent Tongan LDS Mission, was an accomplished
musician who proved eager to initiate Tonga's first LDS band. School personnel ordered
the instruments in April 1918, and they arrived by steamer on 15 June, with Robert
Winward reporting: "all of a sudden at 12:30 A.M. the old boat came. And the best thing
she brot [sic] was the instruments for the band. For which we are all some happy" [sic]
(journal entry, 15 June 1918). Five days later Elders May and Winward convened a band
meeting, where "all got their instraments" [sic] (ibid., journal entry, 20 June 1918).
Initial enthusiasm was apparently quite high, and Tongan students worked hard to learn
the techniques of brass playing and to prepare a rudimentary repertory. Accordingly, in

6

Those unfamiliar with the LDS Church's priesthood hierarchy might find it strange to apply the
title elderto young men in their late teens or early twenties. The term designates a particular
office in the church's all-male lay priesthood, and by tradition the title is used as an ecclesiastical
honorific for male missionaries of all ages.
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early July the wife of Tongan Mission president Willard L. Smith recorded in her journal
events surrounding the couple's return to mission headquarters on Tongatapu:
The band gave us a farewell party... the band boys had had their instruments
only three weeks and they played very well. Some of them played for the dance
at night. It drew large crowds around outside to listen to the harmonious strains.
(Smith, journal entry, 9 July 1918)
It is likely that the early July performance cited above was of an informal nature, but
Winward's journal records a katoanga performance on 12 July that may have constituted
the band's first formal public performance.
One month after its inauguration, the Ha'alaufuli Band experienced a major
challenge. Elder May contracted typhoid fever in mid-July; although he survived the
ordeal, with Elder Winward nursing him back to health, the fledgling band saw its
progress greatly impeded. Elder Winward in turn contracted the disease as a result of his
prolonged exposure, and May was obliged to nurse Winward through his bout with
typhoid. Consequently, Winward's journal records the next documented band rehearsal
on 11 October 1918. Although no extant journals corroborate specific activities of the
band from late 1918 until the time of Stirling May's departure from Tonga in 1921, it is
probable that, under his attentive stewardship, the band functioned continuously
throughout his tenure. Several photographs document a thriving band in 1921; one (fig.
4.1) shows the band with Elder May in front of the mission home, while another (fig. 4.2)
confirms the band's participation in a visit by Elder David O. McKay, at that time a
member of the church's Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, in July 1921.7
7

The LDS Church's central administrative hierarchy includes a council of twelve senior church
leaders known as apostles. Church founder Joseph Smith Jr. (1805-1844) patterned this
leadership council after the group of twelve apostles ordained by Jesus Christ during his mortal
ministry. In his visit to the South Pacific, McKay fulfilled an assignment from church president
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Throughout the first three years of the band's existence, Tonga's LDS
missionaries hoped to duplicate the success the Mapusaga Band experienced in
American Samoa. The next three years (1921-24), however, brought a series of trials that
derailed them from that objective. In examining the missionary journals from that era
available to researchers today, the next references to the Vava'u mission school band
appear in the entries of Reuben M. Wiberg of Salt Lake City. Wiberg's presence in
Tonga apparently overlapped Stirling May's by several months, but Wiberg's earliest
journals have not survived and consequently nothing is known about the two
missionaries' possible interaction. Previous to his assignment to the Tongan mission,
Wiberg had begun service in Samoa in early 1920. He was a cornet player and assumed
directorship of the Ha'alaufuli mission band after May's departure and until his various

Figure 4.1. The Ha'alaufuli LDS School Band in 1921. Photo from BYU-Hawai'i
Pacific Archive. Used by permission.
Heber J. Grant to preach to church converts and train local leaders (Toluta'u, pers. comm., 24
August 2007).
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administrative duties became too cumbersome. Although not all of Wiberg's journals
from his five-year mission have survived, several representative journal entries from the
period help convey the cultural environment in which the Vava'u band operated. One
entry dated 13 March 1922 describes a national holiday observing the birthday
anniversary of Queen Salote's second son:
Our band was hired to furnish the music so most all of the school children left
here early this morning... the band played again this evening for a town club in
the Bouono hall. I went along with the boys to keep them together. I enjoyed the
evening immensely looking on. The club members treated me royally until after
the supper, it then being after 12 o'clock we gathered up our belongings and made
ready to leave: in fact we made our leave and then they came after us claiming
that we agreed to play until 1 o'clock, which was an absolute lie. They were quiet
[sic] anxious to cause trouble, some of them being quiet [sic] badly under liquor
influence. Nevertheless I heeded not their coaxing but took the band away.

Figure 4.2. Ha'alaufuli Band with American LDS administrator David O. McKay
(circled) in 1921. Photo from BYU-Hawai'i Pacific Archive. Used by
permission.
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Wiberg's efforts to "keep them [band members] together" and his inflexibility in
extending their performance indicate his paradigm of tight control.
On other occasions the young elder displayed a commendable spirit of Christian
service. An entry on 25 May 1922 describes an effort to comfort the close associates of a
recently deceased local church member:
Regular band practice day so I only held school until 12 o'clock noon. By
request of the Otea saints, instead of practicing here the band went to Otea to play
- the point in view was to cheer up the family and friends of the lately deceased
Lataheaga.
Other entries document steady activity for the band during this period, resulting in a
raised profile for—and increased interest in—the LDS Church on the island of Vava'u.
All evidence suggests that up to this point, the band aided in the Westernizing and public
relations objectives of the mission, but failed to gear its activities to the intrinsic cultural
objectives of its members and audiences. Because of strict regulation of activities by
North American missionaries, Tongan Latter-day Saints had limited opportunities to
influence the reinscription process for their band.
Wiberg's journal chronicles some typical occasions for band performance,
including steamship arrivals, church conferences, parties and feasts for church members,
and other island-wide celebrations. Some of these entries provide a glimpse of the
inherent tensions between established churches and the upstart American faith. On one
occasion during a semi-annual church conference for the Vava'u Saints in June 1922,
Wiberg describes "a big quarrel that was going on between a few of our saints and the
Free Church preachers over our band playing after their second bell had rung" (journal
entry, 11 June 1922). Such breaches of etiquette would not have sat well with the Free
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Church majority and might have further hampered the missionaries' plans to use the band
for goodwill purposes.
In July 1922 Wiberg recorded the arrival of Lawrence Leavitt and his wife,
acknowledging that their presence greatly enhanced the mission's efforts to include
Western music in its school curriculum. Preparing at that time to transfer responsibility
for the school to the Leavitts so that he could better focus on his mission administrative
responsibilities, Wiberg worked together with Leavitt on creating "a new set of by-laws
for the band" (journal entry, 13 July 1922). One week later Wiberg recorded:
In the p.m. I conducted a business meeting for the reorganization of the band.
Read off a new set of by-laws and had them voted upon. Had quite a bit of
arguing to do but they came my way in each case. Bro. Leavitt was accepted
as band pres. and leader with Taufa and Lolohea as assistants: Lolohea acting
as secretary... had quite a few other little things to bring up in band practice
in the evening. After recopying the by-laws I had each member sign the pledge
on flyleaf of band record and minute book. (Journal entry, 20 July 1922)
The tone of Wiberg's commentary suggests that he and Leavitt composed the band's bylaws without any input from the Tongan assistants named at the meeting. It also seems
evident here that band members were anxious to exercise their agency in charting the
future course of the ensemble. The allusion to "arguing" and the apparent need to coerce
student cooperation proved to be a harbinger of future troubles once Wiberg received his
administrative reassignment.
The mission president transferred Wiberg to Tongatapu in September 1922.
Consequently his journal entries do not chronicle the band's activities for a period of
o

time, but he did return to Vava'u in March 1923 for approximately six months. His

8

Lapses in journal coverage prevent a more precise reporting of Wiberg's time on Vava'u during
this period.
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April journal entries document some band difficulties under Leavitt's leadership, with
disputes arising over ownership of the instruments and directorship of the band. This
particular controversy further illustrates the ambiguities cited earlier in this chapter
concerning attribution of band sponsorship either to specific church congregations or to
affiliated schools. Wiberg's version of the events suggests that the native band members
previously named as assistants, Taufa and Lolohea, sought to assume control of the band
and remove the locus of its operation from the mission school to the local chapel, thereby
circumventing Leavitt's directorship. These ambiguities led Wiberg to press for a
resolution in a lay priesthood meeting:
When I called for a showing of hands of those whom [sic] were willing to give
their interests and equipment pertaining to the band over to the school only four
raised their hands, and when I called for a showing of those whom were not
willing not a hand went up. This was just about the end of my patience and I sure
did give it to them h o t . . . I announced then and there that the band would be
placed in the school immediately . . . also made plane [sic] to them that anyone
who would refere [sic] to the said move at any time after the meeting with
anything but their praise and approval was certainly unworthy of the priesthood.
(Journal entry, 27 April 1923)
Such reports make it clear that by this time both external and internal tensions hindered
the band's ability to fulfill the larger purposes envisioned by mission officials.
Moreover, these records illustrate the types of conflicts that arose when islanders
attempted to seize the band as cultural sign while confronting a paternalistic outsider
authority figure.
Wiberg's journal entries during the interim between April 1923 and June 1924
indicate that the Vava'u mission band experienced a significant turnover of membership,
with Leavitt recruiting replacements from even the primary grades. On 28 June 1924
Wiberg recorded the arrival of the Leavitts and other outer island Saints for a church
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conference in Nuku'alofa. Two days later Wiberg refers to Leavitt's ensemble as the
"miget [midget] band" from Ha'alaufuli. On 1 July Leavitt held an open-air rehearsal,
leading Wiberg to remark: "They are really wonderful; the youngest is about seven years
of age. It sure drew a crowd in a little while." The following day Wiberg recorded: "By
appointment Bro. Leavitt took his infant band down to play for the queen this p.m., but
she was sleeping, so the two young princesses and prince came out to listen" (journal
entry, 2 July 1924).9 On 4 July the "infant band" played "The Star Spangled Banner,"
and during the church's two-week conference period performed publicly on July 7th and
17th. The Vava'u Saints, including Leavitt and his band, departed Tongatapu on 21 July
1924.
Wiberg's subsequent entries throughout the remainder of 1924 mention no further
encounters with the Ha'alaufuli band. He completed his five-year mission in early 1925
and began the journey home, departing Nuku'alofa on 12 January 1925. Relatively little
is known concerning the state of the mission band on Vava'u after Wiberg's departure,
but enthusiasm for the band apparently dwindled between 1924 and 1937, at which time
mission president Emile C. Dunn asked the Vava'u Saints to donate the Ha'alaufuli
school instruments to the mission's newest secondary school in Makeke (Tongatapu), an
unlikely request had the band been actively operating on Vava'u at the time (Britsch
1986:454). Between 1937 and 1952 it is probable that the Makeke school band suffered
the same relative obscurity shared by the Tupou and Apifo'ou bands during the period of
Tonga College's privileged status as official government band. It is also apparent that the
9

Viliami Toluta'u points out that Queen Salote was openly antagonistic to the LDS church during
this period (she later mellowed in her outlook), so that the official report of her napping was
likely a ruse employed in order to avoid meeting the LDS visitors on this occasion (pers. comm.,
24 August 2007).
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Makeke School leadership did not call on Ha'alaufuli Band alumni to lead the new school
band on Tongatapu, relying instead on transient missionaries from the United States and
Canada (Toluta'u, pers. comm., 24 August 2007).
A few years after the church's Liahona College (later renamed Liahona High
School) opened in 1952, school administrators established a band that has maintained
continuous operation from that time forward. In some ways its reputation mirrored that
of the school itself; when the school opened its doors, it was by far the largest and most
modern school campus in the kingdom and generated considerable excitement among the
general population (ibid.:470). By the time Liahona was officially dedicated in late 1953,
Queen Salote's opinion of the LDS church and its Tongan presence had changed so
radically that she spoke at the dedication services, praising the church for "build[ing] up
Christian civilization" (ibid.:471). Seemingly, both the physical and psycho-emotional
relocation of LDS educational facilities spurred a parallel renewal of its commitment to
cultivate a band program. As the church's local population increased, the Liahona Band
fostered good will among the Tongan people, establishing a conspicuous presence on
Education Day, during the opening and closing of Parliament, and as participants in band
competitions.10 During the most recent half-century, indigenous school administrators
have worked with a number of indigenous bandmasters to fully reinscribe the LDS school
band to reflect Tongan performance sensibilities. My fieldwork observations and
interviews confirm that Liahona Band has been among the five most active and visible
school bands during the first eight years of the new millennium.

10

During the 1970s Liahona became the preferred band to greet cruise ships due to its co-ed
membership and American-style baton twirlers (Lavaki, pers. comm., 8 July 2004).
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When the Church Education System opened Saineha High School on Vava'u in
1978, that school also established its own band, although a lack of trained bandmasters in
recent years on that island has created a tenuous existence with reduced numbers of
participants (Lea, interview, 21 June 2004). During my field research period Samisoni
Uasila'a, Saineha principal and Liahona band alumnus, personally assumed brass training
duties after an unsuccessful search for a qualified bandmaster. Saineha Band has
historically provided music for rugby matches and performed in special events in Neiafu,
Vava'u's main port town, but has not traveled to Tongatapu for annual nationwide
competitions since the early 1990s (ibid). Parallels can thus be drawn between this
school and Tonga's smaller Catholic schools, where the desire for band activity is strong
but resources are not consistently available.
In summary, the LDS church's school band program has only been viable for
approximately half a century, even though missionary personnel inaugurated the first
band over ninety years ago. I argue here that the Liahona Band began to transform the
process of bicultural negotiation for LDS band participants when school administration
began to hire Tongan bandmasters in the 1960s. Since that time, the Liahona Band has
represented its school and the Tongan LDS community by performing alongside bands
from Tonga College, Tupou College, and ' Apifo'ou College, among others, to signal that
the LDS Church is a well-established Christian presence in the contemporary kingdom.
After persevering through an initial protracted period of hegemonic control, Tonga's
Latter-day Saints earned the right to exercise their collective agency, with the help of
dedicated band directors, in establishing the Liahona Band as a marker of both Tongan
and LDS identity.
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Centenary Free Weslevan Church - from a cavella singing to band accompaniment
By virtue of Tupou IV s inordinately powerful cultural influence, the members of
Centenary FWC witnessed a historic transition from unaccompanied choir and
congregational singing to the employment of brass accompaniment in worship services.
Tongans had long established a capella singing as the norm for church worship services,
but Tupou I V s innovation led to a transformation of the worship experience, particularly
for the most important observances of the annual liturgical calendar. This new tradition
of instrumental accompaniment further indigenized the use of brass band by relocating it
into the church sanctuary during formal Sunday worship services. This modification also
reinscribed Tongan worship music repertory by creating a stronger distinction between
contemporary Tongan liturgical practices and those of the originating European
denominations. Waterman argues that "every realization of musical norms in
performance carries the potential for purposive or unconscious change; every enactment
of tradition opens tradition to transformation" (1990:8). In Tonga, just as brass band
performances of hiva kakala songs infused that genre with a new sonic and social affect,
brass accompaniment of Christian worship music created a new composite of "social
power, musical sound, poetic rhetoric, and sentiment... woven via performance into
whole experiential cloth" (ibid.: 187). To that end, the addition of brass to weekly
worship in the monarch's "home" church spawned a wave of emulation that encompassed
most of Tonga's Christian denominations by the latter part of the twentieth century.
From the mid-1950s to the present time, the heightened emphasis on brass playing helped
create a symbiotic relationship between schools and church congregations as Sunday
worship services augmented performance opportunities for school brass players, while
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school band programs supplied a steady stream of experienced brass personnel for church
bands. This fortuitous cycle began with the formation of the Maopa Band in 1953.
The Maopa Choir has functioned for decades as the FWC choir representing the
Kolofo'ou district of Nuku'alofa. Feleti Vi, Ve'ehala's great-grandfather, is cited by
many sources as the first director of the a capella Maopa choir after it was given its
current name by Queen Salote. When Tupou IV introduced a small eight-piece brass
ensemble to accompany hymns and anthems in the Saione Church, the practice gained
slow and cautious acceptance over the better part of a decade. Contemporary sources
most often credit Nauata Kapu as the first combination choirmaster-bandmaster in Maopa
directorship succession (Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004), but some writers,
including Aldred, erroneously credit Feleti Vi as the first Maopa bandmaster (Aldred
1997:115). According to Holaki Makasini, Kapu was eminently qualified to lead the
choir but, as the transitional Maopa director of that early band accompaniment era, lacked
some essential skills for directing the band, notably the ability to read Western notation.
Tupou IV has made claims, corroborated by other sources (Makasini, interview, 4
January 2004; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004; Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005),
that as crown prince and brass advocate he involved himself in writing out instrumental
accompaniment parts for FWC hymns and some popular anthems, but Kapu was
incapable of teaching the instrumentalists by any means other than rote repetition
(Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004). Siua 'Amanaki succeeded Kapu as choirmaster
and was the first Maopa director of the modern era to acquire the staff notation literacy
necessary to effectively incorporate brass into the worship service.
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Since 1960, a small cadre of directors has led the Maopa Choir and Band. Sione
Malakamu [Malcolm] Manu, his son Tevita, and nephew Sione have all taken
responsibility for Maopa at intervals over the last forty-five years. From all accounts,
Sione Malakamu (hereafter Malakamu) was the first Maopa choirmaster to exhibit
consistent competency in writing brass parts in Western notation; he also led the band
during the early years of Radio A3Z when annual competitions for band were just
beginning (ibid.).11 Holaki Makasini served as choirmaster from 1967-1972; as an
alumnus of the Tonga College Band he was eminently qualified to fulfill the dual role of
leading both choir and band. One of Makasini's lasting contributions came through the
translation and arranging of English anthems. During his tenure as Maopa director, he
felt the need to expand the anthem repertory that the choir traditionally performed:
I feel it is my responsibility, so what I did, I purchased a lot of English music . . .
I also asked some of my friends in Australia, they gave me heaps of anthems . . .
so I have to translate this music, I feel it is a task for me to do that. And hymns, I
translated a few hymns too. (Ibid.)
In his final year as Maopa director, Makasini tutored young Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu,
then a new member of the Maopa Band. Tu'ipulotu would eventually become the only
other director to alternate duties with the three members of the Manu family. In
discussions with Makasini, Tu'ipulotu, and Sione Manu (also known as Malakamu
Junior), I found that only Makasini could clearly recall his own years of service, since he
functioned only once as Maopa director. All others cited here effectively took turns
leading the choir over nearly a half-century.

Malakamu worked as a police magistrate and was assigned to work on other islands during
several periods during the 1960s and 70s. The other directors mentioned assumed duties while he
was absent from Tongatapu, but deferred to his directorship on his return.
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Viliami Tu'ipulotu (fig. 4.3) was the Maopa Choir director during my fieldwork
period (2004-05), and consequently he served as primary oral historian for my research
concerning brass accompaniment in Tongan churches. As I came to know him through
participating in Maopa Band rehearsals and performances and through a number of
interviews and informal dialogues, I realized that an in-depth examination of his musical
development and career as a lay liturgical music leader would reveal much about the
reinscription process in postcolonial cultural environments. A number of contemporary
Tongan bandsmen I interviewed, including Maopa musicians Holaki Makasini, Maka
Tokotaha, and Filipo Mafi, former Police Band cornetist' Alifeleti Faka'osi, and
ROCOM musical director Ve'ehala, among others, credit Viliami as a major force in
transforming the Tongan brass band sonority during the last quarter of the twentieth
century. His position of influence during his years as director of Maopa, the king's royal
chapel choir, allowed him to transmit his artistic vision through Maopa Band's multiple
in-between spaces as an accompanying ensemble for the Maopa Choir, as a community
band participating in festivals, fundraisers, and national competitions, and as a
component of a larger community ensemble functioning in the 1970s and known as the
Nuku'alofa Trustee Band. What follows is a musical biography of sorts, one that
underscores Bhabha's notion of reinscription in the seizure of the sign and also
illuminates multilayered manifestations of the "transvaluation of the symbolic structure"
of bands in Tonga (1994:193,242) in a process that I characterize as a continuous
refining/reJefining of Tonga's postcolonial identity.
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Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu (hereafter Viliami) was born in 1952 in the Kolofo'ou
(new town) section of Nuku'alofa. During Viliami's formative years he divided his time
between his birth parents and one particular aunt and uncle he now tends to refer to as his
parents (within the Polynesian cultural paradigm of informal adoption):
I was adopted . . . my [adoptive] parents were in the choir. They just only wanted
me to go to school [Tonga College] to play brass . . . that was the thing in those
times, they wanted you to go to school so you could play [in] brass band, then you
come here [to accompany] our choir. (Interview, 3 January 2004)
Viliami's uncle was Tevita 'Ilavalu, second director of the Royal Tongan Police Band
(director 1959-1965). Even before Viliami enrolled at Tonga College, 'Havana exerted a
significant influence upon Viliami's musical development:
[M]y uncle, he wrote, he arranged a lot of Tongan music for the police band,
and they still [are being programmed] on the radio in Tonga... the police
band, old police band [recordings]... I can still hear his voice when he sings
at home. (Ibid.)

Figure 4.3. Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu of the Maopa Choir and Band. Photo by the author.
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This informal training through assimilation proved vitally important to Viliami's musical
development, and he cites it as a fundamental reason why he is extremely confident as a
musical arranger despite his lack of formal instruction in music theory (ibid.).
Viliami recalls that he was able at age five to hear melodies and reproduce them
by ear on his fangufangu nose flute, noting that "nobody taught me, when I played the
flute." Because of his uncle was an experienced bandmaster, Viliami learned Western
notation earlier than most of his peers and also developed an early appreciation for band
music:
[F]rom that time, that was the first, my experience in English [Western] notation.
I grew up in a place [where] there's lots of music, and lots of band instruments,
there is always music around our house . . . then I saw there the band, brass band
. . . when I grew up I loved brass band, I loved music . . . I'm not very good, I'm
not [trained] in music, but I loved [it]. (Ibid.)
His nascent love of music led to a desire to join the school band. Like many prospective
Tongan bandsmen, Viliami aspired to play euphonium, since islanders view that
instrument as second only to solo cornet in melodic importance in Tonga. Bandmasters
historically assigned the most promising players to either solo cornet or euphonium and,
in accordance with family tradition, Viliami gravitated toward the latter instrument.
Fortunately, his early training allowed him to demonstrate the proficiency necessary to
qualify for that assignment in the Tonga College Band. He alludes to an important core
value of brass band participation in Tonga as he describes both the real and symbolic
kinship of band performers:
[T]he people who actually played [in] band, they were like family. The
bandmaster in those times, it's really like a father, with his children . . . very
amazing as I grew up, and I was very young, but I mixed with old[er] people
in those times. They were still playing in the band and, because they [were]
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family... they [were] not family in blood, but they're really family [emotionally]
. . . and that's how the band [was] . . . one of the bandmasters, Tu'ifua, that's the
[best known] director, Tu'ifua, Latu'ila's bandmaster... Sione Tu'ifua was
Latu'ila's [musical] father... I heard a story in those times [that] they work[ed]
together as a team and then, around here, they really are family, actually, much
closer than the blood family... in those years, my uncle played, in my family we
were playing like a tradition, euphonium . . . my grandfather, playing euphonium,
my uncles, even 'Ilavalu's father, he was [a] euphonium [player] . . . and my
uncles, my mother's brothers, they were also playing euphonium .. . myself,
'Ilavalu too . . . I don't know why we do it, I sometimes thought about taking
another instrument... but euphonium, it was a family tradition. (Ibid.)
It is obvious from his comments that his forebears were talented musicians who preferred
euphonium over cornet, sparking a similar desire in young Viliami. The same sense of
family tradition led Viliami to enroll in Tonga College to participate in its band.
Although no longer the official government ceremonial band, the ensemble still
commanded great respect among school music programs.
Viliami often mentions his lack of formal training beyond what he learned during
his years in the Tonga College Band, but recognizes he has developed a high level of
competency as a musical arranger by virtue of both innate talent and composite
experience. Under the tutelage of highly regarded Tonga College bandmaster Latu'ila
Tonga (b. 1930), Viliami began to arrange familiar music for brass band in his teenage
years:
I did arrangements, but people asked, "How do you do it?" . . . I don't know,
all I know [is] I [could] do i t . . . I still remember my first arrangement, it was a
hymn in Tongan, we call it "Fie Mua," meaning "Lord I bless Thee." And I
did that arrangement, one day I walked in before we start[ed] the band rehearsal, I
walk[ed] up to Latu'ila and said, "Latu'ila, this is my first arrangement. Can
you play it so we can hear it?" He said, "Sure" . . . and then we played it. . .
but years before it, many [times] after band [rehearsal], I just walked in to the
old man, and asked something, "How do you do that?" And he explained those
things . . . I learned a piece each day, I collected] [that knowledge], and then I put
the pieces [together]... the very first time that they read [my arrangement], and
after that arrangement, and some more music I arranged, and [up to] the time I
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finished school, this time here, in my tenth grade, and then eleventh grade, twelfth
grade . . . All those years I did arrangements, of Tongan music, love songs,
hymns. (Ibid.)
These early arranging experiences prepared Viliami for his later seminal work in
indigenizing Western sacred music and also in creating instrumental arrangements of
hiva kakala songs. He also acquired solid competency in band conducting during his
high school years:
And after a time, when the old man [Latu'ila] comes, he only does the pieces for
the [school] assembly the next morning, one march and a hymn, and after that I
[would] take the band the rest of the band rehearsal... That's how I [learned to]
conduct the band, and the great clef, I learned it in treble. (Ibid.)
Due to Viliami's characterization of the brass band as surrogate family, during interviews
and other dialogues he has consistently expressed gratitude for these formative
experiences and for Latu'ila Tonga as a second musical "father" in addition to his Uncle
Tevita.
Graduating from Tonga College in 1971, Viliami joined the Maopa Band in 1972.
After the Kolomotu'a Choir began to utilize band accompaniment in 1967, the personnel
of the Maopa and Kolomotu'a bands eventually joined forces to create the Nuku'alofa
Trustee Band, which became the largest community band in the kingdom. In addition to
performing for secular "special events," including the annual band competition, the band
maintained a central objective of training young bandsmen to participate in Sunday
services for the combined congregations of Kolofo'ou and Kolomotu'a. FWC lay
administrators entrusted Viliami with directorship of this band in 1974, when he was just
twenty-two years old. Viliami relates that he felt well prepared to lead the band at the
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time, but many bandsmen, being older than their director, greeted his early tenure
skeptically:
[M]ight be I was too young [in their eyes] to do it. But what convinced them
[was] the music I arranged in those times, and maybe there [was] a power in the
music, making them s t a y . . . If I didn't do this, this arranging, I think they
[would have] thrown me out from the band. I did those arrangements in 1974, or
'75, these kind of arrangements, they never did here [previously], even the old
bandmasters, they never [did these types of] arrangements . . . it's a medley, it's a
march medley starting with "Nepituno" [a Queen Salote hiva kakala
composition]. And "Nepituno"—in the trio I put a very simple tune composed by
one of the local people, talking about Emancipation Day . . . that old man has
composed a simple tune for [the occasion], and I [took] this piece and fit it in the
trio of "Nepituno" . . . actually I didn't know how I did it, but in those times it
was very successful, and that [convinced] those older people to sit back, and they
said "Okay—he can stay." (Ibid.)
It is apparent from Viliami's description of events from the period that his manifestation
of skill (faiva) in musical arranging generated a level of respect (faka 'apa 'apa) that led to
his eventual acceptance as a young—but demonstrably talented—bandmaster.
In 1976 Sione Malekamu Manu, then Maopa choirmaster, received a work
assignment that required him to relocate to Vava'u for a time. Viliami, continuing in his
stewardship with the trustee band, assumed directorship of both the Maopa choir and its
band. During most of the intervening years (1976-2005), Viliami retained primary
stewardship for the band, even when Manu subsequently returned to Tongatapu.

In

total, Viliami led the Royal Maopa Band for nearly thirty years, subtly but unmistakably
influencing many of those who carry forward the band tradition today. He directed the
band in many of its annual competition appearances, often leading it to first place honors

Throughout this period, Viliami assumed choir leadership whenever a member of the Manu
clan was unavailable to serve (ibid.).
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in the community band division.

During our dialogues, Viliami recalled two particular

competition highlights fondly: his composition in 1983 of a march entitled "Heilala
March," in which he inserted a hymn tune as a quodlibet in the trio section and, in 1984,
his arrangement of "Mohokoe," one of Queen Salote's hiva kakala songs, as a march.
Each of these arrangements contributed greatly to Maopa's first-place finishes in those
years (ibid).14
Viliami echoes many Tongan bandsmen in citing Sione Tu'ifua of Tonga College
as a major force in the twentieth-century band movement, but firmly believes that the
Tu'ifua legacy of near-constant fortissimo playing and excessively forceful tonguing
articulation ran counter to the needs of church choirs once Tupou IV introduced brass
accompaniment practices. No alternate models of brass performance aesthetics existed in
the kingdom during the mid-century era, since the directors of Tonga's few extant school
bands almost uniformly emulated Tu'ifua's style—even the police band filled its ranks
largely with Tonga College alumni (Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004). Latu'ila
Tonga, Tu'ifua's successor, continued the tradition well into the next generation,
meaning that Tu'ifua and Tonga trained many of the kingdom's school and churchcommunity bandmasters, including the first seven police band conductors who served
from 1953-1997 (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005). Striving to free himself

Viliami would sometimes assume responsibility for choosing contest repertory (often arranging
or adapting it himself) and preparing the band through rigorous rehearsal, only to defer to the
Maopa choirmaster to conduct the actual competition performance. Accordingly, the A3Z
archive print documentation credits Tevita Malekamu Manu as Maopa band conductor for the
band contestsfrom1983-85.
14
Viliami entered an original composition in the 1990 band contest commemorating the silver
jubilee of Tupou IV's reign. The jubilee committee sponsored a supplementary competition for
original works to be entitled "Siupeli Siliva" (Silver Jubilee); Viliami's piece won second prize in
the community band division (Linkels 1994b: 11).
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from this lockstep environment, Viliami sought to establish a better melding of vocal and
instrumental elements in worship music. He found inspiration through a number of
sources. Throughout the 1960s A3Z acquired a smattering of band recordings from
Europe and Australia; although collectively they made little initial impact (Petelo,
interview, 29 December 2003), these recordings did plant seeds of an evolving aesthetic
in Viliami's mind and prepared him for a profound encounter in 1974 (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 3 January 2004).
Viliami's most transformative musical experience commenced with the first of
two performance tours by the Hurstville (Australia) Salvation Army Band in August
1974 15 nphe visiting band introduced the British-style brass aesthetic of warm and wellblended brass timbres, and Viliami immediately perceived its suitability for choir
accompaniment:
[T]he sound they brought, it's really like an organ . . . then, I transformed my
band, I don't know how, but I did transform my band [through emulation] . . . but
most other bands and bandmasters, they were not pleased with me . . . I had
people say "no, this is fiefoto [pretentious or 'uppity'], but I knew it was the right
way of doing band . . . it sounds beautiful, you know? (Ibid.)
Viliami cites this first encounter with a live, rather than recorded, British-style sonority as
the catalyst for his subsequent efforts to "soften" the Tongan brass sound.
The Hurstville band toured Tonga again in August 1976. By then Viliami had
dedicated himself to the task of transforming the Tongan brass aesthetic, most
particularly in the context of formal worship music.16 Concerning his early endeavors to

According to Ve'ehala, Tupou IV had become familiar with this band through his visits to
Salvationist church services in Australia and, subsequently, extended a personal invitation for the
band to travel to Tonga and perform for his people (interview, 7 January 2008).
Viliami also cites access to Mormon Tabernacle Choir radio broadcasts as an important factor
in shaping his reformed choral aesthetic during the same period (ibid.).
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counter the long-standing tone production and articulation style established by Sione
Tu'ifua and his proteges, Viliami was consistent during the course of several interviews
in characterizing his peers' collective reaction, stating that "they hated me—they really
hated what I was doing with my band" (ibid.). Despite this animosity and the thinly
veiled criticism that accompanied it, Viliami remained true to his conviction that this
transformation was both necessary and highly desirable.
Viliami discovered that his effort to emulate the sound of the Hurstville band also
served to ameliorate balance problems between the Maopa choir and band in joint
performance. In his opinion, during the early years of Tupou I V s experiment with brass
accompaniment, the Tongan way of playing brass with heavy tonguing and forceful tone
created a tendency in the choir to overcompensate with louder vocal dynamics, thereby
straining and fatiguing most voices. The effort to subdue the sound of Tongan brass,
bringing it more into line with the sonority of the visiting Australian band, significantly
reduced this need for vocal overcompensation.17 Viliami recalls that it took the better
part of a decade before key individuals came around to his way of thinking. The process
of change accelerated throughout the 1980s, aided by the overseas training of prominent
Tongan musicians Pelikani Taumoepeau (trained at Kneller Hall [U.K.] 1972-76),
Ve'ehala (trained in Australia 1982-84), and Siosiua Faka'osi (in Australia 1983-85).
Viliami describes a particular moment in his life when he knew the Tongan brass
tradition had largely come into alignment with his redefined aesthetic values:

A3Z recorded key Hurstville Band performances in 1974 and 1976, broadcasting these
recordings intermittently as part of its programming. This meant that the Australian band's
model of British sonority remained available for ongoing reference.
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In nineteen eighties, I think... I was sitting here, and I watched the TV. That
was the new year, and the TV was [broadcasting] a concert by the police band in
Hawai'i, with Faka'osi [bandmaster Siosiua Faka'osi - 1989 Pacific Basin Music
Festival]... I remember, I was trying to get the phone to ring where he was. That
concert was beautiful, beautiful... I know that Siua was trying really his best, in
those times. (Ibid.)18
It was obvious during our conversations that Viliami felt greatly vindicated by the
gradual acceptance of this reformed aesthetic, especially when the kingdom's
professional bands adopted and modeled this increasingly nuanced brass sound.
By the time the ROCOM band established its British brass instrumentation in the
early 1990s, led by the Honorable Ve'ehala (himself a protege of Viliami Tu'ipulotu), the
metamorphosis was nearly complete. Viliami wielded significant influence in the process
due to the preferred status of Maopa choir-band as the royal chapel musicians. The
nature of this patronage elevated the Maopa Band—and its directors—to a level of
influence nearly equal to that of the two government-subsidized bands during the late
twentieth century. Consequently Viliami can be linked with the police band's two most
influential directors, Pelikani Taumoepeau and Siosiua Faka'osi, as well as ROCOM
director Ve'ehala, in creating a new paradigm of brass performance in Tonga.1

Faka'osi's son 'Alifeleti, a former Police Band cornetist, remembers that his father, as a
protege of Tonga College's Sione Tu'ifua, initially resisted Viliami's reformed aesthetic, but
"came around" after Faka'osi sought out musical training in Australia during the early 1980s. In
retrospect, 'Alifeleti regrets that the police band persisted in the "old school sound" for an
additional decade until the mid-1980s, acknowledging that Viliami was "ahead of the curve" (A.
Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
The Maopa band consistently won first or second prize in the community division of the annual

band competition throughout the 1980s and 90s. During that span Viliami played a central role in
the band's success, either as director for the competition program or as creator of featured
musical arrangements conducted by other Maopa directors. There is little doubt that the evolved
brass aesthetic suited the sensibilities of foreign adjudicators who were routinely invited to serve
alongside prominent Tongan bandmasters in judging annual band contests during those two
decades (Aldred 1997:86).
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Viliami's pioneering role in transvaluating the brass band's symbolic structure
illustrates several facets of negotiation processes within the in-between spaces of
postcolonialism. First, he evaluated a new model—in this case, the live performances of
an Australian Salvation Army band—and assessed the potential benefits of emulating that
model in certain respects. Second, after deciding to act, he implemented a plan to
transmit those perceived benefits to his associates in the Maopa Band, through rehearsals
and performances, in multiple iterations of a disjunctive present. Third, he maintained
his convictions concerning those benefits in the face of overt criticism and skepticism
from the larger Tongan community. Fourth, he persisted until his direct associates caught
the vision of the reinscribed practice. Finally, he emboldened key peers, through
Maopa's new indigenous model of redefined Tongan band aesthetics, to join in a
widespread adoption of this new aesthetic.
I stress here that Viliami did not pursue this path with the objective of making
Maopa's sound more acceptable to Western ears; in other words, while working in a
postcolonial environment, he did not act based on either active or passive ideological
hegemony. To the contrary, he acted despite his anticipation of attempted psychological
hegemony on the part of those who were accustomed to the traditional Tongan brass
sound. He initiated this course of action because he liked the new model of sonority and
found it aesthetically gratifying. Even more importantly, he grasped how this type of
subtly nuanced brass sonority could improve the composite sound of joint choir-band
performance, enhancing listener's perceptions offaiva (skill) in that specific context
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004). This example of recent musical transvaluation
in Tonga clearly illustrates that some aesthetic changes might seem at first glance to
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reflect a movement toward Western values and, in that sense, a cfe-indigenization. I
argue, however, that such assessments are superficial and do not account for the
increased psychological self-determination of indigenous peoples as they exercise their
agency in the postcolonial era. Viliami Tu'ipulotu and his peers reinscribe their
traditions as they see fit in order to meet the changing social and cultural needs of their
society. In a dynamic postcolonial culture, these strategic decisions shape key
transvaluations intended to improve the quality of life within that culture.
Other notable efforts in affecting meaningful transvaluations occurred during the
same period. The combined efforts of Viliami Tu'ipulotu, Holaki Makasini, and the three
Manus spurred the Maopa Choir and Band to realize Tupou IV's vision of bringing brass
accompaniment into FWC worship. A period of gradual psychological acclimation
ensued during the late 1950s and early 1960s, after which the musicians of other
congregations began to expand the practice to encompass many of Tonga's churches
during the last third of the twentieth century. An exhaustive review of these enactments
is not practical here, but the next two sections of the chapter illuminate the overall
process through a discussion of representative churches from a variety of contemporary
Tongan denominations. The first of these sections presents the adoption of brass in
Tonga's Catholic churches as part of the larger set of substantial changes in Catholic
worship resulting from the church's sweeping policy revisions now known familiarly as
Vatican II. Following that discussion, I broaden my perspective to consider the practice
of brass accompaniment in other Tongan churches during the most recent half century.
In this expanded context I again point out individual agency at work in relocating and
reinscribing what was by this time in Tonga a fully seized sign of Western modernity.
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Brass bands and musical change in Tonga's post-Vatican II Catholic liturgical environment
Catholic churches did not initially replicate the new Wesleyan accompaniment
practices, for several reasons. Prior to Vatican II, Tongan Catholic churches observed the
worldwide tradition of using Latin in their formal worship services and employed only
the most conservative musical practices of the worldwide church in that context
(Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). The Catholic liturgy did not incorporate
congregational singing to the same degree as the kingdom's Protestant churches; when
either the choir or congregation sang in Tongan parishes, they adhered to the a capella
tradition of choral performance long established in the islands. The well-documented
Tongan Catholic ambivalence concerning the majority Protestant population created a
social environment in which it was natural for Catholics to resist any imitation of
Protestant worship practices, but eventually, as the policies of Vatican II took effect,
Tonga's larger Catholic parishes adopted—or at least experimented with—the use of
brass ensembles to accompany both choir and congregation (ibid.).20
As old animosities gradually died out, St. Michael's parish in Lapaha established
a band in 1981. According to Ve'ehala, the bandmaster encountered problems while
attempting to integrate the winds into the flow of the service, and the band's progress
sputtered for a time. The parish's instruments subsequently migrated first to Apifo'ou
and then to Houma parish, where they are played irregularly today (ibid.). About a
decade later, buoyed by the support of young players from the Takuilau College Band,
and with access to that school's relatively new instruments, St. Michael's did manage to
20

During the 1950s and 60s it is likely that some Tongan Catholics, as traditional supporters of
the Tu'i Tonga chiefly line, still defined their recalcitrance as an effort to resist change initiated
by the Tupou dynasty of the Tu'i Kanokupolu line. After Vatican II this attitude slowly
dissipated and now is nearly non-existent (ibid.).
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revive its band in the 1990s and presently uses two contingents from the complete band
membership to accompany both the 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. Sunday morning services
('Akau'ola, interview, 11 July 2004).
Since 1980 the Houma parish, which serves as Ve'ehala's "home" church in the
district for which he has responsibility, has utilized brass on special occasions within the
annual liturgical calendar but faces challenges with aging instruments and their
associated maintenance needs (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). The Ma'ofanga
parish, although located in close proximity to the Apifo'ou secondary school, has not
sought to include brass accompaniment in their regular mass celebrations.21 The Catholic
church musicians that I interviewed, however, still consider Tonga's four largest Catholic
parishes—Lapaha (St. Michael's), Nuku'alofa (Tonga Basilica), Ma'ofanga, and
Houma—to be active sponsors of brass bands, even though St. Michael's is the only one
that endeavors to include brass regularly in Sunday mass services. Mirroring the
circumstances of Tonga's rural Catholic schools discussed earlier in this chapter, the
scarcity of human and/or financial resources certainly contributes to the irregular use of
brass in most parishes ('Akau'ola, interview, 11 July 2004). In the final analysis,
however, there is a prevailing feeling that brass performance is valued generally in the
contemporary Catholic Church, but such performance is much more integral to special
celebrations like seasonal Easter and Christmas observances, other Catholic festivals, and
As another indicator of the general Catholic ambivalence toward brass in the Sunday mass
context, I personally observed a 10:00 a.m. service in the Basilica at Nuku'alofa, the secondlargest parish in the kingdom, on the Sunday before Christmas in 2003. This last Sunday of
Advent is considered to be one of the most important in the Catholic liturgical calendar, yet the
congregation and choir sang a capella throughout, with the choir director employing a Hohner
melodica (a blown reed aerophone also known as "keyboard harmonica") to establish beginning
pitches.
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special commemorations within the Tongan Catholic community, than for the weekly
Sunday mass service itself.
This attitude reveals an important truth about both transvaluation and reinscription
in identity construction. My dialogues with Catholic band musicians make it obvious that
they feel they have participated in the processes of change as fully as the musicians of
Centenary Church and other Wesleyan congregations. For these Catholics, such changes
represent a qualitative, rather than quantitative, transformation in worship practice. Put
another way, they feel that Catholics have reinscribed their worship practices through the
inclusion of brass to the same degree that Wesleyans have. Although these musicians are
certainly aware of a disparity in the frequency of brass performances among the most
active Catholic and FWC ensembles, fundamentally they see their church as an equal coparticipant in the change process (Falemaka, pers. comm., 5 September 2005; Ve'ehala,
interview, 30 July 2005; Falekaono, interview, 2 September 2005).
Because the timing of incremental brass adoption coincided with the radical
changes brought about by Vatican II, it is most instructive within this study to consider
the post-1970 reinscription process as a whole as it impacts the symbolic structures of
Tongan Catholicism. Incorporation of brass accompaniment was concurrent with both
the development of a vernacular Tongan Catholic hymnody and changes to the overall
structure of the mass service (Falekaono, interview, 2 September 2005). It is possible to
track these changes by examining the career of Sofele Kakala (1916-1991), Tonga's
preeminent Catholic liturgical music composer in the twentieth century. Just as a detailed
assessment of Viliami Tu'ipulotu's musical career illuminated important dimensions of
postcolonial identity construction in the Wesleyan setting, a similar analysis of Sofele's
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cultural contributions within the framework of the Tongan Catholic environment yields
additional insights concerning the power of individual agency in molding cultural
transformations.
Sofele Kakala (fig. 4.4) was born in the village of Lapaha on 23 March 1916. He
attended Catholic primary school and the Apifo'ou secondary school at Ma'ofanga,
where he was a member of the choir and brass band. Sofele's brass training manifested
itself in his music in several ways. First, his intensive exposure, through Western band
literature, to a richer harmonic vocabulary than was experienced by the typical Tongan
pulotu (poet-composer) and his assimilation of these harmonic practices appears in both
his secular hiva kakala musical settings and his liturgical music. Second, Sofele's
exposure to Western notation, occurring exclusively through instrumental study,

Figure 4.4. Sofele Kakala, Catholic liturgical musician and educator. Photo
courtesy of Leipi Falemaka. Used by permission.
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established a strong foundation for his later creative accomplishments.

Sofele received

his band training during the early 1930s at Apifo'ou Catholic School, an education that
allowed him to serve later in his professional career as choirmaster at the same school.
Staff notation literacy made it possible for Sofele to hear and notate melodies as sung to
him by musical collaborators, to incorporate brass into the Catholic worship service after
the practice was popularized in the FWC Church,23 and to create the sacred music
collection entitled Vikia 'a e 'Eiki ("Praise to the Lord"), published by the Tongan
diocese in 1981 (Falekaono, interview, 2 September 2005). This last accomplishment led
to the documentation and preservation of a nascent body of indigenous Catholic
hymnody, including many contributions by Sofele himself.
Sofele's reputation extended far beyond St. Michael's Church in Lapaha and the
school at Apifo'ou. He was one of a select few musicians that Queen Salote entrusted
with the task of creating musical settings for her poetry. One highly regarded example of
their collaboration is '"Upe 'o Manumataongo," a lullaby composed for her eldest
grandson, who recently became Tonga's fifth monarch, King Siaosi Tupou V (Kaeppler
2004:208). Several of my fieldwork sources have commented on the sophistication of
Sofele's musical setting for the poem, and it remains a popular favorite to this day. He
also composed and arranged music for his high school choral groups, first at Apifo'ou

22

There have been only two historical contexts for learning staff notation in Tonga—band
participation or piano instruction—with the latter being the near-exclusive province of royalty
and nobility.
23
Viliami Falekaono notes that when Sofele initiated brass accompaniment at St. Michael's in the
early 1980s, he preferred smaller ensembles—one brass player per part if competencies
permitted. In Sofele's mind, this approach minimized balance problems between choir and
instrumental accompaniment. This paradigm stands in sharp contrast with the Maopa conductors'
aspiration to maintain a full British brass band contingent of twenty-six brass (interview, 2
September 2005).
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and later at Tonga High School, giving them a clear advantage in the annual school
choral competition:
There used to be an intercollegiate music festival, a competition. Apifo'ou used
to win all the time, because his music was new, and the song was kind of a brand
new tune, and nobody can compare. Other schools, they were a little bit behind
[in] making the harmony and the rhythm. (Falekaono, interview, 2 September
2005)
Sofele's innate musical gifts, his training in the Apifo'ou school and his extensive career
as secular composer and music educator prepared him for the creative opportunities that
would come in the 1960s as a result of Vatican II.
By the time Catholic reforms had transformed the nature of formal worship in the
worldwide church, Sofele Kakala was a mature and highly respected composer, music
educator, and church choirmaster (ibid.). After concluding his forty-year teaching career
in 1975, he was appointed by Tonga's bishop to serve as music supervisor for the entire
diocese of Tonga, while continuing to serve as music director at St. Michael's Church
(Falemaka, pers. comm., 5 September 2005). In these dual capacities he greatly
influenced the proliferation of indigenous Tongan Catholic hymnody:
I should say in liturgical music Sofele was there. And in 1964, that's when
Vatican II came out, it opened up to the Tongan language. And then Sofele came
in with his music, and he became the man with the music, and the liturgical
music, he has to say yes before it goes to the people. (Falekaono, interview, 2
September 2005)
I discuss some specific liturgical compositions and their indigenous characteristics in
chapter 6, but several dimensions of Sofele's brass band training warrant discussion here,
as that training has impacted perhaps his greatest contribution to Tongan Catholic music,
the print music publication Vikia 'a e 'Eiki.

Ill

In perusing this hymn collection and looking for demonstrable Tongan musical
characteristics, I first observed Sofele's method of notating tenor and bass parts in treble
clef (intended to be sounded down one octave). This musical strategy derives from his
brass band training, since bands in Tonga employ the British practice of notating all brass
instruments, from highest cornet to lowest bass tuba, in the treble clef. This practice
makes it easier for amateur musicians to learn one clef and one fingering system for all
valved brass instruments. Viliami Falekaono, Sofele's former student protege and
current music co-supervisor in the Tongan Diocese, informs me that this is the only type
of staff notation Sofele learned, and he employed it in this hymnbook as an aid to those
who might not be familiar with tu 'ungafasi number notation (ibid.). This editorial
decision is a clear example of indigenous agency in the context of documentation and
transmission choices. In the preface to Vikia 'a e 'Eiki, Sofele states his overarching aim:
It is important to have uniformity in liturgical hymns and m u s i c . . . the benefit
of stressing this kind of unity is that we can join in singing with our brethren both
in Tonga and overseas. This is the main purpose of the book and it is a source of
joy that our Catholic people will be brought together even though they may not
have met. (Kakala 1981:viii)
Sofele's comments indicate that he was not primarily focused on documentation, but the
publication nevertheless achieved that end. Moreover, his personal vision of
"uniformity" in sacred music performance was not necessarily a widely held Tongan
notion at that time, but Sofele's individual agency provided a model that subsequently
influenced other musicians of the contemporary era to think along those lines (Ve'ehala,
interview, 30 July 2005). Particularly in the realm of church brass bands, there are more
bandmasters building permanent libraries of anthem arrangements today than during
earlier eras, when band musicians tended to discard instrumental parts after using them in
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performance and then had to recreate arrangements for each subsequent performance
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 August 2005). Sofele's groundbreaking Western notation
publication may well have inspired his church musician colleagues to emulate his
example (Falekaono, interview, 2 September 2005).
An examination of Vikia 'a e 'Eiki reveals a number of Sofele's creative
contributions, which include pre-existing melodies with new harmonizations, Tongan
translations of Latin liturgical texts, and original compositions. The Tongan subtitle of
the book translates as "Hymnbook of the Diocese of Tonga," and it presents 232 hymns
or mass sections in Western S ATB notation, albeit with tenor and bass in treble clef.
Sofele's multiple creative roles included composer, arranger, lyricist, and translator (see
fig. 4.5). Of the total 128 entries that directly acknowledge Sofele in some creative role,
it is clear that no less than thirty-seven include original music by him. It is reasonable to
assume that some (if not all) of the thirty-one hymns simply attributed to "S. K." also
include original—and therefore indigenous—music writing.
As Sofele's protege, Viliami Falekaono remembers that both secular and sacred
compositions by his mentor displayed a more march-like character than those of Sofele's
contemporaries. Since most of Sofele's peers had a string band background rather than
school brass band training, Falekaono cites this divergence as a central factor in the
distinctive sound of Sofele's musical writing (interview, 2 September 2005).24 Moving
beyond the indirect stylistic influences of his brass background, it is important to note
24

In the wider sphere of Tongan musical training, string bands use a less formalized mode of
instruction compared to brass bands. In addition, staff notation literacy is not required for string
band players, instrumental accompaniment is moreflexible,and, in most cases, compositions
have a discernibly vocal orientation. Historically, a greater percentage of Tongan composers
claim an informal string band background rather than a formal brass band heritage (ibid.).
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that, although the general public acknowledges Sofele almost exclusively as a composer
of hiva kakala songs and sacred choral music, he also wrote compositions and
arrangements for band.
A highly noteworthy event documented in the A3Z archive represents the
crowning achievement in Sofele's remarkable career and illustrates the considerable
breadth of his musicianship. On 2 December 1986, the Tongan Diocese commemorated

Printed attribution
"Words & music by S. K[akala]"

No. of entries
25

17

"Music by S.K[akala]"

13

"Tongan words with mus. by S.K."
TOTAL WITH CLEAR MUSIC COMPOSITION
ATTRIBUTION TO SOFELE KAKALA

7
37

"Rearr. with Tongan words by S.K."
"Old tune, rearr. S.K."

1
10

"Adapted by S.K."

7

"Trad., arr. S.K."

7

"Arr.byS.K."

16

"Rearr. S.K."

10

TOTAL CREDITING KAKALA
AS MUSICAL ARRANGER

51

"S.K."

31

(Kakala's creative role unclear)
"Tongan words by S.K."

9

(Kakala's music composition role unclear)
Figure 4.5. Authorship attributions as printed in Vikia 'ae 'Eiki (1981).
For convenience, I combined in these first two categories entries attributed to 'S. K.' with
entries attributed to 'S. Kakala,' since the volume used those abbreviations interchangeably.
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the centennial of its permanent secondary school at Apifo'ou with a gala concert
featuring the choir of St. Michael's (listed in the program as the "Lapaha Choir") and a
contingent from the Takuilau College Band. In addition to noting his service in
conducting the choir and band, the printed program credits Sofele with six of the eleven
selections for the evening. The first selection, '"Uluaki Senituli Ako Katolika 'o Tonga"
(First Centenary of the Tongan Catholic School), was a premiere work that Sofele
composed especially for the occasion (ibid.). The program lists Sofele's 1978
composition "Tue tue tue tue" (Praise, Praise, Praise, Praise) as the second selection,
followed by his 1984 work "Fiefia Aleluia" (Glad Alleluia) and "Si'a Finesola" (roughly
translated as "Esteemed Newcomer"), composed in 1965. After two final choir selections
by other composers, Sofele featured the Takuilau school band in an instrumental
performance of a 1924 composition entitled '"Apifo'ou Waltz," arranged especially for
the occasion, following it up with his original composition "Takuilau ABC March"
(Kakala 1984) before concluding with three foreign selections that included "When the
Saints Go Marching In." The Tongan text at the end of the printed program reveals
careful planning for the event. An English translation follows:
Sixteen singers were chosen from the Lapaha Choir to participate; four were taken
from each of the parts (Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass). In addition to [those
singers] ten were selected from the brass band of Takuilau College to participate
in this program to provide accompaniment for the songs. We also recorded
selections by the Takuilau Band alone.
We wish to express our gratitude and thanks to the manager and staff of the
Tonga Broadcasting Commission. They responded to the beginnings of a
sweeping wave that has emerged into a tidal wave of a celebration, aiding us in
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making this a true celebration or katoanga. Respectfully, the Music Committee of
the Catholic Church.26
In addition to this centenary concert, the extended 1986 celebration also spotlighted a
new Tongan-language mass by Sofele (Falekaono, interview, 2 September 2005). Given
Sofele's considerable accomplishments, it is perhaps not surprising that Pope Paul VI
bestowed a papal knighthood upon him in 1986 in conjunction with the centennial
commemoration (Falemaka, pers. comm., 5 September 2005).
In contemporary Tongan Catholic worship, rarely can one encounter a Sunday
service in any parish of the kingdom that does not include Sofele's music to some degree.
Nearly seventeen years after his death, his legacy seems likely to endure, based on the
depth and breadth of his contributions to Catholic liturgical music during the last four
decades. As Viliami Falekaono characterizes Sofele's inspirational impact in the late
twentieth century Tongan Catholic Church: "He was the right man in the right place at
the right time" (ibid.). If Falekaono's assessment is correct, Sofele's brass band training
was the right preparation for his later accomplishments in life. Further, Sofele's career
provides a vivid example of individual agency working within the in-between spaces of
utterance, in this case creating a Tongan reinscription of the broader international postVatican II Catholic aims and objectives. This reinscription effectively incorporates the
Tongan ethos by contributing original compositions that engender respect, loyalty, and
obligation to God, and that also create mafana in Tongan Catholic hearts through the
combined communicative power of music and text. Sofele's encouragement of brass
accompaniment to the fullest practical extent represents another effort to enhance
26

From a printed program inserted into a reel-to-reel tape storage box in A3Z archive; English
translation by Sia Tonga.
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emotional affect. Expanding on my consideration of Sofele's individual agency to once
again broadly consider Tongan Catholicism and its episodes of disjunctive presents since
Vatican II, there are—and should be—discernible differences between Catholic and
Protestant utterance in postcolonial Tonga, for "each repetition of the sign of modernity is
different, specific to its historical and cultural conditions of enunciation" (Bhabha
1994:247). The following discussion affirms that truth as it highlights selected
representative efforts to reinscribe the brass band in affiliation with late twentieth-century
Tongan churches.

Proliferation of brass accompaniment in Tonga's churches - a synopsis
After the Maopa Choir began including brass in church worship, other
congregations and choirs replicated the practice on a number of islands within the
kingdom, thereby creating a new cultural trend that amplified the role of brass in defining
Tonga's unique identity. As I conducted ethnographic interviews in the field, I found
substantial corroboration of late twentieth-century church band activity as described by
Aldred; this present work seeks to update her earlier discussion. My research, conducted
roughly a decade after hers, suggests that many churches sought to emulate Maopa's
practice of brass accompaniment for their Sunday services from 1966 onward, but found
it extremely challenging to sustain a consistent level of participation and support.
Consequently, a number of village churches maintain instrument inventories and call
upon brass players for special occasions, but do not utilize brass for weekly services.
In addition to considering anecdotal evidence from field interviews, I have looked
to the archives of A3Z to gain a broader sense of the relative levels of exposure and
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activity among Tonga's church choirs and bands during the past four decades. The body
of accumulated data suggests that a majority of Tongan community churches presently
have a band identified specifically with them, even though in many congregations the
band performs only a few times each year. This indicates that a community-level sense
of band "ownership" is important for local identity construction in contemporary Tonga,
constituting another "seizure of the sign" that is seemingly not linked to an arbitrary level
of annual activity, as the discussion of Catholic bands made clear. Consideration here of
a few representative community congregations and their bands helps to illuminate this
trend.
Contemporary musicians cite the Haveluloto FWC as the second congregation in
the kingdom to employ brass to accompany its choir (P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4
January 2004; Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September
2005). Its founder, Pelikani Taumoepeau, performed as cornetist during the early years
of the Maopa Band during the early 1960s and developed a personal conviction
concerning the benefits of brass accompaniment. He began incorporating brass in
Haveluloto during 1966 at the request of the Honorable Fielakepa, hereditary noble in
that district of Tongatapu (P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January 2004). Other FWC
congregations followed suit throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s, but instruments
and personnel rosters proved difficult to maintain; consequently relatively few churches
today have succeeded in establishing regular weekly participation by brass
accompaniment groups, although many bands claim an ongoing association with
particular churches, as noted earlier. My interviewees cited Maopa, Kolomotu'a and
Haveluloto as the three most active—and most fully staffed—FWC bands on Tongatapu.
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The same individuals also corroborated somewhat regular, but not weekly, band activity
in the Neiafu and Makave FWC churches on Vava'u, but none for FWC churches in the
Ha'apai group.27 Once again, the important factor for individual communities and their
churches seems to be a recognizable association with a band, regardless of current
activity levels. This signals that Tongan bands are signifying even during periods that
they are not performing regularly.
The use of bands to define local church and community identity eventually
extended beyond the FWC and Catholic congregations. During the 1970s and 80s other
Tongan denominations emulated the FWC practice of including brass accompaniment in
worship services. The Free Church of Tonga has fostered several church-affiliated bands
in the past quarter-century but none has maintained a steady year-round presence in its
congregation. The main Nuku'alofa congregation sponsored a band that competed in the
1991 band contest marking the silver anniversary of Tupou I V s coronation, but that
ensemble has not competed since that time and does not perform with any regularity in
contemporary Sunday services (Tu'ipulotu, pers. comm. 4 September 2005). In a similar
pattern, brass players from the Siasi 'o Tonga Tau'ataina Senituli II and Siasi Tonga
Konisitutone (Constitutional Church), two additional Wesleyan offshoots, marshaled
forces to represent their respective churches in the silver jubilee competition; beyond a
few scattered contest appearances in the early 1990s, however, they have not sustained

Aldred cites an FWC congregation in 'Uiha as a Ha'apai church that maintains a regular brass
band, but other sources rebut this allegation, feeling that multiple hiatuses during the last two
decades, as well as a sporadic performance schedule, prevent this bandfrombeing described as
continually functioning in the same sense as the "big three" bands on Tongatapu (Tu'ipulotu,
pers. comm., 4 September 2005).
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bands over time or across the liturgical calendar.

Salvationist congregations in

Nuku'alofa and Fua'amotu have employed bands in worship services, primarily for
special occasions and observances, but neither congregation incorporated brass with any
regularity during my periods of field research, suggesting that they too have faltered in
recent years. Ve'ehala feels that, despite these challenges, most Tongan churches remain
open to the regular incorporation of band accompaniment in formal worship whenever
conditions provide an intersection of playable instruments, capable brass players, and
competent directors (interview, 7 January 2005).
Significantly, Tongan LDS church congregations have never employed brass
accompaniment in formal worship contexts. Given the church's level of enthusiasm for
the overall benefits of band sponsorship discussed earlier in this chapter, it might seem
odd that this denomination would eschew such ensembles in its Sunday services once the
practice took hold in Tonga. In reality, the highly centralized nature of the church's
administration and the worldwide policies it disseminates created this anomaly. All
leaders of local congregations (called bishops in larger congregations and branch
presidents in smaller ones) are lay leaders appointed by stake presidents, who are in turn
lay leaders at the next higher level of the church ecclesiastical hierarchy—many of them
former bishops themselves. Church administrators in Salt Lake City, Utah publish and
distribute a leadership manual for all such lay clergy worldwide; this book, totaling 328
pages in two volumes, is titled Church Handbook of Instructions. A section of this
28

As an exception to the general challenges described above, the main congregation of the
Constitutional Church did enjoy a period of consistent band activity during the tenure of
choirmaster-bandmaster Siosiua Faka'osi, who also served concurrently as the police bandmaster
from 1985-95. After Faka'osi's conversion to the LDS faith in 1997, the band languished and has
never been revived (D. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 2 January 2004).
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publication clearly outlines expectations concerning musical practices during the
denomination's most formal Sunday worship service, known as the sacrament meeting:
Stake presidents] and bishop[s] determine whether musical selections or
instruments are suitable for a particular meeting .. . Music in Church meetings
should help members worship, feel the sacred spirit of the Sabbath, and feel the
spirit of revelation. This music should not draw attention to itself or be for
demonstration. Some religiously oriented music in a popular style is not
appropriate for sacrament meetings. Also, much sacred music that is suitable for
concerts and recitals is not appropriate for a Latter-day Saint worship service . . .
Organs and pianos are the standard instruments used in Church meetings. If other
instruments are used, their use should be in keeping with the spirit of the meeting.
Instruments with a prominent or less worshipful sound, such as most brass and
percussion, are not appropriate for sacrament meeting (1998:289; italics added).
Authors of the handbook do not offer reasons for these administrative decisions, but
seasoned LDS musicians can offer their perspectives based on observation and personal
experience.
Jerold Ottley, director of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir from 1974 to 1999, has
been involved with church music in local lay capacities for more than a half-century. A
trombone performance major during his undergraduate college years, Ottley has
experienced first-hand both the intended and unintended consequences of the central
administration's general prohibitions against brass in worship contexts. He remembers
that even previous to his tenure with the choir, central church leadership had reacted to
accumulated anecdotal evidence throughout the church in North America, suggesting that
individual LDS musicians had been making repertory choices deemed detrimental to the
desired sense of reverence and propriety. He is quick to point out that the language of the
policy as outlined above does not constitute a blanket proscription of brass playing in
sacrament meeting; rather, it tacitly charges local leaders to carefully consider
performance competencies and appropriateness of repertory choices. Ottley did
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corroborate my own observations that despite the handbook authors' careful choice of
words, most local leaders have interpreted this paragraph as a total ban on brass and
percussion instruments within the sacrament meeting context (Ottley, pers. comm., 16
February 2008).
Almost without exception LDS stake presidents, bishops, and branch presidents
consider their ecclesiastical appointments to be a sacred trust and consequently would not
consider countermanding instructions given them, either in person or through the
church's handbook. In Tonga, this means that no local leaders have challenged the
instructions concerning worship music. Budget allocations administered through the
church's Presiding Bishopric Office (PBO) earmark funds for the purchase of electronic
keyboards for each congregation's meeting house, often providing several keyboards for
use in church sanctuaries and other multipurpose rooms. These keyboards are the
designated accompaniment instruments for all congregational and choir singing. In some
Tongan congregations, however, it is easier to find four experienced brass players, either
current Liahona students or alumni, to serve as an accompanying quartet than it is to find
a competent keyboard player.29
As a researcher I wanted to elicit honest opinions from Tongan Latter-day Saints
concerning this policy and its possible stifling effects upon the quality of their worship
experiences. If indeed the addition of brass serves to enhance a quintessential Tongan
ethos within the Christian worship experience—as alluded to by Makasini, Tu'ipulotu
and others—would that benefit not be desirable in Tongan LDS worship as well? As I
29

During my time in Tonga I participated in many LDS worship services where the hymn
accompaniment function was fulfilled by an American retiree serving a mission in the islands.
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explored this issue, I found LDS colleagues and acquaintances universally unwilling to
express any negative opinions on the topic. There are several plausible explanations for
this collective reticence. The first possibility relates to my affiliation with BYU-Hawai'i
as a member of its faculty, which is well known among the general LDS population in
Tonga. Where BYU-Hawai'i representatives are concerned, rank-and-file church
members throughout Polynesia display a great reluctance to offer any opinion that might
potentially be construed as even remotely disparaging of the church and its policies.
A second possibility is that the musical benefits perceived by adherents of other
Tongan denominations might be seen as negligible in LDS eyes, due to the ancillary role
that music plays in the prescribed sacrament meeting format. The spoken word is
paramount in that setting, with forty minutes of each seventy-minute service devoted to
"sacrament talks" by assigned members of the congregation. Typically only four
congregational hymns are programmed each Sunday and, despite the central leadership's
encouragement to maintain choirs in each congregation, many wards and branches
worldwide prove incapable of doing so on an ongoing basis. In Tonga I witnessed an
LDS choir anthem performance only once, and that occasion was a semiannual multicongregational meeting known as stake conference. By contrast, the Centenary FWC
Church employed either the Maopa or Kolomotu'a choir every week as an integral part of
its worship service, a practice replicated in nearly every Protestant congregation and
Catholic parish throughout Tonga. With this disparity of emphasis placed upon music
during formal worship services, it would not be surprising if Tongan Latter-day Saints
simply viewed the inclusion or exclusion of brass as largely irrelevant to their worship
experience. If this is true, the educational leaders of the LDS community have chosen to
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seize the sign of Western wind band for enrichment and representation purposes on
behalf of LDS schools, but ecclesiastical leaders have circumvented the seizure of that
same sign for potential spiritual enrichment and representation at the more localized
community—or congregational—level.
My own experiences as a convert from Protestantism to Mormonism suggest a
third possibility. When I joined the LDS Church in 1976,1 came to this new faith as a
lay church musician who had been thoroughly immersed in weekly choir activity since
age twelve. As a trumpeter I had also performed for many years as an instrumental
accompanist for special musical occasions within the liturgical calendar. I found it
difficult to make the initial "cold turkey" adjustment to the more austere musical
practices of Mormonism, but I gradually adjusted my expectations to accept—if not quite
fervently embrace—the church's institutional views of music and its place in formal
worship. It is highly possible that Tongan Latter-day Saints, many of them converts
themselves, have gone through a similar metamorphosis in their outlook. Ultimately
there is interpretive space for individual Tongan LDS bishops to sanction the judicious
use of small brass groups for hymn accompaniment, and the practice may yet find a place
in the kingdom's LDS wards and branches. Regardless of potential future developments,
however, the ecclesiastical policies of this church again serve to emphasize the polysemic
nature of brass band performance in Tonga and the divergence in cultural conditions of
enunciation among the kingdom's Christian denominations. These realities also
constitute a compelling argument against either totalizing or essentializing Christian
communities in the postcolonial world.
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Conclusion
Mission schools established by the Catholic, Wesleyan and Latter-day Saint
churches helped to embed the brass tradition firmly in Tongan society during the early
twentieth century, augmenting the cultural impact of the government-sponsored band at
Tonga College. Although evidence suggests that congregants of those denominations
were eager to begin relocating the Western band into local culture, it is apparent that
foreign missionaries and school administrators clung to hegemonic control throughout the
first third of the century. In multiple episodes of disjunctive presents, these Western
agents attempted to circumvent the subaltern agency of their Tongan converts, but
nonetheless seeds were sown for an increasingly complete seizure of this Western sign.
These mission bands helped facilitate this process by demonstrating the benefits of a
network of bands in Tonga that could amplify the positive affect of the governmentsponsored band and also represent specific island communities. These developments laid
the foundation for Tonga's twentieth-century monarchs to realize their shared grand
vision of a modern and outwardly engaged island kingdom.
Tupou I V s efforts to link bands and their multilevel significations to his
modernizing project would not have been possible without the collaboration of talented
band musicians at the local level. In his progressively influential roles as Crown Prince,
Minister of Education, Prime Minister, and, eventually, sovereign ruler of Tonga, Tupou
IV wielded sustained and unequaled power in mandating cultural transformations. He
remained largely powerless, however, to work out the details of such transformations; in
effect, he commissioned a portrait of modern Tonga and provided canvas, brushes, and
oils, but ultimately depended on Tongan artisans to execute that portrait of contemporary
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island identity. Although the Tupou dynasty's nation-building enterprise was essentially
complete when Tupou IV came of age in the late 1930s, he fulfilled a valuable role in
augmenting Queen Salote's modernization efforts. Together they seized upon "the
sign[s] of the present through which national life is redeemed and iterated as a
reproductive process" (Bhabha 1994:145). Among those signs, Tupou IV strategically
foregrounded the brass band as a powerful metaphor of Western modernity, calling upon
talented musicians to carry out his initiatives.
In this study the accomplishments of two modern masters, Viliami 'Esei
Tu'ipulotu and Sofele Kakala, are representative of the contributions of a wider group of
gifted Tongan musicians who have collectively forged a new musical tradition in Tonga,
one that might properly be seen as anga fakafonua tukufakaholo mai (national cultural
tradition), alongside and in contrast to other genres and presentation styles outsiders
deem to be more "purely" Tongan. Working independently, but within the same insular
sphere of influence in Tonga's tight-knit band community, these dedicated musicians
exercised their individual agency to bring about a transformation in aesthetic values and
performance practices during the most recent three decades. In doing so they reinscribed
the band as a sign of Tongan-ness and facilitated a transvaluation of the band within
Tonga's system of cultural signifiers. Certainly Richard Moyle's words, as they
originally summarized historical practices for a broad range of more long-established
Tongan genres, also apply to the music of men like Tu'ipulotu, Kakala, and their peers:
[T]he strength of the Tongan musical heritage is such that foreign styles have
not obliterated existing characteristics; rather, individual European elements have
been incorporated to produce a distinctive Tongan sound which retains links to
the past while serving present social ends. (Moyle 1987:239)
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Expanding the original context of Moyle's observation, I argue that Tongans have
thoroughly indigenized the brass band through a process of relocation and reinscription,
reflecting the accumulated choices and enactments of generations of musicians in school,
church, and professional bands.
Tonga's band musicians, functioning in both sacred and secular spheres, have
employed the process that James Clifford incisively describes as "articulat[ing],
selectively remember[ing] and connecting] pasts and presents" (2001:475). In doing so
they have created an indigenized set of practices, aesthetic values, and repertory that
represent a "particular combination of heterogeneous elements, old and new, indigenous
and foreign" (ibid:479). Further, in the context of this chapter's ultimate focus on brass
bands in worship settings, John Barker's statement about Pacific Christianity resonates
deeply when he asserts that we should "abandon models that make islanders the passive
recipients of external change and [instead] adopt perspectives that highlight their active
part in religious innovation" (1990:15). In a very real sense the examination of musical
change within the walls of Tonga's churches facilitates an expanded vision of Bhabha's
subaltern agency, especially as it relates to intracultural hierarchies. Relationships
between powerful cultural leaders, influential mentors, and grassroots musicians
illuminate a web of agency, not a uniform and collective subaltern contestation during the
"seizure of the sign," but rather a protracted and multilayered negotiation to appropriate,
relocate, and reinscribe Western symbols in ways that generate new social meanings in
the host culture. In the next chapter I further scrutinize the distinctly Tongan "network of
influences" (Berger and Del Negro 2004:142) that took shape during the last quarter of
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the twentieth century, leading to the creation of an indelible image of the Tongan band as
cultural icon.

CHAPTER 5
BLURRING THE SACRED-SECULAR THROUGH GOVERNMENTSPONSORED BANDS AND BROADCAST RADIO
The era under consideration in this chapter, from 1951 to the present, was a period
of tumultuous change in Tonga as elsewhere. A number of complex and interwoven
social factors drove these changes, including, among other things, a burgeoning
population base, a marked increase in transnational interactions, further diversification of
Tonga's Christian community, and the progressive encroachment of mass media culture.
Given these factors, it is intriguing that the kingdom's brass band tradition expanded to
assume its present form and cultural significance during this same period as Tongan
bands progressively "transcended their cultural origins":
The fact of the matter is . . . that brass and military bands—like the piano and
the guitar—have transcended their cultural origins. They have had (and continue
to have) a tremendous impact upon musical practices of the non-[W]estern world.
While they may range from more or less nostalgically remembered relics of
former colonial times to audible symbols of present-day repressive regimes, in
some parts of the world they have become a dynamic part of the modern
soundscape. (Herbert and Sarkissian 1997:165)
Far from being "nostalgically remembered relics of former colonial times," these
ensembles have become iconic of postcolonial Tonga. For Tongans, bands convey an
image of contemporary society that is simultaneously modern and contra-modern,
internationally engaged but zealous about cultural uniqueness, open to change but
cautious and methodical about the rate and trajectory of such change. Berger and Del
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Negro, in discussing "situated interpretations of identity in expressive culture," illuminate
an important aspect of creating and/or revising composite identity:
Pre-existing social structures and stocks of cultural knowledge (native social
theories, images, icons, and narratives) are the ideological raw material and
informing context in which even the newest and most idiosyncratic interpretations
are made. And while actors may produce interpretations that resist dominant
ideas, none may do so independently of the larger social field. (2004:142)
Two points can be made regarding this observation in the context of Tongan bands
serving as cultural icons. First, by the mid-twentieth century, the brass band was a fully
indigenized metonym that islanders had thoroughly integrated into Tongan "stocks of
cultural knowledge" (ibid.). Second, chapter 4's presentation of Viliami Tu'ipulotu as an
exemplar of Tonga's grassroots musicians, one who resisted dominant ideas to reinterpret
brass practices and alter the band's impact on Tongan identity—in conjunction with other
individual efforts toward the same ends—underscores the validity of Berger and Del
Negro's concluding assertion above. This assertion forms a basis for the sustained
discussions of this chapter.
Here, as I consider band performance contexts beyond Tonga's churches and
church-sponsored schools, I need to emphasize the idea that boundaries between sacred
and secular spheres are fluid in Tonga. In fact, it may be more accurate to say
that such binaries are essentially nonexistent in most Pacific societies. Several
indigenous Pacific Island scholars have written about this non-oppositional worldview.
Samoan Lalomilo Kamu completed a PhD thesis at the University of Birmingham (UK)
in which he problematizes such binary conceptualizations in the West. In his
introduction, Kamu points out that he and his fellow Samoans "believe their culture had
divine origins":
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To [Samoans] culture was more than the product of human nature in response to
the environment; it was part of the religious view of life, a product of God's
interaction with the people... the social-political-religious system is so
interwoven that life is seen in unity. (1996:4)
This pre-contact view did not change when Christianity came to the islands. Kamu
elaborates further:
As in other areas of Samoan culture, the people's understanding of their
relationship to God has been greatly enlightened with the advent of Christianity.
Rather than the [pre-contact] idea of a God who is remote and hard to reach, he
now must be understood in the light of Christ the Saviour of a l l . . . the people's
understanding of God has been transformed, (ibid. :48)
Throughout his study entitled The Samoan Culture and the Christian Gospel, Kamu
continually reaffirms the centrality of religious expressions in Samoan culture. Similar
convictions exist in many Pacific societies. In a specifically Tongan cultural context,
Latukefu has written extensively on this integrated approach to physical and
metaphysical realities (see, for example, 1974, 1977, 1981,1988). Mahe (1982), Helu
(1999), and Havea (2001) also discuss the conflation of sacred and secular cultural
expressions in Tonga, echoing the perspectives that Kamu presents in his study. When
considering music as a specific cultural manifestation, such notions reflect the
contemporary Tongan view that the most profound musical expressions are sacred in
nature (Tu'ipulotu, 3 January 2004).
It seems evident, then, that the present fluidity in band usage reflects a deeply
spiritual orientation for Tonga's people, a holistic way of viewing what to the islanders
were inextricable connections between the physical and metaphysical worlds. In some
ways this cultural predisposition facilitated the inordinate success of foreign missionaries
in a wholesale conversion of the Tongan people to Christianity. Moreover, this holistic
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view may have forged an intercultural affinity with a particular strain of nineteenthcentury Christian ontology. In his book Commemorations: The politics of national
identity, John Gillis observed:
Radical Protestants demanded that the sacred be brought into everyday life, into
history itself; and to do so they abolished the separation of holy from secular
days, insisting that the divine leave its old haunts—churches and pilgrimage
sites—to become part of the workplace, the household, to be identified with the
history of peoples (at first reforming sects, later with whole nations) chosen by
God to carry out his divine purpose in secular time and space. (1994:18)
Although the term Radical Protestant is typically associated with Anabaptist religions, an
ideological connection between such factions and Wesleyanism exists due to the Holiness
Movement revivalism that grew out of John Wesley's teachings. Reportedly some of the
earliest Wesleyan missionaries assigned to Tonga espoused core principles similar to
those described by Gillis, and most islanders readily embraced this all-encompassing and
populist form of Christianity (Latukefu 1974:69-71). In this way, the perspectives of
early Wesleyan missionaries concerning all-embracing systems of religious observance
melded seamlessly with pre-existing Tongan paradigms, allowing islanders to transfer
their long-established piety to a new cosmology.
Although secular humanism gradually permeated Western society throughout the
twentieth century and greatly diminished this sense of Christian pervasiveness in the
postcolonial era, Tonga is representative of a segment of the developing world in which
Christian identity is still very much intertwined with national cultural identity. In this
context, bands help transport Tongans across the borders between overtly sacred
expressions and those that are more indirectly so, illustrating a mode of cultural
navigation scholars have observed elsewhere. Describing the social realities of late
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colonial-era Ghana during the middle third of the twentieth century, Boonzajer Flaes
states that
although these [church-based] bands played for the colonial and Westernized elite
parties, receptions, and for the common benefit [in] Empire Day parades, they
mainly performed in public spaces and on the streets—the traditional setting[s]
for communal dance and recreation. (1993a:4)
In similar fashion Tongan bands have moved fluidly between overlapping Tongan
cultural spheres from the time of their introduction. In another West African locale,
Christopher Waterman observed that "[p]opular music is an arena for the symbolic
negotiation of continuity and change" (1990:16), but continually emphasized that
Nigerianyu/u music both challenges the arbitrary categorizations of "popular" and
"traditional" (ibid.: 14) and conflates sacred and secular classifications (ibid.:42, 51,104,
116). Del Negro and Berger comment on both the origins and limitations of such
taxonomies:
[T]he categories of "high culture," "popular culture," and "folk culture" are
historically emergent ideological labels for different expressive practices . . . we
must look to the lived experience of situated actors to discover the profundity of
expressive practice and not assume, a priori, that any particular form, either socalled "high art" or "low art," is trivial or profound. (2004:21-22)
These authors further assert that the value judgments implied by these labels tend to
perpetuate a reluctance to consider "forms of expressivity that have been undervalued or
neglected" (ibid.). In Tonga, Ghana, Nigeria, and elsewhere, rigid categorization must be
resisted—or at least regarded with great skepticism—in order to properly understand the
value of certain expressive environments as important sites of cultural negotiation.
Chapter 3 told the story of the royal family's cumulative efforts to optimize the
role of Tongan brass bands in cultural representations. Tupou IV in particular was able to
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greatly elevate the composite profile of these ensembles through his advocacy of the
creation of four pivotal entities during the second half of the twentieth century: the Royal
Tongan Police Band, established in 1951; the Tongan Defense Forces Royal Corps of
Musicians, established in 1987 (hereafter identified as ROCOM); radio station A3Z,
established in 1961; and the Tongan Brass Band Association (later the Tongan National
Music Association), originally created in 1977. Each entity has made a discernible
impact upon the band tradition in Tonga, and many times their efforts overlapped and
reinforced one another. After its inception the police band replaced the Tonga College
Band as the official ceremonial band of the Tongan government, a function the police
band retains to the present day. The creation of an adult professional brass band meant
that the Tongan government could feature a highly competent ensemble as its official
musical representative both within the kingdom and abroad. Years later, Tonga's leaders
effectively doubled the signifying impact of the police band by creating the ROCOM
ensemble as a second professional band representing the Tongan people at home and
overseas. The aggregate personnel of the two bands allow the government to showcase
approximately seventy of its best brass musicians in regular displays of polysemic band
performance.
These government-sponsored bands and their amateur counterparts in Tonga have
benefited from the creation of A3Z, which significantly increased the aggregate
performance iterations of island bands and, consequently, their power to influence. This
pioneering radio station greatly impacted the forward momentum of the Tongan band
tradition, with its operational advent closely following the newly inaugurated practice of
brass accompaniment in church services and the creation of the police band as a
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permanent professional band. From the time of its creation A3Z has consistently
showcased Tonga's brass bands and also indirectly contributed to an evolving brass
aesthetic through co-sponsorship and broadcast of band competitions. After
spearheading the organization of these band festivals for over a decade, A3Z received
additional support in this annual endeavor through the 1977 inauguration of the Tongan
Brass Band Association (hereafter TBBA), which thrived for a time under the patronage
of King Taufa'ahau Tupou IV. TBBA and its organizational successor TNMA (Tongan
National Music Association) subsequently influenced the evolution of the band tradition
in subtle but important ways during the most recent three decades.
Considered together, these four entities helped create an increasingly
comprehensive "network of connections," a term that Berger and Del Negro employ to
describe the interactions of individuals and ideas within a larger societal context. In
Tonga, the interrelated efforts of the police and military bands, the governmentsponsored broadcast company, and the government's official band association combined
to increase bands' transformative power in negotiating postcolonial identity, illustrating a
key facet of identity construction:
[T]he complex identity interpretations of real-world expressive culture gain
their rich, three-dimensional meanings through a network of connections with a
larger social universe. Reconfirming, nuancing, adumbrating, resisting, or
overturning previous visions, the interpretation of identity is one of the prime
battlegrounds upon which ideological struggles are played out. (Berger and Del
Negro 2004:142-43; italics added)
Although the characterization of negotiation-site-as-battleground can be misleading when
interpreting Tongan cultural processes, the strategies identified by Berger and Del Negro
nonetheless manifest themselves clearly in recent brass band history, especially with
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regard to nuancing and overturning previous visions of bands and their roles in Tongan
society.
In the context of this chapter's discussion, Waterman's notion of continuity in the
midst of change aptly characterizes, for many contemporary Tongans, the effect of
increased exposure to band music during the broadcast era. The changes considered here
represent a burgeoning of band performances in several dimensions, especially after
creation of the ROCOM band. The programming needs of broadcast radio led to the
commissioning of more frequent live performances, while band recordings aired by A3Z
multiplied opportunities for islanders to hear brass on a daily basis. One thing that has
not changed, however, is the strategic employment of bands to cultivate and reinforce
traditional Tongan values of respect, loyalty, and obligation to king and country. This
thread of continuity gives bands a special place in the kingdom's set of contemporary
cultural expressions due the to special ability of these adapted foreign ensembles to
convey profundity in formal observances and exuberant celebration in informal settings.
From the early 1970s onward, overseas training for professional Tongan
bandsmen has had a profound effect on overall Tongan band conventions and constitutes
a strong secondary theme throughout this chapter. Although some readers might interpret
the impact of this training as a manifestation of neocolonialism, I argue that this is not the
case. Rather, the establishment of this practice during the last third of the twentieth
century, self-initiated by Tongan musicians primarily—but not exclusively—aided by
government sponsorship, is a powerful illustration of postcolonial actors choosing to be
outwardly-engaged rather than insular. Together these musicians and their patrons
pushed a dynamic tradition forward, "refashion[ing] external cultural influences in ways
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that fit their own patterns of social organization and suit regional cultural needs" (Booth
1996:61). If Tongan brass players have moved toward the realization of a collective
musical vision that is increasingly less overtly provincial, they have done so for their own
purposes, engaging in complex negotiation with outside forces, but without undue
coercion from those forces. By virtue of these concerted efforts Tongans came to see the
band tradition as a distinct and vital marker of cultural identity, one that became
inexorably woven into the fabric of everyday Tongan life while simultaneously
conveying Tongan-ness to outsiders. What follows is an interpretive narrative detailing
Tonga's late twentieth-century network of connections and its composite effect on brass
band performance as a direct result of the kingdom's accumulated (and ever
accumulating) stocks of cultural knowledge.

Professional bands in Tonga
From the early 1880s onward Tonga's school-based bands maintained an amateur
status, although the schools—or their sponsoring institutions—benefited financially when
their respective bands operated in a fundraising capacity. Because of this longstanding
amateur designation for bands, the proposal to create a professional band associated with
the police department represented a radical departure from long-accepted norms (A.
Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 4 September 2005). Nevertheless, in contemporary Tonga
both the police and ROCOM bands eventually came to illustrate a corollary to the kind of
subaltern decision-making cited by Waterman in his West African study, where he
observed, "[P]eople, not musics or cultures, accept or reject new ideas and practices. It is
ultimately tautological to explain musical dynamics in terms of the retrospective
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'compatibility' of reified musical structures" (1990:9). I argue in this section that almost
everything these bands have done since their respective beginnings reflects a desire to
filter new influences through established band traditions, creating layers of nuance in
Tongan band performance.
I also foreground here the careers of three exemplary professional bandsmen,
Pelikani Taumoepeau and Siosiua Faka'osi of the police band and the Honorable
Ve'ehala of ROCOM, in order to highlight individual agency in "accepting or rejecting
new ideas and practices" (ibid.). Ethnographic data about these bandmasters also help to
further illuminate the processes of musical indigenization, since "[i]ndigenous discourse
about musical structure and compatibility is a crucial source of data" (ibid.). When
writers like Waterman discuss processes of musical change, they often focus on formal
elements, such as melody, harmony, or rhythm; structural elements, such as song forms;
or modes of performance, including, among other things, instrumentation choices. In
Tonga I have found that indigenizing processes do encompass many of those elements;
however, it is equally important to account for aesthetic adaptation and transformation,
which comprises such dimensions as timbre preferences, among other performance
practices. It is also essential to consider repertory development as part of Tongans'
interpretations of similarity and difference.
The process of professionalizing brass bands, initiated in Tonga roughly seventy
years after missionaries introduced brass instruments, has many parallels throughout the
colonial world. In his summary of band traditions in developing countries, Boonzajer
Flaes characterizes professionalization as a stage in the "evolution of [introduced] brass
traditions," beginning when bandmasters receive remuneration for their services and
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continuing to the point where bands are comprised entirely of professionals (2000:132).
In Tonga the tradition has not taken the turn seen in many other cultures that have
produced a number of wind bands "for hire."1 Nevertheless, the inauguration of the
police band in 1951 and the establishment of ROCOM in 1987 have influenced the
nation's band heritage in profound ways, especially in their function as role models for
Tonga's amateur school and church-community bands. This is due in no small measure
to the transferal of the band tradition's primary custodianship from school and church
bandmasters to the musicians of the professional ensembles. This means that this
custodianship migrated from exclusively locally trained individuals into the care of
globally integrated and government-supported indigenous musicians and ensembles,
leading to an augmentation of bandsmen's "stocks of cultural knowledge" and a
progressive "nuancing... of previous visions" (Berger and Del Negro 2004:142) of the
Tongan band.

The Royal Tongan Police Band (est. 1951)
The police band grew from the seeds of a loosely organized volunteer band that
got its start in the late 1930s as the Government Band. According to the album cover
notes from a 1983 vinyl LP recording entitled simply The Royal Tonga Police Band, this
government-sanctioned amateur band "compris[ed] a cross section of the community" in
Nuku'alofa. It is likely that this ensemble's membership through the 1940s consisted
largely of Tonga College alumni, since the islanders of that era generally considered

Tongan church and school bands often benefit from freewill donations during their
performances but are not usually formally "hired" for the engagements they play (Mafi, pers.
comm., 24 December 2003).
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these musicians to be the most competent brass players in the kingdom (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 2 September 2005). The 1983 album cover notes describe the band's early

The band's main activities were regular rehearsals and a public performance
every Friday evening... in 1951 it was incorporated into the Tonga Police Force,
with bandsmen becoming regular policemen. Again practicing evenings it was
responsible for all official government functions requiring a band. Parades
welcoming visiting dignitaries and attending the opening and closing of
Parliament by the Tongan monarch were some of the band's ceremonial duties . . .
Many of the bandsmen became proficient policemen, and following the
reorganization of the Tonga Police Force in 1968, the band became a full time
official Tonga Police Brass Band, completely integrated within the Police Force.
This description implies that the volunteer Government Band shared ceremonial duties
with Tonga College Band throughout the 1940s, which is consistent with the
understandings of contemporary band musicians (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September
2005). After the 1951 decision by the Minister of Police to commission bandsmen as
police officers, a long transitional period commenced, spanning roughly two decades.
'Alipate Mafile'o served as first director of the band from 1951-59. Since this
entire period was before the introduction of radio broadcasting, no recordings from this
earliest era are available in Tonga. Mafile'o was succeeded by Tevita 'Ilavalu (Viliami
Tu'ipulotu's uncle), who directed the band from 1959-65.2 A3Z recorded its earliest
police band programs during 'Ilavalu's time of service, with the repertory consisting
mostly of British marches and overtures. The broadcast archive documents the recording
of only one Tongan hiva kakala arrangement, Lile Viola Lose Hina, by the police band

'Atunaisa Taumoepeau, director of the police band at the time of this writing, consulted band
archive records to provide me with information about this leadership succession.
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during that period.3 Extant police band recordings from the early 1960s reveal a
preference for Western band literature, almost exclusively from British brass band
publishers, at least during formal recording sessions.
Sione Tiuke 'Aleamotu'a assumed control of the band in 1965. Today's oldest
and most knowledgeable bandsmen cannot pinpoint the date when he relinquished
control to his successor, Sione Maliu Haupeakui, but credit the two men as leading the
band from 1965 to 1972 (A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 4 September 2005).4 Although
recording dates are not consistently documented in the A3Z archive, evidence suggests
that radio station personnel preserved just two police band recordings made during these
two directors' combined tenure. One taped performance is dated 24 November 1966,
which would have been fairly early in 'Aleamotu'a's directorship and therefore likely
conducted by him. This recording consists entirely of British brass band arrangements,
including two marches, a three-movement suite, a hymn, apaso doble, and a samba
among its selections. A tape dated 22 February 1968 specifically identifies 'Aleamotu'a
3

The archive ledger book alternately lists the band as the "Nuku'alofa Police Band" and the
"Tonga Police Band" for recordings between 1961 and 1968. In a definitive book discussing
Queen Salote's compositions, Princess Nanasipau'u Tuku'aho states that the police band played
an arrangement of Salote's Lea 'a e Fuiva to honor Tongan athletes returning from the South
Pacific Games in 1963 (2004:21). Consequently it is possible that the band included other
Tongan songs in its repertory at the time, but A3Z either failed to record them or lost some
recordings and/or documentation from that period. This conjecture is based upon my experience
of examining the extant archive ledger and comparing its contents with the recordings stored in
tape boxes on the brass band shelves. A number of tapes listed in the ledger were missing on the
shelves, and no A3Z employees knew of their whereabouts. Other ledger entries failed to provide
specific track information for the repertory recorded on a particular tape.
At least one account of the band's leadership succession attests to Sione Maliu Haupeakui's

extremely short tenure as bandmaster. According to 'Alifeleti Faka'osi, Haupeakui had invoked
the ire of the Minister of Police by having the band perform the same march every Monday for
the department's weekly training exercise. The exasperated official instructed Haupeakui to
perform a different selection for the following Monday's exercise; when he failed to do so, he
was promptly exiled to the Ha'apai island group and assigned routine police duties (A. Faka'osi,
pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
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as the conductor, again featuring an all-British program in a recording session that
includes three marches, a polka, a "fantasia," a foxtrot, and a hymn. The A3Z archive
lists no other police band recordings during the period from 1969-73, but those
summarized above create a strong impression of the band's early strategy to program
Western-dominated literature in recorded performances and to present itself—at least in a
symbolic sense—as a purveyor of "high" culture to Tongan broadcast audiences (Petelo,
interview, 29 December 2003). By enacting this strategy, neither the band's leadership
nor its sponsoring officials sought to transcend the Western band's cultural origins
(Herbert and Sarkissian 1997:165) but rather to reinforce its neocolonial significations of
profundity and Euro-American modernity.
In considering the first two decades of the band's existence, combined anecdotal
evidence and print documentation paint a picture of an organization whose leadership
initially dichotomized the band's repertory, subordinating local compositions to foreign
literature, at least in broadcast recordings of that period. Although it is clear that Tongan
hiva kakala arrangements were part of the band's repertory in live performance, early
conductors seemed eager to establish a body of recordings showcasing the ensemble's
ability to tackle foreign band literature, perhaps hoping to create a clear distinction
between the police band and its amateur counterparts (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1
January 2008). Despite these self-imposed limitations, however, early police
bandmasters created a solid foundation on which to build a tradition of excellence as they
contributed substantially to the first permanent recorded archive of brass band music in
Tonga. By the early 1970s, the band's cumulative experiences prepared its leadership to
begin nuancing its vision of what the band would and should become.
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The organization's leadership picture becomes much clearer beginning in 1972.
After Siosiua Mafi Faka'osi (hereafter "Siua")5 assumed interim directorship of the band
from 1972-76 (more on this later), Pelikani Taumoepeau commenced an eight-year tenure
as police bandmaster (1977-85). Pelikani, as the first bandmaster of the "mature" police
band era, was the first police bandsman to receive overseas training and the first director
to aggressively pursue the implementation of an overseas touring function for the band.
The ongoing patronage of his friend, the Honorable Fielakepa, ultimately put Pelikani in
a position of considerable influence with Tupou IV concerning brass band opportunities.
The noble convinced the Minister of Police to send Pelikani overseas from 1972-76 for
formal training at Kneller Hall, the British military music school (P. Taumoepeau,
interview, 4 January 2004).6 Subsequently, during the final two decades of the twentieth
century, Pelikani's influence radiated outward from what can be characterized as three
sites of stewardship: his position as director of the official government ceremonial band,
his inclusion as musical expert on the steering committee of the TBBA, and his role as
combined choir-band director for the Haveluloto FWC.
Concerning the first responsibility, Pelikani was the final police bandmaster to
serve his entire tenure before the formation of the ROCOM band. Accordingly the king

Since this study also includes references to Siua's son 'Alifeleti Faka'osi, himself a former
police band member, I have used first names to avoid confusion. I follow the same procedure in
referring to Pelikani Taumoepeau and his son 'Atunaisa.
This occurred in an indirect way. Fielakepa was the hereditary noble of Haveluloto district,
where Pelikani conducted the FWC choir. With the aim of grooming Pelikani for future
leadership of the police band, Fielakepa facilitated the Kneller Hall training opportunity through
his influence with the British high commissioner (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005).
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considered him to be the foremost Tongan expert in brass directing during that era.7
Pelikani returned to Tonga in 1976 with a new outlook for the ensemble and fresh ideas
to incorporate into its performances.8 Before Pelikani received his Kneller Hall training,
the police band followed the Tongan practice, established largely by Sione Tu'ifua of
Tonga College, of developing repertory through three distinct methods of transmission.
The first practice concerned the foreign secular repertory of marches, overtures, hymns,
and theme-and-variation arrangements that were typical components of early Tongan
band literature. Tongan bandmasters incorporated these pieces into their repertory
through acquisition of published print music in Western notation, almost exclusively in
all-treble clef British brass arrangements.9 The second subset of band repertory consisted
of Tongan hymns, often written for band in four-part tu 'ungafasi number notation, with a
strong preference for the Western hymn tunes introduced by Moulton and others into
FWC hymnody. Tongan popular songs, particularly from the ever-expanding body of
hiva kakala, comprised the third component of band repertory. Bandmasters taught these
pieces by rote with band musicians memorizing their parts, relying on prior familiarity
with vocal performances and subsequent multiple phrase-by-phrase "recitations" by the
director or senior bandsmen (Aldred 1997:150). As bandsmen passed on different
versions of the tune and its harmonizing parts, subtle changes occurred, and even the
7

Pelikani may well have served longer as police bandmaster, exerting further influence in that
capacity, were it not for internal political machinations within the Ministry of Police (A. Faka'osi,
pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
8

Since that time, three of the four succeeding police bandmasters have traveled overseas for
formal training (A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 4 September 2005).
9
Individual musicians sometimes introduced foreign tunes "acquired" exclusively by aural
memory. One example is the current Liahona school march, "Beloved Liahona." The tune is a
slightly misremembered paraphrase of Northwestern (USA) University's "fight song" march, "Go
U Northwestern." Once written down in British-style treble clef individual instrument parts, the
inaccuracies are perpetuated indefinitely.
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hymn-based segment of band literature experienced subtle "drift" in transmission as some
musicians would perform their parts by ear rather than strictly reading and reproducing
the tu 'ungafasi parts (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 August 2005).
In addition to perpetuating these methods of repertory development, Tu'ifua
standardized the practice of having euphonium players both improvise ornate
countermelodies in hiva kakala instrumental arrangements and sometimes add
improvised parts to published foreign arrangements. Although Tongan listeners came to
expect this flowery musical display as part of every band performance, an undeniable
disparity in improvisatory proficiency existed among the kingdom's euphonium players
(ibid.). Consequently, Pelikani and his contemporaries sought to replicate the musical
spirit of improvised euphonium parts by standardizing them in preconceived written
form.10
To address the accumulated concerns caused by rote learning practices, including
the transmission discrepancies and improvisation skill limitations discussed above,
Pelikani applied his overseas training to achieving better standardization of the literature
traditionally taught by rote. To this end, he spent countless hours listening to definitive
recordings and notating accurate instrumental parts for the police band, rewinding his
audiotape multiple times to check the accuracy of his transcriptions. Through this
process Pelikani was able to notate dozens of hiva kakala selections; these written
arrangements could then be shared with school and community bands throughout the
kingdom and provided for a standardized approach to repertory. In the area of hymn
10

In contemporary practice, bandmasters still encourage highly competent players to improvise,
but less proficient musicians utilize the arranger's written part to provide the euphonium
ornamentation (ibid).
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tunes, as musical arranger Pelikani expanded upon the small body of hymn-based themeand-variations arrangements originating in Tonga, replicating a practice common in
British band literature but previously underutilized by Tongan instrumental arrangers.
Elsewhere in the Commonwealth such arrangements had long been part of band contests,
but Tongan bands before this time generally performed hymns in strophic S ATB
homophonic style, remaining largely faithful to the original vocal renditions.11 Pelikani
drew upon his Kneller Hall experience to create true instrumental hymn arrangements,
such as the previously cited competition test piece for 1984, "At the Cross There's
Room" (P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January 2004).
Following Pelikani's lead, many other Tongan bandmasters began to write
standardized arrangements of hiva kakala songs and to transmit them by written, rather
than aural, means. Tevita and Feke Kamitoni (Tupou College), Viliami Tu'ipulotu
(Maopa), Ve'ehala and Taulama 'Aleamotu'a (ROCOM), Tekilati and Kitione Palavi
(Mailefihi College), Siosiua Faka'osi and ' Atunaisa Taumoepeau (police band), among
others, have contributed greatly to the currently available body of notated hiva kakala
band renditions. This corpus of standardized instrumental arrangements, integrating
Western scoring techniques such as antiphonal sectional writing and key modulations,
eventually placed highly polished hiva kakala transcriptions alongside British brass
arrangements of sambas, foxtrots, polkas, calypsos, and other vernacular musics in local
band libraries. This process typifies how contemporary Tongan brass musicians
progressively reinscribe their musical tradition and reinfuse its repertory by expanding

11

Many A3Z recordings document this practice, including a band recording of "Abide With Me"
still broadcast daily on A3Z's AM station.
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the overall body of band literature through the addition of new standardized and staff
notated arrangements for brass band. Such arrangements would prove to be vitally
important in transmitting a distinct Tongan musical identity when the police band
inaugurated a new practice of overseas touring in the early 1980s.
Contemporary bandsmen credit Pelikani as an early champion of such touring.
Pelikani's son 'Atunaisa, who currently directs the police band, finds mention of only one
brief visit to Samoa in 1975 previous to his father's tenure. Under Pelikani's leadership,
however, the band performed at the 1982 Commonwealth Games in Brisbane, the 1983
"Easter Show" festival in Auckland, and an unspecified 1985 festival in Sydney.
Pelikani's successors emulated this pattern, causing the police band to rival the national
rugby team as the most-traveled organization representing Tonga (A. Taumoepeau, pers.
comm., 4 September 2005). These travel opportunities gave the band membership at
large a chance to witness foreign bands in live performance on a fairly regular basis,
further opening their minds to aesthetic values outside the narrow Tongan system, which
led to further reinscriptions of the Tongan brass tradition. In these ways and others,
Pelikani affected significant change in his role as police band director.
Pelikani's second role as brass band spokesman for the royal-sponsored and
noble-dominated TBBA, while an adjunct of his police band position, allowed him input
concerning such key facets of brass band operation as the annual band competition and
A3Z broadcast content. Pelikani found himself in this position of influence when Tupou
IV decided to form an advisory committee for brass bands. The king asked Fielakepa to
head up the committee upon its organization in 1977; the Haveluloto noble in turn
prevailed upon Pelikani to serve on the committee and provide the professional
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perspectives required to help fulfill its organizational mission. The TBBA proved to be
pivotal in creating enthusiasm for the annual band competition; one of its strategies
included the institution of a grand prize that allowed winning bands to tour abroad (P.
Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January 2004). As a result, some Tongan school and
community bands were able to immerse themselves, albeit briefly, in non-Tongan culture,
thereby accelerating musical change in the kingdom's brass tradition. These overseas
trips for select amateur bands, combined with the police band's touring activities, opened
a floodgate of opportunity for Tongan musicians to interact with the larger postcolonial
world. Such experiences greatly enlarged Tonga's stocks of transnational cultural
knowledge.
Pelikani's third distinct affiliation, serving as lay music leader in the FWC
Church, merits special consideration in the context of this chapter's focus as it illustrates
some specific ways in which the boundaries between secular and sacred functions of
brass band personnel blur in contemporary Tongan culture. When Pelikani speaks of his
musical career, it becomes obvious that the church musician role was the most important
one in his life, both in terms of length of service and personal priority. As one of the
three most active church bands in the kingdom, along with Maopa and Kolomotu'a,
Haveluloto FWC Band has figured prominently over the past thirty years in annual band
competitions, in Christmas Eve and uike lotu serenading, in po hiva multiple church choir
evening performances, and in a short-lived cycle of annual sacred music recitals honoring
Tupou IV. Pelikani's own experiences as a cornetist in the fledgling Maopa band
prepared him to accept Fielakepa's assignment to begin a similar ensemble at Haveluloto
in 1966, creating the second Tongan band to accompany Sunday worship services.
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Pelikani served as primary music director at Haveluloto FWC from that time, with the
assistance of many associate conductors over the years, until a stroke incapacitated him in
2002 (ibid.). His thirty-two years of service in the church music leadership context
stands in stark contrast to his eight-year tenure as police bandmaster.
Pelikani's FWC brass group, in addition to its role as accompanying ensemble for
the Haveluloto Choir, functioned as a community band representing Fielakepa's district.
A3Z records document the continuous participation of the Haveluloto FWC band in the
"community band" category of the annual competition throughout the 1980s and 90s, and
Pelikani attests to its participation throughout the 1970s as well (ibid.). The TBBA
committee called upon Pelikani to serve as chief adjudicator for the competition from
1977 until 1987, when Siua Faka'osi replaced him in his capacity as then-current police
bandmaster.12 Both Pelikani and Viliami Tu'ipulotu recall that Haveluloto and Maopa
typically battled for first place honors during this period of peak activity, with Maopa
taking top honors for roughly two-thirds of the contests and Haveluloto winning the
1 ~X

remainder.
When the TBBA sought to improve the quality and consistency of Tonga's band
competitions, Pelikani suggested that they copy the British brass band contest model of
Because Pelikani served as adjudicator for this competition, it was necessary for his associate
conductors to lead the band in its competition programs from 1977-87. The practice of assigning
associate conductors for competition programs was not uncommon. A3Z documentation for the
1985 contest lists both the 'conductor' for the competition program and the 'bandmaster' for each
participating church-community band. None of the bandmasters listed for the eight bands
actually conducted the competition program in 1985.
13
During the decade that Pelikani served as adjudicator, Haveluloto bested Maopa in nearly every
year the contest was held (there were several lapses). Ve'ehala asserts that the Tongan people
suspected favoritism on Pelikani's part and, consequently, the band competition's popularity
waned slightly. It experienced a revival during the 1990 contest honoring Tupou IV 's silver
anniversary as monarch, sustaining that renewed enthusiasm throughout the 1990s (Ve'ehala,
interview, 7 January 2005).
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compulsory pieces, those "set" selections that every competing band would be required to
perform. Ultimately, and over a period of years, the committee realized that this
approach did not appeal to Tongan audiences, although, during the span from 1978-1995
each competition featured three such pieces. Hymn arrangements were perennial choices
for the compulsory selections, as were marches; the third choice in each of these years
was either designated as a "concert piece" (1986-87,1991-92) or as a "test piece"
(1984)14. In every year that A3Z specifically identified these pieces in its print
documentation, the hymn selection was invariably a British brass band arrangement, with
the notable exception of 1984, when the compulsory hymn selection was a Pelikani
Taumoepeau arrangement of the Sankey hymn tune "At the Cross There's Room." In
1996 the Tongan National Music Association, by then co-chaired by Princess Pilolevu
and the Hon. Ve'ehala, abandoned the practice of requiring compulsory pieces, instead
allowing each band to select its own program (Jackson, interview, 2 July 2004).
By his own account, Pelikani's crowning achievement in the Tongan musical
community came to fruition during the 1990s, long after completing his service with the
police band. Tupou IV, desiring to create an aura of "high" culture while entertaining
influential Tongans and foreign visitors during his birthday festivities, seized upon the
Hon. Fielakepa's suggestion to inaugurate an annual classical/sacred music recital hosted
by Haveluloto FWC. Envisioned by the noble as an artistic highlight during this yearly
period of national celebration, the proposed concert performance was an elitist event,
with an audience limited to invited guests—unlike most other festival events, which are
open to the public. By virtue of both accumulated reputation and the ongoing patronage
The 1991 contest also included a fanfare as a fourth compulsory piece.
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of his influential friend Fielakepa, Pelikani Taumoepeau received the assignment of
organizing the recital. In this capacity he functioned as current Haveluloto choirbandmaster, emeritus police bandmaster, and, perhaps not coincidentally, as the most
senior of Tonga's foreign-trained band musicians. Fielakepa proposed the recital concept
for the king's silver jubilee celebration in 1990, but Pelikani did not have sufficient time
to execute the plan; consequently the first recital took place in July 1992
(P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4 January 2004). The event included performances by the
Maopa, Kolomotu'a, Longolongo, and Haveluloto FWC choirs, with their accompanying
bands, along with a special guest performance by Marilyn Meyer, a part-Tongan concert
pianist residing in New Zealand. Pelikani could not recall the specific program selections
for that year, but did confirm that, with the exception of Meyer's solo piano pieces, all
selections were Western anthem and oratorio items, culminating with a massed choir
rendition of Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus." Pelikani, his son Naisa, and two other
handpicked musicians arranged all the music for the occasion and considered the
fulfillment of that task a gift to their beloved king (ibid.).
The annual recital continued until 1999, after which time the king's health began
a long decline that made this particular event unsustainable.15 Each of the eight recitals
during the concert's history followed the basic format established in the inaugural event:
four FWC choirs performed with their bands, in most years augmented by Marilyn

Another factor influencing the recital's discontinuance was the 1996 death of the Hon.
Fielakepa. His son had an interest in sustaining the practice, but received an assignment from
Tupou IV to serve as governor of the Ha'apai island group during the late 1990s. His absence
from the Haveluloto district contributed to the demise of the annual recital (Fielakepa, pers.
comm., 5 January 2004).
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Meyer's solo piano performances. Aldred attended the 1995 recital during her field
research period and described the program for that year:
Following the National Anthem, the hymn 'Ko e Talatalanoa' (words by King
Taufa'ahau), a prayer and welcoming speech by the Prime Minister, the
Honourable Baron Vaea, the programme commenced with a combined
performance of 'Let Their Celestial Concerts All Unite' from the oratorio,
'Samson', by Handel. A solo trumpet performance of a traditional 'air varie' [a
theme-and-variations form popularized by nineteenth-century British brass bands]
and the Vivaldi trumpet concerto for two trumpets (soloists: K. ['Atunaisa]
Taumoepeau and T. ['Alifeleti] Faka'osi) also featured [sic]. The only other solo
instrumentalist was a pianist. The formal church occasion produced polite
applause from the selected audience of higher ranking and well traveled Tongans
who were probably familiar with overseas concert protocol. Silence throughout
the performance was established, as in the Western tradition, unlike that seen in
the outdoor Tongan performances where spectator participation is crucial to the
overall atmosphere. (Aldred 1997:88)16
Aldred goes on to list specific selections by each of the choirs. Kolomotu'a Choir
performed "Cum Sancto Spiritu" from J. S. Bach's Mass in B Minor and "Gloria" from
Mozart's Twelfth Mass. The Haveluloto Choir followed with "Achieved Is the Glorious
Work" from Haydn's Creation, Handel's "Coronation Anthem No. 1" ("Zadok the
Priest"), and "Gloria in Excelsis Deo" from Beethoven's Mass in C, the latter
arrangement combining brass and organ accompaniment.17 Longolongo FWC Choir
chose to feature Siosiua Faka'osi's original six-part oratorio The Prodigal Son, which had
been premiered earlier that year, as well as a performance of "Crown with Festival
Pomp" (composer not listed). As was the case in 1992, the recital concluded with
combined choirs and bands performing "Hallelujah Chorus." Aldred reports that, aside

I have made name corrections by virtue of personal communication with 'Atunaisa
Taumoepeau and 'Alifeleti Faka'osi.
17
Underscoring its perennial popularity among Tongan audiences, "Zadok the Priest" served as
the concluding selection for the coronation of King Siaosi Tupou V on 1 August 2008 (C.
Shumway, pers. comm., 17 August 2008).
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from Faka'osi's original work, all arrangements for the 1995 program were created by
Pelikani Taumoepeau (Aldred 1997:88-89).
Both Pelikani and his daughter Kina remember those recitals from 1992-99 as
important events for the royal family. As Kina recalled those programs and their impact,
she related that "the king really appreciated it, and most of the pdlangi people [visiting
dignitaries], they appreciated [the recitals]." She continued by commenting on the
cumulative reactions of the Tongans who attended during those years: "the Tongans, they
need to have more background [to appreciate the music]" (K. Taumoepeau, interview, 4
January 2004). Pelikani expressed mixed feelings about the demise of the recital series.
In one regard it was an extremely gratifying experience as a "labor of love" and a
contribution to the royal family's conception of "high culture"; on the other side of the
coin, Pelikani felt relief with the cessation of the time-consuming work of musical
arrangement, rehearsal, and attending to organizational detail—especially since he
received no compensation for his considerable efforts (P. Taumoepeau, interview, 4
January 2004). The choice of Haveluloto Church as the recital venue was highly
pragmatic because it allowed access to both piano and organ. The decision to foreground
sacred choir music in these performances, however, lends credence to Tongan assertions
that such sacred music creates the highest feelings of profundity and emotional affect for
islander audiences (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004). As a metaphor for Pelikani's
brass conducting career, this recital series points out the centrality of sacred musical
expressions in his life and in the lives of his fellow Tongan citizens.
In summarizing Pelikani's contributions within his three-pronged musical career,
knowledgeable Tongan musicians credit him, by virtue of his Kneller Hall training, with
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establishing a bridge between two Tongan brass band eras. The first was dominated by
Sione Tu'ifua's aesthetic of loud playing and forceful articulation, persisting even in the
performances of the police band until the early 1980s. The second era, which idealized a
more Westernized timbre aesthetic better suited for choir accompaniment, began with
Pelikani's subtle but groundbreaking endeavors. Viliami Tu'ipulotu's revolutionary—
and for most Tongans, counterintuitive—efforts to transform the Maopa Band sonority in
the late 1970s had an undeniable impact upon contemporary Tongan brass aesthetics, but
it is quite likely that the public ultimately accepted Viliami's philosophy more readily
due to Pelikani's concurrent efforts with the highly-visible and often-imitated police band
during that same period (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 8 January 2008). In many ways
Pelikani forged his career during a key transitional time, when Tupou IV felt it beneficial
to establish a brass band association, when the noble Fielakepa was able to facilitate an
overseas training experience, when the practice of church brass accompaniment
blossomed into a new Tongan tradition, and when A3Z had developed into a mature
kingdom-wide broadcasting corporation. Pelikani's musical pursuits during the last
quarter of the twentieth century illustrate the synergy created at the nexus of secular and
sacred music traditions in Tonga and constitute a vivid example of the expanding
networks of connections through which postcolonial cultures define themselves.
If Pelikani Taumoepeau deserves primary credit for beginning the police band's
transition to a new aesthetic standard during the 1980s, his successor Siua Faka'osi
warrants acknowledgement as the director who saw that process through to full fruition.
Although Pelikani benefited from the ongoing patronage of the Haveluloto District's
hereditary noble, the Hon. Fielakepa, Siua did not receive a similar level of support from
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potential benefactors on Vava'u, his original place of residence. Nevertheless he was
inordinately self-motivated throughout his musical career in seeking to improve his skills
and then applying them to the progression of the ensembles he directed. The experiences
of Siua's formative years undoubtedly prepared him well for subsequent musical
development. His father was a mandolin player in a German-influenced string band, and
both his father and uncle established reputations as preeminent pulotu (poet-musicians)
who composed lakalaka for special occasions in their respective Vava'u districts (A.
Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008). As a graduate of Sione Tu'ifua's band program
at Tonga College in 1960, Siua could have easily succumbed to the human tendency to
teach as he was taught, but he maintained an open mind, evaluated thoughtfully, and
progressively gravitated toward a performance standard that he felt was appropriate for
the king's band. Siua joined the police band in 1969 as a cornet player (fig. 5.1). In his
three years of police band tutelage prior to becoming interim bandmaster, he had the
opportunity to evaluate the leadership styles of two police band directors who had no
training beyond their experience with Tu'ifua and/or his Tonga College alumni proteges.
During his four years as interim director (1972-76), Siua applied his Tonga College
training to the best of his ability, ultimately concluding that he needed to pursue
additional training as soon as it was practical to do so (ibid.).18
Siua's desire for formal training intensified when Pelikani Taumoepeau returned
from Kneller Hall in 1976 and became the first brass musician to influence Siua from any
frame of reference other than that of Tonga College's bandmaster lineage. While serving
18

An additional leadership challenge arose from the fact that Siua held the rank of private when
he was initially appointed as director. Consequently, many band members outranked him, and he
found it necessary to deal with their inevitable resentment (ibid.).
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as the police band's associate conductor during the late 1970s, Siua developed a longing
to study overseas as Pelikani had done, but found no counterpart to Fielakepa's
sponsorship within his own circle of influence. Consequently, Siua needed to bear his
own expenses for a two-year training period in Australia (1932-85). That brief
experience proved invaluable to Siua's musical development, nurturing a nascent love of
jazz and reinforcing in Siua's mind the benefits of a strategic departure from Tu'ifua's
traditional brass aesthetics. On his return to Tonga in 1985, Siua almost immediately

Figure 5.1. Siosiua Mafi Faka'osi (left) as police band recruit, 1969. Photo courtesy of
'Alifeleti Faka'osi. Used by permission.
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received the assignment to succeed Pelikani as police bandmaster. A strong advocate for
rank advancement and higher salaries for band musicians, Siua succeeded in achieving a
record number of promotions for his subordinates during his ten-year directorship (ibid.).
He also accelerated the band's international touring schedule, creating many additional
opportunities for Tongan bandsmen to expand their cultural horizons and to interact with
exemplary foreign musicians. Siua replaced Pelikani on the TBBA steering committee in
1987 and served concurrently with Ve'ehala as band specialist until Siua's retirement
from the police band in 1995. During his time of service on the steering committee, Siua
helped facilitate an expansion of TBBA's mission and its transformation to the Tongan
National Music Association in 1991 (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005). His influence
in that context seemed to be less pervasive than was Pelikani's, due in no small part to
Ve'ehala's undeniable stature as a hereditary noble who was also a professional brass
player and conductor.
Like his predecessor Pelikani Taumoepeau, Siua pursued a multi-pronged musical
career. Maintaining a strong lifelong involvement with sacred choral music, he
participated in FCT choirs since his youth and, based on that experience, responded to a
request from the police commissioner to create a police choir for the annual cadet
graduation in 1972, shortly before Siua's appointment as interim band director. Since
that time an SATB choir of male and female police personnel has been a standard feature
of these annual graduation services. Siua's aggregate experiences with choirs and bands
made him an ideal candidate to adopt brass into FCT worship, and when one of the large
FCT congregations in Nuku'alofa wanted to adopt the budding practice of brass worship
music accompaniment in 1974, Siua became the church's bandmaster and served there
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until his departure for Australia in 1982 (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
When he returned to Tonga in 1985, Siua became aware of a schism in the FCT, with
some congregants taking issue with church leaders over ecclesiastical governance and
financial management. These dissidents created a breakaway church in 1985, calling it
the Constitutional Free Church of Tonga. The Faka'osi family aligned itself with the new
church, and Siua became its dual choir-band director. His concurrent positions, leading
the police choir and band while also conducting the Constitutional Church choir and band
(1985-95), led to an overlap of repertory for the two groups. Siua's typical pattern during
that span was to prepare an impressive choir-band anthem for the annual police
graduation service in March and then utilize that same arrangement in the Constitutional
Church for subsequent special worship occasions. During many of those years Siua
programmed the same often-performed European masterworks favored by many church
choirs in Tonga, but he did manage to expand the body of transcribed repertory by
writing an arrangement of the final chorus from Handel's "Israel in Egypt" (ibid.). This
constituted a subtle but discernible reinscription of Tongan sacred music practices that
others subsequently emulated, gradually augmenting the body of traditional Western
anthem and oratorio selections with new arrangements and adaptations (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 3 August 2005).
Perhaps Suia's most noteworthy contributions came as a result of his desire to
compose original music. Familiarity and accessibility are important values for Tongan
audiences and, accordingly, most bandmasters invest their energies in presenting music
that affords an immediate psychological or emotional connection. Hymns, familiar
Western choral and instrumental masterworks, hiva kakala songs, highly recognizable
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marches, and Western popular music all provide this element of familiarity. Bucking this
trend, Siua sought to compose original marches for the police band and to compose
pieces for combined choir and band in a quasi-oratorio musical setting, particularly as
showcase pieces for police graduations.19 The first original composition Siua
programmed with the police band was entitled "Tama Tonga March," featured in an A3Z
recording dated 11 December 1975. According to Siua's son, 'Alifeleti, this march was a
new musical setting of an older Tongan hiva tune, with new original lyrics by Siua. In
1992 Siua composed the aptly named "Royal Tonga Police Band March," recording it
during that year and again in 1994. Assisted by 'Alifeleti, a solo cornetist with the band
since 1985, he scored an original work titled "Jesus of Nazareth," which he premiered at
the 1993 police academy graduation (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
Siua followed up on his first original composition by writing a six-part oratorio
entitled The Prodigal Son, which premiered during the March 1995 police cadet
graduation. The latter work received several more performances at the Constitutional
Church, as well as the 1995 Heilala Week royal recital, but has failed to remain in the
active repertory for Tongan church choirs (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 10 January 2008).
These compositions' descent into oblivion may be partially explained by Siua's
retirement from the police force in 1995 and his subsequent conversion to the LDS faith
in 1997 (D. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 3 January 2004), but it is even more likely that the

Several bandmasters cultivated reputations as composers of hiva kakala, including Sione
Tu'ifua of Tonga College/Beulah College, Sofele Kakala of Apifo'ou College/Tonga High
School, and Tevita Kamitoni of Tupou College/Tonga High School, but only Siua Faka'osi and
Sofele Kakala wrote original compositions intended specifically for instruments (Ve'ehala, pers.
comm., 10 January 2008).
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Tongan penchant for familiarity described above accounts for their dormant status.
Regardless of his music's current standing in the active repertory, it is noteworthy that
Siua devoted an inordinate amount of time and energy to composing and arranging sacred
music. Considering his twenty-six year career with the police band, including fourteen as
director, his devotion to sacred music further demonstrates the thorough interweaving of
religiously based music into the repertory of ostensibly secular musical ensembles in
Tonga.
Siua challenged Tongan audiences with his original and unfamiliar compositions,
but he also appeased them by developing and showcasing a jazz/pop music combo that
utilized brass band personnel. After developing a rudimentary proficiency on clarinet in
his youth, Siua increased his woodwind competencies during his study in Australia.
When he later assumed police band directorship, Siua coupled this woodwind training
with his affinity for jazz and popular music to create the combo. The original combo
instrumentation consisted of two trumpets, trombone, saxophone, electronic keyboard,
electric guitar, electric bass, and drum kit (Aldred 1997:151). The brass and woodwind
component of this ensemble has varied over the years, sometimes expanding to as many
as four trumpets and five saxophones (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
The combo often includes vocal arrangements in its performances to spotlight the
singing talents of the ensemble's instrumentalists. 'Alifeleti performed with this group
continuously from its creation in 1987 until 1996 and remembers that his father was able
to procure some "stage band" arrangement compilation books that included swing
classics such as "In the Mood," "One O'clock Jump," and "Moonlight Serenade." Other
Musical analyses of several of these original works appear in chapter 6.
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arrangements included Pacific Island favorites like "Hawaiian Wedding Song" and "Tiny
Bubbles." Siua and ' Alifeleti also wrote arrangements for the group and incorporated a
few older dance band arrangements by Tongan musicians, e.g. Latu'ila Tonga's "Cindy"
(ibid.). For Tongan audiences, this ensemble and its arrangements helped make a
stronger connection between the government band and a host of string and electronic pop
bands in the kingdom, further legitimizing their contributions to Tongan stocks of
cultural knowledge.
While adding this popular music dimension to police band performance, Siua
continued to hone the brass band's sound in classically oriented programs. Moreover,
Siua's expanded touring regimen eventually influenced a transition in broadcast media in
Tonga. Prior to 2000, A3Z's recordings were in audio format only and intended for radio
broadcast. The police band accumulated an audio archive of their performances in the
A3Z library, but no professional video recordings existed prior to Siua's tenure as
bandmaster. Under his direction, the band participated in the 1989 Pacific Rim Music
Festival in Honolulu and received a professional videorecording of the performance. Six
years later the band obtained a second high-quality video when it participated in a truly
international music festival in Hamamatsu, Japan.21 These recordings helped provide
impetus for A3Z/TBC to implement television broadcasting and videorecording, which
began in 2000 (L. Petelo, interview, 29 December 2003). For the 1995 festival, Siua
programmed perhaps the most ambitious repertory attempted to date by a Tongan brass
band and subsequently recorded it for radio broadcast by A3Z (see fig. 5.2 for program

21

This biennial conference of the World Association for Symphonic Bands and Ensembles
[WASBE] featured nearly forty wind bands from four continents.
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content). Throughout the last part of his tenure (1991-95), Siua freely mixed challenging
British marches (The Thin Red Line, Mephistopheles, The Australasian), transcribed
orchestral masterworks (Light Cavalry Overture, New World Symphony, William Tell
Finale) light selections (Seventy-Six Trombones, Hootenanny, Caribbean Cameo),
Tongan songs (Katinia, Heilala Tangitangi, Sipi Tau, 'Upe 'o Nanasipau 'u Ida
Lupepau 'u) and popular music (/ Will Follow Him, Glenn Miller Special, Village People
Medley) in his programs for Tongan audiences. It was his hope that by doing so he
would expand the musical palette of his countrymen and cultivate greater appreciation for
art music in the kingdom (D. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 3 January 2004). In pursuing this
agenda, Siua occasionally left himself vulnerable to criticism. Ve'ehala has stated, for
example, that Siua "played the wrong tune at the wrong time," citing the police band's
performance of one of its classical transcriptions at a rugby match (Ve'ehala, interview, 6
January 2005). Despite such isolated criticisms, many recognize that the police band in
the last two decades has expanded the instrumental repertory appreciably, exposing
Tongan listeners to a much wider variety of genres and styles (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3
January 2004).
In summarizing Siua's personal contributions to the dynamic and evolving
Tongan band tradition, it is appropriate to emphasize his desire to transform timbre
aesthetics and related dimensions of musical expression. This personal objective directly
affected the brass band's ability to enhance sacred music performances by facilitating a
better blend of choral and instrumental elements while also allowing for more nuance in
brass performance style. In this pursuit Siua augmented the efforts of both Viliami
Tu'ipulotu and Pelikani Taumoepeau in their respective spheres of influence. Siua's
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central artistic philosophy centered on versatility; in his mind it was imperative to employ
sonorities, articulation styles, musical dynamics, and other expressive elements that were
appropriate for the character of each piece. Within this paradigm, Siua deemed it to be
just as inappropriate to perform a lively compound meter Tongan hiva kakala with legato
tonguing and at & pianissimo dynamic level as to perform the largo "Going Home" theme
from Dvorak's New World Symphony with an edgy timbre and marcato tonguing (A.
Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008). Accordingly he strove to maintain the more
robust Tongan brass style for energetic indigenous genres while incorporating more
nuanced performance elements appropriate for much foreign band repertory and sacred
music (Aldred 1997:150-51).
To further reinforce this notion of stylistic appropriateness and adaptability and
by virtue of his influence with the TBBA, Siua helped perpetuate the practice of bringing
in "outside" adjudicators from Australia or New Zealand for the annual nationwide band
competition. These guest evaluators, in addition to assigning competition scores
according to subjective criteria based ultimately upon their own cultural conditioning,
provided recorded comments intended to guide bandmasters in improving their bands'
performance competencies (ibid.: 152-53). One of the inevitable outcomes of this
perennial adjudication process was the incremental transformation of Tonga's collective
set of band aesthetics over time, which was one of Siua's desired results (ibid.:151).22

The Beulah College Band seems to illustrate the efficacy of this process from an antithetical
perspective. Beulah has eschewed participation in the annual competition over the past quartercentury. A consequent lack of outside influence on their approach to brass playing has resulted in
the band's perpetuation of an older style of forceful dynamics and hard articulation (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 3 January 2004; Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004; M. Tokotaha, interview, 4
January 2004; Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005).
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Ultimately, Siua was part of a larger movement of individual musicians
contributing to the change process simultaneously, albeit in a non-concerted manner,
during the last quarter of the twentieth century in Tonga. The factors influencing musical
change in Tonga's band tradition are multidimensional and complex, with directors of the
professional bands wielding disproportionate influence during each era of band
development. Siosiua Mafi Faka'osi led the Royal Tongan Police Band, Tonga's longest
established professional band, during the period that represents its zenith to date in
artistry and influence. In his leadership role he validated the efforts of Viliami
Tu'ipulotu and other band colleagues in reinscribing the Tongan brass sound and
expanding band repertory, contributing his own unique "interpretations of similarity and
difference" (C. Waterman 1990:9). By pursuing similar objectives to those of his brass
band contemporaries, Siua join a network of "actors producing] interpretations that resist
dominant ideas," while underscoring that these change agents cannot operate
"independently of the larger social field" (Berger and Del Negro 2004:142).

Fanfare and Soliloquy

T. L. Sharpe

Great Spirituals

Trad./Arr. E. Ball

Light Cavalry Overture

F. Von Suppe/Arr. E. Ball

New World Symphony

A. Dvorak/Arr. W. Rimmer

1812 Overture

P. Tchaikovsky/Arr. E. Seibert

Hootenanny

H. L. Walters

Figure 5.2. Program for Royal Tongan Police Band at WASBE Festival, Hamamatsu,
Japan, 1995. From A3Z archive.
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When Siua retired from the police force in 1995, leadership of the band passed to
Viliami Taufa for a two-year period. No police band recordings are documented in the
A3Z archive from late 1997 onward, most likely because A3Z effected a transition from
audio recordings to VHS video during that span.23 An audio recording dated 28 May
1997 is attributed to the Tonga Police Band, with several musical selections
commemorating Tonga High School's golden jubilee anniversary and also honoring
Police Minister Clive Edwards, a notable alumnus of the school. More detailed cue sheet
notes from the tape storage box allude to the performers as Tonga High "old boys"
(alumni), which makes it unclear whether the recording represents the full police band
personnel as then constituted or a Tonga High alumni contingent of the police band. In
either case it is likely that Taufa served as conductor for the recording, although no
conductor is specifically credited. The band did not undertake any overseas touring
during Taufa's brief tenure, and in all respects most contemporary bandsmen see Taufa's
years as a fairly static transitional time for the organization (Ve'ehala, interview, 30
August 2005; 'Aleamotu'a, pers. comm., 21 December 2003; A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1
January 2008).
Pelikani Taumoepeau's son 'Atunaisa (hereafter 'Naisa') assumed leadership of
the band in the latter part of 1997, functioning in that position until the present day.
Importantly, the ROCOM brass band, under the leadership of the Hon. Ve'ehala, had
reached a level of proficiency rivaling that of the police band by the late 1990s, as
23

No A3Z staff member undertook to identify specific band performances for the newer VHS
recordings in the brass band documentation ledgers; those recordings were shelved and
catalogued by chronological date rather than genre or performing ensemble category. The final
entries in the band ledger document recordings from the 1998 band competition.
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Ve'ehala vigorously pursued a strategy aimed at achieving preeminent ceremonial band
status for ROCOM during this period. He accomplished this by lobbying for overseas
touring opportunities and sharing ceremonial duties at home, especially those involving
the king. Because of this seismic shift in professional opportunities for the kingdom's
best brass players, the police band that Naisa inherited already showed subtle signs of
decline due to competition in recruiting proficient brass musicians. Naisa countered this
challenge with the most ambitious touring program in the police band's history. His
father Pelikani and Siua Faka'osi had undertaken eight tours between them over nearly
two decades; since 1997 Naisa has led the band on ten tours spanning four continents,
including three separate tours in 2002 alone. The band's travels have taken it to Australia
(1998 and 2001), Hawai'i (2000 and 2005), Canada (2000), Germany (2001; see fig. 5.3),
Japan (2002), Denmark (2002), the U.S. mainland (2002), and New Zealand (1998 and
2006).
Naisa followed his father's example in pursuing overseas training, spending two
years in general studies at Fiji's University of the South Pacific (1988-89) and later
receiving formal music training at Melbourne University's Conservatorium of Music
(1991-94). He has continued Siua's practice of integrating dance band "combo"
performances whenever possible and also leads the band annually in traditional
Christmas Eve brass serenading (A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 4 September 2005). The
band continues to serve as the accompanying ensemble for New Year's Eve worship
services at Centenary Church and combines with ROCOM for the annual military parade
review on the king's birthday. When the government sponsors activities featuring invited
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overseas groups, such as the July 2005 military tattoo, the police band stands alongside
the ROCOM band in serving as hosts for such occasions.
In addition to fulfilling traditional ceremonial duties, Naisa has sought to expand
the band's community service. To that end he has helped develop a police department
drug awareness program within the last decade. After the police ministry inaugurated a
community watch program for Tongatapu, the band began presenting concerts to
emphasize the anti-drug message. During a one-month period the band visits one school
each day and a community hall nearly each evening to entertain and to educate; this
community outreach effort has become an annual tradition, demonstrating one of the
contemporary ways in which brass bands assist in cultivating desirable social attitudes
(ibid.).

Figure 5.3. Royal Tongan Police Band in Potsdam, Germany, March 2001. Photo
courtesy of' Atunaisa Taumoepeau. Used by permission.
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A brief overview of my initial encounters with the band during field research
highlights its contemporary performance functions. Although I had no interpersonal
contact with police band personnel until June 2004,1 was able to observe the band's
performances in several contexts during the 2003 Christmas season. The band
participated, along with many other groups, in an evening open-air program sponsored by
TBC and entitled" Carols by Candlelight." Scheduled as a two-evening event, with
separate programs for each evening, "Carols" featured the police band in a prominent role
during the first evening (16 December 2003), with the full brass band performing
"Snoopy's Christmas" and "God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen" alongside a Tongan
Christmas song in hiva kakala style. The program then segued to the band's pop music
combo, which performed Jose Feliciano's "Feliz Navidad," Harry Belafonte's "Mary's
Boy Child," and an arrangement of "O Holy Night" featuring alto saxophone solo.
Following performances by other individuals and community groups, the full police band
returned to lead the audience in the Tongan National Anthem, a standard feature of any
performance attended by royal family members.
On Christmas Eve 2003, the band was one of just a few instrumental ensembles to
continue the tradition of all-night serenading. Its travel circuit included the royal palace,
Crown Prince Tupouto'a's country villa, the homes of key government ministers, and
villages where band members reside. As I spent the night traveling with the Maopa Band
there were several locations where the police band directly followed the Maopa
performance, indicating that these residents, including such VIPs as the current and
former prime ministers, were particularly worthy of serenading on that night. The band
follows a similar routine on New Year's Eve, but with an important twist. The police
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band has served for many years as the accompanying band for Saione FWC New Year's
Eve worship service, while the combined Maopa-Kolomotu'a band provides the
instrumental music for a different FWC worship service in Nuku'alofa, in a church
designated as the "home" church for Tupou IV's only daughter Princess Pilolevu and her
family (Tokotaha, interview, 4 January 2004). The police band's traditional involvement
with this church service illustrates yet another way in which the sacred and secular are
conflated in modern Tonga.24
Since its inception in 1951 the Royal Tongan Police Band has been a highly
visible musical organization serving to inspire three generations of brass players
throughout Tonga. Its directors have created a ripple effect of increasing musicianship by
sharing insights and perspectives gained through their composite formal training, and a
number of current school bandmasters have benefited from either direct or indirect
training through association with police band personnel. A3Z broadcasts of this band
have been more frequent than those of any other band, local or foreign (Petelo, interview,
29 December 2003), thereby greatly amplifying its influence in the Tongan band
community. As sole official government ceremonial band for nearly a half-century, it
energized and enlivened celebrations presided over by Queen Salote III and King
Taufa'ahau Tupou IV. The police band also embodies the symbiotic relationship
between Tonga's secular bands and church-based bands by virtue of shared personnel and
During my four periods of field research, I observed the police band's participation in the
king's birthday military review in 2004 and 2005, the 2005 military tattoo, holiday season
concerts in Nukualofa's business district, the Miss Heilala parade in 2004 and 2005, and other
performances around Tongatapu. During my time in Tonga, this band did not seem to be as
active as ROCOM. When I asked Naisa about the band's schedule, he acknowledged a relatively
light performance commitment, complaining mildly about the routine police duties his bandsmen
were expected to perform (A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 4 September 2005).
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aggregate duties that include participation in worship services at regular intervals during
the year. Although the broader Tongan brass tradition has declined recently due to a
number of socio-economic factors—including, among other things, the skyrocketing cost
of replacing aging instrument inventories and the distractions of global media—it seems
likely at this juncture that the police band will continue to perpetuate Tonga's national
pride in its brass band heritage while venerating the royal family's vision in establishing a
government-subsidized ensemble.25 This band is also likely to continue to serve as a
musical icon in Tonga's composite twenty-first century postcolonial identity, sharing this
status with the band sponsored by the Royal Tonga Defense Forces.

The Tongan Royal Corps of Musicians [ROCOM] (est. 1987)
Defense Forces commanding officers established ROCOM in September 1987 as
the brainchild of the Hon. Ve'ehala and pet project of then-Crown Prince Tupouto'a. The
prince originally envisioned a personnel pool to provide a dance band and a chamber
orchestra; Ve'ehala quickly inaugurated the former but eventually dissuaded the prince
from pursuing the idea of incorporating orchestral strings, pointing out that Tonga's
schools had prepared potential recruits to participate in a military brass band, but not in a
Western string-dominated orchestra. From the outset of the ROCOM venture, Ve'ehala
enlisted the aid of his cousin, Taulama 'Aleamotu'a (hereafter 'Taulama'), as associate
director, a function that he retains to the present day. Taulama is part of the kainga
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In maintaining contact with Naisa, I recently discovered that the entire police band membership
has seen its music performance function severely diminished after the pro-democracy riots of
November 2006. The commissioner deemed it necessary to assign them largely to peacekeeping
and patrol duties throughout 2007, although Naisa remained hopeful that members' assignments
would return to some degree of normalcy by mid-2008 (A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 31 March
2008).
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(extended family) of the 'Aleamotu'a line that holds the Fielakepa hereditary noble title
and also has fostered a number of respected bandmasters. Taulama's grandfather Siosiua
served as bandmaster at Tupou College in the post World War II era until he was invested
with the Fielakepa title in 1954, and Taulama's father, Sione Tiuke, led the police band
during the early 1960s (Aldred 1997:134). It is interesting to note that ROCOM has thus
been led in its first two decades of operation by descendants of two key families within
the larger Tongan music tradition, Vi and 'Aleamotu'a, which have historical
associations with the Saione and Haveluloto FWC churches respectively. Due to the
prestige accrued through their respective lineages of highly revered musicians, Ve'ehala
and Taulama were able to quickly attract a core of talented musicians with intrinsic
respect for their leadership (Mafi, pers. comm., 24 December 2003; Takeifanga, pers.
comm., 21 December 2003; Latu, pers. comm., 21 December 2003).
Although I have discussed the accomplishments of Tongan noble Ve'ehala in
several contexts previously, in this section I focus on additional personal achievements
and modes of influence in his capacity as the only Tongan to serve concurrently as an
invested hereditary noble and bandmaster (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). Born
Toluhama Vi, he acquired the Ve'ehala title after his father's death in 1986; since that
time he has worked tirelessly to support Tupou IV in fulfilling his grand vision of brass
bands as important identity markers in contemporary Tongan society. During the past
26

The Tupou dynasty has associated the Ve'ehala title with the Vi family since Tupou I
established the modern district governance system in 1862. Three members of the Vi family
figure prominently in this study: Toluhama Vi, ROCOM 's founding director; Leilua Vi,
Toluhama's father and noted cultural historian, whose work spanned the last two decades of
Queen Salote's reign and the first two decades of Tupou IV's monarchy; and Feleti Vi,
Toluhama's grandfather and first director of the Maopa Choir in the 1920s and 30s (Ve'ehala,
pers. comm., 10 January 2008).
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twenty years Ve'ehala has made numerous contributions to the brass tradition through a
set of interrelated, self-initiated strategies.
Ve'ehala, like Siua Faka'osi of the police band, benefited from formative musical
experiences through his family environment. Grandfather Feleti Vi's associations with
the Maopa Choir and the Tonga Defense Forces proved highly influential in young
Toluhama's life. His father, Leilua Vi, earned an enviable reputation as both musician
and cultural historian. In the former context he was admired as zpunake (poetcomposer-choreographer) oflakalaka and hiva kakala compositions, as well as one who
perpetuated the highly specialized fangufangu nose flute repertory. In his historian role,
Leilua served for many years as Secretary of the Tongan Traditions Committee
established by Queen Salote and perpetuated by Taufa'ahau Tupou IV. As official palace
historian, Leilua participated in a series of A3Z radio broadcasts aimed at teaching
Tongan youth about the kingdom's rich cultural legacy (Moyle, pers. comm., 29 October
2007). Given this pedigree, it is not surprising that Toluhama was eventually a willing
collaborator in Crown Prince Tupouto'a's master plan to establish a contingent of
musicians attached to the Royal Tongan Defense Forces (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January
2005). Before he could serve in this capacity, however, it was first necessary for the
young Toluhama to attain the requisite brass training.
Despite the Vi family's long association with Tupou College, Leilua encouraged
his son to enroll at Apifo'ou (Catholic) College when he reached secondary school age in
1974. Leilua had become aware of an expatriate New Zealander who was teaching at
Apifo'ou and leading its band during the mid 1970s. As a teenager Toluhama was
already receiving brass instruction from Viliami Tu'ipulotu of the Nuku'alofa Trustee
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Band, but Leilua wanted Toluhama to augment his training by learning a non-Tongan
approach to brass playing at Apifo'ou. After graduating from Apifo'ou, Toluhama
enrolled at St. Patrick's College in Upper Hutt, New Zealand, where he gained more
experience from 1978-80 (ibid.). During his teenage years Toluhama was a member of
the Trustee Band, and later the Maopa church band, during the period in which the
Hurstville (NZ) Salvation Army Band made two memorable visits to Tonga at the king's
invitation (1974, 1976). Consequently he was a participant in Tu'ipulotu's early
experiments in transforming the band's sonority to emulate the British-influenced model.
Ve'ehala shared with me his recollections of that era, characterizing it as an
"evolutionary period":
I also believed that too [that a change was desirable]. And because I wanted to
improve, I wanted to learn more about brass instruments, I wanted to write music
. . . and at that time I wanted to be a conductor, to run the band. At that time I
didn't know that I would go this far [heading up ROCOM], until 1981 when I was
told to join up [appointed as an officer in the army]. (Ibid.)
As a result of his concurrent training experiences with Viliami Tu'ipulotu and the
expatriate Apifo'ou director, Toluhama embraced the transformative nuanced brass
aesthetic these two mentors shared. Over time this musical "conversion" shaped nearly
all of Toluhama's mature philosophical perspectives concerning musical performance.
Soon after Toluhama returned from St. Patrick's in 1980, he followed his
grandfather's example and enlisted in the Tongan army. Toluhama proved eager at that
time to execute the crown prince's plan to establish a military-based corps of musicians.
Since that plan would require further musical training for the prospective director, the
crown prince, as deputy commander-in-chief of the armed forces, facilitated Toluhama's
study at the Australian Defense Forces School of Music from 1982-84 (ibid.). His
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primary mentor there was Lt. Colonel Peter Jackson, who coincidently had been a
classmate of Pelikani Taumoepeau during the latter's final two years at Kneller Hall
(1974-76). Since the late 1980s Colonel Jackson has enjoyed an ongoing association
with Ve'ehala by virtue of Jackson's perennial service as guest adjudicator for the
Tongan National Music Festival. He recalls the natural musical abilities that Ve'ehala
displayed during his undergraduate training, characterizing him as "extremely clever"
(Jackson, interview, 2 July 2004). Another Australian military instructor, recognizing
Ve'ehala's innate aural acuity, asked him at one point during his music theory training if
he was composing his harmonization exercises by applying textbook harmony rules or
merely relying on his "good Tongan ears." Ve'ehala's hedging reply was, "Combining
both." According to Ve'ehala, the instructor considered this response for a moment, and
then remarked, "Mmmmm . . . good man," before moving on to the next student
(Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). Despite Ve'ehala's self-confessed struggles with
rule-bound Western music theory, his experiences bred a strong desire to channel his
creative urges into instrumental arranging. He became especially passionate about
bringing more Western popular music, particularly from the rock era, into Tongan brass
repertory (ibid.). After graduating with a bandmaster's certificate from the military Band
Officer Course, he returned to Tonga to enact the crown prince's ROCOM plan.
Several years elapsed before Ve'ehala and Prince Tupouto'a came to agreement
on the type of ensemble that should represent the Tongan armed forces. During the
interim years from 1984 to 1987, Ve'ehala immersed himself in musical arranging and
found the Maopa Band to be his optimum outlet for creative expression. In its role as a
community band, playing for secular functions and participating in the annual band
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competition, Maopa open-mindedly embraced an expanding catalog of popular music
arrangements for its non-church performances. Ve'ehala supplied many of these
arrangements during the mid 1980s, as Sione Manu and Viliami Tu'ipulotu gave him the
latitude to introduce, rehearse, and even direct performances of his freshly written band
works. Through this process Ve'ehala contributed to an increasing sense of fluidity
between the dialectical boundaries of secular and sacred realms of band performance as
the Maopa Band ventured further into the world of popular music than it had ever done
previously.
A3Z facilitated and encouraged Maopa's forays into non-sacred performance
through the station's programming choices. In August 1985, A3Z recorded the Maopa
Band in the studio as they performed thirteen popular music selections. Ve'ehala
provided eleven arrangements for the occasion; seven of them represented popular songs
dating from 1960 onward, including the Village People's disco hit "YMCA," Kris
Kristofferson's often-recorded ballad "Help Me Make It Through the Night," themes
from TV shows M*A*S*H and Greatest American Hero, the 1960 Academy Awardwinning movie theme "Never On Sunday," "Beautiful Sunday" (a bouncy 1972 tune
recorded by British one-hit wonder Daniel Boone), and Stevie Wonder's classic "I Just
Called to Say I Love You." Ve'ehala also conducted the band for this recording session
(ibid.). In one of our dialogues he expressed his motivation for moving in this direction:
[T]he brass band when I was there in '74, '75, we really didn't play all
types of music . . . what I realized was . . . the people enjoyed it when we
did the Tongan music, but we didn't play much [popular] pdlangi music,
it wasn't very popular [in Tonga]... but when I went to the school of
music in '82, then I realized how to change it, 'cause the [Australian]
army's got all the stuff over there . . . I was very very happy to spend my
time in the army school of music, it was just exactly what was in my mind
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. . . and I came back and I wrote and arranged a lot of popular stuff... and
this was for the Maopa Band in '85, '86, '87. (Ibid.)
Because of the societal attitudes alluded to above, Ve'ehala's program for the 1985
recording represents a watershed event in Tongan broadcasting. It also had the effect of
opening up the Tongan public's receptivity to brass bands playing popular Western music
(ibid.). In this way, Toluhama began at a relatively young age to affect a major
reinscription of Tongan band repertory while simultaneously cultivating an audience for
this new material.
A summary of previous popular music representation within the A3Z brass band
archive helps to understand the significance of this 1985 recording. The Glenn Miller
classic "In the Mood" was a Tongan favorite and was recorded by at least three bands
prior to 1985. In contrast, British brass band arrangements in popular style were only
sporadically recorded and included selections such as "Brass Band Boogie" and
"Hawaiian Samba," recorded by the police band on 24 November 1966; "Tijuana
Holiday" and "Military Cha-Cha," recorded by the police band on 1 October 1976; "The
Entertainer," recorded by Tupou College on 1 October 1975; "When the Saints Go
Marchin' In," recorded by Mizpah Primary School on 25 November 1981; and "Paint
Your Wagon," performed as a massed band finale at the 1985 competition. The only
recordings of bona fide Western "Top Forty" hits prior to 1985 included the 1975 hits
"Paloma Blanca" and "Fernando" as recorded by the Fiji Royal Military Forces Band in
Fiji on 11 November 1977, and the Beatles' classic "Ob-la-di Ob-la-da," recorded by
Mailefihi College on 24 November 1981. In many ways the 1985 Maopa recording
represents a quantum leap forward toward bringing relatively recent popular music into
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Tongan band repertory. Maopa followed up in December 1986 with a recording session
that included "There's a Kind of Hush" (Herman's Hermits 1967), "Billy Don't Be a
Hero" (Paper Lace 1974), "Ebony and Ivory (Paul McCartney/Stevie Wonder 1982), and
a medley entitled "Elvis in Hawaii." When the Tongan Defense Forces established the
ROCOM dance band in late 1987, Ve'ehala naturally turned his attention to arranging for
his new ensemble, which was obviously well suited to his passion for non-Tongan
popular music. This band, together with the police band pop combo created by Siua
Faka'osi in 1986, helped stimulate a broader range of styles in the brass band repertory.
Accordingly, Tonga's professional instrumental organizations came to convey increased
versatility and eclecticism in brass performance; in this regard professional band leaders
defined specific artistic directions independent of any royal patron's agenda, providing
further examples of individual agency in action.
Although these incremental changes in repertory occurred throughout the late
1980s, it remains true that during ROCOM's first four years of existence (1987-91) the
organization looked nothing like the major cultural force it was to become later. In its
first incarnation as a dance band, ROCOM's initial wind instrumentation consisted of
flute, clarinet, saxophone, three trumpets, and three trombones, augmented by a rhythm
section including keyboard, guitar, electric bass and drum kit ('Aleamotu'a, pers. comm.,
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There is considerable anecdotal evidence of string and electric (amplified) bands performing
up-to-date Western pop music long before the police and army combos began to incorporate these
genres. One well-regarded band culled its personnel from among alumni of the Liahona Band
and was known professionally as "The Liahona Seven." Instrumentation included a four-man
rhythm section, two trumpets and one trombone. They played a number of American "Top
Forty" staples, including hits by 70s "horn" bands such as Chicago, along with hiva kakala
favorites and other Pacific Island popular songs. The concurrent establishment of the police and
army combos in the late 1980s served to further legitimize these genres in the minds of older and
more conservative Tongans (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
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29 December 2003). The ensemble functioned within that format until 1991, at which
time Ve'ehala made an aggressive move to establish a British-style brass band.28 He first
borrowed instruments from the Maopa Band, a group with which he had been affiliated
since 1974. During the ensuing six months in 1991 Ve'ehala petitioned the army
commander for funding to purchase instruments. After being rebuffed intermittently
throughout that period, he decided to pursue instrument procurement from a different
angle.
Ve'ehala had a vivid recollection of surplus instruments stored at the Australian
military music school where he had studied nearly a decade before. He contacted the
school's quartermaster, whom he had befriended during his years of study, and
discovered the surplus instruments that had been in storage for over twenty years were
still available. The quartermaster obtained permission to donate the instruments if the
Tongan commander would bear the cost of shipping. Presented with an updated and
greatly reduced funding request, Ve'ehala's commander approved the requisite shipping
expenses, and ROCOM soon received both the surplus instruments and a "huge stock" of
band music (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). By early 1992, Ve'ehala and Taulama
had recruited enough additional instrumentalists to staff a band of twenty—eighteen brass
and two percussionists—and made arrangements for several section leaders to receive
additional training in Australia ('Aleamotu'a, pers. comm., 29 December 2004). This
represented the first opportunity for brass personnel other than bandmasters to benefit

Ve'ehala sent Taulama to observe police band modes of operation at its headquarters and
during public performances over a protracted period in 1990 in preparation for "pitching" the
brass band idea to his military superiors (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 10 January 2008).
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from formal training outside Tonga (ibid.) and ultimately led to an accelerated
reinterpretation of brass band identity.
From the time ROCOM inaugurated its brass band, Ve'ehala has sought to infuse
a healthy mix of foreign popular music into the band's library. These arrangements are
programmed liberally, coexisting with Tongan hiva and a broad repertory of British band
classics made available to ROCOM through the Australian military music department's
generous donation of print music. The first documented extant ROCOM brass band
recording in the A3Z archive, recorded 29 September 1993, lists a program that includes
six rock-era arrangements by Ve'ehala, four with featured vocal soloists, and three older
pop staples from ROCOM's British band library. A few months later, on 20 December
1993, Ve'ehala inserted "A Salute to Elvis," a New Zealand Army Band arrangement,
into an otherwise all-seasonal Christmas program. Other A3Z recordings, as well as
international tour programs, further illustrate ROCOM's pattern of substantially
programming "light" contemporary band literature. This strategy should not be
misconstrued as signaling abandonment of classical works, however. During the king's
2005 military parade review, for example, ROCOM performed a British band
transcription of Rimsky-Korsakov's challenging Procession of the Nobles, and continues
to program classical pieces in appropriate settings (Ve'ehala, interview, 30 August 2005).
Through his efforts to present a well-balanced repertory to both Tongans and nonTongans, Ve'ehala has helped to create a more eclectic contemporary image of Tongan
brass bands. This updated image proved to be a great asset when ROCOM began an
ambitious program of international touring in 1993.
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It seems undeniable that Ve'ehala's disproportionate influence as a hereditary
noble fast-tracked ROCOM as the band traveled overseas eight times during its first
decade of existence (1992-2002). After this auspicious beginning, its international
touring schedule actually increased in intensity during the most recent period since 2002
(see fig. 5.4). Ve'ehala's desire to make the ensemble as impressive as possible at home
and abroad led to his efforts to make ROCOM the biggest government band, as well as
the most excellent in performance. The band's membership has grown from the initial
twenty-man contingent to its current lineup of thirty-six musicians, eight more than the
standard for British-style brass bands. ROCOM's cornet section emulates the British
archetype with four solo cornets, two seconds, two thirds, an E-flat soprano, B-flat
repiano and flugelhorn. Their use of two baritone horns and one bass trombone is also
typical, but all other sections include expanded instrumentation: five E-flat tenor horns
(rather than three), three euphoniums (versus two for British bands), five tenor trombones
(rather than three), three E-flat tubas and three B-flat tubas (versus the British standard of
two each), and three percussionists rather than two. As a result of all-adult membership,
formal training for many of its musicians, and this expanded instrumentation, ROCOM is
able to deliver a powerhouse sound in its performances that is unrivaled by other
contemporary Tongan bands. All these accrued advantages make the band a favorite
musical ambassador for the Tongan royal family and national government.
In addition to expanding the band's influence through touring, Ve'ehala has
reinforced ROCOM's eclectic image through a series of audio recordings. As a parallel
to his strategy to increase ROCOM's exposure abroad through international touring,
Ve'ehala implemented a plan to release CDs for distribution both at home and overseas.
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Year Destination
1993 New Zealand

Event
29
Promotional tour for Royal Tonga Airlines

1995

South Pacific Games

Tahiti

1996 New Zealand/Australia

International music festivals

1998

New Caledonia

French Armed Forces Opening Day

1998

Australia

Brisbane Military Tattoo30

1999

Tahiti

"National Day" observance

2000

Australia

Brisbane Military Tattoo

2000 New Caledonia

French Armed Forces Opening Day

2001 New Zealand

Taranaki Military Tattoo

2001

United States

Tour of western U.S. (Tongan communities)

2002

Scotland

Edinburgh Military Tattoo31

2002

Hawai'i

Tour of western U.S. and Hawai'i

2003

New Caledonia

French Armed Forces Opening Day

2004

Germany

"Music of the Nations" festival

2004

New Zealand

Taranaki Military Tattoo

2005

Sweden

Military Tattoo

Figure 5.4. ROCOM international tours 1993-2008.
29

Prior to ROCOM's creation, government officials would normally have assigned such duties to
the police band.
30
In this context the word tattoo derives from the Dutch term doe den tap toe, meaning, "turn off
the taps." In the 17th century when the British invaded Belgium and Holland, British officers sent
drummers out from the garrison at 9:30 pm to signal the soldiers that they should return to
quarters. Over time English speakers transliterated tap toe to become tattoo; subsequently the
tradition expanded into a ceremonial display including music, marching, military drill, and other
exhibitions of martial skill (MilitaryTattoo.org website, "History," http://www.militarytattoo.org).
31
This is perhaps the world's most prestigious tattoo. Organizers invited ROCOM during Queen
Elizabeth II's golden jubilee celebration to recognize her affinity for the late Queen Salote and
her people (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 31 August 2005).
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2005

Hawai'i

BYU-Hawai'i Golden Jubilee

2006

Australia

Commonwealth Games/ANZAC Military Tattoo

2006

New Caledonia

French Armed Forces Opening Day

2007

Australia

Military tattoos in Perth/Sydney/Brisbane

2007 New Zealand

Auckland Military Tattoo

2007 New Caledonia

French Armed Forces Opening Day

2008

Taranaki Military Tattoo32

New Zealand

Figure 5.5. ROCOM performing at Brisbane Military Tattoo 2000. Drum major Olikoni
Takeifanga dances in the foreground. Photo courtesy of the Hon. Ve'ehala.
32

Ve'ehala plans a return to the Edinburgh Tattoo in 2009 (pers. coram., 10 June 2008).
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ROCOM's first release was entitled Lose 'Ofa 'Anga, named for one of its tracks
featuring an arrangement of a Queen Salote hiva kakala. The Tonga Defense Forces
produced this CD in 2001 with recorded selections incorporating a number of Tongan
favorites along with foreign pop selections.33 Ve'ehala followed up quickly in late 2001
with a holiday CD, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year with the Royal Corps of
Musicians. Seven of the eighteen tracks feature standard British arrangements of secular
holiday favorites such as "Jingle Bells" and "White Christmas." Ve'ehala contributed
"Christmas Medley," an arrangement that includes "Joy to the World," "Santa Claus Is
Coming to Town," "Winter Wonderland," "We Wish You a Merry Christmas," "Jingle
Bell Rock," "Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer," and a unique version of "Jingle Bells" in
minor key—all strung together over an insistent disco beat. Six tracks feature Tongancomposed perennials that bands perform for each Christmas and New Year's observance,
while another four tracks present instrumental arrangements of foreign anthems. In 2003
ROCOM released Royal Corps of Musicians on Stage, a CD comprised of thirteen
arrangements, almost exclusively from the British band library. The lone exception is a
Ve'ehala arrangement of Billy Joel's "Just the Way You Are." Eight of the thirteen
British selections are pop arrangements, including swing band transcriptions and movie
theme music. Although Tongans had long considered brass bands to be the most
versatile musical ensembles in island culture, Ve'ehala further reinforced those
perceptions by amassing the most widely diversified repertory of any Tongan band in
history ('Aleamotu'a, pers. comm., 29 December 2003). It is obvious that as a hereditary
33

Despite his self-confessed penchant for popular music, Ve'ehala opted to record only four
Western pop selections out of eighteen total tracks, feeling that the best strategy for ROCOM's
debut CD was to foreground Tongan music, with the intention of introducing more foreign pop
material in later CD projects (pers. comm., 10 January 2008).
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noble, a well-educated musician, and one expected to carry on the family legacy of
cultural guardianship, Ve'ehala did not compartmentalize musical genres into arbitrarily
"trivial or profound" categories (Berger and Del Negro 2004:21-22), but rather developed
the ROCOM repertory to encompass works suited to its audiences' rapidly expanding
tastes in music.
These recordings also fulfill several important functions in reinforcing notions of
Tongan identity. First, A3Z's intermittent band broadcasts, featuring ROCOM and other
brass ensembles, augment live performances to continually imprint the image of bands as
markers of Tongan culture. Second, as Defense Forces personnel distribute ROCOM
CDs and DVDs to non-Tongans, they help to disseminate an image of contemporary
island culture in which brass bands are emblematic of Tonga's interface with the West.
Third, as Tongan vendors market these media products in tourist-oriented retail outlets
such as Nukualofa's Friendly Islands Bookshop, the recordings—and the culture they
portray—receive wider exposure while providing a modest revenue stream to support
ROCOM's musical mission. Fourth, CD distribution allows Tongan expatriates overseas
to feel the pride of Tongan cultural identity when listening to recorded island brass in
locales where live or broadcast performances are not accessible.34 In these ways, among
others, ROCOM serves as prototypical image of the contemporary Tongan brass band,
conveying the essence of this tradition both inside and outside national borders.
Beyond the development and dissemination of new Tongan band literature,
Ve'ehala has been responsible for a number of innovations over the past two decades. He
One Tongan colleague related the experience of visiting a friend in the U.S. who played a
ROCOM CD to invoke a feeling of Tongan identity as they traveled together in his car (T. Ka'ili,
pers. comm., 30 March 2008).
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inaugurated the use of the drum kit (or drum set) with Tongan bands in concert settings
after observing the practice in Australian military bands. Far from being used exclusively
for pop music in brass band settings, this system allows a single drummer to play cymbal,
snare, and bass drum parts for standard concert marches and classical transcriptions.
Ve'ehala first instituted this performance mode with the Maopa Band in 1985; after the
police band adopted this practice, the concept quickly spread to other bands in the
kingdom in the late 1980s (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005). During my field
research, every Tongan band I observed in a concert copied the Maopa/ROCOM
convention and employed the drum kit. Ve'ehala also brought the "tri-tom" drums into
the marching band drumline. Other band directors in the region, including those from
Tonga's police band and the Fijian army and police bands, sought to stay true to British
band practices when performing Western repertory, whereas Ve'ehala observed a French
military band using tri-toms in its marching drumline during a 1998 visit to Tonga and
promptly adopted those drums for ROCOM marching performances. In a subsequent
visit to Tonga, the bandmaster of the Fiji Military Forces Band noticed this inclusion and
questioned Ve'ehala about it, since the ROCOM band emulated British instrumentation
practices in most other respects. Ve'ehala responded that it was counterproductive to
remain "intoxicated by the British" (ibid.). Through this statement, the ROCOM
bandmaster signals his desire to depart from overly strict mimicry of British practices in
favor of expanding the Tongan tradition.
By enacting that strategy, Ve'ehala creates a modern manifestation of the
historical process described by Albert Vaea, current Secretary of the Tongan Traditions
Committee. Citing Tonga's long history of collective adventurousness and open251

mindedness, Vaea points out how Tonga added new genres from outside cultures and
continually expanded its accumulated set of cultural expressions (interview, 31 August
2005). Ve'ehala, within his contemporary sphere of influence, has contributed to this
process of expansion, making the brass band a vibrant site of negotiation, one of Tonga's
"prime battlegrounds upon which ideological struggles are played out" (Berger and Del
Negro 2004:143).
Although he has not yet made any move to hybridize instrumentation by
incorporating Tongan instruments into the British brass band, Ve'ehala has developed an
integrated presentation style by programming Tongan indigenous instrumental music
alongside Western popular and classical music. His first experimentation came in 1998,
when Tonga hosted the Miss South Pacific pageant. As an introduction to the evening
program, ROCOM presented a kale 'a conch shell ensemble "fanfare," then featured nafa
and lali drums accompanying a short Tongan dance segment. The crown prince
responded enthusiastically to this innovation and asked that ROCOM include a similar
introduction, along with band hiva kakala vocals, for every overseas performance
thereafter (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).
Beyond the multiple musical innovations described above, Ve'ehala exerts
sustained influence in facilitating expanded overseas educational opportunities for brass
players. As a result of his passionate advocacy, the Defense Forces established a new
tradition of sending select ROCOM musicians to Australia or New Zealand for
specialized training. Associate director Taulama ' Aleamotu'a benefited from this
opportunity at several junctures during the past two decades. Enrolling through a
reciprocal military agreement at the Australian Defense Force School of Music (Simpson
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Barracks, Victoria, Australia), Taulama first completed the Trainee Musician course in
1988-89. During 1997-98 he completed the sergeants' musical curriculum and received
his assistant bandmaster's diploma. In 1999-2000, enrolling in the Band Officer Course
(BOC), he received first prize for his original march composition and for conducting,
becoming the only Tongan military officer to date to do so. He also chose to study tenor
saxophone as his applied instrument, preferring to broaden his horizons beyond his prior
brass experiences. He later utilized his supplemental training on sax by performing
"Georgia on My Mind" as a featured soloist on that instrument, both in live ROCOM
performances and on the band's initial CD release in 2001 ('Aleamotu'a, pers. comm., 29
December 2003). Taulama's musical progression illustrates the personal benefits derived
from an expanded network of connections that allowed him, through his influence as
associate director, to nuance Ve'ehala's vision for ROCOM. Beyond the two directors'
formal training through military channels, Ve'ehala estimates that more than thirty
section leaders have received overseas musical education during the past two decades
(pers. comm., 10 January 2008).
Perhaps one of the most far-reaching benefits of this new tradition is the
development of a new generation of instrumental arrangers in Tonga. Previous to
ROCOM's creation, only a few Tongan bandmasters created standardized written band
arrangements of hiva kakala songs. In addition to Ve'ehala, this small group included
Sofele Kakala (Apifo'ou College/St. Michael's parish), Latu'ila Tonga (Tonga College),
Tevita Kamitoni (Tupou College), Tekilati Palavi (Mailefihi College), Pelikani
Taumoepeau and Siua Faka'osi (police band), and Viliami Tu'ipulotu (Maopa Band). By
the time ROCOM recorded its first CD in 2001, four additional ROCOM musicians had
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completed arranging courses overseas and subsequently contributed to the CD's musical
program. These young arrangers accounted for eleven of the CD's eighteen tracks,
including two arrangements by associate director Taulama Aleamotu'a, five by Tevita
Kamitoni's youngest son Panepasa, two by principal cornetist Lainolo Vea, and two by
former ROCOM cornetist Filipo Mafi. Since that time these musicians have continued
to contribute arrangements for tour programs and domestic performances, and four
additional ROCOM members have received training in arranging. Arrangements by
these bandsmen are added to the ROCOM library and, through the dissemination process
described earlier, find their way into the repertories of school and community bands
(ibid.). Thus, in addition to increasing the body of Western popular music in the Tongan
band repertory, Ve'ehala has influenced the standardization and circulation of brass hiva
kakala arrangements both directly and indirectly over the better part of two decades to
date.
Ve'ehala's considerable efforts as an advocate for brass popular music
performance, in both Western- and Tongan-derived popular repertory, have not prevented
him from making significant contributions within church contexts. Like Pelikani
Taumoepeau and Siosiua Faka'osi, Ve'ehala has capitalized on his high visibility and his
status as a professional musician to influence the trajectory of sacred music practices in
the kingdom. Aside from his work with the Maopa Band prior to implementation of the
ROCOM brass band, Ve'ehala has not been directly involved in leading church bands. In
this aspect, he differs from both Pelikani and Siua; Ve'ehala's primary influence in
ecclesiastical contexts stems from his co-chairmanship of the Tongan Catholic Diocese
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Music Committee, where he shares duties with Viliami Falekaono.

In support of

Viliami's forward-thinking ideas about technology, Ve'ehala co-sponsored the creation
of a modern recording studio at diocese headquarters outside Nuku'alofa to record both
parish choirs and contemporary worship music groups (ibid.). Ve'ehala takes every
opportunity to encourage brass accompaniment in Catholic parishes such as Houma, in
his home district of Hihifo; Ma'ofanga, adjacent to Apifo'ou College; Sopu, home to
several ROCOM musicians; and Nuku'alofa, site of the island's largest basilica. Unlike
St. Michael's parish in Lapaha, these parishes use brass accompaniment only sporadically
for Sunday services, but the fact that their bands have not languished altogether is largely
attributable to Ve'ehala's oversight and encouragement (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January
2005). He is also a champion of the Apifo'ou school band, for which he provides both
emotional and financial support. As an indication of this support, Ve'ehala recently
served as tour director and personal escort for the band's fundraising tour to the western
U.S. in January 2008 (pers. comm., 10 January 2008.). Ve'ehala's direct attention is
helping Apifo'ou maintain one of the most active school programs in Tonga in recent
years, an achievement even more noteworthy given the current widespread challenges to
Tonga's aggregate school band community.
Just as Siua Faka'osi led the Royal Tongan Police Band during the time of that
group's maximum influence in the kingdom, Ve'ehala has directed ROCOM from its
beginnings until its present-day preeminence with both the royal family and the Tongan
public. Certainly the intersection of his personal interests and abilities, his inheritance of
35

Among other things, these duties include oversight of liturgical music for parish services and
staffing choices for choirmaster and bandmaster positions (Falekaono, interview, 2 September
2005).
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the Ve'ehala noble title, and the personal cultural agenda of King Siaosi Tupou V has
allowed him to wield unprecedented power to shape the environment in which Tonga's
brass bands operate. Given his relative youth at age forty-six, his sociopolitical
connections, his increasingly broad international military network of influence, and a
strong desire to leave his personal stamp on Tonga's cultural practices, it is likely that
Ve'ehala will continue to be a major agent in the ongoing transformation of the
kingdom's band tradition.
During my initial field research experience in Tonga, I first encountered ROCOM
under Taulama's direction, since Ve'ehala was at that time in Australia for extended
leadership training during 2003-04. The 2003 Christmas season, one of the two peak
brass performance periods in Tonga, showcased the band as it provided a number of
open-air lunchtime concerts in Nukualofa's business district, playing foreign Christmas
music almost exclusively. Some arrsingements came from the British brass library
donated by the Australian Defense Forces and others from American band publishers,
with Ve'ehala, Taulama, and other band members providing a few arrangements of both
Tongan and foreign music. The band consistently attracted large crowds in each venue
and those in attendance enthusiastically showed their appreciation for each performance.
ROCOM also participated in the second TBC "Carols by Candlelight" program on 17
December 2003. On this second evening, ROCOM opened up the entertainment portion
of the program that followed the traditional opening prayer and oratory with a set of five
seasonal arrangements—only one of them a traditional Tongan song.36 At the conclusion
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The ROCOM program included Leroy Anderson's "Christmas Festival" medley, "I Saw
Mommy Kissing Santa Claus", the traditional Tongan Christmas song "Tala'ofa," a medley of
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of the three-hour program, the band returned to the stage to lead the audience in the
Tongan National Anthem.
Like the Maopa and police bands, the military band perpetuates the tradition of
Christmas Eve band serenading. Its performance destinations tend to mirror those of the
police band; there were times during that night in 2003 that Maopa, ROCOM and the
police band seemed to be traveling the same circuit in succession. Unlike the police
band, however, ROCOM does not participate in the New Year's Eve traveling
serenading; instead the royal family designates the military ensemble as the band-inresidence for the celebration on the palace grounds, where it provides all-night
entertainment for the extended royal family and its special guests. Every other brass
band traveling around town stops by the palace during the course of the evening, giving
ROCOM a much-needed break, with the visits staggered throughout the night.
ROCOM's repertory for the occasion is a diverse mixture of Western Christmas music,
Western popular music arrangements that especially include music suitable for dancing,
and Tongan hiva kakala arrangements (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).
Tongans designate the first week in January as uike lotu (week of prayer).
Through this observance the population as a whole seeks to dedicate the new year to
greater Christian piety and devotion. Worship services are held nightly for all Wesleyanbased denominations and Catholic parishes throughout the kingdom, after which some
church bands visit selected households or villages to perform for a few hours each
evening. Since relatively few bands have been able to sustain the practice in recent years,

familiar Western popular holiday music arranged by Ve'ehala, and a group vocal rendition of
"Jingle Bells" in English.
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ROCOM has stepped in to help keep the tradition alive and vibrant. This simple act of
taking sacred music and hiva kakala to the people in their neighborhoods illustrates one
of the ways in which ROCOM, although a government-sponsored ensemble, performs
within a church-initiated context. The completion oiuike lotu marks the end of the
intensely busy five-week holiday season for ROCOM. Band members then enjoy a
hiatus from public performances for the remainder of January and all of February,
although they may be called upon during that period for ceremonial performances as
requested by government officials or royal family members. Although the brief overview
above highlights only a few of ROCOM's contributions to sacred expressions in Tongan
public life, these examples can be seen as representative of a larger pattern for the band in
reinforcing Christian values in a highly visible way in Tonga.
It is helpful, in concluding this section on Tonga's professional bands, to
emphasize three significant ways, among many others, in which these ensembles have
represented an essential Tongan-ness both inside and outside the kingdom. The first, and
most central to this chapter's theme, is their ability to convey and reinforce the holistic
views of islanders concerning spirituality in everyday life. This section has foregrounded
a number of typical contexts in which both the police band and ROCOM band achieve
this effect. Related to this overall ensemble impact is the historical service of each
band's leaders in their respective churches, whereby they successfully augment their
influence concerning Tongan Christian expressions. A third way in which these bands
shape and re-shape Tongan identity derives from the "amplification" effect of having two
professional bands working in tandem during the last two decades, displaying Tongan
cultural values in live performance, media broadcasts, recordings, and international
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touring. The resulting proliferation of exposure for both Tongan and non-Tongan
audiences has greatly increased these bands' impact as cultural icons.

Conclusion
In numerous colonial contexts, brass bands have demonstrated an unmatched
ability to negotiate the spaces between oppositional constructs in artistic categorization:
sacred versus secular, elitist versus populist, and even art versus entertainment. In
Tonga, these Western-derived ensembles mirror the ability of Christian worship music
performers in many locales to transcend the boundaries of art, folk and popular music
throughout the colonial and postcolonial world. I have argued that Tongan bands
effectively blurred the lines between such "historically emergent ideological labels" (Del
Negro and Berger 2004:21) on their way to becoming multidimensional and multi-modal
signiflers of contemporary Tongan identity. A3Z's archive of audio recordings
demonstrates a persistent practice of soliciting band recordings in both secular and sacred
contexts. Over the span of four decades, its audio engineers recorded sacred music
programs by the police band, ROCOM, and a number of Tonga's church and government
schools. Conversely, numerous church bands perform secular music almost exclusively
during their frequent participation in the annual band competition. Careful examination
of archival documentation reveals that nearly a third of extant band recordings freely
commingle both secular and sacred selections in performances by school, churchcommunity, and professional bands. Through such multifaceted approaches to their
artistic missions, brass bands eventually became iconic of postcolonial Tonga,
"transcend[ing] their cultural origins" to create "a tremendous impact upon musical
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practices"—and on cultural signification—in this developing nation-state (Herbert and
Sarkissian 1997:165).
Tupou I V s sustained modernization project, begun while he was crown prince
and continuing throughout his reign as absolute monarch, resulted in a confluence of
innovations within the kingdom that greatly expanded the role of bands in Tongan
society. The establishment of the Royal Tongan Police Band in 1951 as a bona fide
professional band paved the way for incremental improvement in brass performance
standards. The efforts of influential police bandmasters throughout the last half-century
have led to a greatly transformed band aesthetic by "nuancing... previous visions" of
Tongan band performance (Berger and Del Negro 2004:142). Police bandsmen both
advocated and achieved this revised aesthetic in collaboration with a diverse network of
church and school bandmasters. Together these musicians drew on "stocks of cultural
knowledge" and their own innovative ideas to reinscribe Tonga's band tradition, often
working interdependently within the culture's "larger social field" (ibid). If the resulting
reinscription appears to create increasingly Westernized bands in Tonga, it is critical to
remember that Tongans themselves made the decisions that moved the tradition in that
direction.
A3Z, created in 1961 as Tonga's first radio station, served to chronicle the growth
and progression of the band tradition, eventually archiving hundreds of band recordings
comprised of both studio performances and live festival programs. This broadcast
enterprise, currently known as TBC, also contributed to band popularity through regular
band broadcasts and through co-sponsorship of Tonga's annual band competition for
many years. The organization also continues to expand Tonga's stocks of cultural
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knowledge through its still-accumulating archive of audio and video recordings, with
band performances as a key component. Bands are heard daily over Tonga's airwaves,
reinforcing their composite role in both reflecting and actively defining Tonga's "socialpolitical-religious system" as being so thoroughly interwoven "that life is seen in unity"
(Kamu: 1996:4). Given the impact of Tonga's broadcast media on the signifying power
of brass bands, it stands to reason that the creation of a second professional band would
further elevate the status of brass performance in the kingdom's cultural presentations.
After nearly four decades of police band preeminence, the Tongan Defense Forces
inaugurated its Royal Corps of Musicians (ROCOM) in 1987. Ve'ehala's vision and
applied energies have caused ROCOM to eclipse the police band in terms of official
government representation at home and abroad, although the latter ensemble still
maintains a high level of visibility in the kingdom and overseas. Defense Forces
musicians, by virtue of long-established regional military alliances, have ongoing access
to formal music training, which in turn impacts Tonga's school and community bands as
these musicians disseminate the skills they have acquired. They also circulate new music
arrangements throughout the island band community, contributing to an expanding
instrumental repertory.
Motivated by a desire to more fully utilize brass bands as cultural signifiers in
both church worship and public observances, Tupou IV oversaw the creation of the
Tongan Brass Band Association (TBBA) in 1977, reorganized as the Tongan National
Music Association (TNMA) in 1991. The TBBA/TNMA, in addition to providing
oversight of the annual competitions, cooperated in the planning and execution of several
sacred events, including the short-lived royal recital of the 1990s and thepo hiva evening
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hymn concert held each year on the Sunday evening closest to Tupou I V s birthday.
Moreover, Pelikani Taumoepeau, Siua Faka'osi, and Ve'ehala, as successive bandmaster
members of that committee, actively sought to nurture church bands within the
organization's overall mandate. Certainly the annual competition, with its cash prizes
and public recognition of achievement, served as important motivation for these bands to
maintain their instrument inventories and personnel pools and churches could and did
draw on these resources for worship service accompaniment as well.
Tonga's professional bands and their most noteworthy directors have greatly
influenced church and school bands in matters of training, repertory development, and
aesthetic values. In addition, A3Z's broadcast agenda has stimulated and supported band
activity in the kingdom. Regardless of future developments in Tonga's band world, it is
clear that the impact of bands in the latter half of the twentieth century was both
widespread and socially powerful, helping Tongans to mold a "new identify] better
suited to the complexities of a post-national era" (Gillis 1994:20). In the process, the
kingdom's most prominent bands were able to both express and create a distinct cultural
essence, in turn transmitting that essence both inside Tonga's borders and beyond. As
influential individuals contributed to the band tradition's ongoing development, their
successes bore out James Clifford's observation that "cultural forms will always be made,
unmade, and remade" (2001:479). Today most Tongans readily agree that brass bands
"have become a dynamic part of the modern soundscape" (Herbert and Sarkissian
1997:165), thoroughly reinforcing core social values while enlivening Tongan public life.
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CHAPTER 6
MUSICAL ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATIVE TONGAN
BRASS BAND WORKS
Chapters 4 and 5 discussed the cumulative influences of key indigenous agents
and the impact of their collective decisions upon the band tradition in Tonga. This
chapter considers further how these processes of adoption and adaptation led to a
distinctly Tongan set of performance values. Through detailed examination of specific
musical works, I delineate those elements of Tongan band performance that best illustrate
the processes of musical indigenization addressed in this study. This chapter focuses
initially, but not exclusively, on Tonga's extant sacred music corpus, which does not
imply that such music is more noteworthy than corresponding secular band literature.
Rather, this strategy is based on my assertion that an exhaustive review of indigenized
band music is beyond this scope of this study and that a detailed examination of sacred
music involving band, balanced by subsequent consideration of a representative body of
secular band works, can effectively illustrate the cultural processes this dissertation
discusses. I argue that, on the Euro-American side of the equation, Christian hymnody
has historically dominated the process of musical fusion in Tonga, and that it was only
later that Tongan musicians subjected Western secular band music to the indigenization
process. Nonetheless, after foregrounding Tonga's sacred music as a foundation for
illustrating distinct indigenous musical features, I expand the discussion to include
exemplary secular band works.
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Adrienne Kaeppler has acknowledged the impact of the melodic and harmonic
conventions of hymn singing on the transformation of the pre-contact me 'elaufola musicdance genre to become the Christian-era lakalaka (1990:196). Moyle, although stopping
short of making explicit connections between hymn compositional practices and blended
post-contact genres, makes assertions that certainly suggest the pervasive influence of
hymn repertory in shaping a number of post-contact repertories. For example, in stating,
"the music of the lakalaka is acculturated, featuring triadic block harmonies" (1987:142),
or later, referring to "European elements" in the genre's musical style (ibid.: 145), he
describes core characteristics that lakalaka compositions share with Western hymns.
Moyle is more direct, however, in describing Westernized aspects of the tau 'a 'alo genre
as "the kind of block harmony one typically finds in hymns and anthems" (ibid.:190). As
Tongans pursued the self-directed strategy of "modifying their] customs to meet the
demands of modern progress," as Queen Salote characterized the process in a 1959 public
address, they drew substantially on the musical practices they had assimilated from
Protestant hymnody. This foreign-introduced body of music almost certainly provided
the most accessible models of Western music for at least a full century, so what Clifford
calls the "politics of articulation" (2001:480) undeniably transpired while passing bidirectionally through the portals of Tonga's Christian churches. In addition, foreign band
literature imported by missionaries, non-Tongan school officials, foreign government
emissaries, and, eventually, by Tongan bandsmen themselves, supplemented Christian
sacred music as source material and contributed to a "mutual malleability" (Keil 1966:33)
among multiple streams of musical style in Tonga. Even in making this distinction here
between sacred and secular musical source material, however, I must emphasize that
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Tongan musicians tend to view all Western music as one broad corpus sharing
fundamental musical characteristics (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).
My central argument here is that both historical and contemporary band
performances have contributed to postcolonial Tongan cultural identity, corroborating
Gregory Booth's claim that "brass bands, like the culture that supports them, represent
simultaneous and conflicting patterns of cultural continuity and transformation,
conflicting responses to colonialism and (later) to mass media" (2005:17). In Tonga, as
in Booth's Indian case study, the aim of band musicians—and, in Tonga's environment,
church musicians generally—is to metaphorically filter Western modernity through a
discernible and distinct set of non-Western values. Because of a persistent Tongan desire
to maintain a fundamental sense of "otherness", it would not suit these musicians'
purposes to change foreign music so thoroughly as to render it unrecognizable as such
(A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008); rather, the prevailing strategy is to subtly
"Tonganize" Western music while substantially Westernizing indigenous musical works
to create a composite set of "musical transformations and continuities [that] can be
models or master narratives of social transformations and continuities" (Booth 2005:19;
italics added). In a broad sense, Tonga's post-contact musical expressions mirror such
social or political changes as Tupou Fs establishment of a constitutional monarchy with
Western/Christian underpinnings, the kingdom's gradual transition to a cash economy,
and the post-World War II trend of building fale pdlangi (Western-style frame houses).
In each case, the Tongan version is unmistakably derivative of, yet distinctly different
from, the original Western model. When specifically considering Tonga's musical
borrowings, I argue that these appropriations illustrate Lipsitz's notion of "strategic anti265

essentialism" wherein island musicians create musical performances that enact strategies
of "de-familiarization and re-familiarization" through linkages of Western and Tongan
musical elements (Lipsitz 1994:62-64). Ultimately, Tonga's Western-inspired musical
adaptations contribute to a composite national identity, one that takes into account
Tonga's place in an increasingly interconnected world and validates Queen Salote's
astute observation:
The customs of a people are its heritage and the possession of a complete
knowledge of their customs will enable them to modify those customs to meet the
demands of modern progress along lines most beneficial to their well being.
(1959:n.p.; italics added)
My research suggests that it is appropriate to interpret Salote's reference to cultural
customs as inclusive of the conventions of traditional Tongan musical expression. It is
these accumulated musical conventions that I highlight in the analyses to follow.
Among the hundreds of works available for analysis from my own fieldwork
recordings, the A3Z archive, and other audio and video recordings extant in Tonga, I
chose a small but representative sampling for in-depth consideration. Some selections
serve to epitomize a wider segment of Tongan repertory, while others constitute less
common but noteworthy examples of Tongan musical creativity. The first discussion
points up the ongoing use of foreign-introduced hymns and anthems as staples of both
worship services and community events. This repertory, although highly derivative in
most musical respects, still displays discernible indigenization through the often-subtle
inclusion of favorite Tongan musical traits. I present one familiar Euro-American
Protestant hymn and an excerpt of Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus" to illustrate these
adaptations. The next discussion centers on indigenously composed hymns from the Free
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Church of Tonga and the Tongan Catholic Church that illuminate a number of features
regarding compositional style and brass band practices in hymn performance.
After considering these indigenous hymns, I turn my attention to one of the few
indigenously composed multi-movement choral oratorios with brass accompaniment.
The Prodigal Son by Siosiua Faka'osi provides important insights into the processes of
strategic mimicry in sacred music composition and validates Bhabha's claim that colonial
and postcolonial era expressions that are "almost the same but not quite" can
simultaneously signify both fundamental affinities and subtle distinctions in indigenized
artforms (1994:86).
The chapter's final examples come from Tongan secular band literature. Included
among them is The Royal Tonga Police March, another Faka'osi composition that
illustrates strategic mimicry in a strictly instrumental context, a rarity in Tongan
indigenous repertory. Conversely, Viliami Tu'ipulotu's arrangement of "Katinia," a hiva
kakala by Queen Salote, is representative of a wide body of literature that Tongan band
arrangers have both dramatically expanded and increasingly standardized over the most
recent three decades. A discussion of the Tongan National Anthem concludes the
analysis section of this chapter as an iconic musical metaphor for islanders' wellintegrated views of respect, loyalty, and obligation to God, monarch, and country.
Considered together, these selected musical works illuminate the processes whereby
Tongan musicians continually modify their customs in the ways Queen Salote advocated.
I argue in the sections that follow that each subtle musical adaptation contributes to a
broad reinscription of the Tongan cultural ethos, ultimately creating a vibrant and
dynamic postcolonial identity.
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Sacred music repertory involving Tongan bands
The progressive indigenization of Christian worship music began almost
immediately after the establishment of a permanent Wesleyan mission in Tonga.
Although in a general sense the missionaries exerted an influence that "contained both
repressive and constructive elements" (Moyle 1987:29), contemporary Tongans
recognize that the creation of composite hymn repertories—comprising both foreigncomposed and locally-composed texts and musical settings—represents one highly
positive impact of Christianity on the nation's expressive culture (Falekaono, interview, 2
September 2005; 'Akau'ola, 11 July 2004; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 August 2005;
Tokotaha, interview, 4 January 2004). Larry Shumway cites early indigenous Tongan
hymnody as "aural evidence of a pre-Christian polyphonic tradition" and makes specific
reference to "a large body of the earliest Tongan hymns, which consisted of hymn texts
that were set to native music by Tongans, or were set by natives to their version of the
original hymn harmonized the native way (1981:470; italics added). This section
considers the types of adaptations alluded to by Shumway in three distinct avenues of
sacred music development. The first concerns alterations in introduced foreign hymns
wherein islanders modified original texts and/or musical settings, often in subtle ways.
The next area of analysis moves beyond foreign hymnody to encompass representative
Tongan transcriptions and arrangements of other sacred choral masterworks. The third
avenue of inquiry focuses on indigenously composed hymns and anthems. Each of these
repertory components reveals elemental Tongan traits that permeate the culture's musical
expressions.
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To fully understand the brass band's impact in sacred music performance, it is
necessary to revisit the deeply embedded cultural concepts offaiva (skill) and mdfana
(inner exhilaration), first introduced in chapter 2. Faiva "denotes any work, task, feat,
trade, craft, or performance requiring skill or ability" (Kaeppler 1998: 785). Mdfana can
be seen as a favorable reaction to the display of faiva. Whether connoting "mental,
spiritual, or psychic" gratification or "a heightened sense of consciousness or exhilaration
brought on by an intense involvement in music" (L. Shumway 1981:478), this psychoemotional response is a major objective of Tongan musical performance. For most
islanders, brass band participation in sacred musical expressions deepens this sense of
mdfana because of the population's general sense of the faiva required for competent
brass playing and the collective tendency to equate sonically powerful performances with
heightened emotional affect (Falekaono, interview, 2 September 2005; Makasini,
interview, 3 January 2004; Toluta'u, pers. comm., 21 August 2007; Ka'ili, pers. comm.,
30 March 2008). In island churches, other public spaces, and broadcast airwaves, bands
reinforce those elements of indigenous aesthetics that enrich Tongan spiritual life and
contribute to the sought-after experience of mdfana. These aesthetics include, but are not
limited to, hymn/song texts that reflect Tongan poetic sensibilities, melodic
ornamentation, polyphonic or antiphonal textures, parallel harmonization, frequent triple
subdivision of the pulse, and uses of dissonance that are atypical of Western antecedents.
Several of these traits are evident in Tongan adaptations of Protestant hymnody and
European sacred choral masterworks.
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Adapted Euro-American hymns in Tongan worship
The FWC, as the dominant Christian sect in Tonga, relies on a hymn text
collection encompassing over six hundred musical settings. Some texts trace to Tongan
origins, while others are translations of foreign hymns.1 When Queen Salote brokered
the reunification of the breakaway Free Church of Tonga and the Australian-governed
Wesleyan Church in 1924, ministers and congregants merged the two churches'
accumulated hymn collections. Consequently, the new Free Wesleyan Church (FWC)
inherited a number of indigenous hymn texts from the Free Church (FCT), some aligned
with indigenously composed musical settings and others set to tunes taught by foreign
missionaries from 1826 onward (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005).2
The Wesleyan missionaries assigned to Tonga introduced a number of hymn
tunes and texts from hymnbooks published in England, and recent FWC print
documentation, especially a 1967 Tongan hymn text compilation, cites one British
publication in particular. The English Wesleyan/Methodist Church published a landmark
collection of texts in 1877; this hymnal, published as The Primitive Methodist Hymnbook,
contained the texts for 852 hymns as compiled by John Flesher. In the book's preface
Flesher demarcates the reasons for his undertaking:

1

Universally familiar Christmas carols constitute clear examplesfromthe latter category, as do
the Tongan versions of "God Be With You" (FWC no. 523), "Lead Kindly Light" (FWC no.
575), and "Glorious Things of Thee Are Spoken" (FWC no. 390).
Although a number of indigenous musical settings exist in the current FWC hymn collection,
Moyle indicates that Tongan-composed melodiesfromthe nineteenth century tend to be
performed regularly only within the contemporary FCT Church (1987:25). The comments of
Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu, my own fieldwork observations, and my sampling of the A3Z recorded
archive all corroborate that foreign musical settings are favored in the contemporary FWC
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 August 2005).
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A new hymn-book has long been desired by many of our people, and has often
been a subject of conferential allusion... when the Conference decided to have
the book, and chose me to prepare it, I was surprised, afraid, and humbled . . .
I then fully resolved to proceed, dedicating my powers, feeble as they appeared,
to God's service in the entire affair. (Flesher 1887:n.p.)
Flesher goes on to delineate the sources of the hymns included in the volume:
In the performance of my work I have used various hymn-books, home and
foreign; and have been much aided by an extensive assortment of hymns, chiefly
from unknown authors, collected by my wife, and pasted into scrap-books, during
many years' reading of miscellaneous English and American publications . . .
besides which, she has contributed several original hymns, and otherwise assisted
me. To the incomparable hymns of the Wesleys, chiefly of the late Rev. Charles
Wesley, I have been most indebted; and the excellent hymns of the late Dr. Watts,
and of other great and good authors, living and dead, have been freely used.
(Ibid.)
This explanation serves to illustrate the common nineteenth century practice of
accumulating Protestant hymns from disparate sources and creating compilations, a
strategy that Tonga's Christians pursued as well (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 August 2005).
Dr. J. E. Moulton, as founder of Tupou College, would have had access to the
1877 collection in the second decade of the mission school's existence and in all
likelihood used an assortment of those hymns in school settings and in church worship
services. In fact, evidence of such uses appears in a modern collection of FWC hymn
texts and accompanying tu 'ungafasi notation, compiled together in a booklet by the
church's music committee in 1967. This narrowly-distributed publication, intended
mainly for the use of FWC choirmasters who were interested in incorporating band
accompaniment, includes all extant texts and musical settings that the committee was
able to compile up to that point. Close scrutiny of the 1967 collection leads to several
key observations concerning the development of Tongan Wesleyan hymnody, especially
regarding adaptations during the band accompaniment era. In order to create a
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manageable sampling of hymn notation in the band-era FWC compilation, I confine my
examination to the musical settings for hymn texts numbered 1-150 in the 1967
publication.3
First among my observations, it is evident that Tongan church musicians
historically matched many Tongan-language hymn texts to pre-existing European
melodies; these Tongan hymns encompassed both translations of English texts and
indigenous Tongan texts.4 The foreign missionaries initially guided Tongans in this
process, but by the 1850s indigenous poets and musicians were contributing to an
expanding and progressively indigenized hymnody (Moyle 1987:25). In the sampling I
examined, there are citations linking indigenous Tongan texts to specific European
melodies by tune name, but it is also evident that Tongans paired these texts with
multiple musical settings, paralleling Western conventions. Other citations make
reference to foreign hymn collections such as The Primitive Methodist Hymnbook,
designated in the 1967 Tongan collection as "MHB (1877)" (hereafter "MHB") and The
Church in Song, designated in the collection as "C in S."
Figure 6.1 illustrates a typical example from the FWC compilation. Hymn no. 33,
"Na'e totongi 'e Sisu" (Jesus Paid the Price), utilizes a musical setting identified as "St.
Ann[e]," known to many Christians as the most familiar tune for the hymn "O God Our
3

This is not a hymnbook in the contemporary sense of the term. It is distributedfromthe central
Wesleyan conference office as requested, intended for the use of choirs and bands (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 3 August 2005). It is not a bound volume, but rather a collection of typeset pages; I

received a copy from Viliami Tu'ipulotu in 2005. Since the entire collection totals 645 text
entries, I determined to study roughly one-fourth of them as a representative sampling.
Accordingly, I examined the first 150 texts and their accompanying musical settings at Viliami's
suggestion.
4
Tongan hymn writers were able to set their texts to European music with corresponding meter
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005), as did many Anglo-Protestant hymn writers
throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Ottley, pers. comm., 16 February 2008).
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Help in Ages Past," attributed to William Croft (1678-1727). The tu 'ungafasi notation
readily confirms this well-known melody; next to the "St. Ann" [sic] citation is a
shorthand reference linking this hymn to no. 36 from the 1877 Methodist collection
(MHB36[1877]). 5
Examination of the written symbol system employed in the 1967 FWC collection reveals
several other notations to guide performance with brass accompaniment. The musical

(2)
"St. Ann" <MWB 36 (1877)

3 = 1 (l»1
7 5:817:3
5 3:313:5
7 7:617:7
3 3:615:3
Ne1'e to-to-ngi
3:5:7: 3 m&L.

3:913
4:415
8:717
6:713
'e Si-su
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7 3 7 1 8 : *
4 3 4 1 5 :4*3
4 ft f 4 1 3 9 : 8
9 8
9 13:4
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7
9
7
2

-

1
1
1
1

- 9 3:814:9
- 4 5:414:7
- 7 7:*l*:7
- 7 3:419:5
'0 -e ka-kai'o

3 : 8 19
5:-4l9
7 : 8 1*
3 : 6 15
ma-ma-ni

7 8:314:9
3 3:516:4
7 6:718:7
5 6:316:7
Ki-he 'e - me Ta-

-

Figure 6.1. Tu 'ungafasi notation for FWC hymn no. 33, "Na'e totongi 'e Sisu"
(Jesus Paid the Price). From the 1967 FWC hymn compilation. Used
by permission.

The connection to this Tongan text is not readily apparent, since the text from the 1877 volume
is substantially different in many respects. MHB no. 36, "Let Children Hear the Wondrous
Deeds" (text by Isaac Watts [1674-1748]), does share the same poetic meter, and it is likely that
Tongans first heard this melody in connection with Watts' hymn text as utilized in the English
Methodist Church.
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key indication appears in the upper left corner. The designation "3 = 4" refers to the first
scale degree (3 in the Moulton cipher system) corresponding to re in the fixed do
solfeggio system; in other words, D is the first scale degree. This tu 'ungafasi
compilation example then confirms the key center by including the pitch letter name in
parentheses, which is how typical school-trained Tongan brass musicians would most
easily orient themselves. This key designation does not represent actual pitch for the
choir; rather, it is the key for B-flat instruments. Since the British system designates
most brass as transposing B-flat instruments, with players receiving their initial brass
performance orientation by reading transposed instrumental parts, contemporary
tu 'ungafasi scores indicate the key center for these B-flat instruments (actually sounding
a major second lower).6 Consequently, FWC choirs sing hymn 33 in the key of C major
and my interviews with church bandmasters and my own participant observation confirm
that this practice is standardized in contemporary FWC worship. I emphasize here that
this key orientation data is provided solely for the band's use, since choir members do not
require such orientation (see fig. 6.2 for staff notation). The FWC music committee
provides this information consistently throughout its compilation.
Some Western musical settings appear multiple times within the first 150 hymns.
For example, "Richmond," attributed to Thomas Haweis (1734-1820), accompanies FWC
nos. 5 and 36; and "Carlisle," attributed to Charles Lockhart (1745-1815), is the tune for
nos. 16, 78, and 79. Many others, like "Alsace," appear only once. Considered together,
6

If E-flat tenor horn or E-flat tuba players participate in choir accompaniment they compensate
by making one additional mental transposition. Although bass trombone players read "concert
pitch" bass clef notation in British-style band arrangements, they can generally conceive their
parts in B-flat treble pitch due to prior B-flat tenor trombone experience (Tokotaha, interview, 4
January 2004).
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these foreign musical settings constitute a diverse set of characteristic melodic, harmonic,
rhythmic, and metrical practices serving as source material for Tongan musical creativity
in both sacred and secular spheres. Some also demonstrate clear Tongan adaptations
when compared to a sampling of notated hymns utilized by contemporary Christian
churches in the Western world. Returning to FWC hymn no. 33 as just one example, it
can be seen, after examining a setting of the "St. Anne" tune typifying Western
congregational usage (fig. 6.3), that the Tongan tu 'ungafasi version, converted to staff

FWC Hymn no. 33 - "Na'e totongi 'e Sisu"
Tune associated with Hymn no. 36 in 1877 Methodist Hymnbook
Tune: St. Anne (William Croft |1678-1727|)
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.2. FWC hymn no. 33 in Western staff notation.
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notation in fig. 6.2, indicates a more highly ornamented tenor line in the third measure.7
While other variations between FWC and foreign musical settings I observed elsewhere
in my sampling possibly might be due to faulty memory on the part of foreign missionary
mentors or in subsequent generations of Tongan congregants, the type of "reimagining"
represented by the FWC musical setting in fig. 6.2 clearly cannot be attributed to mere
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Psalms 90:1-2; 91:1-2
Psalm 48:14

Figure 6.3. "O God Our Help in Ages Past," a familiar English setting of the "St. Anne"
tune. From Hymns of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (1985).
Used by permission.
I examined four additional contemporary Protestant hymnbook settings using the "St. Anne':
tune. Each displays minor variations in voicings or harmonization, but none utilizes tenor
ornamentation like that found in the Tongan version.
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inaccuracy. The employment of melodic ornamentation in the upper male register is an
often-noted Tongan preference and, in this context, strongly suggests that either foreign
church personnel or their local converts adapted source material to suit Tongan
propensities. Later in this chapter I will demonstrate the ways in which these
developments manifest themselves in contemporary band performance, as well as
delineate how these performances contribute to social meaning and cultural identity.

Tongan transcriptions and arrangements of other foreign sacred music
Of all the foreign sacred repertory introduced into Tonga, Handel's "Hallelujah
Chorus" from The Messiah is most beloved by Tongan audiences and most often
performed by bands and choirs. It is likely that J. E. Moulton first introduced this
masterwork to the Tupou College choir in the school's early days circa 1870 (Wood
1976:127). Available evidence suggests that school bands, especially Tupou, participated
in instrumental performances of "Hallelujah Chorus" outside of Sunday worship settings,
and church choirs also sang the chorus a capella. During the 1960s, Malekamu Manu
created a new transcription of orchestral parts for brass that was especially well suited for
choir accompaniment; subsequently, his Maopa choir and band established a new
tradition in FWC worship services (Tu'ipulotu, pers. comm., 4 August 2005).
Countering the tradition observed in most of the Christian world whereby choirs perform
this work almost exclusively during the Christmas or Easter seasons, Tongan choirs
perform the piece at various times throughout the year for special occasions. When
churches sponsor apo hiva multi-choir performance event at times such as the annual
FWC conference or the king's birthday celebration, choir directors understand that the
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"Hallelujah Chorus" will serve as the massed choir-band finale. Pelikani Taumoepeau
also employed this chorus as the annual finale for the royal recital he organized from
1992-99 (interview, 3 January 2004).
During the a capella church choir era, choirmasters conducted performances in
the original key of D major. Malekamu found that D-flat major was much preferred for
brass band, since the B-flat instruments could execute their staff notation parts much
more successfully in the resultant transposed key of E-flat major rather than the sharpladen key of E major. Having made that adjustment to accommodate the
instrumentalists, Malekamu discovered that an added benefit accrued when vocal
registers gravitated down one-half step (Tu'ipulotu, pers. comm., 4 August 2005).
Foreign "world music" recording producers have drawn on Maopa choir-band recordings
of Handel's masterwork on several occasions. Ad and Lucia Linkels included a
December 1990 performance, recorded at Centenary Church, in their Ifi Palasa (Brass
Band) CD project on the Netherlands' Pan Records label (Linkels 1994:11), while
German producer Dirk Tillen utilized an updated June 1999 version by Maopa in his
millennium CD project for Koch Crossover Music (Tillen 1999:n.p.). This latter version
comprises track 1 on the accompanying CD 1 (used by permission).
Although Tongan performances are essentially faithful to the original musical
materials of Handel's composition, these performances represent true indigenization for
several reasons. First, the use of brass accompaniment alters the intended instrumental
sonority considerably. Second, the Tongan translation of the English text creates
distinctly different choral rhythms in many sections of the piece (see excerpt in fig. 6.4).
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Third, the preferred Tongan vocal sonority is appreciably different from corresponding
preferred qualities in contemporary Western performances of this work. I found during
my fieldwork that there are many variations in desired vocal quality among

Excerpt from "Hallelujah Chorus" [The Messiah]
Measures 72-79

: 126

G. F. Handel
Tongan translation by J. E. Moulton
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.4. Excerpt from Tongan-language version of "Hallelujah Chorus."
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Tongan choirs, but the recording on CD track 1 is typical of Maopa's approach to choral
sonority. Sopranos and altos strive to emulate the sound of their Western counterparts as
faithfully as possible, but Tongan tenors and basses sing this chorus with full-throated
sounds reminiscent of preferred male timbres in lakalaka singing. I observed Viliami
Tu'ipulotu in multiple rehearsals as he worked to shape a female choral sound that was
appreciably more Westernized than the sonority females employ for lakalaka.
Conversely, it seemed that in Viliami's mind the male sound needed relatively little
modification to be appropriate for anthem and oratorio singing. This is consistent with
the Tongan view that male performance should be virile and exuberant in dancing and
singing but that females should be relatively more circumspect.

Other sacred masterwork favorites include the "Gloria" and "Credo" from
Mozart's Twelfth Mass (performed monthly at Saione FWC); "Zadok the Priest," one of
Handel's coronation anthems for England's George II; Bach's "Jesu, Joy of Man's
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Desiring;" Haydn's "Achieved Is the Glorious Work" from The Creation; and Bach's
"Cum Sancto Spiritu" from Mass in B Minor* As with "Hallelujah Chorus," Tongan
Band arrangers have modified keys in these works to avoid sharps in brass parts. In
addition to being staples of liturgical and national special events performances, these
pieces serve as source material for Tongan compositions. Tongan punake have
paraphrased parts of these works in their lakalaka and ma 'ulu 'ulu compositions from
time to time (Tu'ipulotu, pers. comm., 4 August 2005; Aldred 1997:159), and I have
participated in performances of Tongan-composed FWC hymns and adapted foreign
Christmas anthems influenced by this body of sacred literature. Examples include the
Christmas hymns "Hiki Tue 'o Mavava" and "Fakafokifa" (CD 1 tracks 2-3), Christmas
anthems "Praise the Lord," "Sing the Glad Song" and "Joyful Christmas" (CD 1 tracks 46), and Siosiua Faka'osi's oratorio The Prodigal Son (analyzed in detail later in this
chapter).

Indigenous Tongan hymns and anthems
A number of Tongan-composed musical settings display traits that stand in
contrast to the often-subtle indigenized features described above. The 1967 FWC hymn
compilation provides several representative examples demonstrating how Tongans
assimilate Euro-American source material and then reinscribe it to foreground Tongan
musical preferences. Hymn no. 114,'"Eiki ko e 'ofa 'a'au" (The Lord's Love Is Yours),
has ten different musical settings documented in the tu 'ungafasi compilation; four
8

In addition to these works originally conceived as sacred pieces, the most famous aria from
Handel's 1738 secular opera Serse (or Xerxes) serves as the musical setting for a sacred anthem
entitled "Holy Art Thou," which later became popular in Tonga in its SATB sacred choral
version.
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settings cite foreign hymn tunes by name, while four others provide no attribution. The
remaining two acknowledge J. ['John' or Sione] Tu'uhetoka as the musical composer.
Viliami Tu'ipulotu identifies him as a well-respected FCT sacred music composer of the
early- to mid-1900s. FWC choirs and bands rarely perform these musical settings, but
they are intermittently included in FCT worship services (Tu'ipulotu, pers. comm., 4
August 2005). A3Z has no brass recordings of either setting of this hymn, and I did not
witness any performances during my field research. The fact remains that their inclusion
in the tu 'ungafasi compilation signals that the transcribers intended them to be available
for brass accompaniment.9 Each of the two settings emulates American and British
hymns of the nineteenth century, but with some important emphases on musical traits
Tongans find appealing.
The first setting (fig. 6.5) is notated in 3/4 meter; with an abundance of eighthnote triplets, however, it assumes a 9/8 compound meter flow.10 Although the harmonic
progression adheres to many of the conventions of homophonic SATB hymn style,
Tu'uhetoka has included subtle departures from those conventions at certain points.
Measure 3 includes four-part parallel movement on the third beat that is rare in
Euro-American hymnody—particularly in the tenor, where the ti-la-sol melodic
movement is uncharacteristic of Western practice, although it appears frequently in the
highest voice part for lakalaka choral cadence points.11 Moyle, in discussing acculturated
Moyle indicates that, after the queen's 1924 reunification effort, the use of these hymns
"continufed] afterwards locally according to the inclination of individual village congregations"
(1987:25).
Compound meter with triple subdivisions is characteristic of many Tongan compositions in a
number of genres, including lakalaka and hiva kakala.
n
Throughout this chapter I use solfeggio syllablesfromthe Curwen "moveable do" system to
indicate scale degrees, to avoid confusion between standard Western usage of Arabic numbers for
scale degrees (1-7) and Moulton 's adapted cipher system (3-9).
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FWC Hymn no. 114: 'Eiki ko e 'ofa 'a'au
Tongan setting no. 1
Composed by Sione Tu'uhetoka
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.5. FWC hymn no. 114,'"Eiki ko e 'ofa 'a'au" (The Lord's Love Is Yours).
Musical setting no. 1 by Sione Tu'uhetoka.
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Tongan music, cites this "tendency towards parallel melodic movement between two or
more voice parts" (1987:189). The composer accentuates parallelism even further in
measure 3, where the alto and bass engage in parallel octave movement throughout the
entire measure—something avoided in Western hymnody. The use of the lowered
seventh scale degree in measure 5 to create a secondary dominant function (vii°/IV) is
common in Euro-American chorale style, but Tongan compositions tend to include this
colorful chord—and the harmonically analogous V7/IV—more frequently than Western
counterparts. Measure 6 employs an ii6 triad (A-flat/C/F) on beat two, thereby resolving
the vii°/IV to ii6 rather than the IV (A-flat/C/E-flat) that Western hymn composers would
typically use. Moreover, while Western theorists are inclined to analyze the A-flat/C/F
triad as a ii chord in first inversion, or ii6, rather than a IV chord with added 6 , due to
the absence of an E-flat that the latter chord analysis implies, Tongans who are
conversant with Western harmonic vocabulary consistently interpret such chords as root
position major chords with omitted 5th and added 6th (Falekaono, interview, 2 September
2005; Tu'ipulotu, pers. comm., 4 August 2005; A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January
2008). Viliami Falekaono in particular, after having familiarized himself with several
American music theory texts, attests to the preponderance of major sixth chords in
lakalaka, ma 'ulu 'ulu, and hiva kakala, all springing from a long-established tendency to
"Tonganize" the tertian triadic harmonies of hymns in this fashion (interview, 2
September 2005). The soprano-tenor "duet" in measures 9-12, with alto-bass "response,"
illustrates another favorite Tongan compositional device, seen frequently in ma 'ulu 'ulu
(beat three between tenor-bass) and subsequent tenor-bass parallel octaves moving from
measure 11 to measure 12 are usually avoided by Western composers in SATB chorale
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style, but are acceptable to Tongans. Larry Shumway notes this tendency in lakalaka
vocal writing, stating that "Western music concepts of 'proper' voice leading and
consonance-dissonance-consonance resolution do not fit very well, and one must look
outside of them for the beauty of the harmony" (1981:475; see fig. 6.6 for an example
from lakalaka repertory).12 Parallel octave movement appears once again between alto
and bass moving from measure 12 to measure 13. The overall phrase architecture
follows one of the standard schemes in Western hymnody that serves to underscore
unifying elements. Each phrase is four measures in length; the first phrase (measures 1-4
with an anacrusis) and third phrase (measures 9-12 with anacrusis) are presented only
once per verse. The second musical phrase (measures 5-8 with anacrusis) is repeated in
the final phrase, creating a melodic/harmonic scheme of A-B-C-B. This form is one of
the typical patterns of chorale hymn style.
Tu'uhetoka's second setting for hymn no. 114 (fig. 6.7) features asymmetrical
phrase lengths in the first and third phrases and characteristic Tongan parallel movement
in the upper three parts in measures 1, 3, 5, 7, and 11 (on beat two in each case). The
tenor-bass unison arpeggio in measure 10 emphatically outlines the secondary dominant
incorporating the lowered seventh scale degree (V7/IV). The phrase architecture places
significant emphasis on certain unifying elements. The first and second phrases are
identical except for the 2/4 duration of measure 4—in reality the three eighth notes
beginning the third phrase (end of measure 8) create the asymmetry by "stretching" the
measure. The third phrase begins differently but ends with the same cadence as the

12

Fig. 6.6 illustrates an unprepared dissonance between the two highest voice parts in measure 2
(G natural against F-sharp).
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previous phrases, resulting in 'A' (with subphrases 'a'+'b') -'A' ('a'+'b') -'B' ('c'+'b')
form. This construction, with identical phrase endings, creates a strong strophic unity not
unlike that employed in lakalaka. In fact, this structure, along with certain conventions
of melodic and harmonic writing evident here, supports Malukava's assertions that some
hiva fakahokohoka 'ofa (indigenous hymn tunes) "are nothing more than lakalaka
melodies" (L. Shumway 1981:478)

13

Lakalaka by Malukava
Excerpt of sipa (concluding section)
Music by Malukava
Staff notation by Larry V. Shumway
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Figure 6.6. Excerpt of lakalaka composed by Malukava. Transcribed by Larry
Shumway. Used by permission.
13

Shumway makes additional connections based on his research, stating, "the harmonic sounds
coming into [lakalaka] were those of the religious music" (ibid.).
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FWC Hymn no. 114: Tiki ko e 'ofa 'a'au
Tongan setting no. 2
Composed by Sione Tu'uhetoka
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.7. FWC hymn no. 114,'"Eiki ko e 'ofa 'a'au" (The Lord's Love Is Yours).
Musical setting no. 2 by Sione Tu'uhetoka.
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One brass band recording captures the essence of indigenous Tongan hymn
repertory particularly well. A3Z audio engineers recorded Kolomotu'a FWC Band on
Tape 580B; although the archive lacks date documentation, circumstantial evidence from
other chronological data in the archive suggest that the recording session took place in the
studio in December 1983 as a pre-recorded holiday program. Several hymn
arrangements from the recording constitute standard fare for FWC bands at Christmas
time, but bandmaster Samisoni Talia'uli also chose to program a number of pieces
frequently associated with the FCT, including Siaosi Tupou IPs best-known anthem
'"Alimoti" and several other vintage FCT Christmas anthems.
Among the indigenous musical settings included, Talia'uli directed a performance
of FWC hymn no. 6, "Ifi ke mou ifi" (Blow the glad tidings on your horn).14 This
particular musical setting is missing from the 1967 tu'ungafasi compilation and the
composer of the recorded version's tune is unknown, but contemporary church musicians
recognize it as one that was created long ago and historically programmed during the
Christmas season by FCT choirs (Tokotaha, pers. comm., 10 February 2008). The
transcription of this archival recording (fig. 6.8) effectively illustrates core Tongan traits
in both compositional style and performance presentation (CD 1 track 7). An initial
hearing orients the listener to the triple compound meter that is most easily notated as 9/8
meter; as noted earlier, this triplet subdivision is common among many Tongan genres.
The upper three voice parts engage in parallel movement at the end of measure 1,
resulting in parallel fifths between soprano and tenor during the final triplet figure. The

This is the nuanced non-literal translation provided by Tevita Ka'ili. The Tongan title literally
means "blow that you blow" and refers to a metaphorical sounding of the gospel in the ears of
nonbelievers throughout the world (pers. comm., 30 March 2008).
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lowered seventh scale degree is introduced in the alto part during the final triplet of
measure 1; the tenor then emphasizes this "color tone" on the following downbeat
(measure 2), creating the vii7IV secondary dominant function, which moves to the
characteristic Tongan ii6 chord resolution observed previously in Tu'uhetoka's first
setting of hymn no. 114 (fig. 6.5). In fact, the voicing of all four parts in measure 2 of
hymn no. 6 (beats one and two) is identical to the voicing employed in measure 6 (beats
one and two) of hymn no. 114. Viliami Falekaono, introduced earlier as co-chair of the
Catholic diocese music committee, describes this characteristic Tongan pitch movement
by saying that the upper parts "swing down" while the bass part "swings up" (interview,
2 September 2005). More parallel movement occurs on the third beat of measure 3.
Each of these features is heard again in a musically identical second phrase (measures 58). The pickup to measure 9 has the lowered seventh scale degree in the tenor, setting up
a contrasting third phrase that includes parallel octaves between soprano and tenor on
beats one and two of measure 9. As played by the brass in the introductory instrumental
verse, a five-part texture is established briefly on the third beat of measure 9 and the
downbeat of measure 10 to create a strong treble voice parallelism. For a brief moment
at the end of measure 10 a D-natural in the bass part clashes with the D-flat sustained by
the tenor. This creates a passing dissonance similar to the minor ninth cited in measure
11 of fig. 6.5. A similar moment occurs in measure 11 of hymn 6 when a soprano B-flat
coincides with an alto A-natural. The concluding phrase is musically identical to the first
two, yielding the musical form A-A-B-A—a common template of Western hymnody.
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FWC Hymn #6 - Ifi ke mou ifi
Tongan-composed musical setting
Free Church of Tonga-composer unknown
Transcribed by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.8. FWC hymn no. 6, "Ifi ke mou ifi" (Blow the glad tidings on your horn).
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The mode of presentation in this recording, with band members alternately
playing and singing the S ATB chorale, illustrates another way in which foreign musical
genres are reimagined as they filter through Tongan sensibilities. When the band
performs the hymn instrumentally, the tune (pxfasi, as Tongans would conceptualize the
main melody) is assigned to the high treble voice (cornets), as it would be in standard
Euro-American SATB chorale singing practice. When the all-male band begins to sing,
however, the vocalists redistribute the melody and harmony in a manner reminiscent of
the hivafaikava singing favored by men's kava clubs (kalapufaikava) as they sing
modern topical songs in four parts generally known, from lowest to highest registers, as
laulalo (bass), fasi (melody), tenoa (tenor), and kanokano (soprano—in all-male groups,
the highest voice part). In a capella singing, or when accompanied by string band, this
vocal texture features bass root movement anchoring the triadic harmonies. In brass band
vocal-instrumental performances, however, the bass tubas provide this anchoring and the
low male voices shift up to reinforce the melody, resulting in a three-part vocal texture
(fig. 6.9). Men usually sing the fasi melody down one octave from its original soprano
placement, assigning it to the baritone register, with two harmonizing parts pitched above
the fasi, as seen in fig. 6.9. Although terminology differs in contemporary usage, a
general consensus designates the part immediately above the fasi as tenoa (a
transliteration of "tenor") and the highest part as kanokano}5 In Kolomotu'a's
performance, after an initial instrumental verse serves as introduction, most of the band

In many hiva kakala songs performed with string band accompaniment by kava clubs, the
kanokano is a sweet-sounding falsetto from mature male voices. Since many brass bands have a
contingent of young teens within their membership, it is common to hear unchanged adolescent
male voices singing kanokano in band performances.
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members sing the first vocal verse while a small core of instrumentalists continue to
provide accompaniment. This reflects a general pattern of performance practice I
observed during fieldwork, although other variants may occur. For example, the
designated accompanying instrumentation may vary from group to group and
performance to performance according to the preferences of the director. Typically, the
upper cornet players sing, thereby omitting the instrumental treble-register melody for
all-male vocal performances by band members. The alto-register part that constitutes the
kanokano for all-male groups singing mfaikava chorale style can be accompanied by
lower cornet or upper tenor horn, while the tenoa can be instrumentally reinforced by
lower tenor horns, baritone horns, or trombone. Figure 6.9 represents a vocal
transcription of hymn no. 6 (phrase one only) with vocal parts as performed by
Kolomotu'a on A3Z Tape 580B.

FWC Hymn #6 - Ifi ke mou ifi
Male vocals-first phrase only
Free Church of Tonga-composer unknown
Transcribed by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.9. First phrase of FWC hymn no. 6 showing male vocal parts as performed by
Kolomotu'a Band on A3Z tape 580B.
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These types of vocal renditions by all-male bands contrast with performances
featuring SATB choirs accompanied by band. Other A3Z recordings of choir-band
combinations corroborate my fieldwork observations and confirm that mixed gender
choirs retain SATB voicings like those played by the Kolomotu'a Band in its
instrumental introduction for "Ifi ke mou ifi" as described above. In SATB performance
contexts the upper cornets continue to reinforce the soprano fasi during choral verses
even as other instruments reinforce the vocal parts corresponding to their instrumental
registers. One other observation concerning the Kolomotu'a recording warrants mention
here. The band followed a common convention in presenting a full instrumental verse,
then singing two verses of hymn text out of five possible verses, concluding with a full
instrumental verse. The exact number of vocal verses can vary according to the
preferences of the director, but singing two or three of the hymn verses is common in allband performances.
There are two typical contexts for this type of presentation. First, bands perform
these combined instrumental-vocal versions as part of their annual Christmas serenading.
Second, they include such renditions when fulfilling a fundraising function. These bandonly hymn performances stand alongside similar hiva kakala presentations as powerful
manifestations of Tongan cultural identity. In a very real sense such presentations
navigate spaces between Tong&'sfale faikava (kava clubhouses) andfale lotu (church
sanctuaries). In addition, band-only versions of Christian hymns underscore the
versatility and self-sufficiency of brass bands outside the fale lotu (Mafi, pers. comm., 24
December 2003).
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Only bands affiliated with Tonga's Wesleyan-based denominations, such as the
Kolomotu'a Band discussed above, participated in Sunday worship services before
Vatican II changed the face of Catholic worship worldwide. As a result of these
sweeping policy changes, in the early 1970s Tongan Catholic musicians initiated an
indigenous vernacular hymnody for inclusion in mass services (Falekaono, interview, 2
September 2005). This occurred shortly after Tonga's largest Protestant congregations
began to use brass to accompany their choirs, and key Catholic liturgical musicians were
quick to grasp the potential for brass involvement in their new patterns of worship. I
highlighted the many musical and cultural accomplishments of Catholic musician Sofele
Kakala (1916-1991) previously in chapter 4; here I examine a few representative sacred
works by this esteemed composer. In the course of the earlier discussion I cited Sofele's
brass band training as a key component of his artistic development, because this training
facilitated more intensive exposure to a richer harmonic vocabulary than that experienced
by the typical Tongan composer of his era. His assimilation of these harmonic practices
becomes apparent by examining a sampling of his liturgical music, including analyses of
two representative original hymns followed by a broader survey of Sofele's published
works. In doing so, I stress that Sofele was first and foremost a composer of Tongan
music who happened to work extensively within the orbit of Catholic liturgical music, an
important distinction in the context of this study.
Tongans of all denominations respect Sofele's body of work as an arranger of
Tongan choral music and as adapter of foreign sacred literature. I noted previously that
he contributed outstanding musical arrangements for annual school choir contests, which
Apifo'ou College won with regularity throughout his teaching tenure. Although Sofele
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was by nature reticent to seek the spotlight, many Tongan citizens came to recognize his
creativity through these extramural public performances (Falekaono, interview, 2
September 2005). Tongan Catholics at home and overseas gained further exposure to
Sofele's sacred music through his groundbreaking compilation entitled Vikia 'a e 'Eiki
("Praise to the Lord"), published by the Tongan diocese in 1981 as a collection of
indigenous Catholic hymnody. This publication constitutes a landmark achievement in
an era when the preservation of creative work in print, beyond the pragmatic compilation
of hymn texts, was not engrained in the collective Tongan cultural mindset.
Two examples from Sofele's original hymns will suffice to illustrate syncretized
Tongan choral compositional practices, since they corroborate some core traits already
examined above in the context of FWC hymnody. Catholic hymn no. 178, "Fakanofo
Faifekau," attributes both words and music to Sofele (fig. 6.10). It is organized in binary
form with a verse and refrain, another favorite Tongan adoption of introduced Western

Fakanofo Faifekau
(For the ordination of a priest)
Hymn #178 in "Vikia 'a e 'Eiki"
Words & Music by Sofele Kakala
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.10. Tongan Catholic hymn no. 178, "Fakanofo Faifekau," text and music by
Sofele Kakala. From Vikia 'ae '£7fo'(1981). Used by permission.
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As an indication of this indifference to preserving and collecting creative works, Elizabeth
Wood-Ellem points out that Queen Salote did not maintain a collection of her own poetry during
her lifetime (2004:103).
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practice (CD 1 track 8).17 This affinity possibly arose from nineteenth century EuroAmerican hymnody, of which J. E. Moulton was fond, especially the tunes of Ira David
Sankey and his contemporaries (Wood 1976:127). The choral texture of Sofele's verse is
homophonic chorale style in 4/4 meter. The refrain switches to 6/8, employing the
compound meter and triplets that appear in several FWC examples (especially fig. 6.8).
Punake (poet-composers) oflakalaka often create this type of juxtaposition of duple and
triple meter in their compositions. The choral texture of the refrain also changes to a
brief responsorial format between the bass (or laulalo) and the upper three parts
(measures 17-20). The duration of this passage is roughly the same as the responsorial
encounter in Tu'uhetoka's first setting of FWC hymn no. 114 (fig. 6.5, measures 8-12),
but Sofele's use of this technique is more pronounced due to the isolation of the bass,
seen in fig. 6.10, in measures 17 and 19. There are a number of responsorial passages in
Sofele's hymns; although Euro-American hymn writers employed the practice as well,
particularly in mid- to late-nineteenth century hymnody, the Tongan predilection for
employing responsorial singing may constitute a predisposition connected to pre-contact
practices (Moyle 1987:237).
17

The recording included here is a demonstration recording made at my request, featuring a small
choir of Tongan studentsfromBrigham Young University-Hawai'i.
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Although much of the harmony Sofele employed is typical of standard Western
hymnody, the chromatic alteration in measure 13 is the lowered seventh scale degree,
further corroborating that V7/IV or vii°/V is characteristic of Tongan harmonization. As
noted earlier, Viliami Falekaono describes it as a "twang" or "swing" down to the note of
resolution one half-step below (interview, 2 September 2005). The last chord in measure
5 can be analyzed as a first inversion vii06-5/V that resolves characteristically to the V
chord on the next beat. Sofele's voicing of the half-diminished seventh chord in
inversion, however, is uncharacteristic of Euro-American practice because of the wholestep proximity of the tenor E and alto F-sharp. Had the tenor been assigned a D for that
chord (one step lower), the harmony would have changed to V7/V in second inversion
and would have constituted a much more characteristic Euro-American harmonization of
the melody at that point. The bass leap or "swing" up to A on beat four of measure 10
creates a vi7 chord with an added 6th harmonic "flavor" against the sustained harmony of
the upper three parts, which in this case do not "swing" down in contrary motion to the
bass as seen in other examples. Parallel motion occurs in the upper three parts on beat
one of measure 18 and again on beat one of measure 20. V7/IV occurs again on the last
chord of measure 20, leading to an increasingly colorful harmonic vocabulary in the
following phrase. A ii6 harmony comprises the first beat of measure 21, followed by
simultaneous seventh intervals on the fifth eighth-note chord—F and E in bass and
soprano respectively, sounding concurrently with C in the tenor and B-flat in the alto.
The tenor and alto continue the parallel seventh movement on the final eighth-note chord
of measure 21; all of these harmonic colors are reiterated in measure 25. These parallel
seventh intervals further illustrate the type of unprepared dissonance discussed by
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Shumway. Parallel octaves occur between soprano and tenor on beats five and six of
measure 22 and again in measure 26. By interjecting these few musical "twists" into an
otherwise textbook employment of chorale style harmony, Sofele has effectually made
subtle but discernible connections to hiva kakala and lahalaka repertories and their
musical practices (ibid.).
A second original hymn by Sofele exhibits some of the traits articulated above
and displays several other Tongan musical inclinations. Catholic hymn no. 159, "Himi ki
he Pekia" (Hymn for the Dead), speaks of the hope of resurrection and the end of earthly
sorrow (fig. 6.11). The lowered seventh scale degree observed frequently in previous
examples is also present here, first in the tenor (measure 1) and later in the alto (measure
7). Sofele employed an even higher ratio of characteristic Western harmonies in this
hymn than in no. 178 (fig. 6.10), with only the two secondary dominants and the
stepwise bass "run" in measure 9 constituting a foregrounding of Tongan preferences in
harmonic and textural choices.18 Sofele's temporal organization, on the other hand,
displays nuanced but effective connections to Tonga's dance genres. Even at the andante
medium-slow tempo indicated, the degree of syncopation incorporated by Sofele creates
a more energetic rhythm than would be typical in a European setting of such a text. Also
notable is the use of five-bar phrases—an asymmetry that is rarely found in EuroAmerican hymnody—and a two-measure "Halleluia" that substitutes ii6—16-4—V7—
16-4—V7—I for the typical Western "Amen" IV—I plagal cadence (CD 1 track 9).

The effect of this bass run in creating a temporary sense of independence and momentum for
the bass part is similar to the ascending bass arpeggio in measure 10 offig.6.8.
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Himi ki he Pekia
(Hymn for the Dead)
Hymn #159 in "Vikia 'a e 'Eiki"
Words and music by Sofele Kakala
Staff notation by David Kammerer
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Figure 6.11. Tongan Catholic hymn no. 159, "Himi ki he Pekia" (Hymn for the Dead)
text and music by Sofele Kakala. From Vikia 'ae 'Eiki (1981). Used by
permission.
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In a broader sampling of Sofele's original sacred works in the Catholic music
publication Vikia 'a e 'Eiki, and considering only the seventeen hymns specifically
crediting Sofele with both original text and music, seven of the seventeen are in the
compound 6/8 meter (pp. 13, 32, 44, 58, 124, 136,186). Ten of the seventeen employ the
characteristic secondary dominant seventh chord described in the previous examples (pp.
13, 25, 30, 32, 44, 58, 64, 136, 157, 161,196) and five of the seventeen utilize
responsorial techniques in the choral texture (pp. 13,29, 64, 71,124,161). Based on my
examination, an expansion of the sampling above to include other hymns crediting Sofele
with original music composition would corroborate consistently high percentages of these
particular musical devices.19 Although these compositional elements are not uncommon
in European hymnody, the abundance of these examples in Sofele's writing helps
illustrate the processes whereby indigenous creative artists emphasize specific features
they and their audiences find compelling. Repeated exposure during fieldwork to
indigenous hymn literature convinces me that Tongan composers strategically
incorporate the specific musical features discussed above to demonstrate faiva and to
evoke mafana in worship contexts.
When considering indigenously composed sacred music in Tonga, nearly every
original work falls into either the congregational hymn or choral anthem category. In the
first decade of the twentieth century, Tupou II wrote a number of notable and wellregarded anthems for use in the FCT Church, but only a few contemporary composers,
Other Catholic hymn composers emphasized these musical features as well. Of the 104 hymns
in Vikia 'a e 'Eiki that attribute composers other than Sofele Kakala, forty-one credit Sione
Foliaki, a Kakala protege, as musical composer. Ten of Foliaki's hymns employ compound
meter, sixteen utilize the vii°/IV or V7/IV as a secondary dominant, and seventeen incorporate
responsorial singing to some degree.
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including bandmasters Sione Tu'ifua, Tevita Kamitoni, and Siosiua Faka'osi, have
attempted to add to Tonga's anthem repertory. I have written previously of Siosiua
Faka'osi's original sacred work The Prodigal Son. Although Siua himself labeled it an
oratorio, in terms of duration and style it might better be thought of as an anthem in six
short movements. According to Siua's son 'Alifeleti, his father reflected at length about
the poignancy of this Biblical account in his desire to set it to music. Since Siua's role as
police bandmaster included the responsibility to provide music for the annual police
graduation ceremony, which also serves as a time of rededication to service on the part of
the entire police force, he used that occasion several times during his ten-year
directorship to premiere new works for choir and band. The premiere of Jesus of
Nazareth, another extended choir-band work, in March 1993 is also an example of this
practice. The Prodigal Son premiered in March 1995; 'Alifeleti confirms that Siua
considered this work, introduced publicly just two months before his mandatory
retirement at age 55, to be his greatest musical achievement (pers. comm., 1 January
2008). Appendix A contains the entire piece in score format, with the SATB choral score
on top and condensed band score underneath.20 Fig. 6.12 presents an excerpt of the
original choral tu 'ungafasi for comparison purposes; note that, as in excerpts of FWC
hymn notation (e.g., fig. 6.1), Siua follows the practice of indicating keys according to Bflat instrument transposition, one whole step higher than sounding or "concert" pitch. A
videorecording from the 1995 cadet graduation appears on the DVD accompanying this

I transcribed the choral partsfromSiua's tu 'ungafasi notation and the band parts from the
video recording, since the original printed instrumental parts have been lost (ibid.). I obtained
this video recording from the Faka'osi family archive through the generosity of Siua's son
Disney.
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dissertation (scene 1); the audio track from this recording constitutes track 10 on the
accompanying CD 1.
The work begins with a band introduction of eleven measures that establishes the
character of the first movement in 3/4 meter at moderate tempo and in the key of D-flat
major (see score in Appendix A). The mixed SATB choir then presents the first section
of the Biblical text (Luke 15:11-32) in homophonic chorale style. Harmonies are
predominantly diatonic; a few chromatic variations, such as passing tones (for example,
measure 15 in soprano and tenor) or chromatic "neighbor" tones (measure 16 in soprano
and tenor) provide added color. A few chromatic alterations create secondary dominants
for harmonic variation (see measures 17 and 21, for example). There are two strophic
verses in this section (measures 12-31), with 'Alifeleti's band accompaniment providing
a typical Tongan reinforcement of choral parts during the first verse. During the second
choral verse he adds the two-part solo cornet arpeggios notated on the score to thicken
the texture and create an instrumental accompaniment figure distinct from the SATB
vocal parts. The entire first movement is just under three minutes duration.
The second movement (measures 32-55) begins with a change to 4/4 meter, a
modulation from D-flat major to A-flat major, and an increase in tempo from quarter =
80 to quarter =110 (measure 32). The previous waltz-like character is replaced by a more
bouncy theme with many dotted rhythms. When the choir re-enters in measure 38, after a
six-measure band introduction, the movement establishes rhythmic interplay between
choir and band that is reminiscent of works by Handel and Bach. The melodic and
harmonic movement in this section is almost exclusively diatonic, with only one
secondary dominant appearing in measure 48. The temporary tension in the same
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Figure 6.12. Excerpt from original tu 'ungafasi score for Prodigal Son. Score courtesy
of Disney Faka'osi. Used by permission.
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measure of a minor ninth between the accented E-fiat passing tone in soprano and the
simultaneous tenor D-natural provides further evidence that in Tongan music melodic
movement can create short-lived dissonances of a subtly different character than those
within the Western music that serves as source material. Strict homophonic choral
texture is employed throughout this brief movement of approximately ninety seconds
duration.
Siua's third movement encompasses the part of the Biblical account wherein the
son returns to his home and asks his father to take him back as a servant, considering
himself unworthy to be accorded family privileges after squandering his inheritance. The
part of the son in this musical dialogue is sung by a solo tenor, followed by a tender
response in the fourth movement from a solo bass voice in the role of father, forgiving his
son and welcoming him back into his family home. This section modulates back to Dflat major and, except for full band interludes before each solo, is accompanied by
mellow low brass in sustained harmonies.
Several Tongan preferences appear within the tenor solo section, including the
lowered seventh scale degree in measures 63, 74 and 75, and other chromatic nonharmonic tones in measures 65, 69, and 72-75. The band accompaniment also provides
the characteristic V7/IV secondary dominant in measure 71 and several chromatic nonharmonic tones in the interlude between movements 3 and 4 (measures 78-80). The
instrumental interlude also includes a passing minor ninth dissonance on beat one of
measure 79. The vocal solo bass melody itself contains only one chromatic movement in
measure 81, but also features a fairly rapid enunciation of text in measures 83-84 that is
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evocative of lakalaka text rhythms. The combined duration of these two sections is just
under two-and-a-half minutes.
The fifth movement, three minutes in duration, returns to 3/4 meter and modulates
to F major without preparation. The choir picks up the thread of the narrative and sings
three strophic verses in strict homophonic texture. Two noteworthy characteristics
manifest themselves during this movement. Although the choir avoids parallel
movement in the upper three voices for the most part, typical employment of the V7/IV
secondary dominant occurs in the band accompaniment in measure 141. The tubas also
provide chord arpeggiation and stepwise movement between chord root tones (measures
134-158), neither of which occurs in the vocal bass part.
The sixth and final movement modulates to B-flat major and moves to 4/4 meter.
It conveys a triumphant mood by virtue of a brisk tempo (quarter = 120), denser choral
rhythms that present the text rapidly, and band fanfare-like accompaniment figures that
create additional momentum through rhythmic interplay with the choir. This movement
also features the composition's most florid writing for euphonium and the highest
tessitura for soprano, reaching a peak of G5 (measure 182). It also employs a short
seven-measure section of responsorial singing (measures 171-77). This two-minute
movement concludes a work totaling twelve minutes in duration.
Although Ve'ehala is dismissive of this work due to its obvious European
derivations (interview, 7 January 2005), I appreciate its originality in narrative content as
it introduces an additional Biblical text into Tongan choral repertory. Moreover, Siua
deftly synthesized European choral-instrumental conventions into a work that is much
more than a mere paraphrase. Siua's son 'Alifeleti also deserves credit for seamlessly
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molding band accompaniment parts to his father's vocal score. In summary, Siua and
' Alifeleti worked together to set this beloved story to music while emulating revered
European composers. Their efforts represent an attempt to enact a re-familiarization
strategy whereby they embedded the Tongan-language Biblical narrative into a familiar
musical framework that islanders associate with sacred musical expressions. It would
seem a fitting tribute to Siua's musical legacy in Tonga if church choirs and bands were
to incorporate this work into their active repertory alongside long-established European
choral masterworks.

Representative secular band works
Although the previous discussion of sacred music highlights Tongan bands'
participation in that genre throughout the most recent half-century, a consideration of
secular band music provides a broader context to consider issues of aesthetic values,
performance contexts, and performance practices. Aldred's 1997 thesis provides
historical perspectives on how this secular repertory developed, first within the
environment of the government and mission schools and, later, in Tongan community and
professional bands. After the broadcast era began in Tonga in 1961, the collective
repertory of the kingdom's bands has become increasingly eclectic; however, there are
still several identifiable sources of band music in contemporary Tonga. Owing to
historical alliances with the British Commonwealth, and especially with the
Commonwealth's most influential regional "satellite" nation-states of Australia and New
Zealand, Tongan bands historically derived a large segment of their secular repertory from
British/Australian/New Zealander brass band composers and arrangers (Ve'ehala,
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interview, 6 January 2005). This means that local bands were, and still are, much more
likely to perform marches by Scotsman K. J. Alford and New Zealander A. F. Lithgow
than those by John Philip Sousa. Tongan bands also assimilated the repertory preferences
of British-derived bands, including overtures, transcriptions of orchestral masterworks,
instrumental hymn arrangements (especially those by Salvation Army bandsmen), novelty
pieces, and theme-and-variations works featuring solo instrumentalists. Even when music
of the Americas and the Caribbean made its way into Tongan band performance, it usually
arrived indirectly as scored by British band arrangers.
Beyond the repertory that accumulated through access to British band music,
Tongan bandmasters were quick to seize upon the nascent body of songs from the hiva
kakala genre as highly adaptable for band performance. Tonga College's Sione Tu'ifua
and Apifo'ou's Sofele Kakala both served as musical collaborators with Queen Salote
and found it natural to adapt her hiva kakala compositions for use by their bands
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004). This practice also allowed wind bands to
increase the visibility of hiva kakala performances, since those songs were no longer the
sole province of kava clubs and string bands.21 By the time Tonga's government
organized the police band in the mid-twentieth century, the ability of brass band
performers to both sing and accompany hiva kakala songs led to the introduction of a
large body of hiva kakala arrangements into the brass band repertory, a practice that

Reportedly, Sione Tu'ifua regularly delighted the queen by producing and performing a brass
arrangement of her latest hiva kakala within a few weeks of its introduction by a string band
(Ka'ili, pers. comm., 10 June 2008).
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continues to the present day.

Originally Tongan brass players learned these songs

through rote imitation, but gradually Tongan bandmasters notated favorite songs, and
some arrangements became standardized. In time the collective hiva kakala instrumental
repertory came to include favorites by a number of Tongan poet-songwriters, although
Salote's compositions still retain the highest status among brass bands.
Given the dichotomous origins of the two primary Tongan secular instrumental
literature sources —British (or British-inspired) band works and locally-conceived
arrangements of Tongan popular songs—analyses of three Tongan band scores serve here
to illustrate the respective musical influences of each subset of source material. The first
example, an original work by Siua Faka'osi, is patterned after British-derived band
marches and clearly demonstrates a surface mimicry that camouflages subtle indigenous
nuances. The second analysis draws on a representative contemporary hiva kakala brass
arrangement to reveal the strategies of reinscription through multilevel indigenization.
The third example is the Tongan National Anthem, a powerful musical metonym since
the late nineteenth century. After examining these characteristic pieces of secular
Tongan band repertory, I return to my central argument about the ways in which both
historical and contemporary band performances have contributed to postcolonial Tongan
cultural identity.

Scholars consider this development noteworthy in the context of hiva kakala history. The coauthors of the recent definitive source work on Queen Salote's music and poetry cited historical
band performances of her songs several times within their publication (Tuku'aho 2004:21,
Kaeppler 2004:33, Wood-Ellem 2004:252).
The term 'instrumental repertory' certainly is a misnomer in this context. Purely instrumental
brass band hiva kakala performances are rare, as most include vocal performances by band
members. I use the term in an effort to differentiate between un-notated string band-vocal
performances and notated renditions by brass band personnel.
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Royal Tonga Police Band March - composed by Siosiua Mafi Faka 'osi
Siua Faka'osi composed his only completely original march as the street
marching theme music for the police band in 1992. Siua featured the march in a 1994
A3Z recording (CD 1 track 11) and in multiple live performances featuring street
marching. One of the few original instrumental works in Tongan band literature, it
readily demonstrates how indigenous musicians adapt Western musical templates to their
own creative purposes.
Siua's march follows one of the standard Western march formats in a formulaic
sequence of musical sections (see Appendix A), presenting an eight-bar introduction
followed by a repeated "first strain" of thirty bars that features a predominant cornet
melody with a euphonium countermelody. The bass line primarily utilizes chord roots
and fifths with some stepwise chord connections, as in the Euro-American marches
epitomized by the works of Kenneth Alford, Alex Lithgow, J. P. Sousa and Patrick
Gilmore. Trombones, E-flat tenor horns and lower cornets employ the characteristic
offbeat figures that combine with the bass to create the familiar "oom-pah" march
pattern. Siua draws upon a thoroughly assimilated personal mental catalog of Western
melodic and harmonic conventions, with the first strain melody bearing more than a
passing resemblance to the late nineteenth century American popular song, "In the Good
Old Summertime." The second strain, also repeated, features a. fortissimo low brass
melody with mid- and high-brass fanfare responses—also a common compositional
technique for marches (see measures 43-59).
The trio section modulates to the key of the subdominant (measures 64-81), as do
nearly all British and American marches from the "golden era" (1875-1950). After the
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band plays the trio twice—once at a piano dynamic and then repeated forte, as is standard
practice—the score indicates a da capo return to the introduction, first strain and second
strain, this time played once each. In contrast to Sousa and his American proteges, who
typically conclude their compositions with a "breakstrain" and final fortissimo iteration
of the trio melody (as in "Stars and Stripes Forever"), Siua reveals the British foundation
of his training by favoring the da capo format used by British/Australian/New Zealand
march composers.
In creating this signature march for the police band, it is likely that Siua looked to
models like A. F. Lithgow's Wairoa for inspiration. This march, composed in 1892, is a
Tongan favorite, being recorded multiple times for A3Z broadcast and also employed as a
contest piece for annual band competitions (see fig. 6.13). Coincidentally but tellingly,
the key center format (B-flat/E-flat/B-flat) and musical form used by Lithgow are the
same as those found in Royal Tonga Police Band March. The first and second strains of
Wairoa are in B-flat major, with the second strain featuring a low brass melody and high
brass fanfare figures. The trio modulates to E-flat major, followed in turn by a da capo
repetition of first and second strains. Siua's template for his original composition is
nearly identical to that of Lithgow's popular march (CD 1 track 12).
Aldred (1997) foregrounds a Tongan preference for highly ornamented
euphonium parts and traces that trait to similar practices in Tongan vocal forms such as
lakalaka. In Siua's march, however, the euphonium part reflects the practice of Western
march composers, with his part scoring for euphonium closely paralleling the
compositional techniques of his British and American counterparts. As an example of
this Western approach to euphonium scoring, the same 1994 A3Z recording that
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Wairoa
Melody and countermelody in solo cornet and euphonium parts
(Concert pitch)
A. F. Lithgow
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preserves Siua's composition also features the police band performing The Australian by
Earle Wimmer (CD 1 track 13), a British-style march that employs similar
countermelodies in the euphonium part. While it is possible that a Tongan predilection
for melodic ornamentation in the tenor voice predates Western contact, it is equally
possible that British band literature, with a preponderance of showman-like euphonium
parts, further cultivated that widely acknowledged Tongan affinity. Regardless of the
initial source of islanders' fondness for melodic ornamentation, it seems evident that
foreign band music reinforces Tongan employment of such musical elements.
In analyzing Siua's original march, perhaps the only musical trait that is
uncharacteristic of most Western marches, but typical of the Tongan music I have
analyzed, is the asymmetry of Siua's trio section, in which the melody is seventeen
measures long. In addition, the degree of syncopation present here is higher than in most
Western marches and contributes to the displacement of the main melodic isorhythm
through the interpolation of two additional pulses (measure 69). The resultant asymmetry
contrasts with the typical sixteen (or thirty-two) measure symmetry of Western march
sections. In most other respects, The Royal Tonga Police Band March pays musical
homage to countless British-inspired band works. Like The Prodigal Son, indigenously
composed FWC hymn tunes, and Sofele Kakala's late twentieth-century Catholic
hymnody, Siua's march is largely imitative of the music he admires with a few subtle
alterations reflecting local characteristics. This instrumental composition represents
another effort to employ a re-familiarization strategy as Siua acts upon his creative
impulses to contribute a new work to Tongan repertory in a musical format to which
Tongan audiences can easily relate.
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"Katinia " - composed by Queen Salote and arrangedfor brass by Viliami 'Esei
Tu 'ipulotu
Among Queen Salote's many beloved hiva kakala songs, "Katinia" (Gardenia)
ranks as one of the two or three most popular throughout the past half-century. A3Z has
archived many string band recordings of this work (Petelo, interview, 29 December
2003), and many bandmasters have created brass arrangements over the years. Both
ROCOM and the police band include such arrangements in their repertories, with the
police band currently using a version arranged by Naisa Taumoepeau and ROCOM using
Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu's arrangement that he originally wrote for the Maopa Band.
When the ROCOM band traveled to Hawai'i in 2005 to participate in the golden jubilee
of Brigham Young University-Hawai'i, it performed this latter arrangement in a joint
concert with BYU's brass band. Having access to Viliami's individual instrument parts
through this joint performance, I was able to utilize them to construct a condensed band
score for analysis purposes.24 A performance of this arrangement by ROCOM (my CD 1
track 14) from their CD Lose 'Ofa 'Anga (2001) supports the analysis below (see
Appendix A for a transcription of this specific recorded performance).
Viliami's arrangement, as originally conceived and notated, appears as a purely
instrumental rendition, with an opening section in concert F major and concluding section
in A-flat major (Appendix A). The F major section contains Salote's entire strophic
composition (measures 5-38), including two verses and two choruses (tau) with a first
and second ending; the next section in A-flat major presents the verse and chorus once
Historically Tongan band arrangers have not written band scores, since doing so would
constitute an unnecessary expenditure of time and energy from their perspective (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 3 August 2005). Only within the past decade have arrangers begun to produce such
scores, with Ve'ehala advocating the use of computer notation programs for band scoring
(Ve'ehala, 6 January 2005).
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more in a concluding statement of the theme. Neither the Maopa Band nor ROCOM
performs this piece as originally written, however. Instead, they utilize the F major
section to present a vocal rendition of the queen's original poetry (see fig. 6.14). The
ROCOM recording presents the four verses in the order listed in fig. 6.14, which is
slightly different from the order presented in Songs and Poems of Queen Sdlote (2004).
Vocalists sing the two-line tau after each verse, with the last two lines of each verse
repeated after the tau, creating a rounded binary musical form ('A'[abab]-'B'[cdab]).
Following typical brass band practice, tubas and tenor horns, along with
percussion, provide the instrumental accompaniment during vocal verses. The ROCOM
recording features two-part singing, with one harmony part above the melody; Maopa
typically performs vocals with two harmony parts above the melody, a practice modeled
earlier in this chapter by the Kolomotu'a Band rendition of FWC hymn no. 6 (CD 1 track
7). Viliami's arrangement follows string band tradition for "Katinia" performances in
utilizing a characteristic rhythmic accompaniment style seen in the lowest line of the
vocal/instrumental score. This rhythm is based on the Americanized "beguine" rhythm
popularized during the big band era, but which most Tongans label a "rumba" rhythm
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005). Typified by tubas playing on beats 1, 3, and
4, with offbeats above the bass creating a hocketing effect, this pattern is nearly
continuous throughout the arrangement, as seen in both the ROCOM performance score
and Viliami's instrumental version.25

Tongan musicians associate beguine/rumba rhythms with specific hiva kakala based on their
intended tempo and sentimental poetic content. "Tangimausia," as performed by Beulah College
Band on the CD Ifl Palasa (1994), as well as "Lose 'Ofa 'Anga," '"Upe 'o Lupepau'u" and
"Po'uli kae 'eva," as performed by ROCOM on its 2001 CD, serve as additional examples of this
segment of hiva repertory.
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ROCOM's recorded version of "Katinia" does not utilize the euphonium
countermelody at all during the vocal verses, although I have observed that some
combination vocal-instrumental presentations of hiva kakala by brass band incorporate
such countermelodies into the later vocal verses.26 The ROCOM recording reveals one
other performance convention for hiva kakala performances wherein singers sometimes
incorporate handclaps during the tau for additional musical interest. The ROCOM
musicians add these claps during the third and fourth tau (measures 85ff). After the final
vocal chorus in F major the arrangement modulates upward a minor third to A-flat major,
concluding with a tutti instrumental section.
Viliami's instrumental climax, present in both renditions, reveals several
noteworthy strategies of reinscription. I observed a thickly scored instrumental texture,
with upper brasses carrying the richly harmonized melodic phrase from measures 39-42
of the instrumental score, played against a prototypical euphonium countermelody. The
following phrase (measures 43-46) passes the harmonized melody to tenor parts
(trombones/baritones/ euphoniums) while cornets provide a countermelodic duet
featuring rising and falling quarter-note triplet groupings. The upper brasses assume the
harmonized melody against a euphonium countermelody in measures 47-50, passing the
melody once again to tenor instruments in measures 51-54. The final instrumental
statement of the tau (measures 55-62) features cornet melody, while tenor horns join
baritones and euphoniums in creating a denser countermelodic duet scored initially in

Of*

During the ROCOM-BYU joint performance in October 2005, we performed the F major
section in its entirety as an extended instrumental introduction before the vocal verses. This
constituted a blending of the original instrumental-only version and ROCOM's adapted vocalinstrumental recorded performance (CD 1 track 14).
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thirds and later in octaves. Trombones carry the melody once more in measures 63-66,
with tenor horns and euphoniums providing countermelody, and then the full cornet
section finishes the verse with the final melodic phrase and concluding ascending block
chords (measures 67-72).

Katinia si'oto sei manakoa
'Alaha kapui ai 'a si'ete 'ofa
Ha sino mai ho'o to'onga
Kae vaifa 'a lo'ifofonga

Gardenia, my favored sei
Your fragrance engulfs this love of mine
Your ways are impressed on my mind
And tears stream down

'Ofa he palomesi kuo mole
Tonumia he sinou 'o e pole
Tangi loto ki he fakamolemole
Li noa ai ha manatu 'oku toe

Ah, promise gone astray
Buried beneath the polar snow
Heart crying for forgiveness
Or some remaining recollection

Te u tukulolo, huni tangitangi
Kae 'atu 'eku 'ofa mateaki
Tu'unga 'aki hao fale fataki
Pea u lau kuo u koloa'aki

I surrender, fragrant huni
I yield to you my loyal love
As stepping stones to your fale fataki
They are precious stones to me

' Amusia e peau 'oku taka
Mei he 'oseni ki he taulanga
Kolosi'anga e folau vaka
Ka u nofo 'o tautu'afanga

Happy are the waves that wander
From the ocean to the harbor
Ships sail to and fro upon them
While I live useless and rejected

Taw.
'Oiaue, 'oiau, lau pe a 'e au
Lau tokua 'e au ko ha 'atungalau
Ha sino mai ho'o to'onga
Kae vaifa 'a lo'ifofonga

Chorus:
Ah me, ah me, little did I think
Little did I know it would come to this
Your ways are impressed on my mind
And tears stream down

NOTE: Each chorus repeats the last two lines of the previous verse, as shown above with
the last two lines of verse one
Figure 6.14. "Katinia" (Gardenia). Poetry by Queen Salote Tupou III. English
translation by Melenaite Taumoefolau in Songs and poems of Queen Salote
(2004:174).
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Among the many musical dimensions that could be discussed here, two are
particularly relevant to the aims of this study. Having conversed with Viliami on a
number of occasions concerning topics related to musical creativity and innovation, I
sense in this arrangement the convergence of several streams of influence in his scoring.
While employing the characteristic beguine/rumba rhythm adopted in Tongan string band
performance, Viliami has created a distinct wind band sound by passing around melodic
phrases to various sections and instrumental voices within the ensemble in a scoring
technique favored by many Western arrangers and orchestrators. This is particularly
evident during the final A-flat section as noted above. Viliami's cumulative band
experience has exposed him to many popular music band arrangements that employ this
scoring technique, including the types of band scores used in British—and subsequently
Tongan—band contests (Jackson, interview, 2 July 2004). A second feature, also
traceable to Viliami's exposure to foreign wind band literature, is his modulation to a
higher key to conclude his arrangement. In doing so, Viliami follows a convention of
band writing that is atypical of non-wind hiva kakala performance, choosing instead to
follow the Western strategy of modulating to create a sense of momentum that drives
toward the end of the performance. The modulation takes the brasses into a higher
register, creating increased psychoacoustic intensity and excitement. Viliami emphasizes
this effect by the use of two concluding block chords that move tenor, alto and soprano
voices toward the upper limits of their register to finish the final verse of his arrangement.
Most foreign-trained Tongan band arrangers have duplicated these scoring strategies in
their hiva kakala arrangements, and recordings like ROCOM's Lose 'Ofa 'Anga
showcase works of this type.
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Although some might view Viliami's arrangement as highly Westernized in its
musical components, the example serves nonetheless to represent a rich and diverse
repertory of hiva kakala band arrangements. The A3Z brass band archive documents
hundreds of band hiva kakala performances over more than forty years, and living
Tongan bandsmen confirm their inclusion in brass performances since Sione Tu'ifua's
earliest days at Tonga College (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004). In addition to the
mellow repertory typified by "Katinia," Tongans enjoy up-tempo hiva kakala with tunes
composed in 6/8 or 2/4 march meter, the former exemplified by "Nepituno" and the latter
by "Lea 'a e Fuiva" (The Fuiva Speaks)—a staple of the police band repertory for more
than a half-century (CD 1 tracks 15 and 16). Band performances of the hiva kakala genre
are more popular than string band renditions in contemporary Tonga, because they are
generally more energetic and more inclusive, taking the music of male kava clubs and
moving it out into Tonga's streets, stadiums, and public plazas. Brass performances have
proven to be every bit as serviceable as string band performances—and recent digitallysequenced keyboard performances—in providing accompaniment for tau 'olunga
dancing.27 I have also observed that, when employed in tandem with such dancing for
school and church fundraisers, band hiva kakala performances prove nearly irresistible to
prospective donors, evoking mafana that leads to generous giving.

Moyle notes that Samoans introduced their taualuga dance into Tonga in the early 1900s.
Transliterated in Tongan as tau 'olunga, this dance is almost always accompanied by hiva kakala
songs, "although only rarely is the poetry or music of such songs composed with a tau 'olunga in
mind" (Moyle 1987:153).
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Tongan National Anthem - words by Prince Uelingatoni Ngu, music by Karl Schmitt
Tonga's national anthem is one of its citizens' most beloved musical works. First
performed in 1874—one year before the adoption of the 1875 Constitution—this
composition invokes the deepest feelings of'faka 'apa 'apa (respect) for God, monarch,
and country (Toluta'u, pers. comm., 22 April 2008). Tongan oral tradition holds that
Prince Ngu composed the words to honor his grandfather Tupou I, with music provided
by Karl Gustavus Schmitt, one of many German expatriates living in Tonga during the
late nineteenth century (Vaea, pers. comm., 27 April 2008).28 The musical setting
typifies the homophonic chorale style of most European national anthems and is not
musically indigenized to any appreciable degree when performed vocally, except when
individual choirs employ a traditional Tongan bright sonority in a capella performances
(see fig. 6.15).29 The anthem's poetic text, however, profoundly conveys the Tongan
ethos, effectively subordinating the Westernized musical elements by foregrounding an
intensely nationalistic sentiment that encompasses all three central Tongan values of
faka 'apa 'apa (respect), mateaki (loyalty), and fatongia (obligation) (Tokotaha, pers.
comm., 7 May 2008). Prince Ngu accomplishes this largely by making strong
associations between the Christian God and the Tongan monarch (see fig. 6.16). In this
way, the prince co-opts a decidedly Western musical setting by indigenizing the psychoemotional impact of the anthem's text.

This anthem's origin parallels that of "Hawai'i Pono'i," the official state anthem of Hawai'i.
King Kawika (David) Kalakaua created the text for the latter work and Prussian bandmaster
Henri Berger, long-time leader of the Royal Hawaiian Band, composed the musical setting in
1874.
29

CD 1 track 17 presents a typical choral-band performance by Maopa.
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Tongan National Anthem
SATB score
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Although most choral renditions of the anthem do not demonstrate indigenization of
musical elements, instrumental performances tend to do so. A typical band interpretation
by the Royal Tongan Police Band, as recorded for Dirk Tillen's millennium CD project,
demonstrates several subtle Tongan musical elements that I heard performed consistently
by a number of bands during my field research (see fig. 6.17). The first discernible
instrumental Tonganization is the forceful brass tonguing articulation (CD 1 track 18),
reminiscent of an earlier era when Tongan bands applied such articulation almost
uniformly across the repertory. Director Naisa Taumoepeau seeks to evoke that neotraditional sound in all-instrumental performances of the anthem by the police band,
feeling that it results in a greater evocation of grandeur and Tongan patriotism (pers.
comm., 4 September 2005).
The recording transcribed in fig. 6.17 displays one other Tongan tendency. The
bass trombone executes an upward glissando in measure 4 as it reinforces the tubas at the
octave, while the tenor trombones perform a glissando in measure 15, adding a C-flat

'E 'Otua Mafimafi,
Ko ho mau 'Eiki Koe,
Ko Koe Koe falala 'anga,
Mo ia 'ofa ki Tonga;
'Afio hifo 'emau lotu,
'Aia 'oku mau fai ni,
Mo Ke tali homau loto,
'O mala'i 'a Tupou.

Oh Almighty God above,
Thou art our Lord and sure defense,
In our goodness we do trust Thee,
And our Tonga Thou dost love;
Hear our prayer, for though unseen,
We know that Thou hast blessed our land,
Grant our earnest supplication,
Guard and save Tupou our king.

Figure 6.16. Tongan text and English translation - Tongan National Anthem.30

30

Translators have rendered several English versions of the anthem text. 'Alipati Vaea has
included this translation on the website he is currently constructing as the "official website of the
Tongan monarchy" (http://palaceoffice.gov.to).
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Tongan National Anthem
Condensed band score
(As performed by the Royal Tongan Police Band 1999)
Music by Karl Gustavus Schmitt
Transcribed by David Kammerer
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chromatic passing tone between beat 4 of measure 15 and the next downbeat. These two
subtle insertions, along with vigorous tonguing throughout, add a noticeable Tongan
essence to the performance. In fact, as brass players regularly incorporate these glissandi
into Tonga's national anthem, which is conspicuous by its frequency of inclusion in
public programs, they provide perhaps the clearest examples of what Viliami Falekaono
describes as a "swing" (interview, 2 September 2005) and Moyle refers to as "sliding"
from pitch to pitch (1987:38). These ornamentations infuse a Tongan flavor into an
otherwise foreign musical setting, imprinting a microcosmic sign of locality and
particularity, which then embeds itself deeply into the Tongan psyche by virtue of
constant repetition.

Conclusion
Considered together, the musical analyses of this chapter provide a set of specific
examples detailing particular Tongan musical affinities. They also show how compatible
elements from disparate sound systems can facilitate indigenization through the blending
of musical elements. Historical band performances in Tonga have created certain
traditions that persist, such as the practices of band members offering combined vocalinstrumental presentations of hiva kakala songs and, conversely, performing instrumental
renditions of hymns in non-worship settings. It is noteworthy that these types of
performances occur within both sacred and secular repertory, contributing to a distinct
Tongan musical sign of cultural identity.
In contemporary Tongan life, wind band participation in sacred music
performances affords opportunities for brasses to contribute their own special nuances to
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the ongoing indigenization process. This effect is evident in contemporary performances
of the "Hallelujah Chorus" featuring band accompaniment, as well as in Tonga's few
extant original sacred works like Siua Faka'osi's Prodigal Son. At the same time,
acculturated Tongan secular genres such as hiva kakala increase the exposure of young
Tongans to components of the "Tongan sound" (V. Falekaono, interview, 2 September
2005). The efforts of islander musicians in creating Western notation arrangements of
hiva kakala for band have both updated and increasingly standardized this segment of the
instrumental corpus. As band repertories freely mix both foreign and indigenized sacred
music with local secular genres, they substantially reinforce those characteristics
islanders perceive as core Tongan traits, in most cases by foregrounding, or emphasizing
through frequency of inclusion, specific musical elements shared by both Western and
islander sound systems.
These elements include, but are not limited to, musical traits like highly
ornamented tenor lines, parallel harmonization of melody in three or more parts, the use
of added 6th in triadic harmony for additional harmonic color, the intermittent use of
dissonance that does not follow Western conventions of preparation and resolution,
responsorial or antiphonal interplay between voice parts or instrumental sections, the
concept of "swinging" or "sliding" between pitches (a special Tonganized version of
glissando); characteristic harmonic formulae and strategic use of modulation in
contemporary arrangements, and specific conventions of performance in combination
vocal-instrumental renditions of strophic hymns and songs, including re-registration of
male melody and harmony parts and loosely codified practices in creating strophic forms.
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I have argued that brass band performances, whether purely instrumental or in
conjunction with vocal presentations, have greatly reinforced these musical Tonganisms
by virtue of these highly versatile ensembles' inclusion in widely diverse performance
contexts throughout the colonial and postcolonial eras. Moreover, beyond the purely
musical dimensions of Tongan band performance, there are also strategic functions for
both purely instrumental and vocal-instrumental performances in specific cultural
contexts, such as holiday serenading and fundraising, among many others.
Even as the nationwide band community continually revises its repertories,
emphasizing some individual musical works through more frequent performance and
relegating others to less active or inactive status, those choices impact contemporary
identity in subtle ways by determining which musical works will help define the "Tongan
sound." When the most visible bands—especially those performing overseas at regular
intervals—redefine their core aesthetics, they exhibit indigenous agency in choosing how
they want to present themselves to both Tongans and non-Tongans. As Booth observed
in India, a widely shared local perception of simultaneous transformation and continuity
is vital to the indigenization enterprise (2005:19). Tongan musicians achieve this delicate
balance through a process of strategic anti-essentialism, whereby Western hymns, choral
masterworks, and marches—among other forms—undergo a "grafting in" of Tongan
performance practices, while indigenous composers adopt the strategy of creating their
original works patterned substantially after Western models. In this way, Tongan band
musicians participate in the larger societal processes of modifying cultural customs over
time, validating Queen Salote's vision for a viable Tongan future characterized by
adaptability (1959:n.p.). These complex musical interactions serve effectively as a
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metaphor for Tonga's confident and unapologetic engagement with the West and reflect
this culture group's ability to define itself within the modern world.
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CHAPTER 7
INDIGENIZATION IN TONGAN BRASS BAND PERFORMANCE
AND PRACTICE
An academic inquiry into the process(es) of musical indigenization is inevitably a
study of musical change and hybridity, as well as an examination of broader cultural
transformations. Scholars have pursued these distinct areas of inquiry and have
developed discrete bodies of theory for each one; when studying Tongan brass bands,
however, I gained important insights by strategically obscuring those strict theoretical
boundaries to consider change more holistically. A common thread of these interrelated
topics of study involves "invention" or "reinvention;" I have applied analogous or closely
related constructs throughout this study, including "reinscription" and "transvaluation"
(Bhabha 1994:191, 242), "reembedding" (Giddens 1990:79), "cultural assimilation"
(Herbert 2000:215), and "transformation" (Booth 2005:19), among other similar
concepts. This chapter seeks to illustrate how musical change and cultural synthesis can
lead to indigenization, regardless of whether the resulting cultural expressions are
strongly evocative of the local culture or, conversely, substantially colored by the foreign
culture(s) with which the local culture interacts. James Clifford made this observation in
relation to reinvented traditions in New Caledonia:
It seems to me that the notion of invention can be usefully rethought as a politics
of articulation . . . the question of what is borrowed from here or there, what is
lost and rediscovered in new situations, can be discussed within the realm of
normal political or cultural activity. (Clifford 2001:480)
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In this context, Clifford is evoking Stuart Hall's notion of cultural adaptation as
"articulation," a de-linking and re-linking of expressive or signifying elements. In Tonga
as elsewhere, the cultural activities that Clifford cites transpire on both micro and macro
levels, with musical expression playing a particularly important signifying role on both
planes.
Chapter 6 illuminated some of the ways in which band repertory development in
Tonga "acquiesced to the tones and textures of [the] local culture . . . in order to reach the
masses and to be comprehended by them" (Herbert 2000:215). This process occurred as
Tongans allowed the explicit foreignness of the brass band to symbolize active
engagement with the West and affinity for its cultural expressions. In many ways the
resulting transformation closely parallels the metamorphosis of other Tongan
performance traditions such as lakalaka and hiva hakala. Although the incorporation of
Western elements in these genres is less overt when compared to the conspicuous
wholesale adoption of foreign brass instrumentation, a brief consideration of indigenous
views concerning the "appropriate" parameters of creativity in each style will provide a
basis for comparison and contrast with the realities of contemporary Tongan band
performance.
In 1994 Eric Shumway, president of Brigham Young University-Hawai'i and
member of the Tongan Historical Association, produced a film about the punake (poetcomposer-choreographer) tradition in Tonga. At the center of his narrative he placed the
two most venerated punake of the late twentieth century, Peni Tutu'ila and Malukava, as
representative of the two main schools of thought in contemporary Tongan performing
arts. Peni is an innovator and one who expands the boundaries of indigenous aesthetic
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systems, while Malukava is the most conscientious champion of the old traditions. The
fact that both are highly regarded by their contemporaries illustrates the dynamic nature
of the Tongan system of aesthetic values, in which long-established traditions serve to
revere and honor Tongan nobility and the stability of native kinship systems even while
innovative performance practices create a heightened sense of exhilaration in
contemporary islander audiences (E. Shumway 1994:n.p.). As the two punake express
their respective views throughout the filmed ethnography, it is apparent that there is room
among indigenous Tongan practitioners for debate, controversy, and substantial
disagreement concerning the preservation or revision of aesthetic systems within a
dynamic culture.
The diametrical views of Peni Tutu'ila and Malukava serve to define the cultural
space in Tonga that allows for divergent aesthetic philosophies. Peni, as an adept
innovator, maintains core elements of Tongan aesthetic values while creating new
contexts of presentation. In doing so he venerates the past without becoming slave to it
in the creative sense. One notable example of his effort to expand the boundaries of
tradition occurred during the centenary celebration of the Tongan constitution in 1975.
For that occasion, Peni created a special hybrid dance presentation combining elements
of both ma 'ulu 'ulu and lakalaka. At the time, many Tongans considered his presentation
to be brashly innovative—with some ultra-conservatives deeming it presumptuous and
disrespectful—but reactions from the attending lay audience, the royal family, and
visiting dignitaries were highly positive. Peni himself summarizes his views with this
statement: "Longevity alone is no reason to keep repeating an art form" (ibid.). From his
perspective, the enthusiastic response of a lay audience is more important in validating
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artistic expression than the approval manifested in the inherently conservative judgment
of elderly cultural guardians. Standing at the opposite end of the philosophical
continuum, Malukava seeks to honor past generations of punake by emulating their
aesthetic values while imbuing his compositions with his individual personality. In this
context he is much more concerned with honoring the royal family—and meeting
expectations of decorum and restraint—than with innovation. He sees the performance
oilakalaka from an arch-traditional paradigm and is driven by a desire to exhibit "respect
for the past" (ibid.). For him there is no space for experimentation within the parameters
of traditional presentation.
My field research suggests that a similar polarity of thought exists among those
who compose and/or perform hiva kakala songs. Tu'imala Kaho is perhaps the most
respected living punake working within this genre; although no longer active as a
performer, her many recordings from the 1960s and 70s earned her the nickname "The
Tongan Nightingale" (Sika, pers. coram., 2 January 2005). She laments what she
perceives to be a steady decline in the poetic skills of present-day hiva kakala composers
and also complains vociferously when a contemporary performer renders an inept
stylistic interpretation of one of her songs. Tu'imala's ideas about proper respect and
optimum conditions for the production of mafana mirror the traditionalist paradigm of
Malukava (Kaho, pers. comm., 7 July 2005). Others, including Catholic Diocese music
co-chair Viliami Falekaono, whose father and uncles performed in a highly respected
string band, espouse much more liberal attitudes concerning innovation within certain
bounds (interview, 2 September 2005).
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My purpose in citing these highly respected non-brass musicians, in both the
lakalaka and hiva kakala traditions, is to give the reader a sense of the overall cultural
climate in which Tupou IV and others promoted their collective vision of the brass band
as a powerful cultural marker of contemporary Tonga. Making connections between
several disparate Tongan traditions also underscores the significance of Clifford's
assertion that, when considering the colonial encounter with respect to intra- and
intercultural processes of musical change, it becomes evident that Western cultural
expressions often serve as "compost for new orders of difference" (Clifford 1988:15). In
late twentieth and early twenty-first century Tonga, concerns over such orders of
difference have focused on the direction and rate of change, as well as individual
motivations for seeking change. These concerns are not limited to traditional vocal
genres, however. The attitudes toward musical mutation examined above also reveal
themselves in regard to Tonga's band tradition; accordingly this chapter interrogates the
specific ways in which band activity has mitigated the polarized constructs of
tradition/continuity and innovation/invention.
In this chapter, through detailed examination of several representative
performance contexts documented during my field research, I accentuate those elements
of Tongan band performance that best illustrate the processes of indigenization and
cultural identity addressed in this study. In the context of my project, the scope of
Tongan band activity encompasses, among other things, such dimensions as aesthetic
systems, repertory, performance contexts, and social function, to reveal the formation of
what Gregory Booth characterizes as "concomitant layers of cultural meaning" (1996:67)
and Sarah Weiss describes as "the matrix of cultural juxtaposition" (2008:204). As
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Booth observed in South Asia, "the development of the band trade in India makes it clear
that musical change is cultural negotiation, that change, adaptation, and transformation on
both sides is always part of the equation" (2005:75). Booth's choice of words in
describing two sides of the musical change equation suggests an interaction of what
Weiss alternatively calls "source cultures," referring to both insider and outsider
traditions, in discussing the "blending, blurring, de-centering, or otherwise shifting" of
cultural boundaries (2008:218-19). I argue here that, while considering musical change
in Tonga, we must never lose sight of the fact that indigenous musicians consistently
engaged the West—and its modes of expression—with characteristic resourcefulness and
confidence. In doing so they gradually reinscribed the brass band as a Tongan cultural
icon and employed it to further reinforce core Tongan sociopolitical values.
Chapter 6 explored a number of specific musical settings that demonstrate sonic
blending and reinvention. This chapter examines a commensurate number of
representative contemporary performances to investigate relationships between musical
texts (in the Geertzian sense) and performance contexts, with the aim of establishing
connections between the products and processes of music making in Tonga's band
community. Having introduced some representative band works and at least
rudimentarily contextualizing their respective sites of presentation, I turn in this chapter
to specific facets of brass aesthetics, performance contexts and practices as I examine the
circuits of change created by interactions between Tongan bandsmen and their foreign
counterparts. In doing so, I discuss characteristic performance contexts observed during
my field research period and make the necessary macro-level observations based upon
this micro-level data.
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Aesthetic values in contemporary Tongan brass performance
The trajectory of changing aesthetic values in Tongan wind band performance has
been toward more nuanced dynamics over a wider spectrum of contrast, less forceful
tonguing articulation, an emphasis on blend and balance, and an increasingly eclectic
repertory. Influential bandsmen have collectively shaped this trajectory for a number of
highly pragmatic reasons. First, the generally more restrained sonority resulting from
these adaptations renders the brass ensemble more able to cope with the constraints of
choir accompaniment in worship contexts. Second, given the TBBA/TNMA strategy of
utilizing foreign adjudicators for annual band competitions, the modified Tongan
aesthetic appeals more strongly to these adjudicators and their own culturally conditioned
set of expectations for "quality" band performances (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January
2005). Third, those responsible for bringing the Tongan band tradition to the attention of
the non-Tongan world through participation in regional/international festivals and
commemorations have found that they have been more readily accepted as legitimate
peers through the adoption of this transformed aesthetic system (ibid.). This is especially
true for the police and defense forces bands. Even though some observers might
ultimately interpret these adaptations as nothing more than progressive Westernization,
the fact remains that Tongan bandmasters collaborated in these changes, without outside
coercion, for the reasons discussed above.
All of this is not meant to imply that Tongan bands apply a uniform aesthetic
system across all venues and for all audiences. For example, as I participated with the
Maopa Band during Sunday services and also in their annual all-night Christmas Eve
serenading, I observed that band members' playing was considerably more spirited,
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exuberant and energetic, with more traditional articulation and bright timbre, in the nonworship outdoor performances than during more formal church services, even though
some of the musical material was common to both venues. In the course of Christmas
Eve travels, during the period when the band joined forces with the choir in making some
VIP visits, I also observed some subtle but appreciable differences in the band's overall
performance approach as they assumed an accompaniment role.
These observations also do not indicate that all Tongans view the cumulative band
aesthetic changes to be favorable and preferable to the older brass aesthetic. Among the
non-bandsmen whom I talked to informally, some maintain a wistfully nostalgic
sentiment about the "traditional" Tongan brass sonority and consistently cite the Beulah
College Band as the best remaining example of that mostly bygone sound. They also
point out that Sione Tu'ifua crafted a second career at Beulah after retiring from Tonga
College; Viliami Tu'ipulotu and others corroborated this information and also the
existence of the conservative attitudes discussed above (Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2
September 2005; Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005; Vaha'i, pers. comm., 4 January 2005;
'Akauola, interview, 11 July 2004).'
The audio and video examples introduced earlier in chapter 6 are helpful in
understanding the current set of Tongan band aesthetics. Both the "Hallelujah Chorus,"
as performed by Maopa Choir and Band (CD 1 track 1), and The Prodigal Son, as
performed by the Royal Tonga Police Choir and Band (CD 1 track 10), represent highly
transformed aesthetics for both choir and band. So, too, do the police band recordings of
1

Tu'ifua retiredfromTonga College before A3Z began its operations and consequently no
recordings of his band exist. Those old enough to remember the Tu'ifua-era Tonga College
sound attest to the similarities between that band and the contemporary Beulah Band.
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"Royal Tonga Police March" (CD 1 track 11) and "Lea 'a e Fuiva" (CD 1 track 16), as
well as the ROCOM recordings of "Katinia" (CD 1 track 14) and "Nepituno" (CD 1 track
15). All the recordings cited above date from 1994 onward. For purposes of comparison,
the recording of Kolomotu'a Band performing FWC hymn no. 6 (CD 1 track 7), most
likely recorded in December 1983, represents a brass timbre aesthetic closer to the older
Tongan brass tradition.
The singing for the hiva kakala selections is not nearly as Westernized as is the
instrumental accompaniment, for two primary reasons. First, although Tongans have
responded to outside models to create "bi-directional interactions" (Booth 2005:16) in the
instrumental tradition, corresponding outside models for hiva kakala singing do not exist
in the minds of band performers (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 13 May 2008). Second,
Tongan band musicians see hiva kakala singing as a fundamental marker of difference
between their band tradition and that of other cultures. 'Alifeleti Faka'osi explains, "if
there weren't forceful, energetic, and throaty voices, that wasn't a hiva kakala" (ibid.).
Two examples from my field recordings serve to illustrate contrasting approaches
to brass aesthetics. Under the Double Eagle by German composer Josef Wagner has
been part of the Tongan band repertory for many years. I made a recording of the
combined police and ROCOM bands performing this march as part of the parade review
for the king's birthday celebration on 5 July 2004 (excerpted on CD 1 track 19/DVD
scene 2). I also recorded the Beulah band performing the same piece during the 2005
Miss Heilala parade (excerpted on CD 1 track 20). A comparison of these performances
side-by-side makes the aesthetic transformation clear. The professional bands perform
this march at a slightly more stately tempo, executing marcato and staccato tonguing
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with clarity but not heaviness. Brass tone colors are bright but not excessively edgy;
dynamic contrast is especially evident as the bands perform the piano first strain, with the
intended dynamic clearly indicated in each instrumental part. Beulah's version provides
a strong contrast, with a brisk tempo, heavy tonguing articulations, edgy brass timbres,
and a forte rendering of the first strain. These two recordings represent the extreme ends
of the contemporary Tongan timbre aesthetics spectrum, while other fieldwork video
recording excerpts document other Tongan bands whose performances represent various
points along the continuum.

Performance contexts for Tongan brass bands
Contemporary performance contexts for Tongan brass bands span a wide range of
social purposes. In this section I elaborate upon a select number of representative
performances that I witnessed during my field research; among them are some of the
most important traditional events and/or functions for bands. Appendix B presents a list
of the band performances I witnessed during my fieldwork.3 Since the periods of my
field research represent the peak times of band activity in the kingdom, this summary
conveys nearly the entire breadth of Tongan events that are enhanced by the participation
of brass bands.4 From this complete list I concentrate here on a small number of contexts
that illuminate the practices of brass bands in contemporary Tongan life. In each case,
with the exception of a detailed discussion of Christmas Eve serenading that immediately
Those interested in hearing these gradations of brass timbre aesthetics may refer to DVD scenes
3-5.
I have not included in Appendix B regular Sunday church services for any denomination, since
this performance context has been thoroughly discussed in chapter 4.
Other traditional uses of the brass band beyond those cited in Appendix B are summarized at the
end of this chapter.
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follows below, I articulate briefly the contexts of these representative performances and
then refer back to them as I consider facets of performance practices, aesthetic
adaptation, indigenous agency, social meaning, and contribution to collective identity.
I consider only Christmas Eve serenading in depth, using thick description
(Geertz 1973), for several reasons. First, according to dialogues I have had with a
number of Tongans—both those residing in the kingdom and others living elsewhere as
expatriates, encompassing band musicians and non-performers—this long-standing
holiday tradition is the single function of brass bands that Tongans would most miss if
the tradition were to die out. Second, other studies of Tongan music do not describe the
practice, with the exception of Aldred's thesis (1997). Third, during the course of her
fieldwork, Aldred was able to witness only the last few hours of Maopa's serenading in
December 1995 (4:00-8:45 a.m.) and subsequently interviewed Tongan bandmasters
concerning the practice.5 I was able to experience the practice as a participant-observer
playing cornet with the Maopa Band in December 2003 and, through this all-night
interaction, gained perspectives that broaden the discourse about Tongan bands and their
practices.
In considering the serenading tradition, I emphasize the pragmatic and functional
nature of Tongan band performance. Certainly Western wind bands, in their original
cultural context, often served functions other than those of artistic expression or
entertainment as they marshaled military units, called village residents to vespers,
provided march or dance music, or added pomp and spectacle to cultural
commemorations, most particularly in outdoor settings (Farmer 1950:11-26). Similarly,
Aldred's summary of the tradition is found on pp. 98-101 of her study.
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band performances in Tonga are always for something other than mere musical
expression: for worship or spiritual reflection (formal and informal), for dancing, for
marching, for celebrating, for heightening the impact of an event, or for fundraising.
While some performances may give the outward appearance of concertizing, some other
purpose is always paramount (Aldred 1997:136). Even in the context of band
competitions, which incorporate the greatest amount of non-march pure instrumental
music in Tonga, the repertory choices are for demonstrating skill, although, even in that
performance setting, bands will still strive to delight the audience and elicit visceral
responses of laughter or applause. Ultimately bands achieve each of the pragmatic
purposes articulated above by facilitating the production of mdfana (inner warmth)
through performances that are malie (gratifying or moving). In turn, this experiential
affect leads to a psycho-emotional imprinting offaka 'apa 'apa (respect), mateaki
(loyalty), and fatongia (obligation) that help define Tongan individual and national
character. The performance settings discussed below serve as case studies to illuminate
multilayered processes of producing and reinforcing an essence of contemporary Tonganness. The perpetuation of this cultural ethos is in fact one of the fundamental ways in
which islanders maintain an internalized sense of tradition and continuity in a rapidly
changing world.

Christmas Eve serenading (24-25 December 2003)
In Tonga as elsewhere in the Christian world, the Christmas season is a time of
deep spiritual reflection and recommitment. Although in many other commemorative
contexts Tonga's national leaders intentionally conflate islanders' emotions to
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simultaneously engender both patriotic and religious fervor, during December most
Tongans experience a heightened sense of respect, loyalty, and obligation to Jesus Christ
in particular (Tokotaha, interview, 4 January 2004). Wesleyan clergy established the
Christmas Eve tradition discussed in chapter 4 by encouraging church choirs to travel
through their respective villages singing seasonal hymns and anthems; in this way
islanders developed a special vigil to commemorate Christ's nativity. This practice dates
back to at least the mid-nineteenth century (Vaea, interview, 31 August 2005). Soon
after Tonga's brass pioneers initiated the first school bands, these instrumental ensembles
began to participate in Christmas Eve activities, eventually becoming the most
memorable component of these annual commemorations (Makasini, interview, 4 January
2004; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 18 July 2004; A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
Viliami Tu'ipulotu and Maka "Rocky" Tokotaha invited me to join the Maopa
Band as a cornet player for their annual Christmas Eve serenading in 2003. The term
"serenading" is wholly inadequate to describe the all-night-long event of sharing music
and 'ofa (love) on 24-25 December, but it is the English gloss that bandsmen use to
describe the practice. On this particular day, band members met at the rehearsal hall at
3:00 p.m. to load instruments, benches, and music stands onto the band's flatbed truck.
The first stop was the Westpac Bank of Tonga branch where Rocky serves as assistant
manager; in that venue, we played for bank patrons and branch employees. The band set
up their concert formation in the bank's driveway at approximately 3:45 p.m., fifteen
minutes before closing time.6

My student intern, Pelikani 'Aho, videotaped this and other performances throughout the
evening, leaving mefreeto participate musically (DVD scenes 6-8).
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For these holiday season performances the band uses two music folios: one is a
three-ring binder with FWC hymns and other Tongan holiday anthem favorites, and the
other is a Salvation Army-published collection of Christmas selections entitled Carolers'
Favorites. Rocky began this first performance with FWC hymn no. 373 "Christians
Awake" (Tune: Yorkshire)7 and set the pattern for the evening by having the band play
the hymn twice through without singing. FWC hymn no. 416 "Hark the Herald Angels
Sing" followed, also with two instrumental-only verses. After a third hymn, the band
shifted to secular holiday music with "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer." By this time,
exiting bank customers had stopped by to listen, and bank employees working in secondfloor cubicles had thrown open the windows to enjoy the sound. The band then played in
succession "Joy to the World," the beloved Tongan anthem "Sing the Glad Song," "O
Christmas Tree," "Go Tell It on the Mountain," the anthem "Praise Ye the Lord," "Ding
Dong Merrily on High," the anthem "Silent Mountain," and "Jingle Bells." Rocky closed
the performance with "We Wish You a Merry Christmas," which proved to be the
standard closing song at each subsequent performance venue. Listeners attested to the
mdfana produced by this performance, expressing their appreciation through verbal
interjections of "Malie!" both during and after individual musical selections.
It was during this performance that I first witnessed acts offakapale (gift-giving) in
conjunction with band serenading. The feeling of mdfana is central to this Tongan
custom; although the tradition has many parallels throughout Polynesia, Tongan practices
in this regard are perhaps the most ostentatious in the region. In general practice,

Tongans refer to many Christmas hymns and anthems by their English titles, and I adopt the
same practice here.
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islanders bestow material gifts to acknowledge and celebrate "milestone" birthdays,
school graduations, marriages, and other significant occasions and achievements. They
also procure such gifts to honor performers during noteworthy events; this practice is
especially associated with lakalaka and tau 'olunga performances (Ka'ili, pers. comm., 30
March 2008). Tongan gifts can include cash, intricately patterned tapa bark cloth,
decorative woven mats and baskets, fine fabrics, glassware, and other such items. During
the course of Maopa's Westpac Bank performance I was introduced to a specific
expression of fakapale as bank patrons and passers-by approached Rocky and other band
members to tuck paper currency inside their shirt collars (see fig. 7.1). When the band
played at business establishments—small groceries, larger department stores,
restaurants—operated by Saione FWC congregants, the employees usually shared
culinary treats of various kinds. While performing at private homes, residents sometimes
draped Rocky as director, and sometimes me as pdlangi guest performer, with fabric as a
sign of respect and appreciation (fig. 7.2). Some families presented large rolls of tapa
cloth or fine mats; many presented paper currency to Rocky or to specific band members
they wished to support financially, usually current secondary school students for whom
tuition money was always appreciated (Tokotaha, interview, 4 January 2004). The bank
performance, at nearly forty-five minutes duration, was longer than most throughout the
night, with the average being closer to twenty minutes per stop. The additional length of
this initial performance was due to Rocky's personal connection to this branch and its
personnel, his co-workers. The longer duration also allowed him to engrain the basic
repertory into the minds and ears of band members during daylight hours, so that
musicians could then play these selections from memory during the nighttime (ibid.).
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Figure 7.1. Maopa Band's Maka "Rocky" Tokotaha during Christmas Eve serenading.
A passer-by placed a twenty paanga (Tongan dollar) note under his collar in
an act of fakapale gift-giving. Photo by Pelikani' Aho.
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Figure 7.2. An appreciative listener drapes Rocky with fabric in an act of
fakapale gift-giving. Photo by Pelikani 'Aho.
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It became apparent throughout the course of the evening that a sense otfatongia
(obligation) provided special motivation for band members to participate in the all-night
event. I would come to find out during my four research periods that band members'
Sunday worship participation fluctuated widely, resulting on occasion in a brass
ensemble totaling as few as twelve players.8 On Christmas Eve in 2003, however,
twenty-eight musicians participated, which is considerably higher than the average
worship service attendance. I discovered as the evening progressed that band
membership on this night actually consisted of both Maopa and Kolomotu'a players, an
annual practice that recalled the days of the now-defunct Nuku'alofa Trustee Band. This
tradition had a pragmatic dimension to it as well, since Maopa's normal personnel
included both ROCOM and police band members, who were obligated to perform with
their respective professional bands each Christmas Eve and so were unable to join Maopa
on this evening (ibid.). Video excerpts show the inclusion of a drummer playing a
standard drum kit, a practice adopted from Australian military bands by Ve'ehala. Filipo
"Lu" Mafi, longtime Maopa principal solo cornetist and a gifted musician, played drums
throughout the evening. Of particular note is the participation of three female low brass
players, two trombonists and one baritone player, from Queen Salote College/
Kolomotu'a Band (DVD scene 6).
After performing in front of a number of businesses throughout the early evening
and returning to the rehearsal hall to enjoy a meal ofmoa kali (curried chicken) donated

Sunday participation tends to increase for the most significant occasions in the liturgical
calendar (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
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by the Moana Drive-In, for whom we had performed earlier,9 the band joined the Maopa
Choir at the crown prince's villa outside Nuku'alofa. I learned at that time that it is
traditional for the choir to join the band for a span of roughly four hours from 9:00 p.m.
to approximately 1:00 a.m. We presented a half-hour program mixing FWC hymns,
Christmas anthems, and secular favorites, all with choir participation. I noted that the
choir referred to a page from their tu 'ungafasi packets to sing "Rudolph" in English and
also observed for the first time the practice of singing "We Wish You a Merry
Christmas" in both English and Tongan in succession. This performance unambiguously
displayed respect, loyalty, and obligation to Tonga's heir apparent, who was polite but
not effusive in receiving the choir and band's heartfelt expressions.
The choir and band traveled together to perform for a number of influential
individuals and families during their joint performance time between 9:00 p.m. and 1:00
a.m. Organizers planned visits to the president and secretary of the Free Wesleyan
Church at their homes behind Saione Church, the current and former prime ministers,
selected members of the royal family and hereditary nobles, and some relatively wealthy
members of Saione's congregation. Along the way Rocky established a pattern of
performing certain FWC hymns as staples of the evening's performances; favored
selections included hymns no. 373 and 416 mentioned above, no. 541 "Ko e Tala'ofa"
(Tune: Sandon), no. 554 "Petelehama" (Tune: La Suissesse), no. 572 "Hiva pe 'i Langi",
and no. 623 "Hiki Tue 'o Mavava." Usually Rocky programmed three to four of those
hymns for each performance, sprinkling in a few secular favorites at each stop.

The TV Tonga news van stopped by during the Moana performance to videotape a segment for
their final newscast of the evening.
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"Rudolph" and "Jingle Bells" proved to be most popular throughout the evening, with
many children and some adults singing along. Generally either Rocky or the choir
manager gave a short speech expressing appreciation and holiday wishes before the band
played the concluding selection; this was frequently answered by a speech of appreciation
from the family or individual being serenaded. These oratorical exchanges also
reinforced the respect, loyalty, and obligation embedded in each performance.
After the choir concluded its participation around 1:00 a.m., the band continued
on its circuit until 6:30 a.m. There was often considerable distance between performance
venues, and band members rode on the equipment truck or in family cars and vans. Such
a protracted performance schedule is extremely hard on the lips and lungs of brass
musicians; in nearly forty years of cornet/trumpet playing I had never previously
participated in a performance longer than four hours in duration. Inevitably the overall
quality of performance deteriorated as embouchure fatigue set in, but collective
enthusiasm remained high throughout the night and proved infectious as listeners—
waiting up or aroused from slumber—showed consistent and spirited appreciation all
night long. I noted that listeners continued to compliment the band with verbal
expressions of "Malie!" despite our progressively more ragged musical renditions.
Knowing of our long journey, these later audiences expressed gratitude for the sacrifice
of time and energy embodied in the band's performance while making allowances for its
predictable weariness.
At some venues, a particular family or residence was targeted as the beneficiaries
of our performances, while at others the band took up a centralized location within a
neighborhood cluster of homes. I was surprised to observe how many children stayed
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awake waiting for the arrival of the band and learned in a subsequent interview that
young Tongans are enthralled by this annual tradition (Makasini, interview, 3 January
2004). During those early morning hours I discovered that the reciprocity of giving and
receiving mdfana depended more upon the perception of effort toward that end—
accompanied by a palpable enthusiasm for the task—than in any arbitrary standard of
excellence in performance. It became evident in this context that the process of sharing
joyful musical expressions of the Christmas season was more important to Tongan
listeners than the artistic product exemplified in each performance.
As we traveled around the environs of Nuku'alofa, I noticed that the homes we
visited became progressively more humble. When I asked Rocky later who we were
visiting during that pre-dawn stretch, he told me that many were stalwart members of the
congregation, some of them shut-ins, others with many children and scant resources for
gift giving. This sharing of music by the band became, in essence, a gift to those who
would receive relatively little in the way of material presents on that day (Tokotaha,
interview, 4 January 2004). At age forty-nine, I was by far the oldest participant in these
band performances; although there were some older choir members, the oldest band
players for this night's activities were in their late thirties. Most band members were of
secondary school and young adult age; Rocky explained that band membership swells
during the holiday season for reasons beyond fatongia, since school-age performers share
equally in the distribution of monetary gifts and apply these funds to their tuition for the
upcoming school year (ibid.).
Repertory for the band-only performances covered a wide spectrum of the
available arrangements. In addition to the secular favorites already mentioned, Caroler's
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Favorites provided a wealth of holiday selections, including the Caribbean flavors of
"Calypso Noel," "Calypso Carol," "Mary's Boy Child," and "Feliz Navidad;" and
American standards like "Santa Claus Is Coming to Town," "Up on the Housetop," and
"Winter Wonderland." One selection of British origin, a light pop arrangement entitled
"When a Child Is Born," was new to me. I had heard the ROCOM band rehearse it a few
days earlier, but had not heard it programmed in any of the holiday concerts around the
community prior to Christmas Eve. In Tonga it is performed both chorally, as Maopa
Choir did at several locations that night, and instrumentally, with the cornet section
playing the melody. At around 5:30 a.m., well into our fourteenth hour of performance,
Lu Mafi suggested that we perform it as a solo cornet feature, with the palangi guest
performer as soloist. Lu had traveled with me in my rental car throughout the night, and
we had the opportunity to establish a budding friendship as a result. I accepted the
challenge as graciously as I could and did some conservative embellishment of the
melody. Lu then requested the same solo feature at our final three stops (DVD scene 8).
We concluded at 6:30 a.m., returning to the rehearsal hall for breakfast and
expressions of thanks. Rocky thanked the band members most sincerely for their
sacrifice of time and energy, and the adult bandsman designated as treasurer for the
evening announced the group's monetary intake for the event, a total in excess of five
hundredpaanga ($350US). After breakfast we parted company, but not before the band
made plans to meet the next evening (26 December) to do a scaled down four-hour
serenading for additional members of the Kolofo'ou community. From start to finish we
had spent over fifteen hours together on this musical journey and, by my best estimate,
had played music for a cumulative total of nearly nine hours. The band, minus its
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pdlangi guest performer, would go on to serenade around the island of Tongatapu nearly
every night between 26 December and 11 January, spanning Christmas, New Year's Day
and the following week, which is known in Tonga as uike lotu (week of prayer), a
traditional time of spiritual renewal for Tongans of all denominations. I estimate that the
band logged more than 100 hours of rehearsal and performance between 22 December
and 11 January, an average of more than five hours per day.10 To be sure, not every
member participated in every engagement, but Rocky was the director for every nonworship event and so shouldered significant responsibility during the season. I learned
subsequently from Viliami Tu'ipulotu that this year was Rocky's first as band director
(interview, 3 January 2004). Although the typically small audiences enjoying the band's
performances during this period could not experience the same level of collective mdfana
as that engendered by a kdtoanga (special event) lakalaka performance on the Mala'e
Pangai parade ground or Teufaiva Stadium, many individuals felt deeply gratified by
Maopa Band's demonstrations offaka 'apa 'apa, mateaki, and fatongia. By perpetuating
this annual practice, Maopa and other bands contribute to a strong sense of tradition and
continuity for their countrymen in the postcolonial era.

Education Day Parade (2 July 2004, 2 July 2005)
The annual observance of Education Day constitutes the musical event with the
fullest school band participation in the Tongan calendar. The Ministry of Education

I also participated in the New Year's Eve all-night serenading, which commenced later (around
11:00 p.m.), but also ended later (9:00 a.m.). The band routine was similar to that on Christmas
Eve, but without the choir's involvement and with some additional repertory to acknowledge the
New Year. Rocky's parents graciously hosted the band for a substantial Tongan breakfast before
members returned to the rehearsal hall for expressions of gratitude. On this occasion the band
raised over 1200 paanga ($750US) for school tuition.
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began this tradition in the early twentieth century, but Tupou IV elevated its importance
as an annual commemoration during his years as education minister during the 1940s. As
the post-war baby boom swelled the Tongan population, leading to the creation of many
more schools, parade participation grew exponentially. At one point during the 1970s
and 80s, it was common for all twelve secondary schools on Tongatapu to send their
bands to perform in the parade as a non-competitive, island-wide celebration of the
government's commitment to formal education. The goal for each school is to have
every enrolled student march in the parade, but absenteeism is progressively increasing
(Sika, pers. comm., 12 July 2004). Despite this trend, more than 5,000 young Tongans
and their teachers participate in an event that demonstrates profound respect for the king
and the education system he fostered. The traditional route of the parade accentuates this
intended homage by having the students pass through the palace grounds to pay tribute to
the monarch. During Tupou I V s reign this observance held a special significance due to
his prior service as Minister of Education.
I documented the 2004 and 2005 parades on the traditional date of July 2n
(excerpted in DVD scenes 3-4). Eight school bands participated in 2004, including:
Apifo'ou College (Catholic, co-ed), Beulah College (SDA, co-ed), Liahona High School
(LDS, co-ed), Queen Salote College (FWC, girls), St. Andrew's High School (Anglican,
co-ed), Tailulu College (FCT, co-ed), Tonga College (government, boys), and Tonga
High School (government, co-ed). A ninth band from Tupou College did not march in
the parade down Nukualofa's main thoroughfare, but transported its members in trucks
to the palace grounds, where band musicians fell in with their respective student body
and honored the king as an alumnus of their school. In 2005, Tupou College Band
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marched but St. Andrew's did not; the list of all other participating bands remained the
same as the 2004 parade. I noticed that Apifo'ou personnel included several alumni
whom I recognized from the Maopa Band, so perhaps other bands benefited from the
presence of alumni players as well. This display offaka 'apa 'apa is consistently well
attended and enthusiastically received, and it is easier for attendees to find a good
vantage point to enjoy these band performances than for events at other venues. It is also
relatively easy for school bandmasters to prepare for this parade by practicing one nonadjudicated street march selection, in contrast to designing and executing a twelve-tofifteen minute field marching show or refining a number of concert selections for
adjudication by foreign bandsmen.
After the parade, students traveled to Teufaiva Stadium, approximately two
kilometers from the palace grounds. There the secondary school students participated in
a massed choir and band concert and performed three FWC hymns; the government
primary school children then presented cultural dances, including 'ula by the girls,
me 'etu 'upaki by the boys, and ma 'ulu 'ulu as a mixed dance. After obligatory speeches,
the assembled audience and students sang "Happy Birthday" to the king to conclude the
festivities.11 The many hours of practice dedicated to the day's presentations were
another manifestation of respect and loyalty, but I noted that the crowd along the parade
route was far more attentive to band performances than was the audience assembled at
the stadium to witness other student selections. According to one member of the TNMA
steering committee, the inclusion of nearly all the kingdom's bands is one of the main

Aldred documents a significantly different programming sequence during the 1995 event
(1997:89).
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attractions of this event (Sika, pers. comm., 12 July 2004).

This anecdotal evidence

further suggests that band participation greatly enhances the aggregate Tongan sense of
celebration.

School band marching display (3 July 2004, 25 June 2005)
Historically the annual band competition occurred in a concert format, with the
zenith of participation occurring during the early 1990s. During the A3Z/TBBA era from
the late 1960s through the late 1990s, prizes were attractive, and enthusiasm for the event
was high. Collective enthusiasm waned, however, as the TNMA expanded its music
festival, diluting both the available prize funding and the core appeal of the band
competition as a spotlighted festival component. During the early 1990s, the TNMA
enacted a plan to supplement the concert contest with a field marching display, which
Tongans also refer to as the "exhibition." The display typically occurs on the Saturday
before the king's birthday, but there has been inconsistency in scheduling the event,
which makes it difficult for bands to complete the necessary extensive preparations. As a
consequence, participation has dropped for this presentation, although audience
attendance and enthusiasm in both 2004 and 2005 were far higher for this daytime event
than for the evening concert competitions. As a member of TNMA and an officer of the
Tongan Traditions Committee, program emcee Josh Fonua remarked that this display was
1 "X

now considered the "highlight" of the Tonga National Music Festival.

In fact, in terms of modern-day band participation, the Education Day Parade is rivaled only by
the ceremonial opening and closing of Parliament in the annual Tongan commemoration
calendar.
13

For comparative purposes, consult Aldred's account of the 1995 display (1997:85-87).
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Four school bands performed in the 2004 display on July 3 r , including Apifo'ou,
Liahona, Queen Salote, and Tupou College (excerpted in DVD scene 9). Churchcommunity bands have rarely participated in this display, since preparations are much
more time-intensive than those bands can typically manage; even Tongatapu's secondary
school bands find it challenging to devote the necessary time to prepare.14 Each band
performs a musical show and precision drill of approximately twelve-fifteen minutes total
duration; the drills greatly resemble those of American marching bands and drum corps,
although the music has a decidedly more British and Tongan flavor.15 In 2004 the
committee inaugurated a separate percussion section competition after Princess Pilolevu
saw the American movie Drumline on a U.S. mainland visit. Queen Salote, Tupou and
Liahona prepared routines for that additional competition, modeling their musical and
visual presentations on those of the American university percussion sections depicted in
the movie (F. Vaha'i, pers. comm., 30 June 2004). Colonel Peter Jackson adjudicated the
two-tier competition, assisted by Ve'ehala and another noble who served on the TNMA
committee. The same schools, excluding Liahona, participated in 2005, when the display
was scheduled one week earlier than normal. Tupou's drumline was the only one to
prepare a percussion feature in 2005, so there was no competition in that area. Generally
speaking, these displays generate a level of audience fervor and esprit de corps similar to
that of the older concert competitions in Tonga. As I attended the 2004 event, I heard

Aldred records the 1995 participation of Tupou, Lavengamalie and Takuilau school bands,
with Haveluloto FWC Band as the lone community band participant (ibid.:86).
Contemporary American marching ensembles tend to program classical transcriptions and jazzor latin-oriented popular music, while Tongan bands draw almost exclusively on British brass
band literature and hiva kakala arrangements, even when borrowing M&M (marching and
maneuvering) ideas from their American counterparts.
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program emcee Josh Forma publicly express a wish that all schools on Tongatapu would
participate in the future and that bands from Vava'u and Ha'apai might travel to join the
event.
With the evening concert band competition in decline for a variety of reasons
articulated above, this daytime marching display has become the primary band-only
presentation of the annual Heilala Festival. While the evening brass performances in the
early twenty-first century have nearly disappeared in the jumble of TNMA-sponsored
musical programs,16 the marching exhibition remains a distinct band event scheduled
during Saturday daytime hours. Several bandsmen told me that this latter event would
attract even more participants if the committee were to improve their advance
communication through better organization (Vaha'i, pers. comm. 30 June 2004;
Tu'ipulotu, interview, 18 July 2004). As it stands now, many hold the opinion that the
marching band display is the event that most effectively embodies the Tongan spirit of
musical competition, showmanship, and faiva outside the realm of lakalaka performance
(S. Helu, interview 5 January 2005; Sika, interview, 5 January 2005; A. Faka'osi, pers.
comm., 1 January 2008).I7
Having "invented" a tradition of nationwide wind band competitions in the midtwentieth century, Tonga's political leaders now see this marching venue as the best hope
of maintaining the signifying power of such competitions, as evidenced by Josh Fonua's
In June 2004, for example, organizers included the three participating school bands on a joint
evening program with solo and small group pop vocal performers, while inserting two community
bands into another pop vocal competition on a subsequent evening.
'Alifeleti Faka'osi feels strongly that, despite the influence of electronic media on Tongan
youth culture and the gradual reduction of prize money, TNMA could do much to restore the
band competition's popularity by scheduling evening programs dedicated solely to brass band
performances and by communicating scheduling details to bandmasters in a timely way (pers.
comm., 1 January 2008).
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public comments during the 2004 event. Although the signification of aural power and
visual precision is abundantly displayed by the police band and ROCOM during the
king's birthday military review (described in the following section), the school and
community pride engendered by the amateur band presentation, along with the potential
added excitement of competition and adjudication, makes the band marching exhibition a
more multilayered signifier of the postcolonial Tongan ethos.

King's birthday military drill and display (5 July 2004, 4 July 2005)
The traditional public highlight of the late King Taufa'ahau Tupou I V s birthday
celebration was the annual "review of the troops" on 4 July, the date of his birth in 1918.
When the 4 th fell on a Sunday, as it did in 2004, organizers scheduled the event for the
following Monday. The entire 450-member defense force, augmented by a police
department of 150, participated in a parade ground review at the Mala'e Pangai adjacent
to the royal palace. The ROCOM and police bands combined for the occasion, leading
the various units of police, army, navy, and marines onto the field before Tupou I V s
arrival. When the king arrived, the bands performed the national anthem, followed by the
presentation of the troops marching in review past the dignitaries' tent. Band duties
included playing march music while the military and police units presented close order
drill and marched around the perimeter of the parade ground. At two junctures, however,
the combined band was featured centrally, once for a block formation concert selection
and once for a music-and-marching display across the parade ground. Throughout the
one-hour review, the band performed British marches with two exceptions: a concert
version of Rimsky-Korsakov's Procession of the Nobles, complete with two timpani
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procured by Ve'ehala from the Australian military, and presentations of the Tongan
National Anthem for the king's arrival and departure (DVD scene 10). The combined
band did not perform Tongan music of any type during the display, signaling that this
occasion, with its Western military veneer, required a pomp and ceremony that called for
foreign military music. In fact, the overall approach to this event with respect to
uniforms, conventions of marching and maneuvering, inspection procedures, deportment
on the field of review, recognition of chains-of-command, and accompanying music all
combined to signify a decidedly Western orientation to national peacekeeping and law
enforcement organization (see figs. 7.3 and 7.4).18

Section summary
In summarizing this section, I emphasize that the Tongan events and occasions
discussed above constitute "normal political or cultural activities]" (Clifford 2001:480)
in which brass bands have come to play a featured role. Tongan leaders strategically
include bands in these cultural enactments in ways that illustrate Clifford's "politics of
articulation" (ibid.). In the context of celebrating Christ's birth, islanders link band
performance with music commemorating the Nativity; the practice of bringing this music
to residential areas represents a metaphorical gift to fellow Tongans. School bands'
participation in the Education Day Parade heightens the desired sense of respect for
Tonga's reigning monarch, with each band serving as an icon of its respective school and
sponsoring institution—be it the Tongan government or one of the kingdom's many

1 O

In 2005 the Royal Fiji Armed Forces Band and Australian Air Force Central Command Band
traveled to Tonga to participate in ROCOM's inaugural military tattoo. They also participated in
the king's birthday review on 4 July.
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Christian denominations—creating important psycho-emotional connections between the
schools and those who have benefited from their existence in Tonga. While also serving
to underscore these connections, the school band marching exhibition links together a
Tongan fondness for competition with multisensoral displays of artistic skill. The
inclusion of Tonga's professional bands in the king's birthday military review provides a
similar multisensoral presentation, but also underscores an additional connection to
Tonga's adoption of Western military institutional symbolism. These linkages bear out
Karen Nero's observation that throughout the Pacific "art is used to express, construct,
and communicate social identity . . . one strength of artistic media is their ability to carry
multiple messages to multiple audiences" (1992:8). In the representative performance
contexts discussed above, Tongan bands, as simultaneous icons of both local heritage and

Figure 7.3. The massed band performs during Tupou I V s annual military review on
4 July 2005. Left to right: Royal Tongan Police Band, Royal Fiji Armed
Forces Band, Australian Air Force Central Command Band (with
saxophones), ROCOM. Photo by the author.
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Western engagement, convey multiple layers of desirable social meaning that would
otherwise be absent from those occasions (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January 2008).

Present-day practices for Tongan brass bands
An examination of performance practices for today's Tongan bands reveals core
characteristics that illuminate an indigenized and uniquely Tongan composite band
tradition. This idiosyncratic band identity contributes to a collective and distinctive
cultural identity for Tongans in the postcolonial world. In making these connections I
reinvoke the concept of strategic anti-essentialism introduced by George Lipsitz
(1994:63) as a central strategy within the band community and one wherein Tongans
exercise their individual and collective agency. Arguing that the Western wind band is a
vitally important co-opted foreign icon that allows Tongans to become "more

Figure 7.4. Tupou IV reviews the troops as commander-in-chief. Photo by the author.
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themselves" by appearing to be something "other than themselves" (ibid.), I use Lipsitz's
construct to correlate powerfully with Bhabha's 'mimicry' as an avowal of the necessity
to become "a subject of difference that is almost the same, but not quite" in order to avoid
subsumption by the colonizing Other (Bhabha 1994:86). In the context of these
strategies, wholesale adoption and "transvaluation" (ibid.:242) of the brass band in Tonga
initially constituted a metaphorical performative utterance, a collective promise to
become like the "civilized" Westerner. Once Christian missionaries and other
neocolonial agents accepted that symbolic assurance, islanders were free to begin
adapting the band to their purposes—but never in radical ways that would defeat the
purposes of mimicry. Slow-and-steady changes also allowed the Western band, over
time, to become a domesticated and fully co-opted sign of continuity as a perceived local
tradition for the Tongan people.
The postcolonial gaze yields a view of Tongan band transformation that
illuminates the "not quite [the same]" side of mimicry's strategic equation, wherein
indigenous peoples demarcate and define an essence of difference or distinctness that
keeps their culture from being subsumed by outsiders. In this regard, the incremental representation of the brass band by islander musicians primarily centers on the
metamorphosis of band repertory and "localization" of performance practices.
Ongoing repertory development is a key component of Tongan band performance
practice. My research suggests that there are three main categories of band repertory in
the Tongan tradition. The first relates directly to Christian worship and includes hymns
and anthems from all denominations. The existence of recordings like A3Z Tape 580B, a
December 1983 band-only studio performance by the Kolomotu'a Band, clearly shows
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that this music has transcended strict Sunday worship use and choir-based vocal
performance. Of the eighteen musical items preserved on that tape, eight are hymns and
five are anthems. Only one of those thirteen sacred music selections, FWC hymn no. 6
(transcribed in fig. 6.8), includes vocals by the band. The remaining twelve, originally
conceived as choral pieces, represent the type of sacred works now freely performed as
instrumental arrangements and regularly featured in radio broadcasts or in live
performances such as the holiday serenades I described earlier. My research in the A3Z
archive convinces me that this recording is by no means an isolated instance of
instrumental sacred music performance, nor is this type of recording restricted to the
Christmas season. A number of different school and church bands have recorded
instrumental versions of sacred music during various seasons throughout the four-decade
history of the band archive. These performances stand apart from those that utilize
Tongan brass players to accompany sacred choral music; moreover, this segment of band
repertory has enriched A3Z broadcast programming by making recordings of
instrumental sacred music popular among Tongan listeners.19 Evidence suggests that the
breadth of these types of Tongan wind band performances is unusual within the Pacific
region; the Samoan Broadcasting Corporation, for example, has not developed an archive
of this kind, nor do the few extant Samoan church bands seek performances independent
of their choirs (Lesa, interview, 28 December 2004).
A second category of repertory encompasses all foreign music originally
conceived for instrumental performance. Much of this corpus has come from the British

19

One example of A3Z's use of band hymn performances is their daily broadcast of a brass band
instrumental version of "Abide With Me."
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band tradition through Australia and New Zealand, finding its way to Tonga through
foreign missionaries, school staff, visiting bands, interisland exchange within the Pacific
region of the British Commonwealth, FWC bandsmen living abroad, and, after the
establishment of the police band, through governmental band connections (Ve'ehala,
interview, 6 January 2005). Tonga College and the early mission schools for the
Wesleyan, Catholic, and LDS churches incrementally incorporated marches, theme-andvariations, orchestral transcriptions, British band and Salvation Army original
compositions and arrangements, as well as other wind band literature. Contemporary
Tongan bandmasters generally cite Sione Tu'ifua as being most energetic in seeking out
this foreign repertory prior to the inauguration of the police band, but many Tongan
musicians and educators played a role in expanding this body of instrumental music.
Names of British march composers like Kenneth Alford, F. E. Bigelow, and J. Ord
Hume, as well as instrumental arrangers such as Eric Leidzen, Edrich Seibert, Eric Ball,
and Denis Wright, appear frequently in A3Z documentation as favored writers for brass
bands. As noted in the discussion of the king's birthday military review, there are
occasions when this type of music is preferred over all others. Competition organizers
also drew heavily upon this literature for mandatory contest selections until the TNMA
abolished the practice of "set" pieces. Recordings by the Royal Tongan Police Band (The
Australian, CD 1 track 13), ROCOM (Grand Promenade, CD 1 track 21), and Maopa
Band (Montreal Citadel, CD 1 track 22) all serve as excellent examples of this type of
Tongan brass repertory.
The third band music category, and the one that is most unique in the band world,
encompasses a rich collection of hiva kakala instrumental arrangements. Early Tongan
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bands learned these pieces by rote and rendered a basic harmonization of the hiva kakala
melody to create wind band interpretations distinct from, but derivative of, versions
normally performed by string bands with voices. Once again, contemporary bandsmen
credit Sione Tu'ifua as an early pioneer in creating more elaborate and idiomatic brass
arrangements of Salote's songs, among others, including some on which he collaborated
musically with the queen (Tuku'aho 2004:19). Among bandmasters noted for their
substantial contributions to hiva kakala arrangements are Tevita and Feke Kamitoni
(Tupou College), Pelikani and Naisa Taumoepeau (police band), Tekilati and Kitione
Palavi (Mailefihi College), Viliami Tu'ipulotu (Maopa), Lu Mafi (ROCOM/Maopa), and
Ve'ehala (ROCOM).
Recordings of these songs abound in the A3Z brass library, as performed by
professional, school, and community bands. Both ROCOM and the police band feature
them prominently in programs they present to international audiences. The ROCOM
Edinburgh Tattoo performance from 2002 serves as a good example of such programs;
Ve'ehala included Queen Salote's "Lea 'a e Fuiva" and "Tangitangi" in the band's
presentation for that occasion (DVD scene 11). The queen's songs are still favored today
by brass bands and their audiences. Brass bands generally play and sing these songs with
more affective power than vocal groups backed by string bands; in fact, the best brass
bands rival the top faikava clubs in presenting these emotional songs (A. Faka'osi, pers.
comm., 1 January 2008). Audio examples of sophisticated contemporary instrumental
arrangements include Tu'ipulotu's "Katinia" (fig. 6.16 and CD 1 track 14), Aleamotu'a's
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"Nepituno" (CD 1 track 15), and Faka'osi's "Lea 'a e Fuiva" (CD 1 track 16)/ u
Although hiva kakala songs do not figure prominently in Christmas-themed music
featured during Christmas Eve and uike lotu serenading, bands are free to program these
songs during New Year's Eve all-night performances. The programs in which I
participated on 1 January 2004 generally included a good representation of hiva kakala
songs, sung exuberantly by the band boys to elicit enthusiastic responses by our
audiences.
An examination of typical programming choices reveals the most important
practices of Tongan bands and the ways in which directors draw upon these three
coexistent repertories. When, for example, sacred choral music is adapted for
instrumental performance, the typical band practice is to play the hymn form twice,
creating additional dynamic contrast on the repeat. Tongan bandmasters have reworked
substantially some hymn tunes, such as FWC hymn no. 115 "Sisu ko ho ta'ata'a" (known
popularly as "Kaute"), into standardized instrumental versions with faster tempi, highly
ornamented euphonium parts, and drum set accompaniment; such arrangements are now
Christmas band staples (Tokotaha, interview, 4 January 2004). Some hymns and
anthems, especially those with Christmas themes, are now performed frequently by bands
but infrequently by choirs (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 26 February 2008). Other choral
works that brass bands have largely appropriated for instrumental performance include

Those interested in a comparison of the old practice of putting together band arrangements by
simply emulating faikava vocal-and-string band versions and the more recent practice of creating
highly prescriptive and idiomatic wind arrangements should refer to CD 2 tracks 1 and 2. The
former features the Taufa'ahau-Pilolevu College Band, and the latter is a 2001 arrangement by
Panepasa Kamitoni of the ROCOM band.
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foreign introductions such as "Silent Mountain," "Sing the Glad Song" (CD 1 track 5),
and "Joyful Christmas" (CD 1 track 6) from the Australian Salvation Army Hymnbook.
These selections share some common elements that appeal to Tongan brass
players, such as stylistic changes from stately and mellow to brisk and jubilant, an
abundance of "running" bass lines, florid euphonium parts, and sixteenth-note passages
for nearly every part at some point in the arrangement. The progression toward a climax
in these pieces closely parallels the strategies of lakalaka composition, about which
legendary punake Malukava once said, "a lakalaka must begin in majesty and end in
ecstasy" (L. Shumway 1981:474). Tongan band performers may revere these
instrumental anthems because of a similar emotional effect, and certainly band directors
exploit this strategy in programming these arrangements. It is highly likely that the
practice of traveling band serenading facilitated the migration of these anthems into the
body of holiday instrumental literature, and now nearly every band that has recorded a
Christmas program for A3Z has included some or all of these instrumental anthems on its
play list. Contemporary bandmasters have also adapted band performance practice in
modern-day usage of these selections for serenading programs, assigning a single drum
set player to substitute for the traditional three-man marching percussion section,
sometimes resulting in a musical accompaniment style that is more polka- than marchlike. Trombone glissando is also abundant in slower sections, particularly on "Sing the
Glad Song" (CD 1 track 5). Over time, Tongan musicians have revised some harmonies
in these works to create a characteristic parallel movement that supports the foreign
melody in a distinctly Tongan way.
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The use of foreign band music is narrowly prescribed in contemporary Tonga,
although performance contexts for this music tend to be among the most visible ones in
the Tongan events calendar. Bands have long used foreign marches for the Education
Day street parade, and foreign arrangements tend to dominate the annual concert
competition, even until the present day. The presence of foreign adjudicators influences
both school and community bands to make these choices, even though the inclusion of
this literature is no longer required. Tonga's professional bands also turn to foreign wind
band compositions for the annual military review and as important "legitimizing"
components of international touring programs. As a case in point, the ROCOM
performance at BYU-Hawai'i in 2002 featured almost exclusively British band music and
Western pop arrangements, the director apparently wanting to demonstrate the band's
ability to tackle non-Tongan music (Ve'ehala, pers. comm., 26 February 2008).
Conversely, these selections are almost never heard at school bazaars, fundraisers,
weddings and other community celebrations, or other similarly informal gatherings.
Their inclusion in a performance tends to signal that the event is elite in some respect,
pomp-laden or intended as supreme homage to king and country. Programming these
works, particularly British march or ceremonial music, also signifies military overtones
in a direct or indirect way, as when Tongan students march—rather than walk—in the
Education Day parade. These are the occasions when band members wear their most
formal uniforms, which are usually of military design.
The performance practices in this category of foreign repertory have changed
dramatically. In earlier days, Tongan bands performed this music with the same heavy
articulation and loud dynamic that they employed for the most jubilant hiva kakala songs,
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regardless of the published dynamics and stylistic indications. In contemporary practice,
however, the cumulative effect of overseas training for Tongan brass players has led to a
more nuanced approach, as can be heard in recent recordings of most bands, especially
the Maopa Band and the two professional bands. One recurrent Tongan adaptation in the
marching context is that of placing the drums at the front of the marching block
formation, a practice attributed to Tupou College during the days of its bugle-and-drum
band (Aldred 1997:65).
In contrast to the performance of foreign instrumental music, band renditions of
hiva kakala signify the essence of Tongan-ness, using song texts to make direct
connections to the royal family, important history, the beloved homeland, fundamental
cultural values, and the affective power of deft poetry. In performing hiva kakala, brass
band practices include full band instrumental introduction, enthusiastic singing in two or
three parts with the melody as the lowest vocal part, use of a reduced instrumentation to
accompany the sung verses, frequent addition of handclaps on the tau (chorus), and, more
recently, idiomatic instrumental arrangements with richly scored concluding instrumental
sections, often featuring key modulation. All of these traits are present in Viliami
Tu'ipulotu's "Katinia" as performed by the ROCOM band (fig. 6.16 and CD 1 track 14).
The three CDs produced by ROCOM between 2001 and 2003 effectively
encapsulate these three main categories of Tongan band repertory and practices. The
first, Lose 'Ofa 'Anga, includes fourteen Tongan hiva kakala in arrangements by five
ROCOM musicians. The second, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, contains ten
Tongan sacred favorites among its seventeen tracks, the others being Western secular
holiday arrangements. ROCOM's third CD, ROCOM On Stage, features thirteen foreign
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band arrangements but no Tongan music whatsoever. In the same way that each CD
project has a different overall aim, the three components of Tongan band repertory
address different cultural purposes and seek to achieve different ends.

Two-wayflowsof performance adaptation in Tongan band music
I use the term "two-way flow" to describe a process by which one performance
milieu can impact another while being reciprocally influenced by that other. Charles Keil
coined the term "mutual malleability" to convey the essence of such processes in the
dynamic American blues tradition, expressing the idea that distinct musical repertories, as
well as stylistic features, can continually mutate through the agency of musical eclectics
who interact with multiple repertories either alternately or concurrently (1966:32-33). I
find parallels in the incremental adaptation of Tongan band literature by musicians who
have worked within several musical orbits. In the social sciences, James Clifford and
others have alluded to fluidity and reciprocity in processes of acculturation. When
Clifford speaks of "unlinking and relinking with imperial forces," his immediate context
is a discussion about decolonization (2001:473). But in a very real sense the unlinking
and relinking of musical styles, as signifiers of disparate but interactive cultures, can
represent a highly perceptible and influential component of larger cultural processes. As
Tongan musicians engage in "drawing selectively on remembered pasts," from both precontact and post-contact eras, in articulating their musical traditions (ibid.:479), they
almost certainly draw upon all musical conventions to which they have been exposed.
When Stuart Hall speaks of "lines of tendential force" (1986:53) he conveys the power of
some negotiating forces as "particularly potent, persistent, and effective" (Slack
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1996:124). I argue that the band tradition is a strong tendential force in shaping Tonga's
cultural identity, wherein indigenous musicians interface with both intra- and
intercultural performative practices to innovate, continually and circumspectly, as they
create a dynamic yet accessible set of cultural expressions.
Considering how those processes manifest themselves within the Tongan band
tradition helps to solidify the case for the brass band's influence on contemporary Tongan
identity. The wind band environment provides an exceptional site of negotiation between
Tongan and foreign musical practices. Ethnographic researchers almost universally cite
Christian hymns as source material for indigenized music genres, but liturgical music
alone, particularly the extant Methodist hymnody from the first century of the Christian
era in Tonga (1826-1926), cannot adequately account for all confluences of Tongan and
Western practices during that period. For example, the running bass parts and melodic
ornamentation of such genres as lakalaka and hiva kakala contradict hymnody's nearubiquitous employment of homophonic choral texture, but correspond well to
conventions of nineteenth-century band literature. In addition, hymn influences do not
account for the polyphonic and antiphonal components of lakalaka cited by Larry
Shumway in his seminal study. When challenging assumptions about hymns as source
material, he describes a "fleshing out of a pre-Christian harmonic tradition" and
unconsciously establishes an argument for exposure to band literature as part of that
fleshing out (1981:470). Certainly the anthems and choral masterworks progressively
introduced by Moulton and others provided textural models beyond the block SATB style
of standard hymnody. Possibly in conjunction with foreign instrumental literature, such
supplemental source material allowed for incremental changes in Tonga's performance
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traditions. Consideration of four musical dimensions illustrates how this process may
have transpired in Tonga.
The first dimension is that of melodic ornamentation. Shumway cites the Tongan
predilection for ornamentation in lakalaka, both in the main fasi melody and the upper
register kanokano part (ibid.:472). Although it is possible that these were indigenous
vocal performance traits that later transferred to Tongan band music in the form of highly
ornamented euphonium writing, it is equally possible that the influx of British band
music, with its well-established preponderance of such euphonium writing, provided a
model that greatly reinforced an earlier Tongan tendency and caused it to become even
more pronounced in subsequent vocal performance. Similar processes may have been at
work in Tonga's hiva kakala performance practices. Prior to and during the "golden era"
of hiva kakala composition during the middle third of the twentieth century, foreign
instrumental ensemble music made significant inroads into the Tongan band tradition. In
addition, many of Tonga's band musicians also sang with faikava groups (Mafi, pers.
comm., 24 December 2004). It stands to reason that they would insert band-style
ornamentation practices into kanokano vocal parts as they harmonized the central hiva
kakala melody and that they would apply vocal practices reciprocally to instrumental
contexts, thereby reinforcing stylistic preferences between the two musical orbits.
A related area concerns possible brass band influence on the underlying rhythmic
organization, song forms, and harmonic structure of hiva kakala, particularly in the
compositions of Queen Salote. Tuku'aho has documented musical collaborations
between the queen and two talented bandmasters, Sione Tu'ifua and Sofele Kakala
(2004:19). It seems natural that the two preeminent band-trained composers of that mid370

century generation would consciously or subconsciously bring the idiomatic language of
band literature to their hiva kakala compositions. For example, in considering temporal
dimensions of Tongan music, Moyle makes a convincing case for compound meter as a
frequent mode of metric organization, and men like Tu'ifua and Kakala could well have
acknowledged and reinforced that cultural affinity in their hiva kakala musical settings by
creating temporal connections to foreign march music in 6/8 meter. Additionally, there
are similarities between the sectionalized foreign march music performed by brass bands
in Tonga during that era and the frequent organization of hiva kakala into clear sectional
binary or ternary forms.
A further parallel exists in the enriched harmonies of some musical settings of
Salote's hiva kakala that may have been inspired by instrumental music as much as by
the hymns so often cited as source material. '"Upe 'o Manumataongo," with music by
Sofele Kakala (CD 2 track 3), provides an exemplary composition for examination in this
context. Two contrasting staff notation scores for Sofele's musical setting appear in Kik
Velt's compilation of popular hiva kakala (2000:134-38), one of which is based upon
Sofele's original vocal tu'ungafasi notation for voices (fig. 7.5), while the other is based
upon a simplified vocal version (fig. 7.6). Velt records that the highly accomplished
Fa'onelua string band of Lapaha included Sofele's original musical arrangement in their
repertory, performing the version found in fig. 7.5; the simplified version evolved when
amateur kava club singers found it difficult to execute Sofele's relatively sophisticated
harmonies in several phrases of the tune (ibid.:133).
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'Upe 'o Manumataongo
(tu'ungafasl: Sofele Kakala)
filM llMk
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Figure 7.5. '"Upe 'o Manumataongo," hiva kakala with poetry by Queen Salote and
music by Sofele Kakala. Based on original tu'ungafasi notation. From
Langi tau 'olunga and hiva kakala: Tau 'olunga dance and love songs (Velt
2000). Used by permission.
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Vei-ta-ta-lo

pe-'i hu-a maiha

ho-i-ama-i me - i ta-u-mu-'a kae ho-

tau-'a-'a-lo

Le - a • ' • - « - t o - h i ft - nga-'i - U-fu-ka Fa - nga -

• lo si-'e-ma-u no-to

to

me-'i-te 'a Ma-nu - ma-(a - o-ngo.

'a

't - Li - lu - ka

Ma-nu-ma-ta - o- ngo.

The first section of this strophic composition in B-fiat major illustrates a
widespread Tongan tendency in notation to use 4/4 meter with dotted rhythms, even
though brass and string bands typically perform these as 6/8 compound meter rhythms
(fig. 7.5). The most noteworthy harmonic enrichment comes in measure 14, where
Sofele employs a secondary dominant (V/vi) that is uncharacteristic of string band music,
but relatively frequent in wind band literature.21 The second section, designated as a tau
(chorus) by Salote, features a modulation to E-flat major and a meter change to 6/8 but
with a slower pulse than the verse. Sofele's key relationships mirror standard foreign

I conversed with Kik several times during myfieldworkperiod and discovered that he is a
computer programmer and avocational musician who is intensely interested in all aspects of hiva
kakala and tau 'olunga performance. Occasional transcription errors can be found in his staff
notations, such as the G-flat in measure 14, which should be rendered as an F-sharp.
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'Ope 'o Manumcrtaongo
tu'ungafasi: Kau lfi polls!
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Figure 7.6. '"Upe 'o Manumataongo," version 2 with simplified harmonies (Velt 2000).
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march compositional practice wherein the trio section of the march modulates up a
perfect fourth. The police band performance recorded on CD 2 track 3 comesfroma
1982 vinyl LP and largely re-creates Sofele's original version. Subtle melodic variations
are evident in the first section, but the performance faithfully recreates Sofele's harmonic
progression. The band's performance of the second section remains true to Sofele's
melodic contour while preserving his harmonic sequence. The overall complexity of the
harmonies in both sections exceeds that of most hiva kakala songs. Accordingly, I assert
that, in comparison to other hiva kakala composers, Sofele's brass training exposed him
to a richer harmonic vocabulary that manifests itself in this musical setting.
Nevertheless, Sofele employs an archetypical Tongan parallel harmonic movement in
measure 27 in the upper three parts, inserting the lowered seventh scale degree noted
elsewhere. To my ear this signals a blending of characteristic Tongan elements with
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Western influenced components. When Tongan band arrangers recast these hiva kakala
songs in wind band arrangements, they take works that are almost certainly already
influenced by band music in the ways described above and add another layer of
indigenization by incorporating brass fanfares, euphonium countermelodies, the passing
around of the fasi melody to various instrument sections, and other Western instrumental
compositional techniques, as Tu'ipulotu's arrangement of "Katinia" (Appendix A) and
Faka'osi's arrangement of "Lea 'a e Fuiva" (CD 1 track 16) demonstrate.
The two dimensions of wind band influence discussed above illustrate some of the
probable ways in which musical ideas from band performance flowed into the hiva
kakala song repertory. A third point concerns one possible way—among many—that
Tongan preferences flowed in the other direction from hiva kakala into indigenous band
performance. We have already examined FWC hymn no. 6 (fig. 6.8) as an indigenously
composed musical setting and noted several stylistic connections to Tongan secular
music. It is highly possible that the anonymous composer of this setting heard abundant
parallel harmonic movement and triple meter in both lakalaka and early hiva kakala and
subsequently incorporated these elements into his hymn setting. When bands perform
this work they subtly reinforce these features as important traits of Tongan music. In
addition, although most foreign composed hymn settings are performed with no
indigenous alterations, some are reconceived with characteristic Tongan traits likely
"borrowed" from hiva kakala style. Kolomotu'a Band's 1983 recording (A3Z Tape
580B) provides one example of this possible flow from the secular into the sacred (CD 2
track 4).
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FWC hymn no. 647, '"Eiki Sisu 'ofa mai," is based on the tune "Lancashire,"
known by many as the setting for "Lead On O King Eternal" (fig. 7.7). In Kolomotu'a's
recorded version, moving euphonium parts occur at most cadence points (measures 4, 8,
12,16, 20,24) and in a few other places as well (measures 7,18,19, 22, 23, 27),
generating subtle ornamentation that is not present in choral parts. Parallel harmonic
movement creates occasional major sixth chords (measure 6 beat three, measure 8 beat
four, measure 10 beat three, measure 15 beat three, measure 23 beat four, measure 27
beat four) altering the original hymn setting's alto and tenor lines. Unprepared
dissonances occur between alto-bass in measure 6 beat four (D-flat against D-natural),
alto-tenor (euphonium) in measure 21 beat three (B-flat against C), and alto-tenor
(trombone) in measure 25 beat four (A-flat against B-flat). Trombones also perform a
glissando on beat four of measure 13. All of these musical traits parallel common
practices of hiva kakala and lakalaka singing and illustrate the ways in which indigenous
melodic and harmonic elements can be applied to foreign-composed hymns.
Ultimately, as with many other musical fusions in the postcolonial world, it is
difficult to track the direction of the flows of Tongan exchange, but a strong case
nonetheless exists for the historical presence of these two-way flows. The examples
discussed above illuminate a dynamic process within Tonga where the "question[s] of
what is borrowed from here or there, what is lost and rediscovered in new situations"
(Clifford 2001:480) point, at least in part, to the role of brass bands in the "symbolic
negotiation of continuity and change" (Waterman 1990:16) in Tongan music. The
signification process observed by Booth in India, whereby "brass bands demonstrate a
combination of adaptation and continuity," (1990:257) also manifests itself in Tonga,
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FWC Hymn no. 647 - 'Eiki Sisu 'ofa mai
(Tune: Lancashire)
As performed by Kolomotu'a Band (1983)
Tune by Henry Smart (1836)
Band performance transcribed by David Kammerer
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Figure 7.7. FWC hymn no. 647 '"Eiki Sisu 'ofa mai," based on the tune "Lancashire."
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diminuendo
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where such bands represent a thoroughly indigenized foreign tradition. They also
illustrate "articulation [as] the production of identity on top of difference, of unities out of
fragments, [and] of structures across [disparate] practices" (Grossberg 1992:54). In terms
of two-way flows in Tongan performance practices, the cultural uses of the wind band in
Tonga illuminate the central effect of indigenization in both reflecting and influencing
cultural change.

Overseas training and aesthetic change
Throughout this study I have referenced the overseas training of Tongan band
musicians and cited its cumulative effects on the kingdom's band tradition. In writing
about bandsmen who benefited from such educational opportunities, I also discussed the
effects of bands visitingyrom overseas and the impact of tacit training and inspiration
through the international touring of Tongan bands as part of an era of increased
interaction that profoundly changed the face of Tongan banding.
The cumulative effect of this ongoing interaction resulted in a major paradigm
shift concerning timbre and articulation in Tongan bands.22 Seeing the transformation as
a needed adjustment in the era of church choir accompaniment, many also considered the
changes to be helpful in representing Tonga's band tradition favorably to non-Tongan
audiences (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005). Larry Shumway points out levels of
discernment among Tongans for appreciating the nuances of lakalaka performance
During my fieldwork nearly all my Tongan colleagues cited this as a major change in the band
tradition and viewed it as a positive development (P. Taumoepeau, interview, 3 January 2004;
'Aleamotu'a, pers. comm., 28 December 2003; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004; Tokotaha,
interview, 4 January 2004; Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005; A. Taumoepeau, pers. comm., 4
September 2005). Feke Kamitoni expressed the same opinion to Aldred some ten years earlier
(1997:137).
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(1981:469). There are similar levels of discrimination in assessing the faiva (artistic
skill) of brass bands. Tonga's most discerning audience members have hailed the trend
toward more nuanced band performances as a welcome development (Pasi, pers. comm.,
4 October 2007).
There are several smaller but collectively significant changes that have occurred
in Tonga's bands through the cultural exchanges specific to their performance tradition.
After Ve'ehala introduced the use of the drum set for seated concert performances and
added tri-toms to the marching percussion lineup, school and community bands were
quick to adopt these instruments. Other instrumental innovations include the adoption of
megatone mouthpieces by some of the kingdom's most proficient players; these
innovative mouthpieces add metal mass to the brass cup mouthpiece and create a fullbodied sound that remains warm and focused (Mafi, pers. comm., 24 December 2003).
Finally, the intensive interaction with non-Tongan music instructors overseas
during this era resulted in a growing consortium of musical arrangers capable of creating
instrumentally idiomatic arrangements of Tongan music. As demonstrated in the
recorded performances included on the CD accompanying this study, these carefully
crafted arrangements enhance the inherent beauty of hiva kakala compositions in much
the same way as a skillful orchestration—such as Ravel's setting of Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition—greatly increases the affective power of the original musical
work.
These formal and informal pedagogical developments of the past forty years have
increased the ways in which musicians can pursue innovation and reinvent aspects of
band performance in Tonga. Band musicians operate from a paradigm of respect for
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Tongan tradition and a collective desire to "elevate" and enhance the role of bands in the
kingdom's cultural observances (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005). As Tonga's
professional bands participate in international festivals, they encounter increasingly larger
bodies of source material to incorporate into a dynamic repertory. They also encounter
innovative performance practices that can be absorbed into local routines. Their
innovations then circulate throughout the kingdom's band community and thus help
continually to redefine Tonga's postcolonial identity. This evolving process exemplifies
how islanders, after adopting the European brass band into Tonga on their own terms,
continue to promote its use for culturally specific purposes.

Indigenous agency and "strategic anti-essentialism"
Lipsitz's term "strategic anti-essentialism" aptly describes how Tongans have
blended external and internal elements to progressively shape a necessarily fluid and
dynamic cultural identity. Throughout the global colonial era, individual Tongan agency
cumulatively circumvented the most deleterious effects of Protestant neocolonialism and
broader Western cultural imperialism. I have asserted previously that Tonga was never
colonized in a political sense. Accordingly, it is not my intent here to undergo an
extensive examination of all applicable sociopolitical forces during the colonial and
postcolonial eras; rather, I seek to draw upon the discussion up to this point to make some
succinct observations about Tongan choices and the power of indigenous agency,
especially as it relates to the collective ability to "express, construct, and communicate
social identity" (Nero 1992:8). This study has continually shown how Tonga's
performing arts domain, considered as a whole and with bands existing as much more
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than a peripheral foreign adoption, continues to serve as a major site of constructing—
and continually reconstructing—cultural identity. My observations here are limited to
three facets of the band tradition: band performance and social meaning in Christian
worship, band performance and social meaning in secular life, and the cultural
texts/scripts of Tongan brass bands. These are intended as final synopses of points
brought out in earlier discussions.
In considering Tongan cultural phenomena, it is essential to define colonial and
postcolonial as they pertain to this unique nation-state. It is inarguable that these terms,
and particularly the latter construct, are hotly contested in contemporary culture studies.
Gilbert and Tompkins assert that the term "postcolonialism" suffers from "a too-rigid
etymology" that misidentifies it as "a time after colonialism has ceased" (1996:2). For
his part, Bhabha sees postcolonialism not as a specific late twentieth century era, but
rather as "a salutary reminder of the 'neo-coloniaP relations within the 'new' world order
and the multi-national division of labor" (1994:6). Since Tonga itself has never been
subjected to outside control over its internal affairs, the two terms possess even less
legitimacy there than elsewhere. While acknowledging their limitations, I use the terms
to describe arbitrarily delineated eras in Tonga's modern history in order to situate that
history alongside widely accepted temporal markers in the larger world. When
considering timelines in Tonga, it is convenient to view the colonial era commencing
with the permanent presence of Christian missionaries in the 1820s and lasting until
1970, when the kingdom's protectorate agreement with the United Kingdom expired.
The four decades since that time constitute the postcolonial era in Tonga according to this
construct, roughly aligning Tonga's recent history with that of other emerging nations.
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In the contemporary era, Tongan bands help imbue sacred worship contexts with
deeper meaning and more affective power. Holaki Makasini, introduced previously in
this study as an early member of the Maopa FWC band, told me that after he became
immersed in this new practice he "prefer[ed it] very much . . . to listen to [choral] music
with instruments, or accompaniment... there are things [which are] brought to the music
. . . the voice alone can't bring it to the music . . . the brass band or the instruments
introduce those things separately from the choir" (interview, 3 January 2004). Viliami
Tu'ipulotu grew up listening to these blended choral and brass sounds and felt that this
system was "the best way to present [sacred] music," because it enhanced the mood of
both jubilant works and relatively more meditative hymns (interview, 3 January 2004).
From his FCT perspective, 'Alifeleti Faka'osi felt that his father's inclusion of brasses
enabled his congregation to replicate the profound worship experience of Tongatapu's
larger FWC churches using band accompaniment (pers. comm., 1 January 2008).
As discussed earlier, these feelings blossomed over time for the general public,
largely because Tupou IV cultivated the psycho-emotional environment that allowed the
populace to eventually embrace the presence of brass within liturgical music. The
Tongan concepts offaka 'apa 'apa (respect), fatongia (obligation), and mateaki (loyalty)
all played into this process of initial tolerance, followed by incremental acceptance,
leading finally to widespread enthusiasm for the tradition. Had the innovation been
foisted on the Tongan people by anyone other than the queen or crown prince, it likely
would have met great derision and resistance (Makasini, interview, 3 January 2004).
Fortunately, probably no one in the kingdom, except for Salote herself, engendered a
greater sense of obligation, loyalty, and respect than her son and heir. Accordingly,
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islanders kept an open mind out of intrinsic respect for Tupou IV and an accompanying
feeling of obligation to refrain from openly criticizing his experiment (Tu'ipulotu,
interview, 3 August 2005). After Tongan clergy and their congregants acquiesced to
Tupou IV's bold experiment, they later acknowledged the use of brass in Sunday worship
as a special marker of Tongan Wesleyanism, creating a distinction between them and
other Methodists worldwide (Makasini, interview, 4 January 2004).
The power of brass bands in amplifying the aural impact of church choir
performances contributes to a mdfana-producmg effect like that oflakalaka and
ma 'ulu 'ulu presentations by extremely large performing groups during special
commemorations.23 Larry Shumway confirms that lakalaka performances normally
include 100-200 individuals (1981:468), while some school performances can utilize up
to 400 performers, as I witnessed during field research. One of Aldred's interviewees, a
highly respected school bandmaster, stated that Tongans have a special fondness for
"loud and lively" music (1997:136). Given these cultural propensities, it was perhaps
inevitable that Tongan bands and church choirs would combine to maximize their
affective power in Christian worship.
The annual FWC conference is one performance context that highlights this type
of affective power. With its meeting site rotating among the three island groups, this
five-day conference has long been a spiritual highlight for Tonga's Wesleyan population.
23

In contemporary times, this Tongan emphasis on large performing groups usually reveals itself
in performances of these two popular vocal-dance genres, in keeping with wider Polynesian
affinities. There are occasions, however, when church choirs participate in massed performances.
A. H. Wood writes of such occurrences during the mid-twentieth century, when up to a thousand
singers would join in the "Hallelujah Chorus" and other sacred masterworks (1976:230). I have
personally participated in Tongan massed choirs of over 500 performers. Many annual band
competitions also featured a massed band finale.
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One of the most often cited favorite components of those conferences is the nightly po
hiva hymn/anthem singing service. A long-time lay leader echoed Viliami Tu'ipulotu's
sentiments when he told me that these services have a more profound impact on those
present since the advent of brass accompaniment, due largely to the wind band's ability
to heighten the sense of celebration in certain works and, conversely, to increase the
profundity of more contemplative selections (Talaka'i, pers. comm., 25 June 2004).
This affective power is not restricted to formal worship. Time after time, Tongan
non-brass players expressed their convictions that events like Christmas Eve serenading
created in them reverent and worshipful feelings along with the joyousness of the season
and its message. These feelings create an additional manifestation offaka 'apa 'apa
toward God and Christ. Even on New Year's Eve, while much of the modern world
celebrates in a decidedly secular fashion, Tongan church bands still include sacred music
in the serenading repertory. During one of our conversations, Viliami Tu'ipulotu used an
alternate English term to describe traditional New Year's serenading and called it
"praising" (pers. comm., 2 July 2005). In 2004, the Westpac Bank of Tonga celebrated
the thirtieth anniversary of its founding. In addition to a company party, bank
administrators included a "prayer breakfast" at the main branch as a central part of the
observance. Although the event was not a formal worship service, the organizers' intent
was to properly thank God for the institution's success over the years. A choir comprised
of bank employees sang anthems accompanied by a brass contingent from the Maopa and
Kolomotu'a bands. One year later, when the king dedicated a new campus for Tonga
High School in July 2005 (mid-year for Tonga's schools), the central purpose of the
ceremony was to dedicate its buildings and grounds to God and the people of Tonga.
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Clergymen offered prayers and the assembled crowd sang hymns accompanied by the
school's brass band. A3Z has recorded hymns and anthems for broadcast at various
times during the day and throughout the week, with a fairly even balance between choral
and instrumental renditions (Petelo, interview, 29 December 2003). All of these
examples underscore how thoroughly Tongan society has integrated bands into
constructions of social meaning in both formal and informal expressions of worship,
adopting the band to reinforce particular Tongan notions of spirituality and Christian
devotion and validating John Barker's reflection in a larger Pacific context:
[Accumulated] ethnographies make it clear that Christianity does not simply
represent the outside to Pacific peoples, as it did during the missionary period. In
each case, Christianity has become an integral part of the people's sense of their
cultural and historical selves, as a part of who they authentically are. (1990:259)
Dexter Korn makes an even more specific observation concerning Tongan piety: "Far
from Christianity being a Western facade for Tongan society, it is something that
Tongans engage in with great seriousness" (1978:396). In postcolonial Tonga, brass
bands have served to enhance this cultural engagement with the rites and observances of
Christian worship.
Bands make a strong impact in the secular sphere as well. They contribute to
community celebration events like business district "block parties," wedding receptions,
"first birthday" parties for children of relatively affluent or influential people, twenty-first
birthday parties for young women, and school awards assemblies. Bands enhance
commemorations like the Education Day Parade, opening and closing of Parliament, the
king's birthday military review, and funerals. They participate in national festivals,
including concert competitions, school band marching displays, and the Miss Heilala
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Parade. Bands figure prominently in cultural exchange activities with non-Tongans, such
as Tonga's 2005 military tattoo, other international tattoos and cultural festivals, and the
greeting and entertainment of dignitaries visiting Tonga. In these contexts and others,
Tongan bands contribute to social meaning in broader secular life. When Princess
Pilolevu and the TNMA make annual plans for the national music festival, they regard
bands as an important part of this "gift to Tonga's people," and, according to a TNMA
committee member, have considered ways to get bands involved in more performance
events (Sika, pers. comm., 18 July 2005). As Sisi'uno Helu, daughter of 'Atenisi
Institute founder Futa Helu, seeks to establish a reputation for her fledgling performing
arts school at 'Atenisi, she candidly acknowledges that Tongans have embraced brass
bands much more readily than the "high art" vocal and orchestral string repertory she is
trying to promote. She also sees brass band performances situated alongside indigenous
vocal-dance performances as co-equal Tongan traditions (interview, 5 January 2005).
Feleti 'Atiola, past headmaster of Taufa'ahau-Pilolevu College, gives perhaps the most
succinct summation of the vital importance of brass bands in Tongan lifeways when he
states: "a celebration is not a celebration unless a brass band is playing" (Aldred
1997:119).
In conveying the cultural impact of Tongan bands, I employ a dialectical
construct introduced by Nicholas Cook in his article written for The Cultural Study of
Music (2003). Cook strives to emphasize the performative dimension of music in culture
by favoring the term "script" over the often-applied paradigm of "music as text":
Whereas to think of a Mozart quartet as a "text" is to construe it as a half-sonic,
half-ideal object reproduced in performance, to think of it as a "script" is to see it
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as choreographing a series of real-time, social interactions between players: a
series of mutual acts of listening and communal gestures that enact a particular
vision of human society. (Cook 2003:206)
After developing this thread further, Cook asserts that "music . . . becomes a resource for
understanding society... instead of seeing musical works as texts within which social
structures are encoded, we [should] see them as scripts in response to which social
relationships are enacted" (ibid. :213). This gets to the heart of my observations of
Tongan culture and brass bands' place(s) within it. Thinking once again of the three
main subdivisions of Tongan band repertory—music for sacred expression,
instrumentally-conceived foreign works (as distinct from choral transcriptions), and hiva
kakala arrangements—each musical piece in each category serves as a vehicle for
Tongan bands to do their cultural work. In each context, the band's performance, unless
extremely poorly rendered, transforms something that is "good" into something that is
"even better" ('Aleamotu'a, pers. comm., 28 December 2003). Thus the performative
scripts in all three distinct but intersecting spheres of band repertory enhance, in one way
or another, the psycho-emotional quality or effectiveness of an event. The use of brass in
sacred music deepens a Tongan sense of spirituality; performance of foreign brass music
enhances the islander view of Tongan-ness as situated in the larger world; and expanding
repertory of hiva kakala music for band clearly and vibrantly reinforces the essence of
Tongan-ness both within and without the kingdom's borders.

Conclusion
In his landmark study of traditional Tongan music and dance, Richard Moyle
observes, "there does not appear to have been any period [in Tonga] when the dynamics
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of ongoing musical activity ceased, categories and styles somehow frozen in changeless
sterility" (1987:29). Likewise, in Tongan band circles individual musicians have
contributed to a series of artistic innovations, thereby "reinventing" the brass band, its
meanings and purposes, and its spectrum of performance practices to reflect the kind of
dynamism noted by Moyle. In concluding this chapter on the processes of indigenization
as they pertain to brass bands and Tongan identity, I allude once again to Trevor
Herbert's observation about colonial-era wind bands that appears in this chapter's
introduction. Analysis of the Tongan band tradition reveals many nuances that Herbert
fails to account for in his simple characterization of band indigenization as "acquiesc[ing]
to the tones and textures of [the] local culture" (2000:215).
It is true that Tonga's bands have indigenized music composed by non-Tongans,
mirroring in some ways the process by which Tonga's church choirs and hymn
composers have indigenized Western hymnody. Bands have done this both by importing
Tongan musical practices into the foreign material and by emphasizing stylistic elements
already present in foreign compositions that reflect Tongan preferences. During the
colonial era, bands enacted this strategy, albeit unevenly, in performing Western hymn
tunes, non-liturgical sacred choral-band music, and, to a lesser degree, foreign wind band
literature. However, increased exposure to outside influences in the postcolonial era has
altered, but not eradicated, this traditional mode of indigenization. Since 1970, escalating
contact with Western popular music through recorded and broadcast media, augmented
by the accumulating effect of formal training in musical arranging for some Tongan
bandsmen, has led to the creation of an emerging corpus of idiomatic arrangements for
band. As a result, the fastest-growing subcategories of Tongan band repertory comprise
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both highly structured hiva kakala arrangements and popular music arrangements that are
indigenously scored rather than imported from British/Australian/New Zealand band
literature. Together, these indigenizing strategies—both the longer-established practices
and more recent developments discussed above—reveal patterns of stylistic synthesis
typical of postcolonial transformations of expressive culture.
In the postcolonial era, a modest number of indigenously composed hymn settings
receive contemporary performances by FWC bands, especially at Christmas time,
creating wider exposure for those hymns beyond the confines of FCT or Catholic worship
services (see, for example, fig. 6.8). Perpetuation of such hymn performances helps to
illuminate the Tongan creative space for innovation and originality. Performance
contexts like traditional Christmas Eve serenading effectively conflate sites of formal and
informal worship in the Tongan mind, providing a venue for bands to employ these
indigenously composed hymns (CD 1 track 7), indigenized foreign sacred music (CD 1
tracks 2-6), and similarly indigenized secular holiday arrangements (CD 2 track 5) to
simultaneously celebrate and reinforce the essence of Tongan Christian identity. This
chapter has pointed up the ways that bands demonstrate, in representative microcosmic
processes like holiday serenading, their ability to reinforce fundamental Tongan values
while simultaneously signifying a melding of those values with post-contact Christian
principles.
Moving beyond the sacred music repertory, bands program Tonga's hiva kakala
repertory so liberally that these selections dominate the informal presentations of
professional, school, and community bands. Postcolonial Tongan band arrangers have
repackaged this repertory, transforming band hiva kakala performances from the
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extemporaneous rote renditions of earlier bands to the tightly arranged and instrumentally
idiomatic presentations exemplified in recent recordings by Tonga's professional brass
bands (CD 1 tracks 14-16, CD 2 tracks 2-3). My personal observations convince me that
this is the segment of band repertory that resonates with the largest number of Tongans
over the widest range of performance contexts. Musicians and non-musicians alike cite
the relative accessibility of these songs' poetic texts, their thematic proximity to everyday
Tongan experience, their association with the tau 'olunga dance genre, and their
suitability for a wide range of venues and presentation purposes (A. Faka'osi, pers.
comm., 8 March 2008; Toafa, 22 January 2008; Ka'ili, pers. comm., 30 March 2008;
Toluta'u, pers. comm., 24 August 2007). Bands invariably include renditions of hiva
kakala for such disparate occasions as marching exhibitions, rugby matches, weddings,
birthday parties, school awards assemblies and fundraisers, and other public events—
especially in outdoor venues. As a formally trained musician and long-time observer of
Tongan presentations,' Atenisi Institute's Sisi'uno Helu corroborates my perception by
confirming that bands would be significantly less popular if they failed to include, or
otherwise marginalized, their hiva kakala repertory (interview, 5 January 2005). Many of
the less formal occasions listed in the summary of performances I witnessed during
fieldwork (Appendix B) draw largely on the hiva kakala repertory to convey
faka 'apa 'apa and foster mafana, making these informal celebrations profoundly
gratifying.
Past researchers have tended to ignore or inadvertently minimize the impact of
foreign band literature when considering musical change in Tonga. While fulfilling a
number of discrete cultural objectives throughout the band era, this band literature has
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ultimately served two primary purposes. The first has been to lend pomp and ceremony
while simultaneously demonstratingj2z«'va in special events like the Education Day
Parade, the annual band competition, the amateur band marching display, and the annual
king's birthday review of the troops. The second, often overlooked, purpose of this
literature has been to supplement foreign sacred music repertory as source material for
the creation of indigenized music that signifies both the essence of Tongan-ness and the
culture's connections to the larger world.
These cultural negotiations have occurred along multiple axes throughout Tonga's
band history and have led to a greatly modified set of aesthetic values in band
performance. Informally codified but constantly evolving performance practices,
increased opportunities for formal training and interaction with non-Tongan musicians
and their repertories, and the collective ability of brass bands to move freely among
intersecting spheres of Tongan life and cultural activity are all ways in which the brass
band has emerged as a considerable force in shaping and re-shaping Tonga's
contemporary identity. The "politics of articulation" (Clifford 2001:480) in which
Tongan brass bands have participated have created linkages between these bands and
Christian worship, auspicious national commemorations, overseas representations of the
Tongan spirit, and a wide spectrum of overlapping local community/church/school
constituencies, among many others. While forging these connections, Tongan musicians
and other individuals have made their own strategic choices to transform the Western
brass band into a fully integrated icon of postcolonial Tongan society. In the process they
have tapped into the wind band's special ability to convey a modern-contramodern
duality in postcolonial spaces.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
This study has discussed the ways in which band performance is an ideal site for
the negotiation and production of a collective identity in the context of intercultural
contact. Chapter 4 considered the ramifications of Tonga's specific processes of identity
negotiation in the political environment of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
in the Pacific. In that context I emphasized Bhabha's notion of "the spaces in-between
the rules of engagement" that emerge when cultures interact. These spaces constitute an
ideological zone of give-and-take that Bhabha also famously refers to as "the Third Space
of enunciation" (1994:36,193). As Western colonial powers staked their various claims
throughout the Pacific during the nineteenth century, Tupou I, himself a bicultural
embodiment of Tongan and Western ideologies, employed a complex set of rhetorical
signs—forms of civic government, religious ritual, and other performative cultural
expressions—to fend off imperialistic ambitions. In doing so, he confirmed the crucial
power of perception as articulated by Bhabha:
[In the process of political negotiation] we are made excruciatingly aware of the
ambivalent juxtaposition, the dangerous interstitial relation of the factual and the
projective, and, beyond that, of the crucial function of the textual and the
rhetorical. It is those vicissitudes of the movement of the signifier, in the fixing
of the factual and the closure of the real, that ensure the efficacy of strategic
thinking in the discourses of Realpolitik. It is this to-and-fro . . . of the symbolic
process of political negotiation, that constitutes a politics of address. Its
importance goes beyond the unsettling of the essentialism or logocentrism of a
received political tradition, in the name of an abstract free play of the signifier.
(Ibid.:24-25)
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From his literary vantage point, Bhabha speaks of a "language of critique" that
"opens up a space of translation" (ibid.:25). Considering rhetorical power more broadly,
I have argued that an iconic cultural metonym, such as brass band, transcends the
influence of logocentric discourse and is equally effective
to the extent to which it overcomes the given grounds of opposition [or
incomprehensibility] and opens up a space of translation: a place of hybridity,
figuratively speaking, where the construction of a political object that is new,
neither the one nor the other, properly alienates our political expectations, and
changes, as it must, the very forms of our recognition of the moment of politics.
(Ibid.)
As we have seen, musical expressions have functioned superbly well in many colonial
and neocolonial locales to reconcile differences, as new forms create metaphorical sonic
representations that are "neither the one nor the other." Music, along with other
performative significations, also mediates the tensions between worldviews that may be
compatible but are initially indecipherable, or at best marginally decipherable, to one
another:
The challenge lies in conceiving the time of political action and understanding as
opening up a space that can accept and regulate the differential structure of the
moment of intervention without rushing to produce a unity of the social
antagonism or contradiction. This is a sign that history is happening. (Ibid.)
The blending of disparate but compatible musical forms seems to mitigate this rush to
"produce a unity of the social antagonism" by preemptively conveying a synthesized
aural unity of its own. Beneath that superficial unity, however, there is interpretative
space for each individual or group to decode the nuanced sub-levels of any indigenized
cultural expression.
In my study, I have articulated a number of nuances manifested in the Tongan
band tradition. I have argued extensively that Tongan brass bands serve as musical
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metaphors for colonial-era cultural fusion, participating in what Gregory Booth describes
as "the process of transformation built on top of a foundation of continuity" (2005. :43).
Moreover, brass bands are among the most versatile and adaptable of Tongan performing
ensembles, moving easily across multiple intersected spheres of cultural activity. While
doing so, Tongan band musicians have enjoyed a higher collective social status than most
of their counterparts worldwide. I have also discussed the relatively powerful subaltern
agency that accrued to the indigenous band leadership at Tonga College, which led to a
high degree of self-determination within the island band tradition. Islanders
enthusiastically embraced the wind band even though there was apparently no pre-contact
performance tradition that included wind instrument ensembles. They also remained
open to adaptations over time, accepting such innovations as church brass
accompaniment, Western-style band competitions, and, more recently, the inclusion of
females within ensemble membership. Throughout their history, Tongan bands have
maintained a diverse and expanding repertory and have not allowed popular music to
dominate their present-day performances as seen elsewhere. Ultimately, Tongan brass
bands transmitted messages of acceptance and affinity to would-be European colonizers
while they communicated the appealing possibilities of modernity to islanders.
Modernity's attraction has increased during the postcolonial era. Among the
fundamental contemporary tensions that citizens of developing nations must negotiate,
the challenge of maintaining a unique national identity in the face of relentless
transnationalizing influences ranks as a high priority. Like many of their counterparts in
the developing world, Tongans view modernity "primarily in positive terms, as a
condition of forward motion characterized by borrowing from diverse sources" (Bilby
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1999:263). They seek to affiliate with modern global society without surrendering their
distinct Pacific Island identity. Accordingly, their embrace of the brass band as a
conspicuous Western icon allows them to "juxtapos[e] and harmoniz[e] the musical signs
of modernity and indigenous tradition in dialectical fashion" in order to "negate an
invidious opposition and challenge those versions of hegemonic ideology that hit closest
to home" (ibid.). Through its versatility and metaphorical ability to indicate a convergent
grounding in several musical worlds, the Tongan brass band can help the nation at large
to "affirm its own distinct yet multivalent selfhood" (Rohlehr 1990:147). In its Tongan
manifestation, brass band music is simultaneously a medium of accommodation,
affiliation, and reconciliation.
First, Tongan band music is music of accommodation. Bands can effectively
perform Siaosi Tupou IPs earliest anthems and hiva kakala songs; they can present
sacred music outside the church during ostensibly non-sacred occasions; they can provide
a pragmatic version of elitist music by performing Western classical or quasi-classical
instrumental repertory at functions where a sense of pomp and decorum is desired; they
can facilitate dancing in both traditional and contemporary styles;1 and they can present
to cultural outsiders a vivid snapshot of Tongan culture within a framework that is
somewhat familiar to those non-Tongan listeners. Moreover, bands can do nearly all
these things within a single occasion if called upon to do so, as ROCOM does for the
royal family's annual New Year's Eve party, where it serves as the "house band" for the
family and its palace guests (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005).

Tongans refer to all non-indigenous contemporary dancing associated with foreign popular
music styles as hulohula, a derivation of the Hawaiian word hula.
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During an interview with Mary Aldred in 1996, Taufa'ahau Tupou IV confessed a
special preference for brass band music because of its versatility:
I like to listen because brass bands play a very wide range of music; they play
classical music and music for popular songs and . . . much folk music is arranged
for the brass band also. They play a very, very wide range of music . . . you can
get recordings of orchestral music of course, but orchestral playing are [sic] very
few and far between you know. (Aldred 1997:300)
We can draw several conclusions from Tupou I V s comments. First, he acknowledges a
special characteristic that creates a unique place for bands in contemporary Tongan
culture: their adaptability. Second, by virtue of his reference to orchestras he implies that
bands can function as an orchestral substitute in Tonga, as we have seen in numerous
oratorio and cantata transcriptions.2 What is unspoken here is Tupou IV's inordinately
powerful agency in shaping Tonga's modern band tradition, first as minister of education
and later as king. Along the way, a diverse supporting cast embraced his vision and made
their own individual contributions toward the fulfillment of that vision by
accommodating Christian sacred music, Western secular instrumental forms, and postcontact indigenous musical genres.
Second, Tongan bands provide music of affiliation. In the first half of the
twentieth century, government officials and the royal family took pride in the Tonga
College Band, while the Catholic and LDS schools—and, to a lesser extent, Tupou
College—maintained bands to represent their student bodies and sponsoring churches. In
many settings, these bands effectually became the public face of their respective
My interpretation of Tupou IV's comments here is confirmed by discussions with other
musicians and cultural historians, who indicate that Tongans have come to view brass band as a
pragmatic alternative for full Western orchestra (Ve'ehala, pers. comm. 8 July 2005; Vaea,
interview, 31 August 2005; Helu, interview, 5 January 2005; A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 1 January
2008).
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institutions, especially as non-Wesleyan denominations fought for respect in the
kingdom. More importantly, bands often aided in attracting adherents to these churches.
Beginning in the mid-twentieth century, the proliferation of Tongan secondary
schools led to a commensurate expansion of the band community. Each band served as a
touchstone for its respective school population and provided ongoing gratification for
students, alumni, family members and, in the case of denominational schools, their
respective church congregants (A. Faka'osi, pers. comm., 13 June 2008). Moreover, the
propagation of church bands in the second half of the twentieth century fostered
additional community pride as these ensembles came to represent specific villages and
districts.
Beyond these intra-national affiliations, international band touring had the effect
of linking Tonga's particular brand of wind band performance to outsiders' perceptions
of the national character. Beginning in the late twentieth century, bands have been
emissaries of Tongan culture, joining other wind bands within the global band
community and making connections between both regional and extra-regional
counterparts. These international affiliations have led to increased opportunities for
learning and growth for Tongan musicians, especially through global military networks
(Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005).
Third, Tongan band music is music of reconciliation. It merges the internal and
external, contemporary and traditional, elitist and populist, thereby validating Kenneth
Bilby's observation: "Cultural and musical mixing is s e e n . . . as a fundamental
expression of the condition of modernity within which [indigenous peoples] situate
themselves," helping to "mak[e] sense of the rapidly-changing, culturally fluid world of
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which they are now irreversibly a p a r t . . . to be modern is to be in motion" (Bilby
1999:274-75). In addition to mitigating these oppositional tensions, brass bands
reconcile islanders' long-standing preferences for vocal musical expressions over purely
instrumental ones by including hybrid vocal-instrumental performances into many of
their presentations. In the context of Bilby's notion of modernity-as-motion, Tongan
bands also reconcile the motion created by electronic media with the nostalgic desire for
"the good old days" of former, less turbulent, eras.
Situating the kingdom's band tradition alongside other postcolonial practices
further contextualizes this tripartite role of accommodation, affiliation, and reconciliation
for Tongan bands. Throughout my study I have cited Booth's Brass Baja: stories from
the world of Indian wedding bands (2005) as the most comprehensive study to date of
European band adoption in a specific postcolonial environment. Many of Booth's
observations provide an effective contrast to my findings concerning Tongan brass band
practices, thus underscoring some of the more distinctive characteristics of the latter
tradition. There are surely commonalities between the cultural work of bands in both
domains. For example, Booth's characterization of brass bands as metaphors of crosscultural encounters (ibid.: 15) is apt in Tonga as well as India, and his reports of "bidirectional interactions" (ibid: 16) articulate an ongoing process that also transpired in
Tonga. As discussed earlier, his descriptions of the transformations and continuities of
the South Asian band tradition (ibid.:43) also have broad parallels in Tongan banding.
Some appreciable differences emerge, however, to accentuate the findings of my study.
Booth records that in India non-military brass bands are almost exclusively
associated with wedding processionals (ibid.: 12). We have seen in Tonga that bands
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participate in a number of widely diverse cultural contexts. The low social status of
Indian band musicians is a central theme of Booth's study; my personal observations and
interactions with band performers and non-performers lead me to conclude that no
comparable social bias exists against Tongan bandsmen. Rather, the support and
involvement of hereditary nobles such as Ve'ehala and, in an earlier generation, the Hon.
Fielakepa, would suggest a possible social elevation of band participation in Tongan
eyes. Moreover, the enthusiastic advocacy of Taufa'ahau Tupou IV added status and
cultural weight to band activity in the kingdom. Underscoring this demarcation of social
status, Booth ascribed a role to Indian bandsmen that he termed "contrapriest" (ibid:42);
in Tonga it might be more accurate to see band performers, especially in sacred music
performance, as/?arapriests, supporting the evangelical mission of the faifekau
(minister).3
Whereas early Indian bandsmen received training from English military
musicians for several generations through their participation in military bands (ibid.:4849), Tonga's Tupou I established an instrumental training conduit at Tonga College with
native bandmasters who commenced a tradition of indigenously trained band musicians.
The musical legacy and pedagogical lineage of Tonga College's Lulu Faupula, Siosiua
Tonga [Veikune], Sione Tu'ifua, and Latu'ila Tonga [Veikune] have produced musical
progeny who have dominated Tongan brass music to the current day. Sofele Kakala and
Ve'ehala, both products of Apifo'ou Catholic College, are the only notable exceptions.

There are in fact a number of bandmasters who are ordained FWC pastors, including such wellknown directors as Tupou College's Tevita Kamitoni and Mailefihi College's Tekilati Palavi
(Tu'ipulotu, interview, 2 September 2005).
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Booth details how Indian brass banding grew out of a pre-existing indigenous
wind ensemble tradition (ibid:56). No such ensemble tradition existed in pre-contact
Tonga. Although early Western visitors describe Tongan group performances featuring
percussion instruments such as stamping tubes (Moyle 1987:56, 69), islanders played
indigenous aerophones such as the fangufangu nose flute in solo performances only
(ibid.:86).4 In contrast, then, to the Indian band tradition, Tongans embraced the wind
band ensemble as a new and stimulating performance medium.
In contemporary South Asian practice band membership is fluid, with a few
steady "core" musicians supplemented by freelance performers hired for each scheduled
engagement (Booth 2005:90). Tonga's band membership tends to experience relatively
little turnover in personnel, especially in its church and government bands (Tokotaha,
interview, 4 January 2004). The gendering of brass bands as an all-male activity persists
in India (Booth 2005:105ff), while Tongans have largely accepted the band's recent
transition to a joint female-male enterprise (Ve'ehala, interview, 6 January 2005;
Tokotaha, interview, 4 January 2004; Tu'ipulotu, interview, 3 January 2004). Tupou
IV's sponsorship of a brass band inaugurated in 1994 at the all-female Queen Salote
College greatly accelerated this process, with co-educational institutions like the Liahona
and Saineha LDS high schools subsequently facilitating a switch from woodwinds to
brass for their female members.

4

Some conjecture exists whether the limited but well-documented practice of ensemble kele 'a
(conch shell) blowing predates Western contact, with no solid evidence existing to support that
theory (Moyle 1987:95-96). The practice may itself constitute an imitation of brass ensemble
playing by those who had witnessed brass performances but had no access to instruments or
training.
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Indian brass bands serve as conspicuous examples of blended colonial ensembles,
consisting largely of European brass but incorporating both Western and indigenous reed
instruments (clarinet and shanai, for example) and indigenous drums (dholak, mridangam
and others) (Booth 2005:175ff). Tongans, however, have adopted the British-style brass
band, sometimes with reduced instrumentation, without mixing Western and indigenous
instruments.5 Although Indian bands can claim repertory as varied as that of Tongan
bands, including British marches, foreign ballroom dance music, indigenous folk and
classical music, Western popular music, and Indian film/popular music, Booth reports
that filmi music has come to dominate most brass band performance programs
(ibid.:238ff). Tongan bands have maintained a diverse but balanced repertory and
certainly have not allowed popular music to crowd out other genres in their contemporary
performances. In all of these ways, among others, the Tongan band tradition has
followed its own distinctive trajectory of reinscription.
Both the ongoing patronage of Tonga's leaders and the dedicated efforts of
grassroots brass musicians have cultivated an environment in which the kingdom's band
tradition continually reinvents itself. I found that, in the ongoing process of
indigenization, musicians change some aspects of band performance and retain others.
For example, the most comprehensive musical change in contemporary Tongan band
aesthetics encompasses the transformation of timbre, articulation, blend/balance, and
dynamic contrast to move toward a more Westernized approach for these musical

5

ROCOM and the police band have incorporated kele 'a shells and indigenous drums into specific
programs to present traditional (non-brass) Tongan elements to outsiders, but Ve'ehala has been
adamant about not creating arrangements that mix brass and indigenous instruments (Ve'ehala,
pers. comm., 30 August 2005).
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components, with only the Beulah College Band consistently striving to preserve older
aesthetics. Despite this trend toward Westernization in the performance dimensions cited
above, wind instrumental performances nevertheless still tend to reinforce Tongan vocal
techniques of melodic ornamentation, "sliding" or "swinging" between pitches (Moyle
1987:38), harmonic parallelism, responsorial or antiphonal textures, and primary location
of the main melody (fasi) in the male vocal range. Band performances mirror these and
other Tongan propensities that include asymmetry, unprepared dissonance, syncopated
rhythms, and a preference for compound meters.
In pointing out the existence of bidirectional flows of musical interaction in
Tonga, I have argued that foreign instrumental literature provided a second wave of
Western musical source material, compounding previous exposure to Western hymnody
to shape progressive changes in hiva kakala, lakalaka, and ma 'ulu 'ulu composition and
performance, among others. Practices such as tenor ornamentation in all three Tongan
genres listed above, incorporation of foreign stylistic features like beguine/rumba
rhythmic ostinato into the hiva kakala repertory, march tempos for many hiva kakala and
lakalaka sections, expanded harmonic vocabulary for some hiva kakala songs, fanfare
accompaniment figures, and the passing around of melodic phrases, maybe signs of band
influence flowing into Tongan music and dance genres.
I have discussed the effects of indigenization upon foreign-introduced repertory
such as hymns, where brass players interject Tongan traits into non-Tongan musical
settings to create a result that is a variant of Kaeppler's "Western veneer" observation.
As islanders infuse these Western genres with Tongan elements such as glissandi,
ornamented tenor, unprepared dissonance, and harmonic parallelism, the end product,
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although substantially Western in character, becomes nonetheless discernibly Tongan.
Moreover, indigenization occurs when Tongan musicians relocate band literature from its
original performance context to a new and different one. Whether playing a hiva kakala
arrangement at a rugby match or performing a hymn during a secular New Year's Eve
party, bands deftly move segments of Tongan repertory from one performance
environment to another in a multi-level reinscription of band music's communicative
affect—in essence, an indigenization of function.
On many levels, brass bands have augmented Tonga's texted vocal and dance
genres to reinforce traditional values of respect, loyalty, and obligation. I have argued
that there are venues and occasions in the annual commemorative cycle in which bands
provide the most effective communication of those values as they pertain to king and
country, including such events as Education Day parades, ceremonies involving the
opening and closing of Parliament, military parade reviews, and the visits of foreign
dignitaries. In worship contexts, bands often join with choirs to inculcate respect for, as
well as loyalty and obligation to, the Christian god. As noted above, wind bands can also
move freely among string bands and other ensembles during less formal occasions to
instill these three core values in the hearts and minds of the Tongan people. In reality,
every band performance evokes one or more of these values, sometimes subtly and at
other times in a deeply profound way.
In summary, the Tongan system of aesthetics in musical performance is
undergirded by central tenets that are widely understood and discerned by the indigenous
population, including the specific aesthetic principles for brass band discussed throughout
this study. Faiva (skill or competency) and the transmission ofmdfana (inner
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exhilaration) are key concepts in Tongan performance. In contemporary performance
practice, however, the application of these underlying principles is open to a wide range
of interpretations that revolve around acceptability and appropriateness. Both noted
practitioners and lay audiences have mapped out terrain for negotiation in a flexible
understanding of these aesthetic values; in Tonga, as elsewhere, the truly dynamic nature
of locally embedded performance aesthetics reflects the dynamic nature of the
postcolonial global society in a "rapidly-changing, culturally fluid world" (Bilby
1999:275).
Truly in contemporary Tonga, band performances serve both as signifiers of
Tongan aesthetic values and as sites of negotiation for those values. Although the
prospects for continued widespread Tongan brass band activity may be in some ways as
uncertain as the destiny of the Tupou dynasty in this era of growing pro-democracy
sentiment, it nevertheless seems highly likely that the kingdom's top bands will continue
to represent the Tongan people and their vibrant and rich cultural heritage. In doing so,
band musicians might ultimately stand alongside lakalaka and hiva kakala performers in
transmitting the most distinctive markers of Tongan identity in the postcolonial world.

Significance of findines
This study has examined a musical tradition in a relatively exceptional
sociopolitical environment. As already acknowledged, Tonga remained politically
independent during the global colonial era. Consequently, its musical genres do not
reflect the type of resistance in opposition to a hegemonic colonial power that can be seen
throughout much of the world. Sites of resistance certainly existed intraculturally,
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especially during Tupou Fs protracted efforts to unify the kingdom and establish
paramount status for the Tu'i Kanokupolu over the traditionally supreme Tu'i Tonga
chiefly line. Resistance also played out between factions of Wesleyanism in Tonga and,
in fact, continues today.6 All of these historic tensions occurred in the absence of
intercultural/?o/zYz'ca/ resistance, an important distinction in considering musical
expressions in Tongan life as markers of a different kind of colonial/postcolonial identity.
Throughout the colonial world, Western wind bands signify a measure of
Otherness even after being indigenized, allowing them to serve as multi-sensory
metaphors for intercultural encounter. Here once again Bhabha's "mimicry" comes into
play, characterized by the sense of being "almost the same, but not quite," as well as the
necessity and desirability of being connected to multiple locales and multiple
discontinuous eras (Bhabha 1994:88,135-38). In conjunction with this balancing act, the
reinscription of the original sign is a central strategy of indigenous societies in the
developing world. The indigenous elite have co-opted such symbols in many colonial
contexts, but my study demonstrates a different kind of co-opting process, one conducted
by powerful local agents with other motivations besides the fundamental need to carve
out a space for themselves between a colonial administration and their own people.
Accordingly the cultural integration of bands and their music has traveled a different path
in Tonga than elsewhere. First, Tongans effected the wholesale adoption of a Western
instrumental ensemble, without incorporating other instruments, a process I have not seen

More recently, tensions have arisen between long-established Christian denominations and
several new sects making inroads in attracting converts. These factions include Seventh-day
Adventists, Pentecostal Christians, and the non-Christian Baha'i faith (S. Faka'osi, pers. comm.,
1 September 2005).
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duplicated in any other non-settler, non-politically colonized culture. Second, Tongan
bands continue to expand their repertory fairly evenly among all genres they perform,
without appreciable repertory loss in any category, unlike most other Western-influenced
indigenized traditions wherein such repertory loss almost invariably occurs. Third, the
Tongan band tradition was largely self-determining soon after its inauguration, in contrast
to most other introduced wind band traditions where foreign-born bandmasters dominated
for a considerable initial period.
Since many of the cultural studies focusing on musical indigenization during the
most recent twenty years locate themselves within the African colonial/postcolonial orbit,
the discovery of commonalities in my Pacific study is also significant here. Like Gage
Averill, after completing his study of Haitian popular music, I can see the broader
implications that lie beyond the specific geocultural locus of my study to see music as "a
medium of the negotiation and communication of power" (1997:210; italics added). Just
as Christopher Waterman saw the role of juju musicians as cultural broker in a
specifically urban African environment (1990:23), I can point to the role of many brass
band musicians as change agents in Tonga's still largely rural—but increasingly
cosmopolitan—society. As John Storm Roberts noted in the Caribbean that the ability to
adapt is crucial to cultural survival (1998:127), I have reported that bands and their
proponents have recently undertaken innovations in presentation style and repertory to
maintain the Tongan public's interest in the wake of media technology's steady
bombardment. Just as Paul Austerlitz found, within his study of Dominican merengue, a
fruitful avenue of inquiry concerning the specific ways that indigenous peoples reinvent
their traditions (1997:xiv), I found that Tongan brass band performance reveals a great
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deal concerning the ways in which complex interactions of the politically powerful and
the musically creative continually helped to redefine Tonga's band tradition. Finally,
Peter Manuel acknowledges that Trinidadian steel drums are "not strictly associated with
any one kind of music," later asserting that "the pan [steel drum] is increasingly able to
be re-signified or appropriated by other[s] . . . just as the harmonium [British-introduced
pneumatic keyboard] itself has gone from being an instrument of European colonial
proselytization to being an icon of Indian culture" (2000:330). In a similar way, Tongans
have transformed the brass band from a colonial symbol into an icon of contemporary
Tongan culture. Indeed, in addition to reflecting Bhabha's "closure of the real"
(1994:24), brass bands effectively articulate a disclosure of the real in modern Tongan
society.

Recommendations for further study
There remain many unanswered questions after my field research, but three areas
are potentially fruitful as a followup to this initial investigation. The focus of my study
led me to seek out the most vibrant and active band traditions in contemporary Tonga;
consequently, my case studies of brass in worship contexts were confined to large FWC
and Catholic congregations and their bands. I progressively realized, however, that a
researcher might gain additional clarity by investigating why the congregations of the
Free Church of Tonga (FCT) and Church of Tonga (CT) did not embrace brass usage to
the same extent as those of the FWC and Catholic churches. This first proposed path of
inquiry would include ethnographic studies involving acknowledged FCT and CT
authorities. Perhaps the apparent ambivalence toward bands in worship contexts is a
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simple matter of resources, both human and financial, in those less populous churches,
but I am left with a vague impression that something else molds their approach to Sunday
worship. Exploration along these lines could lead to a fuller understanding of patterns of
submission and resistance in late colonial and postcolonial Tonga.
A second area of potential inquiry broadens the field to include Samoa and Fiji,
the cultural groups with which Tongans have interacted most intensively over the better
part of the most recent millennium. I have made passing reference to my two-week stay
in Samoa, a time of rudimentary exposure to assess the current state of band activity
there. That short stay provided a heightened sense of just how socially intertwined
Tongan brass bands have become within multiple cultural domains, compared to a more
limited diffusion and employment in contemporary Samoa. Even if my initial
perceptions about these disparities are accurate, the fact remains that Samoa supports a
police band for ceremonial functions and that several schools and communities maintain
their bands while resisting the erosive power of global media and its attendant
distractions. This is even more noteworthy because individual Samoan musicians have
mounted that resistance in order to maintain a wind band tradition without a corollary to
the royal patronage that caused the band tradition to thrive in late twentieth-century
Tonga. Although I conducted introductory interviews with both the current and former
police bandmasters in Samoa and documented some holiday season performances by the
Samoan Police Band, I would recommend a collaborative study involving a wide crosssection of school and community bandmasters. At the time I visited Samoa in December
2004, the Catholic choir and band from Leauva'a were on tour in Australia; several
Samoan bandsmen indicated that this overseas performance tour was the first of its kind
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by a church band from the independent nation of Samoa (Lesa, interview, 28 December
2004). Information from that tour experience might yield some important insights
concerning cultural representations by Samoans to non-Samoans as well as to foreignborn Samoan expatriates. The history of LDS school bands in both Samoan island
groups also merits additional documentation and study.
The Fijian government maintains a military forces band and a police band. The
former band, in particular, has sought to participate actively in international festivals, as
evidenced by their performance in the 2007 Edinburgh Military Tattoo. Ve'ehala,
through his long association with Fijian band colleagues in South Pacific regional circles,
has a working knowledge of the Fijian band environment and finds it radically different
from Tonga's brass tradition. Fijian leaders do not facilitate widespread inclusion of
brass in school curricula, so its army band recruits often have their initial band training
experience after they enlist in the military (Ve'ehala, interview, 7 January 2005).
Exploring this difference might reinforce my finding that influential individuals wield
great power in shaping a cultural tradition, in this case by facilitating the active presence
of wind bands in Tongan schools. Moreover, it is apparent that LDS missionaries did not
employ bands in their Fijian mission schools to nearly the same extent as in Samoa and
Tonga. Investigating the reasons for this disparity might shed light on the effect of
overarching cultural tendencies versus the persistent efforts of individual agents.
The third recommended avenue of inquiry concerns Tongan bands in the Oceanic
diaspora. A number of FWC congregations in Australia, New Zealand, Hawai'i, and the
western United States maintain bands to accompany their church choirs. These bands
also serve expatriate Tongan enclaves as markers of identity, both to Tongan generations
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born in their respective adoptive countries and to non-Tongans in the larger multi-ethnic
community (Mafi, pers. comm., 30 June 2005). One conspicuous example is the Royal
Hifofua Tongan Brass Band affiliated with the FWC's flagship Australian congregation
in Sydney. Ve'ehala's cousin Feleti Vi inaugurated this band in 1996 to "encourage
Australian-born Tongan Youths [sic] to get involved in banding and music, at the same
time avoid them [sic] from the streets, and to prevent them from bad company and
behaviour which is against the Community" (Vi 2003 :n.p.). A subsequent listing of their
typical performance duties demonstrates a marked similarity to bands in Tonga:
The Band main duties are to perform at Church and Community functions, which
varies from performing every Sunday at the FWCTA centre at Pulela'a in
Glendenning, fundraising concerts, birthday parties, funerals, leading the opening
march of the Australian Fijian Community Hibiscus Day in Sydney, leading the
9th division at the Sydney ANZAC Day parade every year since 2000, performing
at Christmas Carols by Candlelight at Dean Park, Blacktown and at the Central
Coast Lions Club. (Ibid.)
The band benefited in its early years by a steady stream of visiting Tongan bandsmen
who helped train the young members, including Ve'ehala, Lu Mafi, and Viliami
Tu'ipulotu (Mafi, pers. comm., 30 June 2005).7 It is no doubt obvious to readers of this
study how closely the duties of Royal Hifofua band members parallel their Tongan-born
counterparts. Subsequent study of this practice in diasporic Tongan communities might
further illuminate the processes of identity construction among expatriate enclaves in
transnational migrations.
Pursuing these specific avenues of inquiry could lead to increasingly nuanced
perspectives on the phenomenon of band adoption and adaptation in the postcolonial
In 2003 this band won the Australian national championship in Class D for young and
developing bands. Feleti Vi writes in the CD notes commemorating this historic occasion: "We
do humbly dedicate this honour 'to the Glory of the Almighty God'" (2003 :n.p.).
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world. If it is true in Tonga, as Booth claims concerning South Asian brass bands, that
"as symbols [bands] look backward rather than forward" in establishing semiotic links
with past traditions (2005:34), then these proposed ethnographic studies might shed
additional light on the complexity of those processes in the Pacific.
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APPENDIX A
MUSICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS (COMPLETE SCORES)
1. Choral-band score for Prodigal Son by Siosiua Faka'osi
The Prodigal Son
SATB choir with condensed band score
Choir score composed by Siosiua Mafi Faka'osi
Band score composed by 'Alifeleti Faka'osi
Transcribed by David Kammerer
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2. Condensed band score for Royal Tonga Police Band March by Siosiua Faka'osi

Royal Tonga Police Band March
Brass band condensed score
Composed by Siosiua Mafi Faka'osi
Transcribed by David Kammerei
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3. Vocal-band score for "Katinia" by Queen Salote, as arranged for band by
ViliamiTu'ipulotu and performed by ROCOM

Katinia (Gardenia)
As performed by ROCOM on
Lose 'Ofa Anga (2001)
Composed by Queen Salote Tupou III
Arranged by Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu
Transcribed by David Kammerer
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4. Condensed band score for "Katinia" as arranged by Viliami Tu'ipulotu

Katinia (Gardenia)
Brass band condensed score

Composed by Queen Salote Tupou III
Arranged by Viliami 'Esei Tu'ipulotu
Condensed score by David Kammerer
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APPENDIX B
Performances and events involving Tongan brass bands observed during field
research period (excluding Sunday worship services and band rehearsals)
16 December 2003
Community holiday program - "Carols by Candlelight" (Mala'e Pangai, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: Maopa Band, Royal Tongan Police Band (full band plus electric pop
band with rhythm section/horn section/vocals)
17 December 2003
Lunchtime concert - Fund Management House Plaza, Nuku'alofa business district
Participating band: ROCOM
17 December 2003
Community holiday program -"Carols by Candlelight" [Program #2] (Mala'e Pangai,
Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: ROCOM
21 December 2003
Recording session for TV Tonga holiday program (Saione FWC, Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Maopa Band (with choir)
22 December 2003
Afternoon concert (TCM Market, Nuku'alofa business district)
Participating band: ROCOM
22 December 2003
FWC youth group gift exchange (Maopa rehearsal hall, Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Maopa Band (with choir)
24 December 2003
Christmas Eve serenading/fundraising (Nuku'alofa and vicinity)
Participating band: Maopa
30 December 2003
Afternoon lotu (prayer service) with HRH Taufa'ahau Tupou IV (Royal Palace,
Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Maopa (with choir)
31 December 2003
New Year's Eve service (Saione FWC, Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Royal Tongan Police Band
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31 December 2003 -1 January 2004
New Year's Eve midnight service (Fasi-moe-Afi FWC, Nuku'alofa)
New Year's serenading (Nuku'alofa and vicinity)
Participating band: Maopa
16 June 2004
Annual FWC worldwide conference evening po hiva music service (Neiafu FWC,
Vava'u)
Participating bands: Neiafu FWC (Vava'u), Makave FWC (Vava'u), Wesley FWC
(Wellington NZ), Kolomotu'a
17 June 2004
Annual FWC worldwide conference evening worship service (Neiafu FWC, Vava'u)
Participating bands: Combined Neiafu-Makave FWC (comprised largely of Mailefihi
College band members)
18 June 2004
Vava'u island-wide school rugby tournament (Vava'u High School, Neiafu)
Participating band: Mailefihi College
20 June 2004
Annual FWC worldwide conference evening music service (Makave FWC, Vava'u)
Participating bands: Neiafu FWC (Vava'u), Makave FWC (Vava'u), Sopu FWC, Petani
FWC ('Eua), Tatakamotonga FWC, Kolomotu'a
23 June 2004
Brass band competition - schools (Fa'onelua Park, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: Tupou College, Queen Salote College, Apifo'ou College
29 June 2004
Brass band competition - community bands (Fa'onelua Park, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: Konistitutone Youth Band, Sopu 'o Taufa'ahau Youth Band
1 July 2004
Westpac Bank of Tonga 30th anniversary prayer breakfast (Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Maopa (incomplete)
2 July 2004
Education Day Parade (Taufa'ahau Road, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: Tailulu College, Tonga College, Tonga High School, Beulah
College, Queen Salote College, St. Andrew's School, Apifo'ou College, Liahona High
School, Tupou College
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2 July 2004
Evening block party (downtown Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Police Band 'electric band' (with horns)
3 July 2004
School bands marching display (Mala'e Pangai, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: Queen Salote College, Apifo'ou College, Tupou College, Liahona
High School
4 July 2004
Special birthday afternoon lotu [prayer service] (Royal Palace, Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Maopa (with choir)
5 July 2004
Military parade review [King's birthday observance] (Mala'e Pangai, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: ROCOM, Royal Tongan Police Band
5 July 2004
Miss Heilala parade (Taufa'ahau Road, Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Beulah College
1 January 2005
New Year's Eve FWC service (Fasi-moe-Afi FWC, Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Maopa
4 January 2005
Uike lotu serenading performance (Kahoua, Tongatapu)
Participating band: Sopu FWC
7 January 2005
Uike lotu serenading performance (Nuku'alofa and vicinity)
Participating band: ROCOM
2 July 2005
Education Day Parade (Taufa'ahau Road, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: Tonga High School, Queen Salote College, Tupou College, Tailulu
College, Beulah College, Liahona High School, Apifo'ou College, Tonga College
2 July 2005
Dedication - Tonga High School new campus (Nuku'alofa)
Participating band: Tonga High School
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4 July 2005
Military parade review [King's birthday observance] (Mala'e Pangai, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: ROCOM, Royal Tongan Police Band, Royal Fiji Military Forces
Band, Australian Air Force Central Command Band
4 July 2005
Miss Heilala parade (Taufa'ahau Road, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: Tailulu College, Apifo'ou College, Liahona High School, Beulah
College
6 July 2005
Kingdom of Tonga Military Tattoo (Mala'e Pangai, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: ROCOM, Royal Tongan Police Band, Fiji Military Forces Band,
Australian Air Force Central Command Band
8 July 2005
Kingdom of Tonga Military Tattoo [2nd performance] (Mala'e Pangai, Nuku'alofa)
Participating bands: ROCOM, Royal Tongan Police Band, Fiji Military Forces Band,
Australian Air Force Central Command Band
30 July 2005
Awards program - Mailefihi (FWC) College (Neiafu, Vava'u)
Participating band: Mailefihi College
5 August 2005
First birthday party for Ve'ehala's daughter (Houma)
Participating band: ROCOM
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GLOSSARY OF TONGAN TERMS
Faifekau: Protestant minister or Catholic priest (priests sometimes called Patele
[Father])
Faiva: Traditional Tongan dancing (sometimes interchangeable with the term haka); any
artistic performance; literally "skill" or "ability"
Faka 'apa 'apa: Respect or obeisance
Fakaonopooni: Music-dance genres of the "new" (post-contact) tradition
Fakapale: Traditional Tongan gift-giving in conjunction with music-dance performances
Fangufangu: Tongan nose flute
Fatongia: Obligation or duty
Haka: Alternate Tongan term for traditional dancing; originally referred specifically to
movements of the hands, arms, and upper body
Hiva: To sing
Hivafaikava: Songs favored by men's kava clubs, usually from the hiva kakala
repertory
Hiva kakala: An acculturated genre of topical songs; literally, "sweet smelling songs"
Hiva usu: Indigenous Tongan hymn compositions dating from the mid-nineteenth
century
Hou 'eiki: Traditional chiefly class
Hulohula: Western-influenced popular dancing styles
Ifipalasa: Brass bands; literally to "blow brass"
Kdtoanga: Special festivals or commemorations
Kau ifi: Wind bands; literally "group that blows"
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Kele 'a: Conch shells used for signaling or ensemble performance
Lakalaka: A genre integrating poetry, singing, and dance; literally, "to step briskly"
Lotu: Religion or prayer
Mafana: A feeling of gratification often described as "inner warmth" or "exhilaration"
Malie: An expression acknowledging a performance that is pleasing or skillful
Matapule: Chiefs attendant; sometimes called "talking chief
Mateaki: Loyalty
Ma 'ulu 'ulu: A genre integrating poetry, singing, and dance, introduced into Tonga from
Samoa around 1900
Me 'elaufola: An obsolete dance featuring women; replaced in post-contact performances
by lakalaka
Me 'etu 'upaki: A men's dance incorporating choreography with paddles
Mei ono 'aho: "Of the old tradition," referring to pre-contact performative genres
Mimiha: Tongan panpipes
Mu'a: Gentry class
'Otuhaka: A genre integrating poetry, singing, and dance, performed by females seated
in rows
Palangi: Caucasian or "white" foreigner
Po hiva: Christian-era evening performances featuring sacred music by multiple choirs
Po me 'e: Pre-contact evening dance performances that were proscribed by Christian
missionaries because of their reported association with sexual activity
Popula: Slave class
Pulotu: A term denoting a composer or creative artist; those fulfilling a choreographic
function are known as pulotu haka; musical composers are called pulotu hiva;
poets are designated as pulotu ta 'anga
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Punake: Highly skilled creative artists who assume all three roles in creating poetry,
musical settings, and choreography for traditional Tongan genres
Tapa: Mulberry bark cloth
Tau: Refrain of a strophic Tongan song or lakalaka
Tau 'olunga: A Samoan dance introduced into Tonga around 1900; often featured as a
solo female dance performed to hiva kakala music
Tu 'a: Commoner class
Tu 'i: King or paramount chief
Uike lotu: A weeklong period of spiritual reflection and rededication in early January;
literally "week of prayer"
Ula: A genre integrating poetry, singing, and dance, performed by females standing in
rows
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